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O;z, PIrNU CiARACTERIST CS OF Ti. SOLAR ARRAY FLIN.qT EXPERNI'ENT

E, O. Pinson

AtUSTUACT

Accelervneter data frefi the on-orbit lynnaic testing of the Solar Array Elitit
Experirent (SAFE) structure are analyzed to deternmin tho level ant sourc' nt
modal damping present in the structure. Several innovativ, fraturps in tit
design ant, manufacture of the SAFE payload are described prior to a discussion
of the tests perforned during the STS-41-0 Space Shuttle mission. Planned anti
unplanned deviations from the standard test procedure are discussed in detail
because of their rather significant irpact on procedural aspr',cts of thl' tt1i
analysis which was performed at Lockhe,| Iissiles and Slpace Co.

Approximations of the acceleronmter records for a ativpn test are hasoi' on
modal data obtained from a SPAR finite-ple,.nt oo,', I f- r' 1,',I 1,.jj rAFk

structure. These data ant trial estimates of the mo., ,
input to a linear, transient response analysis algorithn. Trial 'itimpng
values are then iteratively iproved to yield the most accurate sirulation it
the measured accelerometer traces. The validity of various assuwiptions mati,
in the course of this analysis is examined and justification is provided ror
several non-standard facets ot the procedure. As a part of this discussion,
reasons for including and excluding certain finite-element model refinements
are explained. Also of interest is the validity and effect that assuming ?,,ru
initial displacement and velocity for the structure has on the final modal
damping estimates.

Information is traced step-by-step from the ISA/Marshall Space Flight Center
thruster firing data to fifal estimates of the damping present in the first
six modes of the SAFE module. These damping data are presented for each of
the fourteen dynamic tests performed and several aspects of those results are
discussed in detail. Unexpected modal damping estimates arising from this
analysis suggest that further component testing is required to explain
adequately the source(s) of the damping which was demonstrated luring the
on-orbit tests.

.

* Lockheed Missiles and Space Co, Sunnyvale, CA
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ODA4PING CHARACTEISTICS OF THE SULAR ARRAY FLIGHT EXPERIMFIT

E. 0. Pinson*

' UTlODUCT O,

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (iASA) launch.,d Space
Shuttle mission STS-41-0 on August 31, 1984. On this mission, thp crew of the
Space Shuttle performed various tests on the largest structure to ht, sh-ploy ',

01 in orbit and brought back to earth - the Solar Array Flight Exporimont (SAFF,
see Figure 1). While this experiment demnstrated advanced technlOi lot .P)
other areas, a major goal of the SAFE was to verify and irprove prosent
methods of dynamic response prediction for large, lightweight, flexible
structures. Since the SAFE represents a type of constrocti.in considered
necessary for the success of future large space structures, this on-orhit
testing is an important milestone in tile development and enhancement or :;
present dynamic responsp prediction and an , sis tools. This paper relates
the SAFE configuration, procedures involv_ in tile on-orb it nanm-i tostin,
and describe the anallysis of accpelro eter data porforr-M at Lnckhpj Missi Is.
and Space Ccx.Vany, Inc. (U4SC). .

MdE-FLIGNT ACTIVITIES

Oesign ,nj Lunstruction

The SAFE structure was designed and built at L4SC in Sunnyvale, CA undler
contract to NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center (NSFC) in Huntsville, AL
(contract number tIASO-31352). The mast assembly, protfuced ;)y fble Enginewrint,
Company, Inc. of Goleta, CA, Incorporates a canister tdpployment ripclanism
which allows the entire nast length of 32 m (11ib It.) to he coiled Into a
cylinder 1.5 m (5 ft.) long. The triangular mast, only 31) cm (14.4 in.) in
circumscribed diameter, can be deployed/retracted at a noninal rate of
4 cm/sec. (1.5 in./sec.) and has an effective El of 43.6 k-m 2

(15.2 X 109 lbs-in2 ).

.y.The solar array blanket weighs 1.35 kN (303 lbs.) and consists of H4
rectangular panels each 4.U m (13.125 ft.) by 37 cm (14.49 in.) and
structurally capable of supporting solar cells. However, only onp of these
panels, located near the top of the blanket, was populated with active solar
cells during on-orbit testing - all others were fitted with aluminum plates
which simulated the thickness anti mass of solar cells. The panel which
contained active solar cells was constructed of two P5.4 micro-meter (1.0 mil)
Kapton substrates with copper circuitry sandwiched betwPn. Five of the
panels were stiffened by a graphite-epoxy framework (all others were stiftnpd
by an aluminum framework) and joined to adjacent panels along the longest
sides utilizing an s-glass fiber which formed the rib at a "piano-hinge"
construction. Small springs were placed at discrete points along the
hinge-line to guarantee that the panels would fold in the proper directions
during retraction. Although they have little etfect in a 1-g environment,
these springs were quite effective during the on-orbit tests.

* Lockheed Missiles and *-)ace Co., Sunnyvale, CA
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During launch and landing, the blanket was folded into a containment box which
exerted a 13.3 kfl (3000 lb.) compressive force on the 9.0 cm (3.5 in.) stack
of panels. The entire jettisonable structure (including the canister, mast
and blanket) weighs approximately 3.0 kN (673 pounds), approximately one-third
the weight of conventional solar arrays. Since the SAFE also occupies only
one-tenth the volume of conventional designs, several significant
technological advances are represented in this relatively unconventional
design.

The SAFE wing was dynamically tested at full and 70% deployment. During full
deployment, approximately 23.1 11 (5 lbs.) of tensile force was applied to the
lower edge of the blanket through springs attached to a tension bar and then
to two parallel tension wires. Additionally, a similar apparatus applied
approximately 55.6 N (12.5 lbs.) to the upper 70% of the blanket. During 70% __

deployment, only the latter tensioning system was used. The forces
transmitted through the tension bars were regulated by two separate pairs of
constant-torque mechanisms which were designed to provide constant tension onthe blanket during all structural motions. To guide and lightly hold the

position of the blanket, three stainless-steel guide-wires, placed in the
middle and to either side of the centerline of the blanket, were connected to
the containment box lid, laced through eyelets in the blanket, and connected

to three separate constant-torque m chanisms in the containment box. Each of
these devices applied approximately 8.9 N (2 lbs.) tension to the guide-wires.

Modeling and Pre-Flight Testing

Two finite-element (FE) models of the deployed SAFE structure existat LMSC.
One model simulates the wing at 70% extension while the other simulates full
deploymerit of the array. Both models were written using the EAL/SPAR FE code
and were used to obtain natural frequencies and mode shapes as well as predict
the on-orbit transient response under simulated Space Shuttle excitation
scenarios.

Since the structure of the SAFE was not designed to withstand the 1-g etfects
at the surface of the earth, some of the extensive dynamic testing involving
the entire structure could not be performed. Because of this limitation,
several components of the SAFE were tested independently. Static tests of the
mast alone yielded various strength and deformation parameters and a modal
test of the mast alone provided a damping prediction - 1.5% of its critical
damping value. Tests that were performed on sections of the blanket shed
light on the shear and normal strengths of the Kapton/framework combination
seen in each panel. All of the available data concerning material properties
of the SAFE structural elements, from these tests and other sources, were
incorporated into the FE models.

Instrumentation

The SAFE structure was instrumented with six accelerometers (see Figure 2).
Three base accelerometers were located on the support structure which held the
mast canister, and three additional accelerometers were located on the blanket
containmeut box lid. The accelerometers located on the support structure of
the SAFE were virtually ignored for analysis purposes hecaus they sensed an r.
unmanageable amount of noise, but the upper accelerometer records possessed a
higher signal-to-noise ratio and were therefore much more useful. The two
upper accelerometers placed at the center of the box lid were labeled Xl and Y
sensing STS fore/aft and port/starboard accelerations respectively. A single

DC-3
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accelerometer labeled X2 was placed 1.75 in (6,.75 in.) starboard of the
longitudinal axis of the mast and also sensed fore/aft accelerations. Thl, box
lid to which these accelerometers were mounted was attached to the tip of the
SAFE mast by a rather complex mechanism which restricted relative
displacements and rotations. This implies that the traces obtained from the
Xl, X2, and Y accelerometers are estimaths of the accelerations of the tip of
the mast as well as the top of the blanket.

Affixed to the blanket and mast were several targets for two separate
displacement measuring systems used by NASA/Langley Research Center (LaRC) in
Hampton, VA and 14SFC. The LaRC targets, located on the blanket, retlected
sunlight into video cameras placed ir the four corners of the Space Shuttle
cargo bay, making the system useful only when the array was exnosed to a "
moderate level of light (Reference I). The targets used by M4SFC, located on
the mast and the blanket, reflected the light onitted hy laser diodes into a
field-tricker similar to some new TV cameras (Reference 2). Since the laser
diodes emit such low intensity light, this displacement measuring system was
useful only when the array was exposed to very little direct anti reflected
light from extraneous sources.

Excitation

The Space Shuttle Vernier Reaction Control System (VRCS, see Figure 3) was -

used to excite the SAFE in very specitic directions and tightly regulated
magnitudes. The firing sequences and durations were determined by
C. S. Draper Laboratories in conjunction with Rockwell Intl. to excite
in-plane, out-of-plane, and multi-modal responses of the wing while minimizing
the net angular acceleration of the orbiter. These intended firing histories
(the durations of which were programmed into the VRCS computer) are listed in
Table 1.

TEST PROCEDURE

Overview

Three classes of dynamic tests were performed by the Space Shuttle crew
on-orbit: out-of-plane (O/P), in-plane (I/P), and multi-modal (M/M). A total
of fourteen such tests were performed during the mission (see Table 2). All
but two of these tests were conducted at the 70% deployment length - only one
out-of-plane and one multi-modal test was performed on the fully deployed
structure. Each test consisted of three distinct periods: a quiescent period
of ten minutes prior to VRCS initiation, an excitation )hase when the
thrusters were executing pre-programmed firing sequences, and a free-response
period beginning when the VRCS thrusters ceased firing and ending when the
SAFE structural motion was sufficiently small (up to eight minutes allotted).
During all three phases ot the test procedure, the automatic attitude control
system of the Space Shuttle was disabled, crew motions were restricted, and
the Space Shuttle was in the "gravity-gradient" orientation (shown in
Figure 4).

Test Plan Deviations

As mentioned previously, several firing durations wpre programned into the
VRCS computer prior to launch. However, the original test plan (precisely
specitied thruster firing intervals and durations) was implemented for only
the first ten dynamic tests. After the first few tests had been performed,
and the SAFE response had been observed by mission control specialists, it was I
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obvious that the tip displacements were much smaller than anticipated, A
decision was made to repeat the pre-planned excitation phase of the last four
tests while decreasing the duration of each thruster pulse and slightly
altering the intervals. This method of excitation was intended to boost the o

tip displacement by bU%, but did not achieve this goal due to the excessive
dampig in the structure. The shorter duration pulse used throughout these
extended duration tests was available on the VRCS computer, thus the thruster
durations during all tourteen dynamic tests were computer-controlled. The
intended extended firing histories are presented in Table 1.

Although the VRCS computer dictated the duration of the thruster pulses for
all dynamic tests, the astronauts were responsible for the initiation of each
pulse. On a few occasions, there were deviations from the planned firing
schedule (i. e., thrusters were not fired at the pre-designated times).
Fortunately, these deviations from the original schedule were recorded by a
flight computer and were fairly easy to accomodate in the attendant analyses.
The flight computer recorded on/off times for each of the VRCS thrusters and,
upon decoding by Rockwell, these records were digitized and incorporated into
the analysis as the actual thruster firing histories. These records were
subsequently used in the derivation of 4 forcing function for the appropriate
test.

DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
q..

Assumptions and Anomalie'

The SAFE structure was assumed to behave in a manner consistent with Hooke's
Law allowing standard modal analysis techniques to be employed in the
post-flight analysis of the accelerometer records conducted at LMSC. In the
absence of more reliable information, the SAFE was assumed to have no initial
displacement or velocity prior to each of the fourteen dynamic tests. This
assumption was under suspicion front the onset of the post-flight analysis. As
verified independently by LaRC, neither the mast tip nor the blanket reached
total quiescence prior to dynamic testing. Results from the reduction of LaRC
photogrammetric data found peak to peak motions of the mast tip during the
"quiescent" period to be as much as 1.5 and 0.44 cm (0.59 and U.17b in.) in
the X and Y directions respectively (see Reference 1). Since the extremely N.It
dominant first mode amplitude is approximately 7.6 cm (3 in.) in the 70%
deployed configuration, this "low-amplitude" residual oscillation is roughly
the same size as that which could be expected of higher mode contributions.
This lack of quiescence makes damping factors and the associated contributions
of higher modes very difficult and in some cases impossible to determine. !i-
the analysis performed at LMSC, modal damping factors for modes other than the
fundamental I/P and O/P modes are given only to identify the recognizable
participation of other modes. When given, these "identification factors" are
usually 0.25% or 0.5% of the critical damping value and ar" not intended to
reflect the actual amount of modal damping present in the structure.

When the SAFE was deployed, it became obvious that the mast-blanket structure
was twisted along its longitudinal axis with respect to theSTS cargo bay.
This twisting could not be ignored in the ".SC data reduction process because
the accelerometers, which were intended to sense accelerations orthogonal to
VRCS thrust direction, actually sensed accelerations at a slightly skewed
angle (approximately 7.80 at the accelerometer locations). Some consideration
was given to incorporating this twist into the FE model by relocating
individual nodes according to their respective locations along the
longitudinal axis of the structure. This procedure would yield slightly
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different frequencies and mode shapes in addition to producing non-planar
finite elements. The idea was discarded in view of the good agreement h'tween
simulated and measured frequencies and the difficulties involved in the
analysis of the resulting warped elements. Therefore, in an effort to account
for the unintended twist, two adjustments (discussed in the following
paragraphs) were made to the data reduction process:

1. The model was altered slightly to account for the inertial effects
introduced by the twist, and

2. A post-processing module was added to the analysis to transform
the simulated orthogonal (to STS coordinates) acceleration histories
into simulated accelerometer records (sensed in the slightly skewed
directions of the SAFE box lid accelerometers).

Since the array blanket and attendant hardware were offset from the mast by
approximately 25.4 cm (10 in.) as well as twisted, any I/P or O/P motion of
the array would also cause a slight torsion about the longitudinal axis of the
mast (approximately coincident with the twist axis of the structure). This
torsion was simulated by the attachment of a lumped mass to the starboard end
of the box lid. The size of this mass was determined by equating the torque
produced by the twisted structure to the torque produced by the outboard mass.
For the fully deployed wing, 23.6 N (5.3 lbs.) was added and for the 70%
deployed configuration, 20.0 11 (4.5 lbs.) was added. However, since
increasing the mass of the structure by any amount reduces the associated
natural frequencies, the pre- and post-refinement frequency values were
compared to confirm that this change was sufficiently small. In Table 3, this
comparison is presented for the first six natural frequencies of the
structure, predicted by the FE models discussed earlier.

The Justification for and accuracy of the coordinate tratisforination technique

lies in the fact that the amplitude of the I/P accelerometer record during 0/1)
dynamic tests coincides very closely with that which is produced by the
transformation procedure. It is felt that this assumption, and the attachment
of the lumped mass, introduces minimal error into the final results and
adequately accounts for the unexpected twisting of the SAFE.

At various times during the mission, the astronauts noticed that, in addition
to the twist discussed above, the array blanket also tended to defolm in a
whammock" shape with the edges of the blanket displaced toward the crew cabin.

A recent test, which attempted to duplicate this behaviour in the laboratory,
indicated that thermal expansion of the aluminum blanket panel frames probably
exceeded the allowable growth margin during in-flight testing and caused the
panel to deform. Intuitively, the hanmock shape would give rise to slightly
greater O/P and I/P rigidity in the blanket, and therefore have some small
influence on the natural frequencies of the structure. In the LISC analysis,
this "hammocking" is not modeled, nor is it considered to have a significant
impact on the dynamic response characteristics of the structure.

Analysis Procedure Overview

On the basis of the above assumptions, the following procedure was implemented
to identify the modal damping coefficients of the SAFE:

MSFC provided Lockheed with graphs of the thruster firing histories for eacn
of the fourteen dynamic tests, and multiplication factors representing the
accelerations (both translational and rotational) at the base of the SAFE due
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to the firing of each individual thruster (see Table 4). Th" acceleration
factors provided by MSFC were hased on the following assumptions:

1. When firing, the thrusters provide constant thrust, I
2. The Space Shuttle is a rigid link between all thrusters and the

base of the SAFE, and

3. The rotational moments of inertia of the Space Shuttle are constant. k

During most of the dynamic testing, two or more VRCS thrusters fired
simultaneously to provide the proper excitation. The total base acceleration
of the SAFE in those cases was determined by superimposing the contributions
of each active thruster, justitied by the second assumption listed above.

The thruster firing data, which were decoded by Rockwell from the flight
recorder, were digitized in tile form of ones and zeros, designating on and
off, respectively. For each dynamic test, these "on/off vectors" were
linearly interpolated using a step-size of 0.1 sec., implicitly assuming that
the thrusters achieve maximum thrust and decrease to zero thrust in 0.1 sec.
The interpolated thruster time histories were then placed in a matrix with
dimensions of time by four (one column for each of the four VRCS thrusters
participating in the dynamic tests). This thruster array was post-multiplied
by a matrix containing the acceleration factors provided by MSFC. The
resulting matrix (with dimensions of time by six) was a time history of the
base acceleration ot tile SAFE, in STS coordinates, during the dynamic test in
question. A transformation matrix converted the acceleration histories into
FE model coordinates prior to the transient response analyses.

Once the above preparations were completed, data were input to a program whlcil
calculated the structural response histories at specified nodes of the nodel
(at or near accelerometer locations). This result was obtained by integrating
the following equation over time:

[Cm] + [c]) + (kCq -CO) tl)[RJ[(j (I)

where: [m] - the diagonal generalized mass matrix (identity matrix),
[c] = the diagonal generalized gain matrix,
[k3 = the diagonal generalized stiffness matrix,
E = the vibrational modes orthogonalized to the mass matrix,
M) - the consistent mass matrix,
[R] = the rigid-body transformation matrix (about the base node

of the SAFE), -f

CRI = the base acceleration matrix, and
q = the generalized coordinate vector (with dots denoting time

derivatives).

All of the diagonal matrices listed above have dimenslons of fifteen by '

fifteen, corresponding to the number of modes used in the transient response
analysis. Tile generalized gain matrix contains l/(24j ) factors along its
diagonal, where j corresponds to the per-cent of critical damping for the i
mode, and the generalized stiffness matrix contains the SAFE natural

frequencies squared along its diagonal. The vibrational modes, consistent
mass, and rigid-body matrices were computed by SPAR. Ortlogonal vibrational
modes were obtained by aniterative algorithm within SPAR composed of a Stodola
matrix iteration technique alternating with a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. Tile
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consistent mass matrix accounts for the rotational inertias of joints and the
rigid-body transformation matrix represents the displacement caused at each
node in the SAFE structure by unit translations and rotations of the chosen
reference node (in this case, the base of the SAFE).

Integration of the equations of motion was accomplished using a closed-form %

recursive algorithm. This algorithm approximates the excitation force as a
linear change between adjacent time steps as it progresses in time. Since the
base acceleration of the SAFE was inputas a linerly varying function, the
integration algorithm was very effective.

The result of the integration was a set of generalized response histories
consisting of acceleration and displacement data. These generalized response
histories were backtransformed into structural coordinates by pre-multiplying
the histories with the appropriate rows of the modal matrix. Thismultiplication yielded the structural response histories of specific

degrees-of-freedom at certain nodes of the SAFE model. The structural
acceleration histories produced by the integration process were relative
accelerations of the nodes of interest with respect to the base of the
structure. Therefore, the base acceleration histories were added to the
integrated results to produce the absolute accelerations which would have been
sensed by the box lid accelerometers had they been orthogonal to VRCS thrust
dyisrectpions. isu e s t oi

Due to the twist in the SAFE structure, the computer-simulated orthogonal
acceleration histories were rotated to simulate the accelerations sensed by .
the slightly skewed Accelerometers. Pre-multiplication by another coordinate 9.

transformation matrix accomplished this task. For the purpose of presentation *,-

and consistency, the units of the simulated accelerometer records were then
changed to milli-g's from in./sec.3 by multiplying the entire group of
acceleration histories by a conversion factor of 2.588.

The location of nodes along the box lid did not coincide with the placement of
the accelerometers. To accomodate this incompatibility between the model and ,,
the structure, a linear interpolation was performed between the two nodes 67
adjacent to the outboard accelerometer location. Since the box lid
incorporates a fairly rigid graphite-epoxy design, this approximation is
considered quite valid.

Utilizing the method described above, the accelerometer records were
approximated based on trial modal damping values and analytically derived
natural frequencies and mode shapes. The above procedure was iterated,
varying the approximations of these damping values, until an acceptable
estimate of the measured accelerometer records were produced. In evaluating
the acceptability of the damping estimates, accelerometer traces were examined
in the region of peak response and shortly thereafter. Magnitudes from the " .
computer simulated records were compared to those obtained during on-orbit
testing and the modal damping values yielding the smallest overall residuals .,..

were accepted as final estimates. Computer simulated displacements of the
mast tip were used only to verify maximum excursions and were not considered
while evaluating the acceptability of modal damping estimates.

In addition to monitoring the accelerations and displacements of the nodes
near the accelerometer locations, the motions of two nodes at the base of the
blanket were monitored. This provided a record of the amount of 'notion
experienced by the blanket tensioning devices. Since the damping attributable
to these tensioners was not estimated prior to flight, they were considered to
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be a possible source ot the higher I/P damping factors. During computer LM
simulations, the reels never deployed more than 12.8 cm (0.5 inch), but a
recent test Involving one of these mechanisms has shown that a significant
level of damping was contributed by these devices, even with such minute
displacements (see References 3 and 41).

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE DEVIATIONS

Out-of-plane and in-plane test files were analyzed as information pertaining
to the respective files was made complete. An additional attempt was made to
analyze cases appearing to possess relatively few modes before the more
complicated tests were investigated. Out-of-plane tests were performed
on-orbit more frequently than any other, resulting in several comparable sets
of data. For this reason, all informationally complete O/P tests were
analyzed before attempting the simplest I/P simulations. Upon approximating
all O/P and I/P modal damping values (including those for the files which were
originally incomplete), the M/M test cases were analyzed. In this way, all
available information and experience could be incorporated into the most
complicated analyses.

Table 5 shows the modal damping factors which produced the best computer
simulation of the three accelerometer histories (Xl, X2, and Y) for each file
analyzed. Although not presented in this table, the non-participatory modes
(O/P modes during an I/P test and I/P modes during an O/P test) were damped in
an inconsistent manner: When the first files were analyzed, no prior
knowledge was assumed in setting the damping factors for non-participatory
modes, however, as experience was gained, the trial damping factors began to
reflect all knowledge accumulated to that point. For this reason, O/P modal•.. :.
damping factors should be taken only from O/P tests and I/P damping factorsshould be taken only from I/P tests. The M/rM damping factors should reflect 1

both cases equally well. Generalized coordinate time histories were examined
near the end of the analysis procedure to verify that the non-participatory
modal damping factors assumed during the early stages of the analysis were
adequate. This examination showed that the non-participatory modal damping
values are almost irrelevent, strengthening the basis for extracting damping
factors from the proper test data.

During the data reduction process for each file considered, the initial
displacement and velocity of the structure was assumed to be zero. However,

for one case an attempt was made to estimate the actual initial conditions -

file six. This file, the first to be analyzed in the LMSC post-flight data
reduction procedure, documents an O/P test performed on the dark side of the
orbit at 70% deployment. Considerable time was spent in this initial analysis
case to gain an understanding of parameter sensitivities in the algorithms
used, therefore, this particular file was chosen for the initial condition
approximation process based on a greater familiarity with its features.

Difficulty was encountered while attempting to estimate the initial conditions
for O/P displacements and velocities because modes one and four of the SAFE
differ only in the phasing ot motion between the blanket and the mast (see

Table 3 for descriptions of tile first six modes of the structure). MSFC
provided LMSC with displacement andvelocity histories integrated trom the
accelerometer records - but the accelerometers were located only at the
mast/blanket tip. It was thus impossible to distinguish the separate
contributions of modes one and four from this data. Due to the lack of F
information concerning the initial conditions of all nodes in the SAFE, it was *xw

decided that modal (rather than structural) initial conditions would be
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approximated. The starting point for this iterative process was tle
integrated displacement andvelocity histories provided by MSFC. The
displacement and velocity values at the time the VRCS began firing were read
from the integrated histories and assumed modal initial conditions were input
to the transient response analysis. This procedure was used only as a
starting point for an iterative process of estimating the initial condition!).
Subsequent iterations produced refinements in the magnitude and distribution
(between the first and fourth modes) of the modal initial conditions
originally assuned.

Acceptability of an adequate fit was subjective. Initial transient features
of the structural response are modeled more accurately in the curves
incorporating initial condition approximations, as was expected. However, as
these transients decay, the simulation curves where zero initial conditions
were assumed predict the actual structural response with equal or greater
accuracy. Based on these observations, the modal damping values obtained as a
result of the initial condition approximation process are not considered to be
an accurate reflection of the damping actually present in the structure.
Also, since the advantageous effects of accurately representing initial
displacement and velocity are confined to only the first few seconds of the
simulation, it was not considered time-efficient to attempt this initial
condition estimation for each file.

Power Spectral Densities of the accelerometer traces provided by MSFC were
somewhat useful in determining modal participation. As work progressed, modal
damping estimates were calculated from the digital representations ot these
PSDs by the half-power method. At the same time, estimates of the frequency
peaks corresponding to the damping factors were obtained (see Table 0). The
frequencies presented in Table 6 were divided into categories (i. e., 7(%
deployed, O/P, daytime test, first mode) and averaged, for the purpose of
comparison. As shown in Table 3, the resulting average values correspond
quite closely with modal analysis predictions.

Four of the final approximations are included in this paper - files 10, 12,
20, and 28. Also included in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 are the accelerometer
records provided by MSFC corresponding to these sample cases. These cases
represent the following categories: O/P (file 12), I/P (tile 28), and 4/11
(file 10) at 70% deployment and M/M at full deployment (file 20). Further
information concerning these sample cases may be obtained by referring to
Table 2. When comparing the simulations to the measured data, note that only
gross features of each curve are approximated well and that modal phasing is
inaccurately simulated in all cases. This inaccuracy is probably (lue to the
similarities between modes one and four and the inability to distinguish
between their respective contributions and relative phasing.

SU4MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Since this structure is a product of new technologies in several areas, it is
not surprising that tle analysis presented above did not resolve all questions
concerning the structural response of the SAFE. Prior to on-orbit
experimentation involving the structure, damping characteristics were unknown
and therefore conservatively estimated at 0.5% of critical during pre-flight
test simulations. The actual amount ot damping founa in the structure is
considerably higher than tle pre-flight value. This fact should be explained
and understood, as should the unexplained differences in the damping factors
between O/P and I/P modes, orbital night and day, etc. Since space structures
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anticipated for the future will probably he large and lightweight, any .&

knowledge that can be gleaned from the SAFE hardware should prove immediately
useful.

The reduction and analysis of accelerometer data obtained from the on-orbit

testing of the SAFE has been completed by LMSC. Modal damping factors which sO. '

provide the best analytical simulation of the actual accelerometer records

were foundi by sucssvl improingl esimIate ftee atr.Cosdrn

all test cases, for 70% SAFE deployment, the O/P damping estimate is
approximately 4.4% while the I/P estimate is approximately 9.8%. For the"

fully (!-'loyed structure, the 0/P damping estimate is approximately .7, and the

I/P estimate is approximately 4%. based on only one sample. These large
differences were not expected, nor are they easily explained. Further, the

damping factors for the torsional modes of the structure were not approximated

in this analysis. The damping factors of the first O/P and first I/P modes

were estimated to within 0.5% (assuming zero initial displacement and

velocity) whereas other modes were only detected and flagged if they were

found to participate in the structural response. This flagging is indicated

by a damping factor of 0.b% or J.2b in Table 5. Structural damping was found

to increase during the orbital nighttime tests for the 70% deployment case -

no nighttime tests were performed using the fully deployed array.

Since the frequencies which were approximated prior to flight match quite , ,

closely with the avrage frequencies determined from accelerometer traces, a •.

high level of contidence exists with regard to the FE models used in this

analysis. Also, since the analytical simulations of the accelerometer records 4,.

were founo to he fairly accurate, confidence is gained in the ability 
oft.%.,

presently existing dynamic tools to predict the transient response of large.

flexible space structures. This ability is contingent, however, on accurate V16

knowledge of the structural and damping characteristics of the assembly as

well as its initial conditions. These contingencies dictate that extensive

static and dynamic testing ofstructural components be conducted and that some 44

way of monitoring the on-orhit displacement and veolcity of the structure he-
impl emented. (
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Tahl- 1. Intnd.od VRCS Thrustor F irinq. Iir~t.ions

70% Deployment O/P Test 71tK lI)'llnytnpnt I/P Thst
(Files 5. 6 A 1?) (Film 13)

Thruster(s) Time utrrtlnn Thruster(s) Time Duration

FSL A FSR (1.01 3.6 F.L 0.0 3.36
150 A R50) 8. 4 K.1 L5I) (Xl 7.36
F5L A F1R 16.911 3.6 F .q 7.52 3.36
L5 A SD 25.28 P.0 R 5I) 7.5? 7.36

70% 1)pnloynwent M/M Ttist
(Fil's 1W. 11. 14 A 15)

T!rustr( s) Time flrAtinn

FbL D .0 4. 0
R 51) 4. 96 8.14
FR 3?.7? 4.0
Lbi) 40.72 H.8

100% Deployment 1/P T st 100. D)ployment M/M Thst

4 ~(File 17 ) (Film ?6
Thruster(s) Time Duiration Thruster(s) Timet Djrati on

FL .F)R 0.0 4.32 F.0 4.0 51)5.4
LbD A) Rb 15204 9.52 FRF 40.7 5.52

LbO I0.0 H.4.
R bl) 1.40. 0 3. ZH'501 ?4

.stpndd uration Tosts
[ 70% Deployment I/P Tpst 70% Di-ployment M.1!M Tost

2. (Files 2 n 2)) irilts ?6 f 27)
Throstr(s) Time lt ratinn Thrstpr(s) TimF .uration

FML 0.0 2.0 F bL. U.1) ?. 4
LbU 0.0) 4.4 R501 4.96 5.44
F 5R 7.52 2. 0 F5R 32 .72 2.48
R50 7.52 4.4 L51) 40I.7? 5.44
FSL 14. Ob 2.() L50) 56.0 5.44
L 51) 14.96 t. 4 F b1, (15. l4 ?. 49
FSR ?.4p P.it FSL 100.0} 2.0})
R5D 22.4p* 4.4 11bl) 1flm. o 5.a44

ol 140TES:

I I. All times and dlurations are given in seconds.
2.All valties in the "Time" colum arn rpferpncpd1 to the starting tim-1, of

thp tpst.
3. For th~ruster locations. spe Fiqjro- 3.
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Table 2. Index of STS-41-LDynamic Tests

File Day/Night Type GMT MET Notes

5 Daytime Test O/P 245:19:25:44.6 2: 6:43:53.6
6 Nighttime Test O/P 245:20:13:45.9 2: 7:31:54.9
10 Daytime Test 14/M 246:13:29:43.7 3: 0:47:52.7
11 Nighttime Test M/M 246:14:22: 9.9 3: 1:40:18.9
12 Daytime Test O/P 246:15: 0:42.4 3: 2:18:51.4
13 Nighttime Test I/P 246:15:52:50.1 3: 3:10:59.1
14 Daytime Test MN 246:16:30:43.8 3: 3:48:52.8
15 Nighttime Test N/M 246:17:23:23.6 3: 4:41:32.6
17 Daytime Test O/P 246:18: 6:44.3 3: 5:24:53.3 100% Deployed
20 Daytime Test M/M 246:19:31:47.4 3: 6:49:56.4 100% Deployed
26 Nighttime Test M/N 241:i6: 2:20.7 4: 3:20:29.7 Increased Duration
27 Daytime Test N/ 247:16:37:49.4 4: 3:55:58.4 Increased Duration
28 Nighttime Test I/P 247:17:32:58.4 4: 4:51: 7.4 Increased Duration
29 Daytime Test I/P 247:18: 7:45.6 4: 5:25:b4.6 Increased Duration

NOTES:

1. In the "Type" column, O/P designates an out-of-plane hending test, I/P
designates an In-plane bending test, and N/N designates a multi-modal
test.

2. GMT refers to the Greenwich Mean Time at the start of the test.
3. MET refers to the Mission Elapsed Time at the start of the test.

[P!
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Table 3. Frequency Comparisons And Modal Oftscri~tlOns

70% ft.T ASr~

Fre~quencie~s z.
Exporiowntal

Mod e Pr-lht Twist I'm,~ DAY Nt t

1 0.0693 n. 051k7 0.05914 1.061
2 (1.0664 0.0653 0.063 0.064
3 0).1764 0.0)759 11.075 11.072
4 0.1191 0.1174 0. 1 11b 0).093

$5 0.1454 0.1413 N/A 0.130
6 0.1961 0.1956 C.161 N/A

Frequenciss (Hz.)l
Experimental rs

Mode Pre-Flight Twist -Coml. Day

1 0.0344 11.0339 (1.037N 0

2 0.11371 (1.11365 NI/A
3 0.0576 0.0571 0.0177

0.0966 0.0956 N/A
5 0.1114 0.1094 H/A

6 0.152e 11.1507 0.144

MOWl Descriptions

lindenominant fotion(s)

I 0/P Rlending (Mast &~ S3ankillt in phar-o)X

4II O/ Bedn Ms ABaks ut of phaso)

1. Entries in the "Pre-Flioht" and "Twist-Comip." columns were di.sternined hy
analyzing finite-element models of th(e SAFE structure. p

2. Entries in the "Expe'rimental" columns reflect average frequency Values
corrosjponding to ppaks in thn arcelerometer PS~s (furnished hy 14SFC).

3. fl/A indicates that no dlata was obtained for the testcaeryiquson
4. All tests on the fully deployed SAFE wing uera iprform-1' during orbital

daytime.I,~KP5. Modal descriptions Apply to hnth the 707, and I00~ deploymont casps.
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Table 4. Accelerations at the Base of the SAFE Structure
clue to VRCS Thruster Firings

Thruster Acceleration
Designation Direction _agnirude

FSR X 0.0
Y -0.077707686

Z 0.076S41882
Theta-X 5.3369698E-04
Theta-Y 1.5153303E-1)3
Theta-Z 1.4480092E-03

F5L X 0.0
Y 0.077707686

Theta-X -5.3369698E-04
Theta-Y 1.5153303E-03
Theta-Z -1.4480092E-03

HSO X 0.0Y 0.0

Z 0.002182001
Theta-X 1.34071OOE-03
Theta-Y -6.9923789E-04
Theta-Z 0.)

R5L X 0.0
Y O.U
Z 0.002182001

Theta-X -1.3407100E-03
Theta-Y -6.9923789E-04
Theta-Z 0.0

NOTES:

1. Translational accelerations are given in in./sec.2.
2. Rotational accelerations are given in rad./sec.2,
3. If thrusters fire simultaneously, respective accelerations may be

superimposed,
4. All accelerations are referenced to the STS coordinate system shown

in Figure 3. %
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Table S. Post-Flight Modal Damping Estimaes

Modal Damping [Per-cent of Critical:] ,

File ,iod! LMSC Estimate File ode LISC Estimate

bI3 is 1 4.5.,"

4 0.5 2 11
3, 4 A 5 0.25

4 26-51 1 2

4 0.25" "';.

V,120 1 2 ,-,,

*3,4 & b 0J.25 2? 1 3 ,

2 4 L

12 1 4.5 4 0.5

*4 01.25 5 6 .?5 ,

13 2 11 2 6
4 0.5 2 15

14 1 4 0.25

2 11 29 2 X1
4 (.25 4 0.5

NOTES:

1. Damping for modes marked with an asterisk was determined based on
estimated initial conditions (displacement and velocity), all others
were based on zero initial conditions,

2. Damping factors of 0.5% and 0.25t of critical indicate participation
of the mode in question and do not ref lect the actual damping present
in the mode.

DC-17
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Tahle 6. Frequencies and the Corresponding Daming Factors

Frequency Damping Factor
File .. H.,)_ P nt_ - Critical)

5 0.056 7
0.103 0.9/2.6*
0.11 0.9 ",
0.165 1.8 ..

6 0. 058 I1

0.125 3.7
10 0.058 11

0.075 3.6

11 0.062 1"
12 0.056 8.6

0.099 3.7
0.157 1.8

13 0.065 1.4
0.071 3.8

,. 14 0.059 4.5
O.075 2.4

15 0.064 1.4
0.068 1.3

. 17 0.0375 6.9
0.152 1.5

20 0.0375 7.2
0.0577 7
0.144 1.6

26 .061 6.7
0.076 3
0.135 2.1

27 0.06 4.5 O.
28 0.066 1.4

0.093 3.3
29 0.063 4.4

0.108 2

NOTES: ,.'

1. All information in this table was furnished by MSFC.
2. All damping values were estimated using the half-power mthod,
3. Modal damping factors marked with an asterisk were estimated from the

X!Y accelernmete~r traes respnctively.

p~r,' :
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RESONANT SHIFT MODAL TESTING METHOD FOR ISCOUS DAM PING COEFFICIENT ESTIMATION

D.N. NICHOLSON ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR-_.,,.
M.G. PRASAD ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR '-...
R•H. LIN GRADUATE STUDENT '

DEPARTMtENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ""

4
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An apparently now method has been introduced for experimental estimation of the ;1:

effective viscous damping coefficient of lightly damped materials such as
aluminum. The method is based on resonant shifts induced by 'perturbations' of ;

the Inertial and structural properties of a clamptd-free cantilever beam with a -, -

variable exposed length and a variable concentrated mass at its free end. A

simple one-element finite element model leads to a very simple relation between

the damping coefficient and a 'weighted resonant shift'. The method merely .
requires the accurate experimental estimation of the resonant peaks, which is + +

accomplished using experimental modal analysis. These peaks are believed to be
more accurately estimated than quantities, especially the damping coefficient.

derived from 'curve fits' to the experimental transfer function in the vicinity , •

of the resonant peak. In the current investigation extensive data are collected

and analyzed 'pairwise' in accordance with the theoretical model. Overall, the

quality of the data appears reasonable, but it is clear that a more elaborate _

analytical model is needed. ' ,
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INTRODUCTI ON 4,.

The objective of the work reported here is to introduce a method for eval-

uation of damping In lightly damped materials such as aluminum, which is (i) N-'I-4 ,

accurate and (ii) exploits the powerful instrumentation and software used in

experimental modal testing facilities. We confine our attention to viscous

damping, although minor extensions of the test technique will permit estimation

of hysteretic damping. ,

Hore concretely, our intent is to introduce a test technique based on

resonant shifts, as discussed below. The work reported here should be viewed as

'work in progress', relying on very simple test designs and analytical models.

Both of these will be upgraded in future investigations. .e :,

* . ..,"

Typically, in experimental modal analysis the damping coefficient is

estimated directly by fitting single degree-of-freedom equations to the

experimental transfer function, especially near resonant peaks. This

fitting is frequently done by means of the 'circle fit' technique [1].

It is general knowledge that dam ing coefficient estimates based on direct

curve fitting can produce highly scattered data.

The method proposed in this investigation relies on experimental modal

analysis to identify the resonant frequencies accurately. But it does not

otherwise depend on the accuracy of the experimental transfer function or

on the success of the curve fitting algorithm used. In particular, a simple

clamped cantilever beam technique is used (Fig. 1). Now the exposed length of
Vo"
P the beam is varied. Also there is a variablq concentrated mass at the free end

, O~D-2 "}

-'4~
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9' of the beam. As the length of the beam and/or the endpoint mass is varied, the

resonant frequencies will shift in a manner sensitive to damping. As discussed

in subsequent sections, these shifts can be used to estimate the damping

coefficient. The main underlying problem is that, in a certain sense, damping

represents a small effect in comparison to stiffness. For example, low levels

of damping have a minor effect on the shape of the response curve near

resonance, except right at the peak. Likewise, a low level of damping will

only produce a slight relative shift in the resonant frequencies. How-er, as p.*b

will be shown later, suitably 'weighted' resonant frequency shifts ,induced

for example by alteration of boundary conditions, may be quite sc.i;itive to

low levels of damping.
I'- 2.2".

An important check is provided by this method. If the damping coefficient

is an authentic material property, and not simply a property of the test

configuration, its estimated value should prove to be independent of the

particular test conditions. In direct curve-fitting tests, this independence

is seldom verified. But verification is relatively convenient in the current

test since variable boundary conditions are used throughout to produce

the shifts. (But regardless of the particular theoretical model being used, the .

data to be presented here is valuable by virtue of providing test data under

a variety of boundary conditions.) se..- baid on the proposeCd mcth-wd ._.

compared with nodal it data.

~14
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In the subsequent sections (i) we recapitulate the analysis underlying the

resonant shift technique, (It) we describe a sequence of tests leading to

damping coefficient estimation by resonant shifts, and (iii) we compare the

numbers with results of circle fitting. While we consider the overall results

encouraging) several areas of improvement are needed, including a more general

analytical model and a more strenuous effort to remove contributions from the .%

holding fixture.

A general discussion of damping is provided in a recent monograph (2],

and experimental modal analysis is the sub)ect of another recent monograph (1].

A review of damping evaluation techniques is given In (3], and an earlier

study of aluminum damping, based on amplitude decay, has been reported in [4].

Based on a review of this and other literature, it appears that the method

introduced here is new,

ELEMENTARY ANALYT I CAL MODEL -" ."

1. Single element finite element model for a viscoelastic beam ' '7"

Referring to Fig 1, we assume that the beam material is composed of a

Kelvin-Voigt material described by

s Ee+e

where s denotes the stress, e denotes the strain, E denotes the Young's _____

modulus and 77 denotes the viscosity. The beam equation arising from the
%, % .. ,

Euler-Bernoulli assumptions is simply

DD-4 ", -

N~~ N.N%
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. .. w w a _

+ -- + AL- =0 (2)
L 43t 4  2

LLVa

w y/L z =x/L.

Here N denotes the concentrated mass, A denotes the beam cross-sectional area,

denotes the mass density, L denotes the total exposed length of the beam, and I

I denotes the bending moment of inertia.

We now assume the general approximation

T
w(z,t) N (z)a(t) (3)

where N(z) is a 'shape function' vector and a(t) is a vector of parameters to
, .

be determined. The superscript T implies the transpose. Using conventional

variational methods [1, the beam equation (2) is approximated by

El, I

K rE- + ]a + AL K 39 -M L(1) (4) iz2 3 3 - no c

L L t

in W~hich

DD-5
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I 1 T1
K N N dz K x N N dz=2 0o'__ -

0 -- 0-

where the accent mark denotes differentiation with 
respect to z.

We now assume that the fundamental frequency can be accurately reproduced

using a one-element finite cigment model with a third order shape function. In

particular

0 ,
2 3 a "

ws(x z z {z a

3 . ,J

The conditions on w are:

'*, ,'*.

Z x 0: w W' 0 "O0

z1: w'z0 (no moments) '

z 1: -[El I M w =- w (equilibrium with
3ct c the inertial
L force)

- piCvN

DD-6
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Omitting the Intermediate manipulations, the equation of the beam reduces

to

.. . ,I

Smw(1) + cw(1) + k w(1) ,0 (6)

3EI 3 1 33 ,
k C "-M +- "

S3 c 140 o." :,,'L L

where M AL is the total mass of the beam. From equation (6) the resonant
0 :.- •

frequency is simply:

2 2
CO = k/m - (c/m) (7)
r

2. Identification of the viscous damping coefficient

Now suppose that two different test configurations are compared, the first

I with concentrated mass M and the second with concentrated mass H Further,

1 2

suppose that the measured resonant frequencies for the two configurations are..

CO and A) . Simple manipulations using (6) lead to
rl r2 :.

2I

Q c 2 R (8),. '*. I,

where

33 -1 33 -15-
Q 4 E (M + -H M (M + -H M (9)

2 140 o 1 140 o

33 2 33 2
R~ (M +-~J -MH + - MJW (10)

1 140 o rl 2 140 o r2

DD-7
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Also,

3
c L /31.

The equations (8-10) for estimating the damping coefficient require

knowing the statically measurable quantities E, I, M , M , M and L. They '..'t.

0 1 2

also require knowing the resonant frequencies, which are measured here by

experimental modal analysis. We view the function R in (10) as a 'weighted

resonant frequency shift'. In our view, experimental modal anatysis provides

relatively accurate estimates of resonant frequencies, and less accurate

estimates of the shape of the transfer function in the vicinity of the resonant f, f,.'

peaks. In the current method, there is minimal reliance on 'curve fitting'. A

major difficulty generally underlying damping evaluation is the fact that its 5'-t..

effects are often 'small' in comparison to stiffness effects. However, as seen f..

above, suitably 'weighted' resonant frequency shifts, induced for example by Lff£t

altering the mass, can be highly sensitive to damping.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental investigation was coducted in the Noise and Vibration

Control Laboratory at Stevens Institute of Technology. The modal analysis

system includes a ZONIC 6080 Multichannel Fast Fourier Transform Analyzer, a '.,

Zonic 6081 Real Time Display Terminal, a modal hammer and an accelerometer from

PCB Company. The material tested was 2024-T4 aluminum. The beam width and

thickness were 1.5' and .25'. In all cases the accelerometer position and the f

impact point were 6' and 5" from the built-in end, respectively. Five different

exposed lengths and three different mass levels were used, as shown in Table I. S,'.

The beam length was measured from the fixture to the cut end, and the concen-

trated mass was assumed to be located at the cut end. The average from five

impacts was used. '-f,
nD-8

ft.-t
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The test pairs used and the estimates of c obtained from Eq. (8) are given

in Table II. Finally, Table III gives a comparison of the viscosity estimates

obtained by the new method and obtained directly from the modal analysis system

based on the 'circle fit' method. Overall, in terms of reproducibility,

consistency of trends, etc, the data appear to be of reasonable quality.

As can be readily observed in Table 3, the viscosity estimates by the new

method are generally four or five times higher than those based on the circle "

fit method. In addition, both in the new and in the circle fit method, there is

discernible dependence on exposed length. Both of these features seem to us to

be unrealistic. Quite likely, the finite impedance of the holding fixture has

some effect on the quality of the data. Similarly, the rotary intertia of the

beam and of the concentrated mass has some effect. Third, what we have been

calling a beam is actually intermediate betwean a beam and a plate. (However,

aerodynamic damping is not likely to be significant owing to low amplitudes.)

The possible sources of error simply require a more sophisticated model for

for the data analysis, for example accounting for the holding fixture. In our

view they represent no challenge to the fundamental innovation proposed here,

namely the use of resonant shifts to evaluate damping.

*-':

CONCLUSION h. '.

An apparently new method has been proposed for experimental estimation of

the effective viscous damping coefficient of lightly damped materials, such as ,.:,.|

aluminum. The method is based on resonant shifts induced by 'perturbations' of LA

the inertial and structural properties of the test specimen. A simple

one-element finite element model leads to a very simple relation between the

damping coefficient and a 'weighted resonant shift'. Experimental modal S.,

DD-9
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analysis is used to identify the resonant frequencies, which are believed to ., ,a

more accurately estimated than quantities, in particular the damping coeffic-

ient, derived from 'curve fits' to the experimental transfer function in the

vicinity of the resonant peak. Extensive data are collected and analyzed

'pair-wise' in accordance with the model. Overall, the quality of the data

appears reasonable. But the damping coefficient estimates aezr to be too

high, and they exhibit an appreciable dependence on exposed length. However, W I No-

it is expected that a more sophisticated analytical model will produce improved

estimates.
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TABLE I

TEST CONDITIONS AND MEASURED FREQUENCIES

TEST NO. LENGTH M H. -
beam 1 2 'I

in lbf lbf lbf rad/sec 6-

1 10.5 .00105 0. 0.00026 402
2 " .00105 0. 0.00048 286
3 .00105 0.00026 0.00048 240 r.
4 10.75 .00107 0. 0.00026 377 -4
5 .00107 0. 0.00048 270
6 " .00107 0.00026 0.00048 227
7 11.0 .00110 0. 0.00026 355
8 .00110 0. 0.00048 259
9 U .00110 0.00026 0.00048 219
10 11.25 .00122 0. 0.00026 340
11 .00122 0. 0.00048 252
12 .00122 0.00026 0.00048 213
13 11.5 .00147 0. 0.00026 330 .:.;.

14 .00147 0. 0.00048 348
15 .00147 0.00026 0.00048 210

* The total weight of the concentrated mass is H plus H.
1 2

5,.
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TABLE I I

ESTIMATED DAM1PING VALUE PARAMETERS

test pair no. C 'dL1"2 1.".6

-1 -1 lbf-sec
sec sec ----

1 402 286 .056
2 402 240 .057
3 286 240 .059
4 379 270 .042
5 379 226 .045
6 270 226 .053
7 355 259 .060
8 355 218 .067
9 259 218 .067 ,

10 340 252 .077
11 340 213 .074 .' "-S

12 252 213 .060 ,.
13 330 248 .085
14 330 210 .079
15 248 210 .057

.. '

DD-12 t
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TABLE I I I

COMPARISON OF DAMPING COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES

NEW METHOD CIRCLE FIT

test no. C 7/ C

Ibf-sec lbf-sec lbf-sec ,,-:,:

in in-in in

1 .057 8014 .010
2 .057 8014 .010

3 .057 8014 .011 ,
4 .046 8605 .014
5 .046 8605 .011
6 .046 8605 .011 "
7 .067 10729 .014
8 .067 10729 .011
9 .067 10729 .009

11 .070 12086 .012
12 .070 12086 .008
13 .073 13540 .017
14 .073 13540 .013
15 .073 13540 .011

*average estimate by new method for the exposed length

DD-13'
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Prediction of Spacecraft Damping"

Ben K. Wada
Deputy Manager

Applied Technologies Section

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

Abstract % %

The paper presents the author's observations on the state-of-the-art in the
prediction of spacecraft damping for use in launch loads analysis.
Experimental spacecraft damping values from the Viking, Voyager, Galileo, and
Centaur programs are presented; most of the damping results were obtained using
a variety of the state-of-the-art modal test methods. A comparison of the 0.
various modal test methods used to extract modal damping from one spacecraft is 4
presented to illustrate the discrepancies. Based upon the available data, the
capability to predict damping and experimentally determine modal damping from
on-orbit tests for the control of large space structures are discussed.

•The research described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion -_t;'

S..;

Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the :

* p -

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. '''
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Introducti o- " -

Since a large uncertainty in the prediction of modal damping exists, the
designer is required to assume a very conservative value of damping for the
design of the spacecraft to eliminate the possibility of a redesign. Often the
measured damping values are much larger than the damping assumed in the design
of the structure which resulted in a conservative structure designed to
conservative loads. The need for a method to more accurately predict modal
damping or devise approaches to minimize the influence of modal damping on the
design of the structure has been recognized.

In an attempt to reduce conservatism to reduce the structural weight, a
modification was made in the design process to minimize the dependency of
design loads on damping. This was accomplished by changing the forcing
functions used to establish the design loads from a sinusoidal test input, ,
which simulated the anticipated forces, to the expected transient forces.
Until the eary part of the 1970's, modal damping was obtained from exponential
decay data of individual modes excited by the multiple point sine dwell (MPSD)
method. Improvements were made in the prediction of damping at the anticipated
level of excitation by obtaining data at a minimum of three levels for each
mode in order to estimate the damping at the predicted design levels. The '.".
general consensus was that damping increased as the modal frequency increased.

In the mid-1970's, several new modal test techniques were introduced
which could be used to determine modal damping. These included the single
point random (SPR) and the Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD) modal test methods. Using
test results from the Voyager spacecraft, the MPSD, SPR, and the ITD methods
were used to estimate modal damping. A comparison of the modal damping data
indicated a large deviation between the methods. The deviation was partially
attributed to the "newness" of the test methods and the lack of experience by
the test personnel..,

In the 1980's, another opportunity existed to evaluate the state-of-the-
art in measuring modal damping.

In addition to the modal test methods used in the Voyager program, the
Simultaneous Frequency Domain (SFD), Polyreference using several sets of random .-. 4.

shakers, Swift excitation, Chirp excitation, and the Eigensystem Realization
Algorithim (ERA) test methods were used to extract modal damping data from the
Galileo test. To preclude errors in the application of the methods, the

developers of the various modal test techniques extracted the modal damping .04

data from the test data. A similar set of analyses was also performed on the
Centaur G Prime modal test. The resuits from both the tests indicate that the
various test methods do not extract consistent modal damping data from the test
data. The scatter in the test data resulted in some confusion regarding the
trends in damping as a function of frequency. Contrary to past observations
and engineering judgement, the damping appears to decrease with increasing
frequency. The test data help confuse the effort to improve the prediction of
modal damping.

The objective of this paper is to present the results of tests to measure
modal damping of space structures using the various modal test and analysis
methods. From the observations, the potential ability to experimentally
measure on-orbit damping and to predict modal damping will be discussed.

*1' •. " .*
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Background-i;'!-

Period from 1960-1970

The original motivation to improve the estimation of modal damping was to w4.

improve the ability to predict the anticipated structrual design loads
resulting from the dynamic excitations. Since the dynamic excitation was
defined as an equivalent sinusoidal vibration test, the structural design loads
were directly proportional to damping. Also because the damping couldn't be
accurately predicted, a lower bound estimate of damping was used for all the
vibration modes to minimize the potential for a redesign late in the program
when test hardware was available to experimentally measure damping.

Typical estimates of the lower bound of damping was 1% critical damping. -

The uncertainty in damping often resulted in an overdesign and overtest by up
to an order of magnitude. Specific experimental studies were initiated to
determine if damping values could be assigned to different types of joints
which were used for various classes of spacecraft structures. The objective .%:L
was to help establish a means by which damping of structures could be better
determined by evaluating the types of joints in the structure. After testing
several types of joints, the entire effort was abandoned because the variation
in the Joint damping was greater due to the manufacturing variability of a
specific joint design than to the differences in the joint designs. The
highest dampinig was achieved when the fabrication of the structure was"sloppy".

Period from 1970-1975

The next improvement to minimize tha dependence of damping on the entire
design process was to establish the design loads and the test program by using
the results of a transient loads analysis. The process was initially
incorporated on the Viking Program in 1970. Special attention was taken to
measure modal damping data at a minimum of three excitation levels for each
mode using the MPSD to allow estimation of damping at the excitation levels
corresponding to the design loads. In some modes the damping didn't vary with
acceleration while in others they varied substantially. The modes with non-
linear damping couldn't be predetermined. Figure I shows the damping values
which were measured for Viking. A line was drawn through the data points
reflected our engineering judgement that damping increased with increasing
frequency. This curve was used subsequently in the estimation of spacecraft
damping. Confidence existed in the accuracy of the modal damping data obtained
from the MPDS.

In order to improve the estimation of damping for dynamic response
analysis, an effort was initiated to partition the entire structure into
subsystems whose damping may be more accurately estimated because of past test
data or they were made of similar materials and construction procedures. The
Viking structure was comprised of various subsystems which were interconnected
at a few points as schematically shown in Figure 2. For each substructure, a
set of displacement functions were selected to represent the dynamic motion in " %
the frequency range of interest and the anticipated load distribution in the
final structural response. The displacement functions included both normal
modes and other static displacements. Modal damping for the subsysters were
either estimated and/or obtained from modal tests, whereas the damping for the
static displacements could only be estimated because they could not be

DE-3
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experimentally determined. When the equations of motion of the total structure 4-.

were developed from the subsystem displacement functions, the coupling of the
damping matrix resulted in a first order differential equation as shown in
Equation 1.

A ' + B, F(t)

where

A , BF(t)

MI - mass matrix,
C - damping matrix, .
K - stiffness matrix,
x - vector of subsystem modal coordinates and
f(t) - forcing function.

Using the complex eigenvalue solution resulting from Equation I as the
generalized coordinates in the forced response solution, the resulting
responses appeared to be erroneous based upon previous analysis and flight
data. The apparent error could only be attributable to the coupling in the
damping matrix. The final solution was based upon eliminating the off-diagonal
damping elements and retaining the diagonal terms which was equivalent to
estimating the modal damping. A comparison of the predicted flight loads and
accelerations, using our best estimate of modal damping based upon test data,
with the Viking flight data indicated an excellent agreement. Using modal
damping corresponding to the system modes proved to be a better estimate of the "N.
physical system.

The subsystem approach was very beneficial in estimating the response of
the total structure when a small finite number of subsystems were connected by
nonlinear stiffness and damping elements. The nonlinearity was either a result
of the dependency of the connecting element on amplitude or temperature. A
forced response solution in the time domain was used with the linear portion of
the structure represented as generalized coordinates incorporated with the
nonlinear elements with its physical degrees of freedom.

As a result of the Viking program confidence existed that modal damping
could be reliably measured by ground testing. In specific cases, such as large
area low mass solar panels, experimental measurements of damping must be made
in a vacuum chamber.

Period 1975-1980

During the development, analysis, test, and flight of the Voyager

spacecraft, another opportunity existed to establish a set of reliable measured
modal damping data to help improve the capability to predict modal damping for
the design loads analysis. The significant aspect of the Voyager modal data is
that although the MPSD was used to obtain the "official" modal damping, an
opportunity existed to use other new modal test techniques which had become
available. They included modal data analysis using two different Single Point
Random (SPR) methods and the Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD) method. The results of
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the analysis are presented in Figure 3; the shaded hatched lines encompass the
range of modal damping obtained by the MPSD for the various amplitudes of
excitation. Comparison of the results of the measured damping values from the
various methods is poor. Possible reasons attributed to the differences
included the inexperience of the personnel performing the SPR analyses and the
immaturity of the methods as applied to realistic structures. The other
potential problem which appeared to exist is that possibly the predicted modes
with the newer methods may not exist in the structure; this misinformation
would result in problems in updating the analytical model to correlate with the
test data.

Imagine attempting to update a linear mathematical model representing the
physical structure to include modes which may be related to electronically
generated or mechanically noisy data.

Period 1980-1984 ;. .

During the summer of 1983, another opportunity existed to measure modal
damping using the various state-of-the-art modal test methods as a part of the
Galileo program. Although many of the newer techniques had been used by many
organizations, the MPSD technique was selected to obtain the modal parameters
to help validate the mathematical model for the loads analysis. Rather than to
introduce the potential of misusing the newer techniques, the developers of the
techniques participated in obtaining the modal data from tests performed on the
Galileo spacecraft. The test data indicated that the Galil, .dvecraft
structure was locally linearly; thus the test data was ideal to compare results
frotm the various test methods. Although the structure was locally linear,
nonlinearity with respect to amplitude was evident in a few select modes.-

The modal test methods evaluated included the MPSD, SPR, 3-shaker
Polyreference (3-PR), 4-shaker Polyreference (4-PR), Simultaneous Frequency
Domain (SFD), Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA), analysis using the CHIRP
forcing function, and analysis using the SWIFT forcing function. Although the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues were similar for all the test methods, the
comparison of damping was not good; the data is shown in Figure 4. Even more
disturbing was that when using the same modal analysis technique on data
obtained by exciting the structure at different locations in different
directions, the resulting damping data were not consistent. The 3-PR and 4-PR
data are shown in Figure 5 and the SFD results are shown in Figure 6. The
evaluation of all the data indicates that the damping values tend to decrease
with increasing frequencies which is contrary to the observations made on many
of the previous modal tests. Note that the higher frequencies are not
necessarily associated with higher bending type modes but modes of subsystems
which are suspended from the main spacecraft. .

With the large discrepancies in modal damping, confidence in the measured
damping becomes even more difficult. Again the damping values using the MPSD
were obtained at a minimum of three levels to help estimate the damping at the ..
higher levels of excitation.

Period 1984-1986
Another unique opportunity existed to measure damping using the state-of-

the-art modal test methods by the developers of the methods on a structure
which was supported by sliding trunions, the Centaur G Prime. This test was -
conducted by General Dynamics Convair (GDC) under contract to Lewis Research
Center (LeRC).
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The structure included the nonlinearities of the sliding Joints in part
of the test program. The structure was excited by both a low level random
excitation as well as a high level sine dwell and sine sweep. Difficulties
existed in obtaining good modal data at the low excitation levels; probably due
to the nonlinearities. However at the higher excitation levels approaching 1/3
the design levels, good linearized modal results were obtained. A plot of all
the damping data obtained are illustrated in Figure 7. Again note the scatter '
between the results from the various modal test methods which included the SFD,
MPSD, Polyreference, and analysis of the frequency response function from the
sine sweep data. The trend of the damping is to decrease with increasing
frequency.

The difference in the damping results using the same modal analyses
methods on data obtained by exciting the structure in different directions and
at different locations is shown in Figure 8 for the SFD and in Figure 9 for the
analysis of the frequency response function obtained from the sine sweep data.

The conclusion drawn from the data indicates the methods for extracting
reliable damping data from the test data is very poor. Again no progress has
been made in establishing a method to predict modal damping data because of the
inability to establish a reliable base of experimental modal damping.

Period 1986 and Beyond

The future need for large space structures is apparent based upon the
projected missions. In many of these structures, the structure must be
controlled in order to establish an effective mission. Since damping is an
important parameter to help establish an effective control system, and reliable
testing of the structure on the ground appears to be virtually impossible, many
are advocating on-orbit testing to experimentally measuring the dynamic
characteristics including damping. On-orbit testing appears to be more limited
than ground testing because of the limited number of excitors and sensors and
the inability to check suspect instrumentation or to adjust them during the
test. Based upon our experience using state-of-the-art modal test techniques,
which is more suitable for on-orbit testing than the MPSD, reliable damping
cannot be measured. Also more problems are anticipated with nonlinearities at
the low excitation levels which are of interest during the on-orbit operation.

Conclusion

As indicated by the above data, prediction of modal damping by analytical
means appears to be very difficult because the current test methods cannot be
used to establish a reliable set of experimental modal damping data. Emphasis
in research should be placed on understanding the basics of why the various
modal test analysis predictions for damping are inconsistent and establish a
means to determine the degree of uncertainty in the damping data. Once an
experimental data base is established, then predictive techniques for damping
can possibly be improved.
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ON-ORBIT FLEXIBLE BODY PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

FOR SPACE STATION

F.Y. Hadaegh, D.S. Bayard, D.R. Meldrum and E. Mettler

Jet Propulsion Laboratory -k

California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109

'-A

ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with the Maximum Likelihood identification of

modal frequencieii of the Spa Station "Power Tower' reference model. The
identification is carried out on a 15 degreo-of-freedom model (a) by utilizing the
Station's impulsive disturbances as the main source of excitation and (b) by
implementing a set of multi-directional thruster pulses in the form of force. and
torques. Different identification problems which aroe from inadequate excitation 4
and sensing are discussed. The sensitivity of the identification results to the

initial values of the unknown parameters is evaluated, and it is shown that low
frequency modes may be identified with excellent accuracy despite considerable
error in their Initial estimates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional approaches to system identification and on-line control which have previously
been applied to numerous classical problems are not adequate for the Space Station project. The jy %
complex composite structure of such a flexible system can not be ground-tested because of various
physical limitations. However, the structural dynamic characteristics of the Space Station must
be known accurately in order to accomplish active vibrational control and to perform other tasks.
Hence, the Space Station project requires advancements in modeling flexible structures, on-line
system identification (ID) techniques and development of closed-loop control schemes. On-orbit
system identification capability is essential for various phases of the Space Station development and
operation. Such capability can also be used to automate performance verification/monitoring and
to characterize/identify various disturbances. These considerations motivate the current research
activities aimed at developing a system identification functional capability for the Space Station. In
this paper, the problem of identifying the mcadal frequencies for NASA's Space Station Power Tower
configuration ia investigated. The reference configuration primarily consists of a vertical keel and "
a transverse support truss which supports four solar panels, pressurized modules and supporting'..
structures, and docking facilities for the Shuttle. The station is designed for modular growth and ..

is controllable from a combination of control moment gyros, magnetic torques, and reaction control
system capabilities. The identification strategy here is to utilize the Station's internal impulsive ._
disturbance forces and torques such as the astronaut push-off and landing and the console motion
noie as the primary source of excitation. The Space Station identification process is treated
in Section 2. Different sources of identification problems arising from inadequate excitation are
discussed. A methodology is proposed for the system ID input design using thruster pulses to
identify the modal frequencies of a 15-degres-of-fresdom model of the Space Station. Section 3
presents the results of several case studies for different model orders and different experiment
configurations. The sensitivity of parameter estimates to the variations of initial values is studied
in Section 4 by evaluating the likelihood functionals and surfaces for all frequencies. Section 5
presents conclusions and the future research for the parameter identification of flexible structures.

2. IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

The Space Station parameter identification is the process of extracting numerical values for the
structural and other subsidiary parameters from a set of data. The principal elements involved (See
Fig. 1) are: (1) modeling (2) the identification algorithm (3) input system and (4) measurement
system. All of these elements together determine the success of the identification process during the
main phases of preparation, estimation and validation. A brief discussion of each element follows. ,

2.1 The Maximum Likelihood Algorithm

In this study, Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) technique is used for the determination
of modal frequencies. One reason for using the MLE is that it has good asymptotic properties.
As the number of observation increases, then MLE tends to be consistent, normal and efficient.
Moreover, MLE can be applied to a large variety of model structures and experimental condition.
Consequently, it has been used extensively in practice for process identification 1', determina-
tion of aircraft stability and control derivatives3 - 6 and identification of power system dynamic
equivalents".
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Figure 1. The Space Station Identification Process

Let us assume that a system is described by a continuous time system of equation with discrete
observations given by:

i(t) = A(O)z(t) + B(9)u(t) + F(8)w(t) (2.1a)
z(ti) = C(e)z(tf) + D(e)u(t) + G(e)v(t;) (2.1b)

where z(t) is n x 1 state vector, u(t) is p x 1 input vector, w(t) is q x 1 process noiee vector and
z(tf) is r x I measurement vector which are taken at discrete instants of time ti, i = 11 ., N. The
matrices A, B, C, D, F, and G are assumed to be parameterized by an unknown parameter vector W'N
0. The process noise w(t) is assumed to be white Gaussian with zero mean and identity PSDmatrix. The measurement noise sequence of vectors {v(ti)} is a sequence of independent Gaussianvectors with zero-mean and identity variance. The idea behind the MLE is to infer the value of E)which makes the observed values Z(ti) the most probable one to have occuried. This value of E is
obtained by minimizing the likelihood function,

N

L(e) = ie(t) - z(ti)]I M' [le(ti) - z(t) + N log Ilel (2.2)
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where ie(tj) is the output of a Kalman Filter state estimation for a given 0,

1o(0) = 020(t, 1) + iB t.) + U(t,-,)1 (2.3a)

).(t ) = e4) + K 1(t) - i e0) (2.3b)

(t,) = Ci.(t.) + Du (2.3c)

and where

fo
K PCT'(no)-' (2.5)

no = GGT + CPCT (2.6)

P = 0 [P - PCT(GGT + CPCT)-CP + r] or (2.7)

r L- AtF r  (2.8)

The likelihood functional is highly nonlinear in terms of the parameters and has several local
minima. The direct minimization of (2.2) by the Newton-Raphson method often leads to numerical
difficulties usually related to non-positive definitness of the estimates of F and G. In addition,
a direct application of Newton-Raphson requires the generation of derivatives of Ile and K with
respect to 0, which gives rise to fairly complicated expressions in light of (2.5), (2.6) and the
dependence of the discrete Riccati equation (2.7).

An alternative approach, denoted as that 'innovations formulation arises if one estimates K
and fie directly in place of F and G, respectively. In this case, minimization of (2.2) with respect
to fib gives the following expression,

N

no - j Iie(tt)- z(t)j jioQt) - z(t)I '  (2.9)
i=1

A relaxation method for minimizing (2.2) arises naturally by successively minimizing (2.2)
with respect to A, B, C, D and K using Newton-Raphson assuming 09b is fixed (this simplifies the
expressiona: for the required derivatives) and then evaluating (2.9). These two steps are repeated
until convergence is obtained. The innovations formulation have been found to work poorly in
practice due to the fact that the parameter estimates have not been constrained to satisfy the Riccati
equation (2.7). Imposing such constraints, however, irrevocably complicates the minimization, and
destroys the usefulness of the method.

The approach used herein for minimization of (2.8) estimates fie instead of G as in the inno-
vations formulation (hence taking advantage of closed-form estimate (2.9)) but avoids the pitfalls
of the latter method by estimating F instead of K directly. This approach was first advocated by
Maine and Iliff 7. Since K is not estimated directly, the sensitivity matrices of K with respect to
E must be generated. This requires the solution to a set of Lyapunov equations for each term in
the gradient at each iteration. The derivation of likelihood functional becomes much more difficult
when the observations are correlated. This is the case for example if the random inputs are used.
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2.2 Modeling iO

Accurate modeling of the Spzce Station is the most important element of the identification .
process. Consistent with the goal of the identification, the Space Station is assumed to have a
linear representation with constant coefficients. Thus, the Space Station is modeled using finite'
element analysis. Although the system contains infinite number of modes and has, in general,
a distributed parameter representation, it is however represented as a lump system. Hence, the
infinite dimensional system is approximated by a constant coefficient differential equation of finite
dimension which is more tractable and has fewer modes.

Let the plant be represented by the equation of motion: ~.* ..-.
+ + = F(.

where M, D, and K are the mass matrix, damping factor matrix, and stiffness matrix respectively, a.-
F is a vector of payload and other forcing functions and Z is the system's displacement vector.
The keel is assumed to be relatively stiff so the main flexibiliy will be due to the solar panels and
transverse truss. Let 0 be the normalized eigenvector matrix also known as the modal matrix such
that

rm-t = I" (2.10a)

*rKO = A (2.10b)
where I is the identity matrix and A is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. From (2.9) and (2.10),
one obtains the system's modal representation. In this paper, a 15-degree-of-freedom model of theSpace Station is used as the plant model. This model consists of 3 rigid body modes, 12 flexible
modes, and a uniform modal damping of C - .5%. The continuous time dynamics are given as in
(2.1). Here, the state vector is given by,

[T

where ir and #r, i = 1,2,3 are the rigid body modal amplitudes and modal rates, and #Jf, #!
i= 1,...,12 are the flexible body modal amplitudes and modal rates. Corresponding to the
definition of the state vector z, matrix A has the fo-wing form,

where, 2 2 2 3 2 %Diag [&),rO ,.,Ws,.W, .. w12fJ

= Diag [2VdWr, 2fCs12r, 2 Cw3 7 , 2 ,. •.,2f

The modal frequencies are given in Hertz as follows, wif = .1298, .1636, .1728, 1787, .3433,
.3576, 1.657, 1.751, 2.117, 2.123, 4.214, 4.219. The feedforward matrix D arises from the use of
accelerometer sensing and is determined by the relative location of the sensors and actuators. As
a function of mode shapes, the input matrix B and the output matrix C are determined by the
location of actuators and sensors respectively.
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2.3 Input System and Experlment Design

The idea behind an identification experiment design is to enhance the accuracy of estimates
of the unknown parameters. Input signal design is one of the various experimental conditions

under which system identification may be performed. The importance of input selection has been
recognized for a long time and has been the subject of several studies" ,"° . Although the theoretical
methods developed are applicable to multi-input multi-output systems, for large scale systems with
many unknown parameters analytical approaches have proved to be computationally involved and
in practice havc been substituted by engineering judgement. When unbiased estimators such as
MLE are used, a general approach to optimal input design is to optimize the Fisher10 information,
thus reducing the uncertainty regarding the unknown parameters. The theoretical issues involved in
this process as applied to this study will appear in a future paper1 1 . Here, some practical problems

which arise from inadequate excitations and sensing are addressed.

One of the ruost significant problems related to the choice of input in an identification exper-

iment is the parameter identifiability problem. For the structural systems where all the modes are
decoupled, parameter identifiability is related to the degree of excitation in the particular modes of
the system and the ability to obtain meaningful estimates of their modal parameters. Identifiability
also relates to the existance and uniqueness of the parameters to be identified. Parameters may be
unidentifiable for number of different reasons. For example, if the input does not adequately excite
some of the modes or if inputs from different directions interact, thereby suppressing some of the

modes, or if the model chosen to get the input-output data is inadequate and consequentely the
parameters of the model are forced to account for unmodeled effects, then unrealistic parameter
estimates may result with large associated error covariances. Other contributing factors such as
too short a data length, local minima in the cost functional, over parameterization of the model,
attemps at identifying too many parameters and poor initial estimates may also result in non-
physical parameter values.

A method to improve the identifiability of parameters is to enhance the eensitivity of their
associated modes to the variation of parameters by increasing the amplitude, energy and power of
the input signals. Another approach to alleviate identifiability p ablems for a structural system is
to fix some of the parameters which indichte dependencies and appear to be unidentifiable. These
parameters are then treated as a known constant. Clearly, (a) it is diffi-cult to decide on the partic-

ular parameter to be fixed and (b) fixing a parameter affects the results of the identification, since
the nominal values are not known a-priori and any deviation from the correct values contributes to
a bias in the estimate of the unknown parameters.

A second problem arises as the result of inadequate sensing. This problem is sometimes
referred to as the resolvability problem and arises when the motions of two or more modes cannot be
adequately distinguished due to similarities in mode shape characteristics at the sensing locations.
The following case studies are aimed at exploring the identifiability and resolvability problems
involved and present an approach to identify the parameters tider different environmental and
experimental conditions.

N DF-6



3. CASE STUDIES -,

An approach to real-time on orbit identification is to use environmental dynamic disturbances
as the main sources of excitat.on. For example, the crew motion, console motion noise, thrusters
and shuttle dockings contain frequencies higher than 10- 1 Ilz and therefore can be used for iden-
tifying the flexible modes. In this section, different aspects of modal frequency identification are Op 1A 0
investigated. First, the Space Station internal disturbances are used as inputs and the experiment
is carried under restricted sensing. Then inputs are designed which incorporate thruster pulses in
the form of forces and torques to overcome the practical problems discovered in the first phase of
the experiment. Inputs are also designed to improve the quality of the identification results. A 15
degree-of-freedom model is also chosen for the Space Station Power Tower reference configuration.
To identify the frequencies, an environmental dynamic disturbance of 25 lb. force such as a man
push-off/landing (MPO/L) and console motion noise (C) is applied to the system and the response _"

of the system is sensed through 3 accelerometers and a gyro as shown in Fig. 2(a). The initial
estimates of the unknown parameters are set to be 20% off the nominal values. The rigid body
modes are assumed to be known and the data is observed over a 40-second time interval. The..'"
resulta for this experiment set up and for different model orders and inputs are shown in Table 1.
The identification results indicate that (a) there is no sign of excitation in modes with frequencies
higher than 2Hz (b) there is a strong dependency between modes 2 and 6 leading to unrealistic
estimates indicated in the Table by a sign "?". The model order is reduced to 12 and finally 10,
eleminating modes which are not identifiable either as the result of structural dependencies or lack ,.?.
of excitation (i.e. modes 2, 6 and 10 through 12 indicated in the Table by a sign "X"). The two
modes 3 and 4 which are seen to be unresolvable for this sensing configuration (ef. Fig. 3) ure r.

identified by fixing one and estimating the other and repeating the process. It is seen that for such
a system identification configuration, modes 1 and 3 are estimated accurately where the high fre-
quency modes are not generally identifiable. In order to improve the sensitivity and identifiability
of modes 2 and 6, additional excitation represented as a torque at a degree-of- freedom orthagonal N

to those previously applied are used. Hence, the experiment consists of a 15 degree-of-freedom
model with three inputs in the form of a force F, two thruster pulses as torques T, and T2 , 9
sensors consisting of 7 accelerometers and two gyro as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The results of this experiment configuration is compared against a reference idealized input
model. The -eference inputs are three independent Gaussian white noise with a PSD of 800 lb Hz
in each of the three directions, two angular (TI and T'2) and one linear direction (F). The noise

power level is beyond the practical limitations for any implementable input signals in the space
environment. However, it will be used to evaluate the ability of rec.overing the frequencies in the
higher regime and the degree of accuracy which one may obtain in the most ideal situation. This
experiment allows the incorporation of different input confgurations with a power and magnitude
within the practical limitation to be acted on the system and a candidate test signal be decided.
The results for a single pulse, doublet, and the staggered pulse configuration are shown in Fig.
4. It is seen that the staggered pulse experiment is superior to the other configurations. This
appears to be the consequence of a resultant force effect. In order that certain modes be excited,
the input must be in the three directions allowed by the "nodel. A resultant force, when projected
in each of the three directions, may insufficiently excite a given mode or be introduced in a phase
which cancels the structure effect, e.g., mode 3 in case of a synchronous single thruster pulse and X
doublet thruster pulse inputs. With this setting, there is no delay between the thrusters firing
in each direction. If the pulses are staggered, however, it is seen that mode 3 is identified with
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TABLE 1. IDENTIFICATION OF MODAL FREOUEHCIES (HZ)

I 1 2 6 7 8 9 lo ni 12

-AVE rE.(1-.1 .32983 ,16355 .17288 .17876 .34327 .35768 1.6563 1.7509 2.1171 2.123 4.217 4.219

- 2i LRR'R .1175 .1423 .1543 .1765 .3040 .3203 1.499 1,567 1.890 1,901 3.753 3.755

I I"PO/'C 15 TC .1284 ? .1404 .2332 .2860 ? 1.502 1.574 1.890 1.901 3.753 3.755

* 2 PIL 12 01Fr .1283 ? .1471 .2348 .2867 ? 1.506 1.574 1.900 X X X

3 i"Ol, io Dor .1282 X .14G6 .2179 .2871 X 1.502 1.574 1.823 X X X

I -0
4 POILC I0 o0F .1293 X .1407 .0809 .3077 X 1.500 1.565 1.891 X X X

5 WLIL i oar .1290 X .1724 F .2883 X 1.507 1.574 1.890 X X X

6 w'OwLt 1o Or .1298 X .1724 F .3125 X 1.500 1.565 1.890 X X X

excellent accuracy. It is also noted that single thruster pulses appear to be better than doublet
pulses in exciting modes for the identification. When the staggered single pulses are applied, the
first 4 mode, are identified with no error. Modes 5, 6, and 7 are estimated within 15% of their
true values. High frequency modes have not been excited and show no sensitivity to the parameter
variations.

4. INITAL ESTIMATES AND LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONALS

The degree of success in obtaining a good estimate of unknown parameters depends on the
closeness of the initial estimates to the true values. If the parameters are identifiable, then under
mild regularity conditions, maximum likelihood estimates have been shown to be asymptotically C
unbiased, consistent and efficient. However, if a mode is not excited then the numerical algorithm "'.
for minimizing L(8) finds local minimums far from the nominal values. In such cases, the likelihood "-1"
functional may show no sensitivity to the variation of the unknown frequencies or the estimates
may have no physical significance. The likelihood functionals for all 12 flexible modes and for the
staggered thruster pulse input are shown in Fig. 5. For low frequency modes which are the most ,
sensitive to the variations of the associated frequencies, it is observed that the initial estimates may r .
be set up to 50% off the nominal values and still be able to recover the parameters without difficulty.
This range will be reduced as the frequency increases. High frequency modes (greater than .3 Hz
in the model) are insufficiently excited by the pulse train and are poorly identified. Hence, small
deviation from the nominal value will result the associated likelihood functional to converge to a
local minimum oth,,r than the true one. It is also seen that the cost functionals increase faster to the .4. 1
right of the true parameter values. The behavior of likelihood surfaces for parameters associated 4*.'.

with the low and high frequency modes are shown in Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively. The likelihood
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surface for the modes 9 and 10 is seen to have a nest of local extrema about the true values of
the frequencies. For modes 5 and 6, the likelihood surface is smooth and the identification may
tolerate the initial estimate deviations of up to 50% from the nominal values. The sensitivity of
the identification results to the initial estimate of the parameters is shown in Figure 7.

5. CONCLUSIONS

On-orbit identification of modal frequencies of a 15 degree-of- freedom Power 'rower model of
the Space Station is considered. The implementatiun of environmcntal dynamic disturbances as the
only source of excitation for the maximum likelihood identification is shown to present identifiability
and resolvability problems. Therefoie, unreulistic parameter estimates may result with large error
covariences. It is shown that low frequency modes can successfully be identified by the proper ,
application of multi-directional inputs in the form of force and torques in orthogonal sp, .ces. Iligh
frequency modes, however, are insufficiently excited to permit accurate estimation due to thruster
power and bandwidth limitations. Among all the inputs considered, it is concluded that staggered
pulse sequences are superior for obtaining a more accurate estimate of the unknown parameters.-%
When staggered thruster pulses are used, it is seen that the identification process may tolerate an
initial parameter estimate error of up to 50% of the nominal values. Further research is needed
for the identification of modal dankpings. Since there is no correlation between the identifiability
of dampmf,,., iwl f. qu , ,.,jeriments should be designed to carry the dual frequency-damping
identification and address the difficulties arising from indistinguishability problems.
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DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
OF THE

PACOSS REPRESENTATIVE SYSTEM

Daniel R. Morgenthaler
and

Russell N. GehlingMartin Marietta Denver Aerospace

Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT

The PACOSS (Passive and Active Control of Space Structures) program has
as a goal the development of analytical and design techniques to incorporate a
predictable amount of passive damping into large space structures. The level
of passive damping raquired is determined from system performance studies,
wherein an efficient mix of passive and active damping can be found.

This paper describes the development and analysis of the PACOSS
Representative System Article (RSA), a generic large space structure
consisting of substructures found in large families of future spacecraft. The
RSA will serve as an analytic test bed for dampin? technology developed under
the PACOSS program, and a baseline structure for controls development for use
on first-generation LSS.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Many future large space structures, whether military or civilian,
exhibit similar dynamic characteristics and performance requirements. The
structures themselves typically exhibit dense modal spectra at relatively low
frequencies. Performance measures generally include stringent pointing
accuracies, relatively short settling dynamics, and fast response requirements
which provide a challenge for the most accomplished control system engineer,
who frequently finds that even providing a stable system is a challenge.

The PACOSS (Passive and Active Control of Space Structures) program is
directed toward developing technology that Integrates passive damping
techniques with active control design to irovide systems which can meet
performance objectives, are more tolerant to uncertainties in plant design and
disturbances, are less costly to produce, and require less on-orbit
maintenance to assure operation. Special consideration is being given to
passive damping techniques to reduce the bandwidth over which damping must be
provided by active means, to reduce the number of controlled modes by the
active system over the complete bandwidth, and to provide increased stability
margins. This approach will result in less complicated control systems with
fewer sensors and actuators, lower cost, and enhanced reliability.

To provide an analytic test bed for the development of PACOSS
technology, a Representative System Article (RSA) has been developed. The RSA
is intended to represent system dynamics generic to planned and conceptual
space systems. The RSA is not a mission-specific spacecraft but a
representation of several missions and requirements in one system. Associated Ilk
performance measures are taken from the applicable missions.

An important aspect of the RSA design process is that the substructures
were designed to permit the incorporation of passive damping treatments. This
approach is essential to successful and efficient damping treatment and will
be described in some detail.

II
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2.0 MISSION SURVEY

Definition of the RSA required a survey of planned and conceptual space
systems whose initial development will occur during the next decade, Designs
for future large space systems are quite general in nature, consisting
primarily of qualitative descriptions of performance goals and basic system
parameters such as overall dimensions and weight. However, survey of Air
Force and NASA mission models revealed a strong requirement for relatively
large, lightweight structures possessing the ability for precise pointing and,
in some instancev rapid retargeting. Attainment of these characteristics
requirea structural vibration control through active and/or passive means and,
thus, such systems are the target for PACOSS technology, The following
paragraphs summarize a survey of military and civilian systems where
structural control will play a significant rolA in accomplishing mission goals. I-

2.1 Military Systems a

The 1983 Military Space Systems Technology Model (MSSTM) lists more
than 30 mission concepts requiring advanced space systems. At least 13 of

these missions will require structural control and damping augmentation in
order to achieve their performance goals. The missions directly applicable to S

PACOSS technology are categorized in Table 2-1.

The missions identified in Table 2-1 as candidates for PACOSS
technology are generally large structures characterized by high modal density
at relatively low frequencies. These systems involve components which require
low jitter levels and fast settling time in order to function well.
Additionally, missions 2, 3, and 10-12 must maneuver or slew rapidly while
maintaining coherent electromagnetic paths and stable line of sight (LOS).

2.2 Civilian Systems

The civilian counterpart to the MSSTM is the NASA Sjsce Systems (4
Technology Model. This document lists many mission concepLs which are similar
in nature to military missions. Again, missions where PACOSS technology can
be greatly beneficial are generally large, lightweight systems whose
performance is degraded by dynamic structural deformation. Table 2-2 lists
planned or conceptual NASA missions which will require structural vibration 0

control. '.

2.3 Survey Summary

Results of the survey of future space systems and requirements
indicated that systems most affected by structural vibration involve
electromagnetic reflector systems. The overall size of such systems varies
greatly as listed in Table 2-3.

Based on the results of the mission survey, the performance
zequirements considered in definition of the RSA are primarily those of
surveillance, radar, and optical systems. The quantities of primary
impo.rtance with regard to the RSA are line of sight (LOS) stability (jitter),
stability rate, and settling time. ,,
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Just as the dimensions of the systems listed in Table 2-3 vary over an
order of magnitude, so do the performance requirements. For example, a large
space-based surveillance system may be required to slew several degrees over a .

period of minutes while a space-based laser must retarget in a few seconds.

Similarly, jitter requirements are far more stringent for an optical system

than for a large radar, The RSA must address a composite of performance

requirements, yet demonstrate traceable results to all the space systems of
interest. -

Table 2-1 1983 MSSTM Concepts for Future Military Space Systems ,

Benefitting from PACOSS Technology , '

Ballistic Missile Warning

1 Staring IR Missile Tracking - --

Atmospheric Surveillance and Warning .

2 IR SLep-Stare Mosaic Surveillance

3 Mechanically Steered Space-Based Radar
4 Medium Altitude Surveillance Radar5 Synchronous Altitude Active Lens Radar .>%

Surface Target Reconnaissance

6 Intermediate Phased Array Reconnaissante Radar
7 Millimeter Wave Radiometer Surveillance

Space Vehicle Detection, Track *" j

8 Medium Altitude Space Surveillance

Communications

9 Blue-Green Laser

Force Application

10 Long-Range Space-Based Laser

11 Space-Based Laser Interceptor
12 Space-Based Neutral Particle Beam .

Space Operations Support

13 Modular Space Station

-- 4
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Table 2-2 NASA Mission Concepts with PACOSS Requirement

Ercch Observation Satellite

Large Deployable Reflector

Mobile Cosmunic.tiona Proram

I Ccostationnry Platfor,,

, 
S ce station

Pinhole occulter racillLy

Table 2-3 Size Range of Future LSS

- SYSTEM SIZE
4%

Space-based Radar 50 - 100' Mesh Reflector

Communications 20 - 70' Mesh Reflector

,R Surveillance 15 - 30' Solid Mirror

Optical Surveillance 5 - 20' Solid Mirror

Space-Based Laser 5 - 20' Solid Mirror

'°

¢;,

i%
% %
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3.0 THE MODAL STRAIN ENERGY METHOD AS A DAMPING DESIGN TOOL

The modal strain energy (MSE) method identifies the locations in a ,. .

structure where viscoelastic materials would be effective in dissipating
energy. The motivation for this method lies in the coupled stiffness and
damping properties of viscoelastic materials. Additionally, MSE provides a
useful tool to estimate modal loss factors throughout 

the design process. The w

major implication of this approach is that the locations and types of damping
treatments must be addressed via the MSE method in the initial design stages .,

and carried through into final system fabrication.

3.1 The MSE Design Method

The MSE method has its basis in the properties of the viscoelastic
materials which generally will be used in the damping treatment of large space
structures. Each material modulus is characterized by two parameters: a-
material elastic modulus which describes resistance to deformation, and loss
factor which describes energy dissipation.

GVEM - GELASTIC (1 + i NLOSS)

The strain energy stored in a material during deformation is defined as:

SE - E 1d2fC dV F P

The MSE method assumes real eigenvectors from a normal modes analysis
approximate the system damped complex elgenvectors. Using this assumption,
the above integral written in ith modal coordinates becomes:

N T 2 
i

SE i K for unity mass normalized system /

where - jth real eigenvector

Kj - stiffness matrix for jth element

NE - number of elements

t2 . ith natural frequency squared.

Because material or element loss factors relate energy losses to energy
stored in the element, the ith modal loss factor may be defined as:

NE T 2 1-
Ti  F , n K /

j=l K i

wherenj = jth element loss factor.
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By examining this equation, it can be concluded that the goal for the %

structural designer in the initial stages of design is to arrive at a
configuration in which a large portion of the structure's modal strain energy
is in elements which allow damping treatment, since each modal loss factor
depends on percent strain energy in high loss materials (VEM). Special
consideration must be given to locate the damped members out of direct load
paths, however, since viscoelastics are relatively soft, will not sustain high _

stresses, and creep under sustained loading. Because viscoelastics have
relatively low moduli and high density, these materials must also be utilized
efficiently or a significant increase in system weight and corresponding
decrease in achievable modal damping will result. The designer is therefore
faced with a trade-off between damping, integrity, and weight of the final ... ,.structure .-

5'

3.2 Implications of MSE on Structural Design Process

To achieve an efficient design for a damped structural system, MSE and
damping mechanisms must be addressed in the early stages of configuration . .'
selection and member sizing if the aformentioned constraints are to be met.
If not considered in the preliminary design the damping designer will be faced
with drastic structural Todifications since there is no guarantee that any
members of the structure will contain high modal strain energy in troublesome
modes without high loading unless the structure has been specifically designed
with these requirements in mind. r*

Achieving a satisfactory design even when approaching a specific
problem in the initial stages is often difficult, and typically will take,

several design iterations to arrive at member sizes which will allow "'__
significant structural damping. The design of future LSS must therefore Wow
include the structural dynamicist in the preliminary design if an efficient
overall system design is to be realized.

Selection and design of the RSA configuration utilized the MSE method f.%
throughout and energy distribution was a primary design consideration in all
aspects of the initial design phases. _
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4.0 RSA SELECTION

Drawing from the mission survey discussed in Section 2, a structural
configuration for the RSA was selected to represent the widest range of
characteristics of future space systems where structural vibration control is 6
critical to accomplishing mission goals. Compromises were required in order I
to develop a viable configuration which would remain representative of the
wide range of systems requiring PACOSS technology, Overall dimensions were
selected to be of intermediate size to allow adequate demonstration of damping
treatments applicable to both very large antennas and smaller truss structures
applicable to a Space Based Laser (SBL) or Space Station.V.

The selected configuration, shown in Figure 4-1, consists of a variety
of components, each of which is traceable to one or more future Air Force
space systems. Also, each component poses specific challenges for passive or
active control and lends itself to unique applications of passive damping.
Table 4-1 summarizes the RSA components, and Table 4-2 presents candidate
damping technologies applicable to each. This configuration serves as a
bridge between the experimental analysis and verification of damping
treatments to be performed using a dynamic test article (DTA), and evaluation
of the developed technology on future space systems. Section 5 qualitatively
describes and Justifies the selection of each component of the RSA and gives
quantitative design and analysis results.

Table 4-1 Overview of RSA Components
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Table 4-2 RSA Component Damping Concept Summary

rAxr111 CONCET APPICABLE COMONTINTS

Constrained IAyar Trctn n Antcnna Support Tubes . -
Trilpod Legs.• %

Joint DAUInI lox Truss Corner Joints
Box Truss/rng Truss IntCrf4ct

£1onastiona1 Daping Y1ci'cnt Tenuion Members

Exttnslqnal Sher Damper Equipment Platform Support Trus

Tuned Msaa Dampcr Soler Arrays . " 4-4

4.1 Passive/Active Control ISsuCS

The RSA control system was conceived to be simple yet representative of
the systems to be used on the first gene-ration of large space structures. S,..-

Attitude and vibration control were addressed through simple rate and position
feedback. Actuator and sensor dynamics were considered in the overall
modeling and simulation. Details on the approach to, and design of the RSA
control system are given in Section 5.3.

Analysis of the RSA used an assumed modal viscous damping ratio for all
system modes. More detailed consideration of passive and active control
modeling and evaluation will be addressed in the PACOSS program, but is beyond
the scope of this report. Z'

4.2 RSA Performance Goals ,. "

The majority of systems listed in Section 2 are reauired to execute I
slewing maneuvers. Thus, settling time is critical to performance of these
systems which include infrared and optical surveillance, space-based lasers,
and smaller radars. Typically, a maximum angular acceleration is available .

- (or allowable) and fast settling time following conclusion of the se ._"

maneuver is the goal. For a system of the RSA's size, 0.1 rad/sec2 i8 a
representative angular acceleration limit and a LOS settling time to within

0.5 rad in 1.0 seconds are the corresponding requirements. The jitter
response goal was selected as 0.1 prad response to noise input of a level
typical of on-board disturbances. These quantities are characteristic of a

system envisioned for operation by 1995.

2 ,'..'v. .
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5.0 RSA DESIGN AND ANALYSIS .... *..

Design and analysis of the RSA required a relatively detailed finite ~ ~
element model to allow subsequent Modal Strain Energy (MSE) distribution
calculations. Structural integrity and viability, while not primary design
drivers, were kept in mind throughout the design process. Component mode T-6
synthesis was used to compute the frequencies and mode shapes of the RSA shown
in Figur 5-1. In the interest of simplifying control design and overall
system analysis, the RSA design was kept symmetric about the Z-axis denoted in
Figure 5-1. This impacted component design in that each component was
required to be symmetric about the Z-axis when oriented on the RSA, or occur
in a pair as in the case of the solar arrays. The finite element modeling and
analysis was performed using the MSC/NASTRAN program. " "' .

.. %,

Figure 5-1 RSA Coupled Finite Element Model g'

As discussed in Section 4, each component was designed as

representative of structures required for future LSS. Strain energy ...

• .. --*5

distribution, weight, and frequency content were design considerations at the li'-:'
%component level. Structural members were designed as realistic and accurate.

representations of those that will be used in future systems. Generally, the .
properties of the structure were taken to be those of the metal matrix ''.
composite, graphite-magnesium. However, the results from this study are not %
greatly dependent on the material characteristics. While structural members '
were modeled in detail, spacecraft subsystems such as propulsion, electronics
and so forth were simply modeled as lumped ma9ses. Similarly, reinforcement

at component interface regions was crudely modeled using rigid elements. This .\'.
approach allowed loads to be realistically distributed through the structure 'I--
while avoiding the "nuts and bolts" details of joining the components. >-.
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The Craig-Bampton method of component reduction and coupling was used .%.,.. .'

as the analysis approach. This method consists of reducing each component to
a set of generalized coordinates consisting of interface degrees of freedom
and a truncated set of component normal modes with all interface degrees of "
freedom grounded. The normal modes were truncated at a cutoff frequency of .:,-'

15 Hz for all components with the exception of the solar arrays for which an

8.0 1z cutoff was used. The following section describes the details of each

component design.

5.1 RSA Component Design

Component 1, the box truss, is shown in Figure 5-2. This structure
provides a support for a reflecting surface or antenna, and the truss size of...' ,
20m is characteristic of optical, infrared, and communication reflectors. The
design of this component is quite similar to that described in Reference 5 -
utilizing pinned-end horizontal members and pretensioned diagonals. This
configuration resulted in a very efficient structure; large, lightweight yet B--
relatively stiff.

. .,

Lumped mass and inertia was used to represent equipment and coupling %
hardware at joints. A mass of 50 kg was placed at each corner of the truss to

represent station-keeping thrusters. Also, madS and inertia of 10.5 kg and PO

5 kg-i 2 , respectively, was placed at each interior grid point on the upper N.
surface of the truss to represent a reflectinr mirror element such as that of
the Large Deployable Reflector.

Element dimensions were designed such that the diagonals carry a
significant percentage of strain energy in the lower frequency modes, thereby
providing candidate locations for passive extensional dampers. This component
was coupled to the ring truss in 6 translationol degrees of freedom and 34
normal modes were retained for system couplivg.

The ring truss (component 2) is shown in Figure 5-3. Designed %

primarily as a generic truss to tie the other components together, the ring is
comparatively stiff with welded joints joining all elenents, and typically
would be unsuitable or unavailable for damping treatment. Propulsion and

maneuver systems, as well as attitude control sensors and actuators, are
located on the ring truss. Interface regions on the ring were reinforced with
rigid elements to avoid extreme stress concentrationa at the component
interface points. Further, all coupling was designed such that bending .1eIr
moments are transferred through force couples rather than member bendiug
stiffuess. These design approaches gave the ring a fundamental free-free mode
of 5 Hz which is rather high for a structure 20m in diameter.

All RSA components are attached to the ring truss giving the ring 87
interface degrees of freedom. The high number of interface coordinates gave ,Z
the first constrained interface normal mode a frequency far above the 15 1Hz

cutoff. Therefore, the representation of the ring in the system model
includes only the 87 interface degrees of freedom and their associated
constraint modes.
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The third component of the RSA is a tripod structure representative of %

the secondary reflecting surface support in a Cassegrain system, shown in
Figure 5-4. This type of structure is envisioned on Strategic Defense __

Initiative (SDI) related satellites such as a SBL or radar, as well an many
scientific space systems. The tripod supports a secondary reflecting surface,
the motion of which has a significant effect on the LOS performance of an
electromagnetic system.

Tapered, hollow tubes which allow coolant flow to instruments on the
secondary mirror model the tripod legs, while a stiff planar truss and lumped lt
mass represent a gimbal support for the secondary mirror. Flexible modes of
the tripod legs have a significant effect on the LOS performance of the system
and therefore are candidates for passive damping. Effective damping of this
structure requires the support truss to be relatively stiff, thereby placing a

/6 high percentage of strain energy of the lower modes in bending of the tripod
legs. This allows passive damping treatments utilizing constraining layers to
be applied to the legs in an efficient manner.

% The tripod was connected to the ring truss at three points. Each
Interface point was clamped in 5 degrees of freedom, being free to rotate "
about an axis tangential to the ring truss. This arrangement resulted in 13
normal modes retained in the coupled system model. 0"-1"

Representative of the long trusses planned for future space systems,
the fourth component of the RSA is an equipment platform consisting of a high -.
aspect ratio (length to width) truss structure with lumped mass at its tip.
The truss design is similar to the towers described in Reference 6. The IP
design goals included a fundamental cantilever frequency of 1 lz for a 10m
long truss with square bays.

For effective damping, it is desirable for this structure to have high
axial modal strain energy in the diagonal members. This was accomplished by
designing the diagonals to be relatively soft compared to the other members.
Graphite-epoxy material characteristics were used for the diagonals as use of ,
metal matrix properties required wall thicknesses unreasonably thin. The -
platform consists of 20 bays which are 0.5m square and has a tip mass of
91 kg. Single diagonals are used in one plane and double diagonals in the"•
other, thus giving the component a single plane of symmetry. The first
bending mode has 31% of the modal strain energy in the diagonals. These
diagonals are not pretensioned and thereby allow direct application of the
extensional shear damper previously tested and reported in Reference 6. The
platform mounts to the ring truss at six points through ball and socket joints
thus avoiding moment transfer to the ring truss. The mounting structure was
designed to be relatively stiff such that it did not contain significant modal
strain energy in low frequency modes. Ten normal modes of the equipment
platform were retained in the coupled system. .-.

•6. ".,:';-
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4 Component 5 is a communications antenna modeled as an enlarged version
4 of those used by space probes such as Venus Radar Mapper, and is typical of

S-band antennas used for ground control of satellites. Modeled as a honeycomb .
core composite structure, the antenna dish has a relatively low fundamental
frequency of 1.5 1z, which makes this structure a candidate for damping
technology applied to plate-like structures, The interface to the ring truss Ni
is a simple cantilever arrangement, thus giving 12 interface degrees of
freedom to the component. Figure 5-6 presents graphically the antenna

* design. This component possessed nine constrained interface normal modes
below the 15 11z cutoff frequency. The fundamental mode is simply a bending of
the support legs while the second mode involves deformation of the dish.

The solar arrays (components 6 and 7) were modeled after the deployable .
concept dezonstrated in the Solar Array Flight Experiment (SAFE). The arrays .
are sized for roughly 20kW of power, and these relatively large arrays *.
represent a worst-case situation. Modeling and design parameters were taken
from Reference 7. They consist of a mast medeled as a beam which supports a
tensioned blanket and wizes. Out-of-plane stiffness of the wires and blanket %-*.

was generated from a differential stiffness analysis in which a temperature
shrink was used to produce 33.1 N tension in the blanket and 20.2 N in each
wire. Figure 5-7 depicts the design. Damping of the arrays, if necessary,
may be accomplished by tuned mass dampers.

This type of array possesses a frequency content much lower than that
of the previously described components. lowever the degree of modeling used
was equivalent to that of the other components. Therefore, the frequency
cutoff, below which normal modes were kept, was 8.0 liz rather than 15.0 11z as
used for the other RSA components. The lower cutoff frequency resulted in the
retention of 79 constrained interface modes in the coupled system. Each array
was coupled to the ring truss at six points through an interface structure of j.
relatively stiff beams included in the array model. The interface degrees of
freedom included only the three translations at each interfaced grid point so
as to avoid concentrated stress due to bending moments.

5.2 Coupled System Analysis

The coupled RSA model consists of 87 independent interface degrees of

freedom and 224 modal coordinates. System modes were computed for frequencies
below 10 H1z, and component participation based on both kinetic and strain
energies was found. The analysis show s that a majority of the 210 system .

modes below .0 lz primarily involve the solar arrays. However, a relatively
high number of system modes are global in character, that is, several
components posseas significant kinetic and potential (strain) energy in a
given system mode. The component participation factors computed on the basis
of kinetic and strain energy are roughly equivalent for the RSA design. This
indicates that measures taken to reinforce interface regions and avoid stress
concentrations were successful in that the kinetic and strain energy was
distributed in the components attached to the ring truss. Interface modes, or
modes primarily involving deformation of interface regions on the ring truss
would have been indicated had a system mode shown high participation of an
appendage and relatively low interface participation based on kinetic energy ,' ,.
but high ring truss paticipation based on strain energy. '
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System modes which are global in character are likely to be important
in control design and perfortance evaluation. Table 5-1 lists system modes in
which no single component possessed 92% or more of the modal strain energy*.
This table also lists the percent of strain energy in each component and
indicates the high modal density in the RSA. An important fact is that these
modes are global, not merely appendage modes. This characteristic, which will
occur in future LSS, complicates the design process and leads to the need for
passive and active structural control. Accomplishment of the goal of
designing the RSA to facilitate a modal strain energy approach to passive
damping is shown by Table 5-2. This table presents strain energy distribution "
on a component element level in selected global system modes. Note that modes
with high box truss participation possess a high percentage of strain energy
in the diagonals as was the goal. Similar conclusions may be drawn for other
system components. %" .

The primary figure of merit applicable to the RSA is LOS response to
disturbances and maneuver commands. Figure 5-8 defines the LOS in terms of
discrete motion of the RSA. Note that LOS response due to motion of the
primary reflecting surface is approximated by an average of rotations of
selected grid points on the box truss. Analysis of modal participation in the
LOS showed that many modes are significant to the LOS response. The 20 most
significant modes about both the Y and Z axes, together with their relative
participation are listed in Table 5-3 (the gimbal modes of the secondary
mirror have been excluded as they are nearly uncoupled from the rest of the
system).

5.3 Control System Design and Analysis

The control system for the RSA is a simple model of those currently in
use on spacecraft and likely to be implemented on first generation 

large space Wp.

systems. Design of an active system for control of structural vibrations is
beyond the scope of this report, but active vibration control acting in .

concert with passive damping will be addressed in subsequent studies performed
under the PACOSS program.

5.3.1 Baseline Control System Design

The approach taken for the RSA control design was to achieve attitude "%
control and small angle slew maneuvers without excessive excitation of % %
structural modes, Symmetry of the structure decoupled rotation about the
pitch axis which is the Y-axis denoted in Figure 5-1. This allowed the
dynamics about the pitch axis to be considered separatel-" from the roll-yaw
(X and Z axes, respectively, in Figure 5-1) dynamics and thus facilitated
uncoupled control systems for pitch and roll-yaw motion.

Investigation of sensor and actuator dynamics indicated that for
purposes of the RSA, the effects were not of importance due to the relatively
high roll-off frequencies of components such as rate gyros and torque wheels.
Such instruments have bandwidths on the order of 50 to 100 Hz and thus the
effects of their dynamics are quite minor in the 0 to 10 Hz frequency range
covered by tha RSA model.

p. ",
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Table 5-1 MSE Distribution in Selected Modes %
"..4

t~ c~rogI(s ______________ ~ %

:3 0.72f 31.3 5.71 eas5 47.4 "T

0 9.214.0 3.37 36.5 2.3.7 I2M2

32 1.03 .#7 112 54

33 1.08 69.4 3.12 1.280 23.2 4% .N

z34 1.14 22.9 2.8 3.9 3.3.

43 1.41. 13.4 31.2 .1 49r.7

44 2.50 5.15 2.2.4 5.112 1.5? 0&.0

48 1.53 2.5 13.11 31.8 fl.rYe 96.0

*151 1.63 10.4 29.2 1.91 9.12 491.99-'

97 2.44 9.61 96.4 69.7 =a 3.511

124 2.78 7.36. 15.1 70.8 2 .27 3.4.8

129 2.46 $7.5 7.07 2.62. 1.77 -

1 42 3.51 27.3 35.9 27.11 a6.29 s.56

-. 45 3.60 -7.79 90.8 6

aIS95 4.03 15.0 48.9 235 12.8

76 4.38 2.36t 0.0 4.19 111.4 ".Dr. %

IN: 4.55 4.9 1146 A6.8

ins5 5.22 12.3 48.11 2.06 35.9

led1 5.4S 25.4 38.9 34.2 .%

987 5.611 3710 28.9 20.0 13.0

too 6.30 10.2 6.08 1.07 5.44 '

19 6.45 7.06 19.4 2.27 60.79 90 3

122 6.49 8.93 46.7 9.9 27.99 InI 5

996 6.96 99.3 2.781 4.04 9.86

98 7.15 70.5 5.47 97.6 5.94

199 7 39 78.9 92.0 21.99 G.34

200 7.31 77.5 99.9 9.114 9.46

201 7 399 29.5 42.2 90.5 92.4 11.92

204 7.90 32.9 45.0 19.8 -

205 &.311 ZS.99 30.5 42.8 %

.4206 R.77 44.8 95.6 32.6 2.05 4.111I..

207 99.99 81.2 1.417 17.3

208 9.05 28.9 5.91 65.5
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Table 5-2 Element Level MSB Distribuvtion for
Selected Modes and Components

COLWrFYT EL.ED* XT SET SYSUH MODE I / Z STRAIN EXERCY IN ELEMENT SET

lox Trus Dilagonals 33 1 64.4 129 81.1 190 1 81.0 207 / 77.8

Tripod Legs 97 / 65.2 124 I 67.8 5/ 67.9 208 / 62.7

Equip. Flat. Dlasonala 30 / 11.7 33/ " 34 / 23.2 191 / 43.8

Antenna Support Legs 23 / 47.1 43 / 16.3 51 11.8 176 / 1.78

Antena Dish 23 / 0.25 43 I 33.4 51 / 37.0 176 1 79.6

Solar Array Masts 30 1 0.99 32 / 11.0 1
Solar Array Cross He 30 20.8 32 1 66.5 .. A

SoaeAry bers1

Table 5-3 Relative Modal Participation in LOS

Y-kIS Z-AXIS

SYSTE PREIATIVE SYSTEM RELATIVE
MODE I I (lfz) PARTICIPATION MODE I I (f1) PARTICIPUTION

209 9.53 1.0 207 8.89 1.0
187 5.68 0.87 190 6.30 0.77
129 2.86 0.79 33 1.10 0.73

196 6.96 0.73 142 3.51 0.64
201 7.38 0.69 34 1.14 0.53
206 8.77 0.66 43 1.14 0.49
199 7.31 0.61 51 1.63 0.47 "
124 2.78 0.52 195 6.84 0.44
185 5.11 0.49 208 9.05 0.44
158 4.03 0.46 204 7.90 0.40 .

191 6.45 0.37 97 2.44 0.34
192 6.49 0.25 183 4.66 0.23
198 7.15 0.16 193 6.62 0.19
182 4.55 0.14 145 3.60 0.16
165 4.22 0.13 181 4.52 0.10
30 1.02 0.12 20 0.683 0.10

176 4.38 0.09 140 3.47 0.06
23 0.728 0.08 184 5.00 0.06

118 2.72 0.07 95 2.44 0.06
32 1.03 0.07 42 1.40 0.05

,4'.
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z

Sm

Reference Point

,f f
IP~y ,Psf l'sd -f _ p. pref fmlex

Where,

fs = Focal length of secondary mirror

f Focal length of primary mirror

(zre -s)fiex =Relative z deflection of secondary
m~irror to reference point due to
structural deformation

NOTES:
Sum over represents an average primary mirror deformation

LOS about z-axis has sign change on relative translation term;

(z z

pref S sf I ex e + p(Yref Ysm)flex

p

Relative LOS is defined as Inertial LOS - Rigid Body Motion

Figure 5-8 RSA LOS Definition
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Attitude/slew control was accomplished by sensing angular rate and
position at a reference point on the ring truss, passing the signals through a
low pass filter, and feeding the filtered signal equally back to four torque
wheels mounted on the ring truss.

The low pass filters were modeled as second order systems and given a.
1.0 liz cutoff frequency with 0.707 damping ratio. The choice of filter cutoff
frequency represents a trade between the contamination of altitude/slew
information with flexible motion at the sensor point and degraded closed-loop
rigid body performance. A higher filter bandpass tesults in greater chances S.
of closed-loop instability due to flexible modes while a lower bandpsss leads
to far slower attitude correction.

The feedback gains were designed by classicAl root locus methods using
the filter and rigid body dynamics, Pitch control involved sensing of
inertial pitch angle and rate with feedback to pitch torque wheels. The
feedback gains were chosen to give closed-loop poles such that the rigid body
system would complete a maneuver in 3 to 4 seconds. Similarly, roll-yaw
control was accomplished through sensing inertial yaw angle and rate and roll
rate. These signals were fed through a coupled gain matrix to four yaw torque
wheels and one roll torque wheel. Feedback gain was selected using the same
criterion as for the pitch axis control system. Impulse response of the two
systems is shown in Figure 5-9 demonstrating good rigid body maneuver response.

In addition to the attitude control system, a simple co-located
stiffness and damping was implemented across the secondary mirror gimbal to
represent psaive or active isolation and damping. The stiffness and damping
coefficients were selected to give the secondary mirror a natural frequency of
0.5 1Iz and damping ratio of 0.707 in rota.ion on itas gimbal about both the Y
and Z axes. Motion of the secondary mirror relative to the gimbal is
uncoupled from the rest of the system and therefore thia simple control does
not affect the attitude control dynamics, %

5.3.2 Control System Analysis

Analysis of the control system required determination of the important
flexible modes to be retained in the closed-loop model. This was accomplished
by determining the parricipation of the open loop system modes .in the primary
figure of merit, the lir, of sight. Additionally, modal controllability,
which is simply a consideration of displacement at actuator locations in each e
mode, was used to assira that all modes which would be significantly excited
by the actuators were included in the closed-loop model. Tables 5-4 and 5-5

.-* list the system modes retained for the flexible system analysis and simulation.

7,7
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Table 5-4 Pitch-Axis Closed-Loop Modal Summary

OPEN LOOP CLosE Loop STRAIN ENERGY DISTRISUTION Z X,.
- 11 LOS

sox KING QU IP. SCIAR OASER.,% '
"ODE fnI TR USS TRUSS TRIPOD PLA.T. AX T. ARRAYS (OPEN " '

Frlltr 1.0 0.107 0.463 0.401 .... V

6L7 0.01 0.02 0.50 0.707 - - 100 - - - I
423 0.724r 0.767 .0167 0.056 31.3 5.711 6.75 47.4 3.70 19

3;. 1.016 1 .96S .01 0.14 14.0 3.37 36.5 23.7 22.3 17
32 1.0O,;3 1.02 .00205 0.040 3.78 0.86 11.9 5.41 78.0 2144 1.53 ' 1.31 .0101 0.54 29..5 13.8 31.8 8.22 16.0 23 1 N I '

111 2. 2.272 .203 0.14 0.29 1.33 - 0.055 98.2 20
124 Z.78 2.78 .00456 7.36 15.1 70.8 0.19 3.21 3.28 9 , -
129 2.86 2.67 -.00187 $7.5 7.87 2.62 1.77 0.21 - A
158 4.03 4.04 -.00047 15.0 48.1 23.5 0.26 12.8 0.43 11
165 4.22 4.22 .00169 2.86 9.60 77.3 0.02 9.99 0.25 16
176 A.34 4.38 .00195 2.36 10.0 4.11 0.04 81.4 2.05 18 4-
102 4.55 4.55 .00160 4.10 8.68 86.8 0.21 0.05 0.13 15
115 5.11 5.12 .000754 12.3 48.8 2.06 0.74 35.9 0.20 10 .
17 5.68 5.68 .00160 37.0 18.1 30.6 0.46 13.0 0.82 3
i 5.41 5.41 .002 0.12 0.13 0.35 - 0.55 98.8 22

191 6.45 6.45 .00103 7.06 19.4 2.27 60.7 10.3 0.29 12
192 6.49 6.49 .00204 8.13 46.7 9.10 17.1 18.5 0.42 13194 6,6 6,9% .00182" 91.3 1.76 4.04 Ir 5 0.97 0.02 5 %

1" 7.15 7.15 .ooia4 70.5 5.47 17., 0.40 5.94 0.09 14
1" 731 73 78.1 12.0 2.99 6.34 0.32 0.24 8
201 7.3 , 7.36 -,0009 28.5 42.2 10.5 12.8 5.12 0.77 6
206 8.77 8.77 .00311 44.8 15.6 32.6 2.05 4.51 0.14 7.%
20 9.53 0.002 9.53 .00201 96.5 2.50 0.84 0.03 0.13 0.022 2

Table 5-5 Roll-Ya Closed-Loop Modal Summary

OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP STRAIN ENERGY DISTRINUTION % XIA.
D- IN L(S

BOX KIN EQ IIP. SOLAR ObSF.R.MODE fn fn - TRUSS TRUSS TRIPOD ?LAT. A.NT. WAYS (OPE.N ,/t

0 (Hz) (z) 1 2 3 4 5 6, 7 LOOP)

Filter 1.0 0.707 0.867 0.706 . . . . . . .
Filter 1.0 0.707 0.442 0.341 .. - I .-0 0 0 (-4.204) . . . . ..-- , -,-

6 0 0 0.379 0.955 . . . . .I.- -

8 0.01 0.002 0.50 .707 - - 100 - - - 1
10 0.269 0.264 .011 0.013 0.12 - - - 99.9 42
33 1.10 1.08 .0005 69.4 5.12 1.28 23.9 0.06 0.?2 4
34 1.14 1. 11 .00132 22.9 2.80 0.60 73.3 0.14 0.20 6 .
3 1.41 1.44 -.00653 13.4 3L.2 3.12 0.56 49.7 2.0 7 1 R

51 1.63 1.67 -.0204 18.4 29.2 1.91 1.12 48.8 0.60 8
97 2.44 2.44 .00229 9.69 16.4 69.7 0.06 0.54' 3.57 12

140 3.47 3.47 .00201 0,38 0.46 0.29 - 0.11 98.8 18
142 3.51 3.50 .00335 27.3 35.9 27.8 0.17 6.29 2.57 5 *
145 ..60 3.60 .00210 0.05 7.79 90.8 0.04 0.02 1.29 15
181 4.52 4.52 .002 0.64 1.76 0.59 - 97.0 - 16
183 4.66 4.66 .00219 2.29 3.42 93.5 - 0.70 0.04 13186 5.45 5.45 .00371 25.4 38.9 34.2 0.17 0.69 0.66 36
190 6.30 6.30 .00192 87.2 6.08 1.07 5.44 0.20 - 3
193 6.62 6.62 .00199 6.99 0.61 0.04 92.3 0.06 - 14
195 6.84 6.84 .002 98.7 0.31 0.36 0.01 0.64 - 9
200 7.31 7.31 .002 77.5 11.1 9.84 1.46 0.09 0.05 17
204 7.90 7.90 ' .000602 32.9 45.8 19.8 0.52 0.36 0.65 11
205 8.38 8.38 .00380 25.8 30.5 42.8 0.43 0.14 0.28 32
207 8.89 8.89 .00201 81.2 1.47 17 3 - 0.06 - 2
208 9.05 0.002 9.05 .00238 28.1 5.93 65.5 0.13 0.13 0.16 10
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Closed-loop roots for the flexible system using the previously
described control system were calculated assuming 0.2% modal viscous damping.
Thi, value of damping is typical of spacecraft structures with no passive
damping augmentation. Frequencies and damping ratios of the closed-loop
system indicate serious stability problems. The attitude control system
caused a reduction in damping for several system modes and drove a few modes
unstable. This situation is unacceptable. At best the system would have a
lengthy settling time and high jitter level, at worst it would shake itself
apart. These results indicate that even for simple attitude or slew
maneuvering, a complex space system requires a sophisticated control system
or passive damping augmentation to accomplish its mission.

5.4 System Analysis and Performance

Overall system analysis and performance evaluation was performed using
the flexible closed-loop system described in Section 5.3.2. As previously
mentioned, LOS settling time and jitter response are the measures most
appropriate for system evaluation. The following paragraphs describe a
comparison of the nominal system (0.2% modal viscous damping) performance to a
system having 5% modal damping. Previous studies performed under the PACOSS
program (Reference 6) have shown that a modal damping ratio of 5% in i.

structures of LSS size is attainable through passive damping augmentation
using discrete viscoelastic dampers. This comparison demonstrates the
performance improvements possible through passive damping.

Significantly lower Jitter response due to increased modal damping is
shown in Figures 5-10 and 5-il. These figures show the open loop relative LOS
response (LOS without rigid body motion) to a noise disturbance applied
through the ring truss. In order to simulate response to wide band noise, the
disturbance torques were generated as a sum of randomly phased sinusoidal
sigVals at frequencies corresponding to the natural frequencies retained in
the pitch and roll-yaw models respectively. Random noise was added to the
signal and the disturbance was scaled to a RMS level of 1 NM.

The nominally damped system (0.2%) reached a steady state response
level approximately 4 seconds following initiation of the disturbance signal.
As shown in Figure 5-10, the RMS response level in the pitch plane was reduced
by over 91% when the modal damping was increased from 0.2% to 5%. The
corresponding results for response about the yaw axis show a 64% reduction in
jitter level.

Transient response to an impulsive disturbance is shown in Figures 5-12
and 5-13. These figures give the inertial LOS response to an impulsive torque
acting on the ring truss about the Y and Z axes respectively and demonstrate

the advantage of passive damping augmentation with regard to setting time.
The pitch axis response graphically shows that as little as 5% modal damping
can virtually eliminate transient response of modes above the control
bandwidth.
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Maneuver or slew performance is also closely associated with settling
time. In this case, passive damping benefits are best evaluated through .1

consideration of the relative line of sight or the deviation of the LOS due to
structural deformation. Relative LOS response to a 0.01 radian slew maneuver
generated by the attitude control system is shown for the pitch and yaw axes
in Figures 5-14 and 5-15, respectively. Slewing about the pitch axis with
0.2% modal damping shows a long settling time due to the response of several
modes. However, 5% modal damping demonstrates a faster settling time with
response dominated by a single mode. Therefore, if further performance
improvement using active control were desired, the active system would be
required to control only a single flexible mode. The slew maneuver response
about the yaw axis given in Figure 5-15 shows the closed-loop instability of
the nominal system. Passive augmentation giving 5% modal damping effectively
eliminates the instability and again gives a response dominated by a single
mode.

These results quantitatively indicate the performance improvement IV

achievable with just 5% modal damping. The primary goal of the PACOSS program
is to demonstrate the ability to give a LSS 5% or more modal damping in
selected critical modes, Section 6 addresses this concern ani other
implications of the foregoing results.
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6.0 IMPLICATIONS OF RSA ANALYSIS

Design and analysis results described in the previous sections point to %'"
several im~elications regarding the role passive dampi-ag will play in design
and development of future large space systems. Specifically, passive damping

technology can work in concert with other technologies to allow future Air
Force and civilian space systems to meet their performance goals. This
complementary behavior can be enhanced if considered throughout the design
process.

6.1 Structural Design

To achieve effective damping design, system structural design must be
conducted with consideration of passive damping application in the preliminary
design pbase, continuing through fabrication. The RSA demonstrates that if as
little as 5% modal damping can be achieved in troublesome structural modes,
significant improvement is repll ed in system performance.

Consideration of passive damping in the design process is quite
naturally accommodated through consideratibn of modal strain energy
distribution. This involves design of members which will allow efficient
application of passive damping treatments. The system should include members
which possess high modal strain energy in flexible modes expected to have a.'@ "
detrimental impact on system performance. Use of viscoelastic materials
usually requires that these members not be in primary load paths of the
structure due to their stiffness to weight, but further development of passive
damping mechanisms may eliminate this design constraint. Other damping
techniques such as viscous and tuned mass dampers should also be considered
during the structural design process. -

6.2 Control Design

The closed-loop analysis results presented in Section 5 show that
passive damping augmentation can alleviate stability problems due to '
structural modes whose frequency is within, or near, the control bandwidth. : =
Alternatively, an active vibration control system designed for the nominally
damped RSA would have to contend with a high number of modes. This includes
modes to be actively damped and modes which, while not controlled, must not be
driven unstable. Passive damping can ensure stability and reduce modal
response levels such that an active control need only be designed to control
one or two structural modes. Thus, the passive augmentation fills the role of
low authority control in an integrated high authority - low authority control
(HAC/LAC) design approach.

In addition to simplified control design, benefits include less

expensive and elaborate control systems leading to more reliab.- and robust
performance. Overall, the implication of the closed-loop results is that
passive and active control of structural vibrations will both play a major
role in future Air Force space systems.

%5
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6.3 The Structural Design Process .

As mentioned, modal strain energy distribution is the primary means of
determining where passive damping treatments would be most effective in a
structure. Passive damping of a complex structural system, such as the RSA,
is best approached via modal strain energy, when the structure wad originally
designed with ddmping in mind. Each component of the RSA was designed to
facilitate application of pa&sive damping. Thus, when the coupled system was
analyzed, troublesome modes could be identified and targeted for damping.
Tables 5-4 and 5-5 list the RSA closed-loop frequencies and damping ratios
together with the component level MSE distribution for each mode. As an
example of effective structure design for passive damping, consider the

* unstable closed-loop damping ratio of system mode 129 listed in Table 5-4.
This highly unstable mode has 87.5% of its strain energy in the box truss.
Table 5-2 shows that the diagonals, which were intended to be passively
damped, contain most of this mode's strain energy present in the box truss.
Thus, damping treatment of the box truss diagonal elements would solve the

1k
stability problem. Similar conclusions can be drawn for other modes and
components. This is the essence of the MSE approach: to simply and
efficiently damp troublesome modes through judicious location of damping
treatments on structures designed to allow such treatment.
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7.0 CONCLUDING REMRKS

The mission survey described in this report indicated that future "-
military space systems will b re% uired to perform missions involving
atmospheric surveillance and warniv2g, communications, navigation, space
vehicle detection and tracking, and space-based defense. These systems will
be relatively large and possets high modal density at low frequencies yet must
meet stringent pointing performance requirements in the presence of on-board
disturbances and spacecraft maneuvering. *

As demonstrated by the analysis results presented in this report, the
selected RSA design achieves the goal of representing future Air Force space
systems which will require passive and active vibration cc' =rol. This was ,
accomplished through the development of a system having high modal density
within the control bandwidth on an intermediate-size structure consist'ng of
components representing a variety of systems.

Closed-loop analysis including an attitude control system demonstrated "-
that high modal density in, or near, the control bandwidth can result in %

serious instabilities. This reduced or negative stability is most effectively
handled through a combination of passive and active vibration control. ' ,,.,
Passive damping augmentation will lead to reliable and robust systems with o..,
simplified active controls.
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ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN FOR VIBRATION SUPPRESSION OF

LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES

by

Rama K. Yedavalli
Department of Electrical Engineering

The University of Toledo
Toledo, OIL 43606

Abstract

This paper addresses the aspect of designing controllers for robust
stability for linear systems having finite parameter variations. The
development of upper bounds on the perturbation of an asymptotically stable
linear system to maintain stability is extended to the problem of vibration
suppression of Large Space Structure (LSS) models with modal frequencies and
mode shape slopes at actu.ator locations taken as uncertain parameters. The 4
uncertainty associated with the parameters in LSS models is modeled in a
specific way and is used to obtain bounds which are in turn used to obtain the
robust controller.
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Introduction tZ 1

in recent years, 'Control of Large Space Structures' (LSS) has become an
active topic of research. Interesting accounts of LSS control trends are

reported by Ralaul and Skelton2 . One fundamental problem of LSS control is
the control of a large dimensional system with a controller of much smaller b, ,
dimension (model/controller truncation) compounded with modal data uncertainty .

(parameter errors). Thus 'robustness' is an extremely desirable (sometimes

necessary) feature in the active control of LSS. In this study, we address

the aspect of stability robustness with respect to parameter errors alone.

The recently developed elemental perturbation bounds for robust stability of

linear systems with structured uncertainty3,4 ,5 is extended to the problem of
vibration suppression of LSS. Towards this direction, the fact that modal

data uncertainty increases with mode number is incorporated in the

characterization of uncertainty in LSS model parameters and this model is used

to obtain upper bounds for robust stability which are in turn used to get a
robust controller.

LSS Models and Nominal Control Design

Consider the standard state space description of LSS evaluation model.* "

with N elastic -nodes:
P0i

- Ax + Bu X(O) XO; x+Rn=2N R (Ia)

y mCx y+Rk (Ib)

where

XT La [xl'r, x2T , ... )NTJ; xj - l .c)

r I

1_0 1 1 1 .''
A Block ding. [...Aii...], AM , I 2 I (Id)

l=wi -2w;il ,..

HT [BIT, B2'r, BNT; Bi I I (le)

C = 1C1 C2 ... CNJ (If)

The performance index for vibration suppression problem may be written as

J= fO 1( w12 ni 2 + r12) + p uTuldt (2a)

which can be written in the form

J = 0 (yT qy + p uTu)dt = 0 (xT CT QCx + p uTu)dt Jy + p Ju (2b)
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where the m.atrix C of (f) is given by

C - Block diag, [ Cj ,..

and-

- (2d)

Let the nominal control law be designed by minimizing the performance index of
(2) which results in6

u, Gx (3a)

where

G TK (3b) .-

KA + ATK - --K + CTQC -0 (3c)

T e c;osed loop system matrix ninVs'

is assymptotically stable. In the nominal design situation, an appropriate -

value for p (and hence G) is determined such that a reasonable trade off

between Jy and Ju is obtained. However, in LSS models, the parameters oi the
plant matrix A, namely the modal frequencies and modal damping as well as the
parameters of the control distribution matrix H, namely the mode shape opes
at actuator locations are known to be uncertain. It is also known that the;

uncertainty in these parameters tends to increase with increase in mode number. ..

Thus with variations AA and 0B in the matrices A and B of (1), the nominal

control G of (3) cannot guarantee stability of the closed loop system. Thus, ,-'

one needs to design a control gain G that guarantees stability for a given ,--

range of perturbations AA and AB. Towards this direction, in the next section
we briefly review the upper bounds developed for linear systems with .

structured perturbation and use these bounds to obtain a controller that
accommodates perturbations within the given bounds.

Perturbation Bounds for Robust Stability
and Robust Control Design Algorithm_

Let us consider the following liner dynamic system,

x(t) A(t) x(t) (5a)

- [Ao + E(t)J x(t) (5b)

Ao is an nxn nominally asymptotically stable matrix and E is an nxn 'Error'
matrix. In the case of 'structured' perturbation, the elements of E are such

* that
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% do

A A H~ax ";

Eij(t) < Cij V Ifii(t) Imax and c - iL, Cij

Thus c is the magnitude of the maximum deviation expected in the entries of A.

Theorem: The system of (5) is stable if

c< ---- or C--< u j (6) Uei lh-

Umax (PmUe)s

where Ue is an nxn matrix whose entries are such that

Cii
Ue ... (7)

a-a

Thus Ueij - 0 if the perturbation in Aoij is known to be zero (i.e., cij - 0).
Similarly U.jj - I if one doesn't explicitly know cij for some ij thereby

accommodating the worst case situation. Hence, it can be seen that

0 < Ue j <i (8)

Here P is the solution of the Lyapunov matrix equation

T
AoP + PAo + 21n - 0 (In is an nxn identity matrix) (9)

al. ) singular value of the matrix [. I
={([.* l . IT) }S1

ms[ s symmetric part of a matrix [.I

i(-)I - modulus of the entry (.)

[" m - modulus matrix matrix with modulus entries

Now let AA and AB be the perturbation matrices formed by the maximum
modulus deviations expected in the individual elements of matrices A and B
respectively. Then one can write

M ca Uea
Absolute variation (10)

eB= b Oeb f,,.

where ca is the maximum of all deviations in A and cb is maximum of all
deviations in B. Then the total perturbation in the linear system matrix of
(4) with nominal control u = Gx is given by

A AA + ABGm = ca Uea + cb Veb Gm (1I)

EA-4
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A6suming the ratio Lb/ca - E is known, we can extend the main result of ..
(6) to the linear state feedback control system of (4) and obtain the
following design observation.

Design Observation 1:

The perturbed linear system is stable for all perturbations bounded by ca

and Lb if

a < ----------------------- (a)
amax[PmUea + € Ueb Gm~s (12a)

and cb < C V where

P(A+BG) + (A+BG)T P + 21n = 0 (12b)

Alternately, we can write

AA = a Am

Relative variation (13)
AB - 6b Bm k-"

where Amij - lAiJi and Bmij - IBiJi for all those ij in which variation is
expected and Amij 0, Bmij - 0 for all those ij in which there is no
variation expected. For this situation, assuming 6b/6a - -6 is known, we get
the following bound on 6a for robust stability.

Design Observation 2:

The perturbed linear system is stable for all relative (or percentage)
perturbations bounded by 6a and 6b if

6a < ------------------- - r (14)
0zmax[Pm(Am+ BmGm)]s

and 6b < 6 Ur where P satisfies the equation (12b). p

We now define, as a measure of stability robustness, an index called
stability robustness index OS.R. as follows:

Case a): L.H.S. of (12 or 14) is known (i.e. checking stability for given

perturbation range). For this case

A
fSoR. = P-ea (or Or-6a). (15)

Thus OS.R. > 0 corresponds to the rtability robustness region.

Case b): L.H.S. of (12 or 14) is not known (i.e. specifying the bound). For
this case U'-

A
OS.R. = j (or ur). (16)
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With this definition, the control design algoritlk for robust stability "
consists of picking a control gain (i.e. p) that achieves a positive SS.R.
(for case a) or high value of OS.R. (for case b).

Thus the design algoritln involves determining the index OS.R. and the -5
costs Jy and Ju for different values of the design patameter p and plotting
these curves. The algoritlyn thus provides a simple constan g-in state
feedback control law (using the standard optimal LQ regulator forma) that isrobust from stability point of view. The algorithm, for given perturbations, ,

can be used for selecting the range of control weighting (control effort) for

which the system is stability robust or alternatively for given control
effort, can be used to determine the range of allowable perturbations for
stability.

in the next section, we present a specific characterization of
uncertainty for LSS models and use the above methodology to design a
controller for the Purdue model7 of a two dimensional LSS.

Characterization of Parameter Uncertainty in L.S.S. Models
and Application to Purdue Model

in L.S.S. models having the structure given by (I) the uncertainty in W.
the modal parameters such as modal frequency dampings and mode shape slopes at

actuator locations tend to increase with increase in mode number, One way of

modeling this information in the uncertainty structure is given in the
following (specifically we employ the relative variation format of (13))

AA' 6a 0 iK

I0 0
I I (17a)
I I

L _I

A 6b j 0 II b1T I ,

10I o I, :
12b2T
I 0 (17b) " ,6

I3b3T I
4I - I *.

*I . 44
I _ * _ 1I , ' .f p .

where xi indicate the nominal entries corresponding to the ith mode. We

assume 6a = 6b which are not known. .
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With the above proposed uncertainty structure, we apply the robust
control design methodology of previous section to the Purdue model7. The
model used consists of the first five elastic modes. The numerical values of
the model are given in ref. 7.

Since 6a (and 6b) are not known, the present design corresponds to case b
in which case we pick a control gain that gives high OS.R. - pr. The plot of

Pr vs. p is given in Fig. 1. The robust control gain is the gain
corresponding to p - 0. 12.

Figs. 2 ati 3 present the variation of Pr with control effort (i.e. p)
assuming &A - 0 and AB - 0 respectively. From these plots it can be
concluded that the control effort range available for guaranteed stability
for mode shape (AB * 0, AA - 0) variation is limited in comparison to the
range available for model frequency variation. Thus mode shape (slopes at
actuator location) variations are more critical from control point of view
than modal frequency variations.

Conclusions

Using the recently developed elemental perturbation bounds for robust
stability of linear systems, a robust control design algorithm is presented
for the vibration suppression problem of LSS models. The algorithm employs
the characterization of parameter uncertainty in LSS models that reflects the
fact that the modal data uncertainty increases with increase in mode number.
The algorithm addresses only stabi'Lity robustness aspect and more research is
needed to incorporate performance robustness into the design procedure.
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~ACTIVE AUGMENTATION

OF A PASSIVELY DAMPED "
REPRESENTATIVE LARGE SPACE SYSTEM

Russell N. Gehling ,-

Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace
,} Denver, Colorado

.- ABSTRACT e(

S ,a

~Fine-pointing and retargeting requirements of future large space
1: structures (LSS) lead to a need for structural vibration control. The A"

1 Reprsentative System Article (RSA), developed under the Passive and Active

Control of Space Structures (PAC0SS) program of t e Air Force and Martin
Marietta Denver Aerospace, serves as an analytical test bed for passive and

active vibration control techniques. %

This paper demonstrates the benefits of passive damping with regard toactive control implementation and retargeting performance of an LSS. A
~passive and active control approach was applied to a truncated model of the

RSA, and performance was evaluated in terms of a small-angle slew maneuver.i! Feasible damping values were determined from modal strain energy calculations v
and applied to the RSA along with an active control system. Results

t.,

demonstrate that if passive damping is designed into the system, the amount
achievable in a representative future LSS will reduce the requirements for

" active control. Savings can be realized in terms of number of control system,,.
~components and energy expenditure for vibration control.,-.
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Analysis of the closed-loop dynamics involved the recention of 44

important flexible modes. For purposes of this study, the ten flexible modes
possessing the greatest magnitude in the pitch LOS/Tring transfer function
of Figure 3 were included in the pitch-axis analy3is mo el. Similarly, nine
modes were retained in the yaw-axis model. Closed-loop roots of the system
with no vibration control were calculated assuming 0.2% modal viscous
damping. This value of damping ie typical of spacecraft st'uctures with no
passive damping augmentation. Table 1 lists the natural freque.cies and
damping ratios of the closed-loop system and indicates serious stability
problems. The attitude control system caused a reduction in damping for
several system modes and drove a few modes unstable. This situation is

unacceptable. At bent the system would have a lengthy settling time and high
jitter level, at worst it would shake itself apart. These results indicate
that even for simple attitude or slew maneuvering, a complex space system
requires a sophisticated control system and/or passive damping augmentation
to accomplish its mission.

Baseline system performance simulation was performed using the flexible
closed-loop systems described above. As previously mentioned, LOS settling wel

time is the measure most appropriate for system evaluation. Maneuver or slew
performance is closely associated with settling time. LOS response to a 0.01
radian slew maneuver generated by the attitude control system is shown in
Figure 4. Slewing about the pitch axis with 0.2% modal damping shows a long
settling time due to the response of several modes while the yaw-axis slew
response indicates instability in the nominal system.

The data presented in Figure 4 and Table 1 indicate that vibration
control is required if the RSA is to achieve acceptable retargeting
performance. The followinS sections present an analytical demonstration of
vibration control design for the RSA analysis models described above using
both active and passive control. Performance results using this control
approach are compared with two alternate approaches: active control alone,
and passive damping alone.

% . . . .
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Table 1 Nominal System Closed-Loop Modal Frequenciesand Damping Ratios

PITCH-AXIS MODEL

MODE MODE NO. IN

NO. FULL RSA MODEL fn(Hz) C (%)

1 RB/Filter 0.454 57.6
2 RB/Filter 0.550 84.1
3 23 0.765 1.52
4 30 0.976 1.18
5 48 1.51 1.02
6 129 2.87 -0.19
7 158 ,4.04 -0.05
8 185 5.12 0.08
9 187 5.68 0.16
10 191 6.45 0.11
11 201 7.38 -0.09
12 206 8.77 0.45

YAW-AXIS MODEL

1 RB/Filter Overdamped
RB/Filter 0.370 95.0
RB/Filter 0.429 34.6

4 RB/Filter 0.874 70.1
5 33 1.08 0.05
6 34 1.14 0.13
7 43 1.44 -0.64
8 51 1.67 -2.0

* 9 97 2.44 0.23
10 142 3.50 0.33
11 183 4.66 0.22
12 186 5.45 0.37
13 204 7.90 0.06
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VIBRATION CONTROL APPROACH

As previously mentioned, LOS settling time is the critical performance
measure with regard to RSA retargeting. For purposes of comparison, an LOS ___

vibration amplitude of 100 Prad (zero-peak) was selected as the level at which
the LOS was considered settled. The slew angle was nominally selected to be
100 mrad and the maneuver torque was generated by the RSA attitude control
system. The rigid body performance in this scenario gives a retargeting time
of approximately 3.25 and 5.0 seconds for the pitch and yaw models,

respectively. However, as shown in Figure 4, the flexible systems with
nominal damping (and mild instability) require vibration control to achieve
the required LOS settling performance.

Approaching vibration damping through both passive and active control
is an attractive option in the quest to achieve rapid retargeting through fast
LOS settling. The approach used here involved first applying feasible passive
damping to the RSA. Modal damping ratios were determined based upon modal
strain energy (MSE) distribution and several assumptions regarding the passive
damping treatments. The modal strain energy approach is described in
Reference 8. Certain elements of the RSA were designed to facilitate
viscoelastic damping technology. Specifically, the diagonals of the box-truss
and equipment platform are suitable for application of the extensional shear
damper described in Reference 8, while the tripod legs and antenna support
legs can be damped through a constrained viscoelastic layer treatment.

The calculation of approximate damping ratio of a specific mode is as ,1
follows: %

2 il ( Pli ) (P21 (SE) (ni

where NS number of element sets

Pli fraction of MSE in damped elements

P21 = fraction of element strain energy in viscoelastic material

MSEi = fraction of MSE in element set

Ii W loss factor of viscoelastic material

a modal damping ratio

Table 2 llisk Elie inaluea a*gatimeci for the q?*i~nitlei li,te4'ayt Thtee
values are consistent with results documented in Reference 8. The modal
damping values for the RSA analysis models, as calculated from the above
equation, are listed in Table 3.

The addition of passive damping on the order of 5% typically results in
response dominated by one or two modes which require further damping. The
additional damping is provided through an active control system specificallydesigned to damp the remaining dominant modes.
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Table 2 Assumed Values for Damping Ratio Calculation

BOX EQUIPMENT ANTENNA q %IV

TRUSS PLATFORM TRIPOD SUPPORT *, ., .
DIAGONALS DIAGONALS LEGS TUBES ,,.

P1  0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0

P2  0.9 0.9 0.1 0.1

n 0.7 0.7 0.7 0,7

Table 3 Modal Damping Ratios from Passive Control

,A,',.

MODE PITCH-AXIS YAW-AXIS A.A-

NO. MODEL (Z) MODEL (%)

3 2.2 --

4 2.8
2.3 11.0

6 13.0 7.0
7 2.7 2.6
8 2.6 3.2 At
9 6.5 3.7 " e

10 8.3 5.8 ,
11 6.3 3.3
12 8.1 4.8
13 - 5.4

EB.10
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The active control algorithm implemented was a form of modal space
control using colocated sensors and actuators. As noted in Reference 9, the
use of velocity feedback with colocated sensors and actuators gives an
unconditionally stable system (assuming ideal sensors and actuators).
However, observation and control spillover effects can seriously degrade
closed-loop performance. In order to avoid spillover into the rigid body
mode, the algorithm was cast such that only relative velocities were sensed
and no net torque was applied to the system. The sensor signal was thus the
relative angular velocity between each vibration control sensor point and tle
angular velocity of the reference attitude control sensor located on the ring __

truss. Similarly, a torque was applied at the attitude control system
reference point which exactly negated the torques applied at the vibration
control points, so that zero net torque was applied to the system. The
feedback gain matrix is thus given by:

-T 2 . [n REL O.
C- RC

where [¢REL]C is the relative open-loop modal matrix and 2 n C is the
desired diagonal modal damping matrix for the controlled modes. Note that :.-,

there must be at. many sensor/actuator pairs as controlled modes in the
approach. Also, the control actions involved torques alone since linear,
continuous force actuators (e.g., proof mass actuators) require excessive mass
or stroke for low frequency, high force operation.

As previously mentioned, the damped system will typically require
active control targeted for only one or two modes. Therefore, a small number
of sensor/actuator pairs are required. Sensor/ actuator locations were
selected so as to achieve acceptable values in the gain matrix K. This was
accomplished through determining the required actuator locations from a set of
over 300 candidate locations which give [¢REL]c the largest determinant.

The active control was implemented through the following rather simple
relation:

uc  Ky rel

Results in the form of closed-loop damping ratios and LOS slew response are
given in the next section and compared with the performance of systems using
the passive damping alone and the active control alone with more modes
targeted for control.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Design of the passive and active control system first involved analysis
of the RSA with passive damping alone. The LOS response of the passively
damped pitch and yaw analysis models is shown in Figure 5. Note that the time
scale in the LOS response figures starts at the initiation of the slew
maneuver. This figure shows that, as expected, the response is dominated by
one or two relatively low frequency modes. Therefore, the active control was
designed to provide an additional 10% damping to modes 3 and 4 in the
pitch-axis model and 5% damping to modes 7 and 8 of the yaw-axis system.

EB-11
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Figure 5 LOS Slew Response Passive Damping Alone
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For purposes of comparison, a system using only active control was
designed. In this case, the modal space control method previously described
was used to provide acceptable LOS settling performance. Consideration of the **.

transfer function of Figure 3 and the nominal slew response indicated that six *

modes required active damping in both the pitch and yaw models. Table 4 lists
these modes and the design damping ratio.

Table 5 lists the closed-loop damping ratios for the passive and active Y. -
system along with those of the RSA controlled by passive or active means
alone. Note that spillover has a very significant effect on the performance
of the modal space control approach. Several modes not intended to receive
active damping augmentation are significantly damped, while some controlled
modes possess darping ratios which are less than the design value. This can
be interpreted as an inefficient use of control energy in that control effort
is used to damp modes of little Importance to system performance.

Figure 6 shows the LOS slew response of the pitch-axis model using
active and passive control and active control alone. The equivalent yaw-axis
response is shown in Figure 7. These figures demonstrate that the two
approaches yield equivalent system performance. In both cases, the settling
time approaches the rigid body retarget time which is the best achievable,
given the RSA attitude control system.

Further benefits of passive damping are seen with the consideration of
control energy expenditure or the total work done by the active vibration
control system during the slew maneuver. Table 6 lists the work done by the
active control and shows significant reduction in control energy expenditure
when passive damping is utilized. Thus, the passive and active control system
meets the performance requirement using fewer sensor/actuator pairs and less
energy than active control alone.

,P, .,,
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%
Table 4 Modes Requiring Control in Active Control Alone Approach

PITCH-AXIS MODEL YAW-AXIS MODEL%

MODE CDESIGN MODE C DESIGN
NO. ()NO.()

3 20 5 10
4 10 6 10
6 10 7 10%%
7 10 8 10
8 10 9 5

11 10 10 5

Table 5 Closed-Loop Damping Ratios, 4M%

PITCH-AXIS YODEL YAW-AXIS MODEL

PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE + PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE +
*MODE CONTROL CONTROL ACTIVE MODE CONTROL CONTROL ACTIVE

NO. ALONE ALONE CONTROL NO. ALONE ALONE CON7RO'

1 57.5 53.0 57.0 1 Overdamped 98.5 Overdaroped
I2 84.2 91.5 86.0 2 34.8 36.2 34.8

4% 3 3.7 16.4 13.1 3 95.0 95.7 94.9
4 4.1 9.1 12.1 4 70.2 1.7 70.1
5 3.4 15.3 16.5 5 11.4 9.6 11.5
6 12.6 4.6 14.0 6 7.2 1.4 7.3
7 2.6 8.9 4.6 7 1.9 9.2 6.9

48 2.7 5.2 8.2 8 1.1 7.2 5.7
9 6.7 2.8 7.4 9 3.9 5.2 4.5

10 8.3 Overdamped 85.4 10 6.1 5.3 11.7
11 6.2 856.4 11 3.5 1.6 3.5
12 8.5 Ovrapd 9.0 12 5.2 3.3 5.4 . CJ

joeran~d13 5.5 Overdamped 7.7

EB-14
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Table 6 Work Done by Active Control Systems
(0-5 see Interval of Slew Maneuver)

(N-m)

PITCH-AXIS YAW-AXIS
MODEL MODEL ,

Active Control 13.4 76.4 7
Alone

Active + Passive 4.4 5.2 ,
Control

% Change -67% -93% .. *
9

.t.I 54

"" 1*b. A , e%

'.*.. ,.*

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented above demonstrate that the degree of passive
damping which can be designed into future LSS can play a major role in
improving retargeting performance and simplifying active vibration control ,. :
systems. Specifically, for a given slew situation and performance
requirement, implementation of both passive and active damping in an
integrated control approach gives the desired performance while reducing the
number of active control components. Also, the total energy expenditure
required for vibration control is significantly reduced when passive damping
is designed into the system. This can lead to more robust and reliable
systems which may be less exensive than those required for active control
alone. Table 7 summarizes tie advantages and disadvantages, as shown by the
analysis results, of the three approaches considered.

This study indicates that much experimental work on the application of
vibration control to complex structures remains to be done with regard to the
actual implementation of both active and passive control techniques. This
conclusion is amplified in light of the fact that ideal sensors and actuators
were used in the control design and analysis. Sensor/actuator dynamics must
be considered when attempting to achieve the stringent performance suggested
for future LSS.

The RSA serves as an analytic test bed for passive and active control
techniques and has shown the difficulties which arise due to the presence of --,
several flexible modes in or near the control bandwidth. This high modal ____

density also gives rise to significant control spillover into flexible modes
not intended to be damped. However, if a structure were designed to
facilitate passive damping, as was the RSA, the difficulties associated with
active control design can be reduced or eliminated.

Np'
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Table 7 ~' ~

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF .,%

CONTROL APPROACHES CONSIDERED '"

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

ACTIVE o Vibration damping can bo o Many zongors/actuators
CONTROL approached as an add-on required, in this case,
ALONE measure 6 colocatad pairs per axis

o Colocated sonoors/actuators o Damping goal in not achieved
give unoonditionally stable duo to spillovor
system (assuing ideal
consors/actuators) o lighor so :e and powor

raquiremonto
o Meets performance requirements

PASSIVE o Unconditionally stable o Fails to moot porfoinanco
CONTROL requirements assuming
ALONE o Robust and reliable present damping tochnology

o Must be designed into "
structuro

PASSIVE o Few sonsors/actuators o Passive component nust be
+ (2 per axis) designed into structure

ACTIVE
CONTROL o Colocated sonsorsactuators ,;

give unconditionally stable
system (assuming ideal
sensors/actuators)

o Lower energy and power .,.
requirements *f*

1o Reliable

o Meots performance requirements

%* N
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ACTIVE CONTROL FOR VIBRATION DAMPING
-,y°.% a'1

Lt P.J. Lynch
Siva S. B~anda

Flight Dynamics Laboratory AFWAL/FIGC %
Wright Patterson Air Force Base OH 45433

Active control laws are developed for an LSS-type structure
to damp vibrations. High frequency modelling uncertainties
lead to the necessity for a robust control design. The Linear
Quadratic Gaussian with Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR)
control design technique is a particular robust design technique
selected for use in designing a damping control system. A .
summary of LQG/LTR is given and numerical example using
a two bay truss is presented.
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' INTRODUCTION

The vibration damping problem is an important aspect of the overall control
problem of Large Space Structures (LSS). Vibrations will arise in the structure from
external disturbances or from commanded maneuvers like slewing. The amplitude

of tile vibrations must be controlled to insure the LSS can continue to perform
its prescribed mission and not incure structural damage. This requires the reduc-
tion of the structural vibrations to zero, or to an acceptable level, within a given
time. Techniques to accomplish this damping are often separated into two broad
categories; passive damping and active damping. Passive damping1, 2 ,3 refers to the
LSS's ability to damp its own osscillations as a result of its structural design, mate-
rial properties or the effect of additional devices like coatings and elastomers. Active
control implies the use %f a feedback control system which incorporates a sensing
of structural vibrations and calculation of the control input signals for actuators
to damp the vibrations present. While the best solution to the vibration damping
problem most likely uses a combination of active and passive damping techniques,
this paper assumes a fixed level of damping exists throughout the structure and
then explores the upse of an active control system. The Linear Quadratic Gaussian
with Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR) technique is used to develop a robust
vibration control sstem.

Use of an. active control system provides significant design freedom. Active
* systems can be designed which not only damp vibrations, but simultaneously ac-

complish maneuvers like pointing and tracking, which may be requirements of the .\

LSS. Additionally, control systems can be developed to reject disturbances that
can be expected in an operational environment. These disturbances may include
thermal effects, gravity gradient or the effect of rotating surfaces of the LSS. "

.ae increased design freedom gained through the use of active control does
not come without expense. A controller designed to accomplish specific control
objectives must be developed based upon a mathematical model of the large space
structure. Controllers are often designed to meet system objectives based on a
low-order design model. This is a result of computational considerations and the
inaccuracies associated with finite-element descriptions of high frequency structural
behavior. The more closely the model represents the true system, the better the "
chance of obtaining a controller that accomplishes the stated control objectives.
Differences between the design model and the actual system can lead to faulty
performance or even instability. As a result, modelling error considerations and the
influence of disturbances previously mentioned lead to the requirement for a robust
vibration control system. .-".

Robustness4 ,5 ,6 of control systems examines the performance of the control
system with respect to uncertainties present. These uncertainties may include dif-
ferences between the design model and the actual system (plant uncertainties) and
the effects of various disturbances which lead to system uncertainties. Robustness
of actively controlled systems can be seperated into two broad categories; stability
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robustness and pt r;rmance rolbustnu.,. Closed-luop sy..te.v- which remnin stable

in the face of uncertainties ate stability robust. A cksed-lop sy.,,' m that main-
tains an acceptable level of performance in the face of uncertainties is described as
performance robust. Although both are desirable, stability robustness is paramount
since performance can't even be considered without stability.

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate the application of the Linear
Quadratic Gaussian with Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR) control design tech- U
nique in arriving at a robust vibration control system. Following this introduction, A
Section 2 presents a general description of the structural modelling and control
objectives used in this study. Section 3 di'scu.ses the basics of the LQG/LTR con-
trol design technique. This include. t portion uddh..sing the mathematical tools
necessary for computer implementation. References are provided for more in-depth
coverage of the LQG/LTR method. Section 4 uses an LSS-type structure in the form
of a cantilever beam to demonstrate the use of LQG/LTR. Conclusions appear in
Section 5.

STRUCTURAL MODELLING AND CONTROL OBJECTIVES

Finite element methods are used to arrive at a mathematical description of
'the LSSI . The LQG/1LTR design technique requires a linear state-space represent&-

tion of the plant's dynamics. Most problems have a high-order truth inodel which
describes the actual system reasonably well, with some degradation at high frequen-
cies. Large order systems present a problem computationally to the control design
engineer from both a design and implementation viewpoint. As a result, low-order
models are often used for control design purposes. A model reduction is required ,
to arrive at this low-order design model. Numerous techniques exist to accomplish
this model reductions,9 ,10 . The scope of this work does not permit development of
the many issues involved in model reduction. Rather this work focuses more on the
requirements placed on control system design following a reduction. The differences
between the design model and the truth model lead to additional plant uncertain-
ties which must be tolerated by the robust control system. Control objectives must
ultimately be achieved against the truth model and even more importantly, the
actual system.

The standard second order matrix differ.ntial equation, develop'd through
Anite element methods, which governs the flexural vibrations of a structure is given
in equation (1).

[in)F(t) + [cJ (I) + [kjr(1) =F(t)(II

Here, the mass [,n], damping [cJ, and stifiness Ik] matrices are nxn dimensional and
describe the structure of the LSS. These are a function of the LSS's design and are
assumed to be constant matrices for the purposes of this study. The vector r(l) is
nx dimensional and represents the structure's physical coordinates.

For this study, an active control system will be designed to damp an initial
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vibration in the structure. The study is simplified by considering only responses
to initial conditions as opposed to persistent excitation or some combination of
inputs and initial conditions. This is done simply to limit the scope of the work. A
rich initial condition will serve to demonstrate the salient features of the damping
control system. Since this is an unforced vibration, [F(t)) on the right hand side
of equation (1) is simply the control input distribution matrix [b] multiplied by the
control signal u(L). The [b] matrix is nxm dimensional and describes the placement

of the m actuators and their effect on the structure. This results in equation (2)
relating the structure's physical coordinates to the actuator's control inputs. *..

IIF(t) + Icjl(t) + (kir(t) = bl~u(t) (2) , .

A state-space representation for this system of n second-order differential equa-
tions may be written by selecting the (2nx 1) state vectoi -as

(3)

.r(t) ], : (3

The first n elements of the state vector ;i are physical rates i(t) and the last "-' "*

n elements of i are physical displacements r(t). This results in the state-space
realization of equation (4)

-10 X = A (t) + bu(t) (4)

with

[- 1 ] - -

llj 101 2nx2n 6) ".,11. I~ o . ,,. .,,..... .

_ = [-m-'b (4b)

N:' For this study, we assume that the system's actuators and sensors are colo-

:4! cated, although this is not a requirement of the LQG/LTR technique. It is also . ..-

r:,' assumed that the sensors measure the physical displacements of the LSS. This re- A.

suits in the measurement equation being

, * -,,-,,,
* -* IC cC U

with V

uxn(5a) 11W7
o = [0 ¢] (x.)

Modal analysis' is used to transform the set of simultaneous equations given

in (4) into an independent set of equations. To achieve decoupling of the equations,
we must assume that the damping matrix [c] is a linear combination of the mass

%I [in] and stiffness 1k] matrices as shown in equation (6).

[c) aim] + fjkj (6)
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A coordinate transform between the structure's physical coordinates (r) and , e "

the modal (or principal) coordinates (q) is given in (7). .,.' :

r = Ti (7)

Here, T is the matrix of eigenvectors obtained from the solution of equation (8). '

w2 ,rnIT = jkIT (8)

These cigenvectors make up the modal matrix and determine the mode shapes.
The corresponding values of w which solve (8) are the modal frequencies or elgen- "' ;:."

values. Substitution of equation (7) into equation (4) results in the state-space
representation in modal coordinates of equation (9). *.v .t

i=Ax+Bu()

where

z = L 10 1 01.:'-

t (10) "

Orthoganality of the modal vectors and the definition in equation (11)

" -T-'m-cT] = -2,(n) :

reduces the A matrix to the form of (12).
A =[[2ii - (12) '

Each of the four entries in the A matrix of (12) are nxn dimensional and are
diagonal. The output equation (5) becomes

Y= CX (13)

with
C =[0 bTTJ (13a)

The size of the plant's truth model must now be reconciled. For control design -*.

purposes, a reasonable size model is desirable. Individual perceptions of what is
reasonable will vary with the system type, available computational power and the
designer's experience. For our purposes, a model reduction will be performed based
on an examination of the second-order modes9 . These indicate the relative combined
controllability and observability of the system modes for the given set of inputs
and outputs. Modes are selected for retention in the design model that are most
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controllable and observable. The system in then reformulated as in (14) where the
dynamics in the upper portion will be retained in the deign model.

8

[+ [' A I + [B'1 u y c2'[C ] (14)

By aRnuming smnol rhang,. orcur in :r (.+2 0) the states of 2 may be
solved for in terms of x, Thik4 residrjslizatioi results in the reduced-order design
o1(15)

ir -4r I Dru pa)

with A, [All .I2'4,,,. , O1
B", [A A- .,A 22'Bl1 (15b)

V (", I ,- CA12A111] (se)
All 1,nd(154)

44 * Dr -"41B (iif

Note that allt imigh the rull-order todel was aissumed not to have a direct-feed term
(D matrix), the retli edlorder inudel ray have the outputs directly effected by the
inputs.

Control design tnkr% pilace using tit- low-order tivsign model of equation (15).
The objective of the control systemi is to retuce it, amplitude of vibration$ to zero
or to an acceptable level in i givben time. This will most likely require integral
action to srhieve tie desired trarkiig dmrnclriries aind zero steady-state error.
The controller mt..;t take into nrctmit tihe fut that differences exist between the

bidesign model and the truth model. Th ro hu-tnes tf tdesigns are measured in terms
t~~f inultivnriable gain and lphn-t, nt,,rgh',il-

The vibration control sytvui in this paper will be evaluated based upon its
ability to damp a vibration to .1 iercent of its initial amplitude. Fiartors which will
be considered in vabilition imanlI, tlia settling Time, ctntrul tuwer requirtments
relative to tie- initinl cojittio itl ,! tiveradl ,yiteII rabustvie.,s. A sufficiently rich
initial conditiom wi 1,(. 11, 1I dt, inure, ,ignitirnt ,xcitatiun of the structure.

.
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LQG/LTR DESIGN METHOD

The Linear Quadratic Gaussian with Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR)

method is just one of several robust control design techniques that have been do-
veloped in recent years. The technique was formulated in an attempt to regain the I
desireable stability margins associated with linear quadratic regulators (LQR) that
are lost when a Kalman filter is introduced in a linear quadratic gaussian (LQG)
formulation12. Doyle and Stein developed a procedure called robustness recovery13

that allows LQG designs to approach the guaranteed stability margins character-
istic of full-state designs. The LQG/LTR method is based on robustness recovery, % '
and was formalized by Stein and Athans". Applications of the technique can be
found in References 15 through 17.

The standard LQG problem is well known and has been described in detaills. ,.

LQG/LTR modifies the conventional LQG problem into a loop-shaping problem.
Figure 1 and equations (16) through (19) present the problem set-up.

COMMtANH

LQG r

Figure 1. LQG/LTR' Problem Block Diagram

=A4 + B u + r ()

y Cx + Du +{ tIln (17)

Z H x (18)

T T

J =E lirn Z +

0
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The matrix KLQG in Figure I is the controller transfer function matrix obtained

by the LQG/LTR methodology. 11.,e plant Gr is the reduced-order. design model , .*.:,
derived from the methods of Sectirn 2.

.A.= +r( l)-(AIA'B+D (20)

G=COB+D (20a)

The subscipts and the Laplace variable s have been dropped for ease of nota-
tion. Similarly, $ is used in equation (20a) in place of (aI-A)- I for convience. The
starting point for an LQG/LTR design is the design model's quadruple [A,B,C,Dj as
shown in equations (16) and (17). In addition, equation (16) includes a noise input
distribution matrix (r) and a process noise (i). Similarly, equation (17) includes a
sensor noise distribution matrix (,0) and a sensor noise (n). LQG/LTR considers
these noise distribution matrices as tuneable parameters to achieve the desired loop
shapes to meet control objectives. .'.

The performance index (J) includes the selected response variables (z) of
equation (19) and another free parameter (p) which weights the level of control
effort. In summary, the LQG/LTR procedure contains four design parameters and
a recovery parameter (discussed shortly) which are tuned to achieve desired loop
shapes. These include r, i, H, p and the recovery parameter. The selection of
these parameters in the design process produces the loop-shaping effect. This can
be associated with the injection of noise into the system of varying strengths to
achieve desired system characteristics.

Given the LSS plant description G, we desire to design a controller (K) to
meet the vibration control system objectives. These objectives will be represented
in the frequency domain as bounds on the loop transmission GK. The concept of
representing the characteristics of a multivariable system through singular values is
key to the LQG/LTR methodology s . By definition, the singular values of a matrix
[P] are given by equation (21).

am = vmdI-I) (21)aK

The singular values of the loop transmission ai(GK) are bounded in the fre-
quency domain based on performance requirements and a representation of the
system's uncertainty. System uncertainty can be represented as an output mul- e.

tiplicative perturbation5 (I + A(s)) as shown in the block diagram of Figure 1.
Uncertainty is reflected at either the input or output of the plant. The LQG/LTR
procedure effectively 'breaks' the loop where this uncertainty is assumed to exist
and attempts to recover good stability margins at that point. Typical bounds de-
veloped from this uncertainty description and performance requirements are shown
on the singular value plot of Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Desired Loop Shapes and Performance and Robustness Bounds

Only the minimum (S) and maximum (a) singular value plots of the hypothetical
system are shown. These are sufficient since we are concerned with bounds and
all other singular values will be bounded if the maximum and minimum singular

values are. The system will actually have as many singular values as the lesser of the

number of inputs a nd outputs. In the case of a single-input single-output system,
only one singular value plot exists which is identical to the Bode magnitude plot.

" The high frequency bound on the system's singular values is related to the
.:" '. description of system uncertainty. The major contribution to uncertainty is usually'-"

.. at high frequencies due to modelling errors and sensor dynamics. This is especially ,

- true in an LSS problem where high frequency modes are often neglected in a design i

. model following model reduction. In the case of an output multiplicative System +

: ~uncertainty is described by a bound 1(w) on an output multiplicative perturbation v,

-' ~matrix (A (s)) as shown in equation (22). .:,

a(AWs) <5 1(W) (22) ':

; ~ ~~Figure 3 shows a typical plot of an uncertainty bound 1(W). r,;:.
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The uncertainty plot is low at low frequencies indicating that model confi- .
dec shigh in this frequency range. As frequency increases, uncertainty grows

indicating relatively less faith is placed in the system representation. In the typical ;,.°

.

LSS scenario, the uncertainty profile will increase sharply where modes have been "'
excluded in the design model. The determination of the e"act bounds of the uncer- ;'
tainty representation are extremely difficult. Consequently, uncertainty profiles are
developed based upon general knowledge of the system's potential limitations.

The high frequency robustness barrier is taken directly from the uncertainty ,
profile. The bound is simply 111(wa) and essentially results in an upper bound for -.ts Fue. tSystem performancertaintyPrfl1(

effect the low frequency bound on the singular values of GK. Traditional control
objectives like command following and disturbance rejection demand high gains at
low frequencies. These objectives are incorporated into a function p() resulting in

a low frequency bound of p()1 -l i(). As in the case of the uncertainty profile, no
explicit guidance is available on the selection of an appropriate performance function
pta). Traditionally, integral control action is a desireable property to achieve zero
steady-state error. This requirement and the selection of an appropriate system
bandwidth often dominate the development of a low frequency bound. e o f

In order to meet performance requirements, integral action is often required
in the system. This is achieved by augmenting the plant with a bank of integrators
and designing an LQG compensator (dLt) based on the new augmented plant.
Once satisfied with the design performance, the augmented dynamics are cascaded

V s

andeigning an LQGmthl compensator ( ) basd son heinew gen plant.,

wihKQCtcor.h vealcopnao (K)asshwninFiur4
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9 Figure 4. Systemn with Auigmenited Dynamnica

The LQG/LTR proct.dure effectively breaks the ciwiI A %4 1 &u,-itlr tbre 11ant
input or output and attempts to recover full-state stability miargins (robustness) at
the-samne location. The design procedures for breaking the loop at the two different

* locations are duals. A more detailed discussion of the procedures can be found in
* Reference 17. The LQG/LTR design procedurt by breaking the loop at the output

is summarized next.

Standard LQG formulation% involve! the design of a filter-regulator pair. The
LQG/LTR design (with loop broken at the output) begins with a mnodified KalmianN4V
filter design. The design is modified in the sense that noi.t statistics which are
normally treated &$ given parameters are now viewed as tunable parameters. Th'e
filter weighting matrices are tuned to achieve a filter loop shape C.(C kf) that met
the frequency domnain specifications or bounds. Here, kf 1. the filter gain matrix.
This loop shape is deemed the desired loop shape (as it meets the ptrformance and
stability bounds) and posesse guaranteed excellent stability margins.

In order to find the desired loop shape, a Riccati equation must be solved.
This can be time consuming computationally while iteratively attempting to find
loop shapes that satisfy performance and robustness barriers. Consequently, the
low frequency approximation, shown on the left hand side of equation (23), is used
which does not involve repeated solution of the Riccati eqjuationl.

VI

By selecting values for the matrix r thnd scalar ,i, the approximate filter loop
shapes can be adjusted to attempt to meet the design specifications. Once satisfied
with the resulting approximate loop shapes, the values of and are used in the .
Algebraic Riccati equation of (24).
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0= Ar + EA7 + ur~ - rcr(24)-

Solution of (24) yields , which can be used to find the filter gain k1 .

-Lr (25)

The singular values of the filter loop ai(C 4 -k) are the desired loop shapes.
These should now meet performance and robustness bounds. This is a full-state
design, and as such has a guaranteed gain margin of at least [1,o0 and a phase '

margin of at least 60 degrees. ..

The regulator is now designed to attempt to recover to the desired loop shapes
of the filter. The state weighting matrix ([Q j) must be selected as in (26)

QC = .Hr1 + qCTVC (26)

and the control weighting mnatrix(IRJ) as in (27)

RC = PII1 (27)

to effect recovery. The recovery parameter (q2 ) in equation (26) is used to adjust how
closely the singular values of GK approach the desired loop shapes. Recovery does

not come without expense. Larger control signals are required as recovery continues.
The recovery process is halted short of theoretical limits based on available actuator
control power. The matrix (V) in equation (26) is a weighting matrix (often selected
to be identity). The control weighting (27) consists of an identity matrix of order
in (the number of actuators) and a tuneable scalar parameter p.

Successive regulator designs with increasing values of the recovery parameter

(q2 ) cause the system loop shape o,(GK) to approach the desired loop shape. The
selection of an acceptable recovery level through (q2 ) results in the controller being
completely specified. The Riccati 0olution (P) from equation (28) can be used to
obtain the regulator gain (k,) from (29).

0= PA + A7 P + Qc - PBRj 1 B 7 P (28)

B 7= t1 P (20)

The controller (KLQC) is now completely specified by equation (30).

KIQC = !.(sI - A + Bk, + k1 C) 3k! (30)

If dynamics (G.) were augmented to the plant, these are now cascaded with
the LQG controller (KLQG) to form the overall compensator (K) as shown in Figure
4 and eqution (31).

K = GaKLQG (31)

EC-12
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The robustness properties of the resiihing design can be verified by checking the
multivariable stability margins.

Computer implementation of the LQG/LTR control design technique requires
two basic capabilities in addition to standard matrix manipulations and simulation
ability; solution of Riccati equations and graphical representaion of system singular
values. Routine can be formulated that execute the design procedure interactively
with the control engineer being prompted for design parameters and the necessary
guidance for system development following initial data entry. Computerization of
the technique allows iteration to fully exploit the robustness recovery while remain-
ing within control power limitations. "

EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION

An example active control system for an LSS-type structure is designed using
the LQG/LTR control design technique. A simple two-bay truss is used to demon- .

strate some of the important features of the control system design, without the
handling problems associated with typical higher-order LSS systems. The design ,--
presented is by no means final. Rather, the design is simply a candidate controller
which would be tuned according to specific design goals and constraints.

The cantilevered two-bay truss used for this study is shown in Figure 5. The
truss was modified by AFWAL/FIB from a similar structural model19. The mathe-
matical structure is 100 inches in length and 18 inches high. The problem considered
is a two degree-of-freedom problem with motion allowed in the x and y directions -:

only.

Figure 5. Two Bay Truss Model

Force actuators and position sensors are located at points 1,2,3 and 4 on the
truss. Colocation of actuators and sensors is not a requirement of this particular
design technique and was selected merely for model simplicity. The actuators act

EC-i3
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along the y'-axis only and are assumed to be limited to :h 1001bf. The sensors measure
physical displacements in the y direction at the four locations.

The structure is assumed to be constructed from a material with a modulus
E = 107 psi and a weight density of p = .llbfln3 . The cross-sectional areas of the
structural members are shown in Table I.

Table 1. Structural Menbers Cross-sectional Arjas

* Member Area (in2) N Member Area (in)_
a .00321 f .01049
b .00,00 g .00328
c .00321 h .00328
d .01049 i .00439 V
e .00100 j .00139,

Non-structural masses are located at positions 1,2,3 and 4. Table 2 indicates
the mass at each location. These masses can be associated with the additinal mas 

"from the actuators at the four locations. The non-structural mass is large relative

to the structural mass to achieve the low frequency structural modes typi-.al of a
large space structure.

Table 2. Non-structural Mass

Location Mass'
1 1.294
2 1.204

. j 3 1.294
* L 4 1.294 * - ItLs c2

An 8-mode mathematical miodel of the structure was provided by the Struc-
tures Division (AFWAL/FIB). Appendix A contains the matrices of equation (2)
required to describe the structural dynamics in physical coordinates. These include -
the inmass ((m)), stiffness(Ik)) and input distribution matrix ([b)). The damping ma- IA

trix ([cJ) is assumed to be zero temporarily. The solution of the eigenvalue problem
of equation (8) results in the matrix of eigenvectors (IT]) also given in Appendix A.... .*
This matrix is used to transform the system to modal coordinates using (7). The
resulting system is in modal form as described by (9) thrti (13). ,

Once in modal form, some assumptions are now made regarding the level
of damping in the structure. For simplicity, we assume uniform damping exists
throughout the structure. This can be achieved through the selection of a particular
value for damping (5) and substition into (12). A passive damping level of 5 = .005 S...

was chosen for this active control study. The modal frequencies and open-loop pole .. o .

locations for this uniformly damped 8-mode model are shown in Table 3.

EC-.14
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.4 Table . Open-Loop Characteristics : 8 Mode Model

Mode Freq. ( z Freq. (r/s) Real Imag Damping
1 .50000 3.1416 -.01571 4h3.1415 .005
2 1.6529 10.3857 -.05193 :10.3856 .005
3 3.6134 22.7040 -.11352 :L22.7038 .005
4 4.7020 29.5437 -.14772 420.5435 .005
5 4.9640 31.1894 -. 15595 431.1800 .005
6 5.2315 32.8702 -. 16435 ±b32.8698 .005 004,4.
7 8.8844 55.8220 -.27911 155.8213 .005

9.3551 58.7790 -. 29300 4"58.7790 .005 A

The 8-mode (16th order) truth model is now reduced for design purposes.
Examination of the system's second-order modes indicate the system is most con-
trollable and observable with respect to the first two modes. The system is reordered
into the form of (14) and reduced to a 4th order system (2 modes). The resulting
design model is shown in equation (32).

= Az + Bu y = Cz + Du (32)
10 "1

r -. 0314 0 -9.8694 0
0 -. 1039 0 -107.86

A= 1 0 0 0 (3a

0 1 0 0

.3142 .3142 .1161 .11611

B [=.1040 -.1040 .33370 .33370 (32b)
0 0 0 0

%..% A,

0 0 1 -. 3117.r= 0 0 .31 -. 3117(3c "
C = (32c)

00 .3402 1
00 .3402 1

.0004 -. 0004 0 0
.0 .00040

D 00 0 .0004 0 (32d)
0 0 .0004 0
S0 -. 0004 .0004..
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The maximum singular values of the truth model and the reduced-order design
model are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Singular Values of Truth and Design Models

The maximum singular values of the two models are nearly indentical at low fre-
quency. The same is true for the minimum singular values (not shown). Open-loop
initial condition responses (not shown) indicate that the models compare well.

An uncertainty profile is established based on the high frequency modelling
uncertainty and the plant uncertainty between the design and truth models. This
unstructured uncertainty is modelled as a bound on an output multiplicative pertur-
bation as in equation (22). A bound 1(w) is shown in Figure 7 which approximates
the variations between the design and truth models (A(s)) as well as high frequency
uncertainties. The LQG/LTR procedure uses the bound 1(w) during design.
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~~Uncertainty is low at frequencies below 10 r/s where model confidence is high. .
~~~~The two modes in this frequency range are included in both the truth and design'..y-'
~~~~models. Uncertainty increases above 10 r/s due to traditional modelling difficulties.,_.:-

at high frequency and the absence of modes 3-8 in the design model. .5

• Evaluation of the control system will be based upon the system response to an .
initial condition. The particular initial condition was socted to excite a significant -number of system modes. Excitation levels were judged by the relative modal

, amplitudes (q). The initial condition vector of (33) given in p~hysical coordinates
- excites the first, second, fifth and seventh modes of the structure. This vector

corresponds to a tip displacement of approximately one inch and a mid-station -,
.displacement of nearly two inches. The initial velocity of the truss is zero. VVI N

, 3 .00 -. 153 100 -. 078 1.7 .0785

Examination of Figure 6 indicates that the plant does not have natural integral ""
action. This is senby from the flat singular values at low frequencies. To achieve .,

~~~zero steady-state error in the system, the design model (G,) is augmented with a.,,.
bank of integrators. A controller (KLQG) will be designed upon the augmented",

. plant (G') of equation (34).

~~where .

An approximate filter loop shape is now designed by selecting r and A of
equation (23). The upper system bandwidth limit is approximately 10 r/s based on 7-

:S
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the uncertainty profile. Through design iteration, values of IL .000025 and r D

were found to satisfy the frequency domain bounds with the approximate filter loop
shape a( 1Cr) shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Approximate Filter Loop Shape (a(I *cor))

Because of the particular selection of r = B, the loop shape of Figure 8 is
simply the open-loop plant augmented with integrators and scaled by -. The

characteristic -20 dB/decade slope from the integral action can be seen at low
frequency.

Equations (24) and (25) are solved to obtain the filter gain which results in
the closed-loop pole locations shown in Table 4. The seperation principle dictates
that these poles are a subset of the system's closed-loop poles.

Table 4. Filter Closed-Loop Poles A,[A - k C]

Freq. (r/s) Real Imag Damping
10.4716 -.6697 10.4502 i .064
5.6758 -2.3628 : 5.1606 i .416
4.7285 -4.7285 0 1
1.3428 -1.3428 0 1 

-3 .1766 -.1766 0 1
1 .1618 -.1618 0 1

The filter loop shape (C4kf) is plotted in Figure 9 along with its low fre-
quency approximation. The full-state filter loop shows a characteristic -20 dB/decadel
rolloff at high frequency. This is the desired system loop shape which will now be
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recovered during the regulator design.
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Figure 9. Filter Loop Shape and Low Frequency Approximation

The matrices (QJI and [Re] are selected as in equations (26) and (27). The
response matrix (IHI) is selected as H = C and the scalar (p) is chosen to be
unity. Designs were accomplished for increasing values of the recovery parameter
(q2 ). Figure 10 shows how a(GK) compares with the desired loop shape a(Clkf)
for increasing values of q2. Only the maximum singular value is plotted for figure
clarity. Selection of the final value for the recovery parameter represents a tradeoff
between competing issues.
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Figure 10. Recovery of Maximum Singular Value
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As q2 is increased during recovery, robustness (as measured by multivariable
stability margins) increases. However, the control effort required to accomplish

control tasks also increases. Consequently, robustness can be recovered only to that
level allowable within the given control power limitations. This tradcoff between
robustness recovery and required control power highlights the benefit of comput-
erization of this technique. Computer implementation allows for numerous design
iterations that readily allow comparison of performance, robustness and control re-
quirements of competing designs. For this example, actuator limits of :1:1001bf have
becn imposed. This allows the recovery to continue until q2 = 500,000 without
exceeding control limits. Solution of the regulator algebraic Riccati equation (28)
is used to find the regulator gain (28). The regulator gain matrix results in the
closed-loop regulator poles for the design model shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Regulator Closed-Loop Poles Ai[A - Bkj

Freq. (r/s) Real Imag Damping
11.1837 -2.0686 1: 10.9907 i .185
8.3438 -3.8624 :- 7.3964 i .463
7.7350 -7.7350 0 1
4.1624 -4.1624 0 1
.6244 -.6244 0 1
.5719 -.5719 0 1

The poles of Table 4 and Table 5 make up the closed-loop poles of the system.
The compensator poles are shown in Table 6. Notice the augmented integrators are
included as part of the compensator.

Table 0. Compensator Poles

Compensator Poles
-5.0720 :1 12.0064i
-2.5881 1 11.4316i

-1,1.7367
-5.7035
-.8010
-.7336

0
0
0
0

The final system loop shape a(GK) is shown in Figure 11. The bandwidth of
the system can be seen to be approximately 10 r/s which is reasonable.
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Figure 11. Final System Loop Shape (a(GK))

The control system was developed based upon a design model and a descrip-
tion of the differences between this model and the truth model and real world.
The performance of the system must be tested against the truth model which is
the closest thing to the real world used in this study. Although the controller was
not specifically designed for the truth model, the system should remain stable and
demonstrate acceptable performance. Simulation plots of the truth model are shown
in Figures (12) through (15). Open and closed-loop plots are shown for compar-
ison. The responses and the control signals at the upper and lower locations are
nearly identical. This is a result of the initial condition significantly excited only
the longitudinal modes. Breathing (lateral) modes are not directly excited. For
convienience, only a single plot is shown at the tip and mid-station locations.
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Figure 13. Open and Closed-loop Initial Condition Response (Mid)

The actuator activity required by the control system is linearly related to
the magnitude of the initial conditions. The system is driven to relatively high
gains by the stringent settling requirements typical of LSS problems. Control effort
can be decreased by lengthening the settling time, or reducing the settling criteria
and redesigning the control system. Required control power can also be reduced
by decreasing the initial condition magnitude. The control signals at the tip and
mid-station for this simulation are shown in Figures 14 and 15.
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Figure 14. Control Signal for Tip Actuators
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Figure 15. Control Signal for Mid-station Actuators

The initial vibrations are damped to within .1 percent of in initial amplitude in
approximately 12 seconds. This is accomplished within the specified control power
limits. The design can be altered (fine tuned) for different problem specifications or
when design priorities are altered. The design process is always'a trade-off between
competing requirements. In this problem, a desired loop shape was specified that
was expected to give good system performance and robustness. The recovery to that
loop shape was halted (full recovery exists only in theory) based on the specified
control power requirements. The resulting system robustness is measured in terms
of multivariable stability margins.

The vibration control system has a gain margin of [-3.2 dB,+2.75 dBJ and
a 17.75 degree phase margin. These margins are acceptable for the purposes of
this study. Specific application requirements will dictate what acceptable stability
margins are for different problems.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has considered the use of active control for vibration damping
in the framework of the LSS problem. A uniform level of passive damping was
assumed throughout the structure. The authors recognize the potential of both
passive and active control techniques and their ultimate synergistic application to
solve the vibration damping problem. Assumptions were made concerning the level
of passive damping in the structure to limit the scope of the work.

The main contribution of this paper is the demonstration of the use of an
active control technique to address the vibration damping problem. The Linear
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Quadratic Gaussian with Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR) is an example of
:. a robust design technique that allows the incorporation of a description of system

uncertainty in the design. Unfortunately, the available descriptions of system uncer-
tite often fall short of tze potential benefits available from these design methods.
However, uncertainty is an important issue in the vibration damping and should

i be addressed. Continued examination of these issues may provide an impetus for ,
obtaining improved descriptions of uncertainty.

With the use of robustness recovery, the importance of actuation control power
in the vibration damping problem is highlighted. As additional robustness is desired, IN
control requirements also increase. A design balance must be struct depending on
the specific application. Again, we look for improvements in actuation to parallel
the advances in modelling and control techniques to more adequately address the
vibration damping problem.-,
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APPENDIX A

ASS. .S..,

1.2940 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 1.2040 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 1.2940 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.2940 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.2941 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.2g41 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 1.2941 O.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.2941

EVECTORS =

-0.1150 0.2463 1.0000 -0.0003 -1.0000 0.3753 -0.0318 -0.3672

1.0000 -0.3117 -0.2021 1.0000 -0.1812 0.5025 0.0477 -0.0818 ,,__

0.1150 -0.2463 1.0000 -0.0003 1.0000 0.3753 0.0318 -0.3672

1.0000 -0.3117 0.2021 -1.0000 -0.1812 -0.5025 0.0477 0.0818

-0.0575 0.0047 0.3494 0.0799 -0.0266 0.1823 1.0000 1.0000

0.3402 1.0000 -0.3374 -0.5170 0.1899 1.0000 0.0181 -0.0035

0.0575 -0.0047 0.3494 0.0799 0.0266 0.1823 -1.0000 1.0000 ,

0.3402 1.0000 0.3374 0.5170 0.1899 -1.0000 0.0181 0.0035 . -:

STIFF '

1.OD+03 . .

1.1885 0.1966 0.0000 0.0000 -0.6424 0.0000 -0.5461 -0.1966
0.1066 0.6263 0.0000 -0.5556 0.0000 0.0000 -0.1966 -0.0708
0.0000 0.0000 1.1885 -0.1966 -0.5461 0.1966 -0.6424 0.0000
0.0000 -0.5556 -0.1966 0.6263 0.1966 -0.0708 0.0000 0.0000
-0.6424 0.0000 -0.5461 0.1966 4.0191 0.0669 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.1966 -0.0708 0.0669 0.7212 0.0000 -0.5556
-0.5461 -0.1966 -0.6424 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 4.0191 -0.0669
-0.1966 -0.0708 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 -0.5556 -0.0669 0.7212

SMALLB

0 0. 0. 0. 4
1. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 1. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. .

0. 0. 1. 0. -

0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 1.
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A NEW APPROACH TO MIODELING LINEAR VISCOELAST11 " UA14PING

FOR SPACE STRUCTURES

P. C. Hughes and D. T. lcTavish

Institute for Aerospace Studies
University of Toronto

K. W. Lips and F. R. Vigneron

Communications Research Centre
Department of Communications

ABSTRACT

It is assumed that the reader recognizes that energy dissipation is
critically important in modeling the dynamics of large flexible space
structures. The program of research reported here seeks to improve upon the

*more-or-less capricious assignment of "modal damping factors" through an
investigation that includes both theoretical and experimental elements. The
theory is now nearing completion, and the experiments are in the design

, stage.
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MOTIVATION

Energy dissipation is critically important in modeling the dynamics of
flexible space structures. This statement is true with respect to "passive
control" designs, In which stabilization relies on the inherent mechanical
design of the spacecraft--spinners and dual-spinners, for example.. It is
equally true for "active control" spacecraft designs, wherein feedback from
appropriate sensors Is fed, via a computer-based control algorithm, to
appropriate actuators. In spite of this agreed importance, the modeling of
energy dissipation for spacecraft applications is frequently gi .n short
shrift, and is all too often represented by "modal damping factors' that are
simply guessed at.

CONTRIBUTION

The program of research reported on briefly here seeks to improve this
state of affairs by a combination of theory and experiment. The theory is
now relatively complete. It consists of a time-domain finite element
formulation, with the damping being material damping of the linear
viscoelastic type. The standard structural dynamics form for the equations
of motion (linear, matrix-second-order) is retained, but "auxiliary"
coordinates are needed to represent the darping. Special results are
available if the damping is "light," as it usually is in spacecraft
applications.

An experimental program has also recently been begun, in which
appropriate material damping data are measured. The material constants
needed by the theory are then extracted from these data. A structure of
intermediate complexity is now being constructed out of these materials, and
the structural damping characteristics measured. These will be compared
with predictions based on the theory described in the last paragraph, and
inferences made. The experimental half of this short paper will be more in
the nature of "work in progress".

THEORY

The objectives of the theory are fourfold:

1. The theory must be conveniently expressible in both the time and
frequency domains. (By "frequency domain," we mean the domain of the
Laplace variable, herein denoted by s.)

2. The theory must clearly identify material damping parameters to be
measured experimentally (in the same manner that Young's modulus is an
experimentally determined material parameter used in the analysis of
ideally elastic structures).

3. The theory must be readily adaptable to the finite element method, so
that the enormous (and enormously successful) body of engineering
software for ideally elastic structures can be extended to encompass
viscoelastic structures.
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4. Consistent with the last requirement, the theory should be expressed in
linear matrix-second-order form. (If someone wishes to convert
subsequently to linear matrix-first-order form -- i.e., "state-space
form," this is of course possible.)

A theory which satisfies these four requirements has recently beenpublished by 0. F. Golla and P. C. Hughes ("Dynamics of Viscoelastic
Structures -- A Time-Domain Finite Element Formulation," J. Appl. Mech.,
Vol. 52, Dec. 1985, pp. 897-906). The theory recommends that a space
structure be broken down in the following successive steps:

1. overall structure + substructures

2. substructure + finite elements

3. finite element + identify elastic moduli

4. elastic modulus +viscoelastic "dipole pairs"

The first two steps are relatively standard. It is at third step, and
particularly at the fourth step, L. .t the present theory has its roots.

TUE KERNEL OF TlE IDEA

To explain the theory in its simplest terms, we take one substructure,
then one finite element of that substructure, then one coordinate of that
finite element, and, finally, a single viscoelastic "dipole pair" for an
elastic modulus represented by that coordinate. To be more specific, we
start with the single degree of freedom, q(t), with which we can associate a
mass m and a stiffness k:

mc + kq = f(t) (I)

Equation (1) represents the ideal elatic situation. The Laplace-transformed
version of (1) is

(ms2 + k)q(s) = f(s) (2)

With viscoelasticity, we replace the constant parameter k by a function
of s.

a as a~s

k + k(s) = k i + + (3)
s + b s + b(

Only two damping poles are included in (3) to maximize simplicity. One pole
is not enough because we seek ultimately a second-order form of the
structural dynamical equations. Extra pole pairs can be added if needed.

Instead of (3) it is more notationally convenient to use
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+ a(S2 + UAqs)
k k(s) =k (4)

s2 + 2%wcs + Wd2 (4)

This notatir.1 isolates the (usually small) damping parameter a and also
paves the way for a matrix-second-order time realization of the model.
Although the expansion (4) involves only three parameters (a, Cd, 4j)1
instead of the four (a1 , a2, b1, b 2) represented in (3), it can be shown
(see the Golla/Hughes paper referred to above) that this is the only
possibility if a matrix-second-order formulation is to be retained.

To summarize thus far, the "simplest" case has

[ms 2 + k(s))q(s) - f(s) (5)

with k(s) given by (4). It is also clear that it is the parameters
(a, Cd, tj) that are to ba measured experimentally.

MATRIX-SECOND-ORDER FORM-.

It will now be shown how a matrix-second-order time-domain realizdtion
of (5) can be constructed. The system

_ + D + K _q = ft) (6)

with

1 0 [0 0
M m D D m I-

0 awe2d2 0 2m 2 wed2/wd 2

K :me2 = ; f:[ ]
az a z 0 ' ,r

(with e2 = k/m) is the form sought. Note that M and K are symmetric and
positive definite, and that D is symmetric and positive semidefinite. A
mechanical analogy for this sysjtem is shown in Fig. 1.

With no damping (a 0 0) the eigenvalues of (6) are, of course, at
s = ±j e. With light damping (0 < a << 1) a simple perturbation analysis
shows that these two roots move to

.i5* ee

s +=-j U - cu (0 < C << i) (7) ,

where 2  2 2"
2 2 + 4 2wd2 (8).

cAv ~ 21 (e 2)2 +~ 2 i~e(e2 - (d 2  + 4qd20d2O~ 2'

-p
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k~ ~ 2 kt m1.w ,.,

2ct e2 k/m

Ve
q

f (t)

Figure 1: Mechanical Analogy for the Most Elementary Form
of the Theory [no. of finite elements = 1; no. of coords.
in finite element = 1; no. of dipole pairs in Laplace-
generalized modulus = 1]
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-ft . vb b '-

= ~ dwd3 ~(9)
22

(w2  2 ~) + 4 d 2 (%2we2

Of particular interest is the (small) damping factor C, which through (9)
has been expressed in terms of the material damping parameters (a, qd, wd).

GENERALIZATION

As indicated in Fig. 2, the method, in order to be useful, must be
generalized to many pole pairs (an extension of Eq. (4)), carried out for
all taterial moduli, for each coordinate, of each finite element of the
strucLure. This has in fact been done (see the reference mentioned in the
Theory paragraph above) although the details will not be given here.

PLANNED STRUCTURAL EXPERIMENT

In designing the structure, the principal consideration is that it
should be representative of a "typical" space structure. More particularly,
it should typify a structure that may contribute in a significant way to the
flexibility of a system. This leads naturally to the choice of a lattice
type, since it is typical of extendible masts of current design and of
connecting beam elements as might be developed for future space structures.
The fundamental element of such a structure is the bay, the characteristic
properties of which are repeated as many times as necessary. To capture
some of the properties of a multi-bay structure, the inclusion of at least
two bays is mandatory; additional bays do not add necessarily to the
generality of the study and certainly increase model complexity.

In our study, no attempt is made at present to model sources of damping
that might arise fromn the properties of joints or other non-intrinsic
material properties; thus, to ensure pro-'r control of experimental
variables, the structure is required to b uniform, that is, all joints
should exhibit only material properties, and to be non-composite. In
addition, desirable properties of the material are tha'. it have linear but
significant damping characteristics (though substantially less than
critical) and that it facilitate manufacture of a lightweight and reasonalby
strong structure of the type required. The selected material is an opoxy
resin which has a number of attractive features among which are its ease in
moulding and the uniformity of material properties through joints between
new and previously moulded material.

Current work is directed to familiarizing personnel with the general

mixing and handling properties of the material and the development of
moulding techniques. Work will progress into developing sub-components of
the intended structure, such as simple slender rods, to review their
structural integrity, shape retention and shrinkage. The rods will be
tested statically co obtain appropriate moduli for use in the design of the
test space structure. Succeeding work will involve the construction of
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A V~scoelostlc
Structure

Th

4 structure + Substructures

* FOR EACH SUBSTRUCTURE *

SSubstructure + Finite Elements

/ FOR EACH SUBSTRUCTURE *

/ * FOR EACH FINITE ELEMENT *

Finite Eemnt Elastic WWIdui

0 FOR EACH SUBSTRUCTURE 0

* FOR EACH FINITE ELEMENT "

- FOR EACH ELASTIC MODULUS *

Elastic ?bdulus + Dissipation-Pole Pairs

* FOR EACH SUBSTRUCTURE *

/U 0 FOR EACH FINITE ELEMENT *

0 FOR EACH'ELASTIC MODULUS \

L F O FOR EACH DISSIPATION-POLE PAIR *

Form a Symmtrical Ut Realilzation\,

Figure 2: Generalization of the "Most Elementary Form"
of the Theory, [to arbitrary nos. of dipole pairs,
moduli, finite elements, and substructures]

F
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member intersections (structure joints) made from one-pour, followed by the
construction and assessment of joints from two or more pours.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The design of the test space structure is not yet finalized; however,
the proposed design is shown in Fig. 3. Particular design criteria are

relatively loose with respect to size requirements, being little more than
to require the model to be easy for an individual to handle ;and, at the
same time, to be reasonably robust. This suggests something of about the
general height of a person in length and probably not exceeding about two
feet in width and depth. Characteristically, lattice-type sub-structural
components are slender; however, actual slenderness will be dictated by
sub-structure load capacity as well as shape retention capability of the
material in such geometries. Because vibration frequencies typical of large
spacecraft tend to be very low, it is intended to keep the test space
structure's fundamental frequency low also. Recognizing that there are
limits to achieving low frequencies with a structure of the chosen size and
that accelerometers for use in very low frequency measurements are
significantly more heavy and expensive, the lowest fundamental frequency
will be selected to be approximately 5 Hz. A further criterion in the
design is to ensure that the modes are fairly well separated in the test
configuration so that the modal damping factors may be estimated readily
from the experimental data. To model the structural and dynamic properties,
a finite element analysis will be performed before a final design is
accepted.

STRUCTURAL TESTS

Two articles are proposed for testing; one a smple slender rod and the
other the test space structure. The slender rod will be essentially similar
to typical substructural elements of the test space structure. Modal tests
will be performed on both articles. A number of modal tests are planned,
each with varying boundary conditions on the test article. For example, in
free-free tests it is customary to hang the test article from suitable
points on the article by a suspension system which has typical response
frequencies well below that of the test article itself. Since modal damping
factors are affected by boundary conditions which contain dissipative
forces, it is essential that some means of controlling or changing them be
provided. Another key issue is the ability of particular parameter
identification algorithms to resolve modal damping factors to sufficient
accuracy. Several techniques will be applied to provide visibility into
this question. In addition, the test data will be investigated for the
presence of nonlinearities in the dynamics of the structure.
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MEMBERS LENGTH AREA
_______ (FT) (IN x IN)

c 2.5 112 x 112
b 2.0 112 x 318
d 3.2 112 x 318

c MATERIAL: HYSOL EPOXY
RESIN: TE 6175
HARDENER: HD 3561

Figure 3: Experimental Test Structure [First Draught Design)
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Abstract

The selection and design of inertial reaction devices, intended for use as
passive absorbers and active control actuators for large flexible space
structures, is investigated. Optimal passive vibration absorbers are designed
for one and two DOF structural representations using three parameter
optimization techniques: minimum maximum steady-state response; pole placement;
and quadratic cost minimization. The three techniques yield nearly identical
results and indicate that inertial devices should be tuned to the lowest of a
set of modes intended to receive increased damping. Control actuators, which
incorporate adjustable passive components, are also designed. The optimal
passive components of the inertial reaction control actuator are those of the
optimal passive vibration absorber. Proof of concept laboratory tests were
performed on a modally rich, low fundamental frequency, quasi free-free beam.
Electromagnetic, inertial-reaction devices, conceptually capable of functioning
in the space environment (space-realizable), were used as passive absorbers
providing significant increases in target mode passive damping. These same
tuned devices were then used as control actuators in conjunction with positive
definite feedback of dual sensor measurements. Best damping performance was
achieved by ensuring that each actuator exerted similar levels of control
(uniform feedback). Positive definite, dual feedback significantly increased
damping in almost all modes without causing beam mode instabilities at any of
the feedback gain levels attempted. Additional tests indicated the benefits and
limitations of actuator tuning and the necessity of performing realistic
experiments using space-realizable techniques.
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Nomenclature

A = state dynamics matrix
= i"' row of control effectiveness matrix

B = control effectiveness matrix
c = damper strength
C11 = 1ih column of modal measurement matrix
C = regulated variable matrix
dt = i" column of modal disturbance matrix
D = disturbance effectiveness matrix
Dc = positive definite desired modal damping matrix
f = feedback gains
F = control force
C = feedback gain matrix
J = system cost
ki = stiffness of i'" spring
Mt = mass of jih Mass
M = measurement matrix
pA = decoupled absorber frequency

toP0  = decoupled structural modal frequency
P = magnitude of disturbance force
P = Lyapunov equation solution
q, = finite element coordinate
Q = quadratic state penalty
Qo = disturbance torque
Q1 = finite element reaction
R = quadratic control effort penalty
u = nondimensional control force
w = disturbance inputs
x = state vector C

x1 = displacement of i'" mass
x0 = initial state vector
y = regulated variables
z = measured variables
a = positive gain parameter O-
/p = absorber-to-structural modal mass ratio
It = nondimensional Fourier frequency ratio
o, = nondimensional modal frequencies
6 = absorber-to-structure modal frequency ratio
AST = static deflection of structural mass
e = matrix of actuator coordinates

= nondimensional damper strength
Ul = second-order modes for internally balanced system
T = matrix of actuator torques
4PorC = decimated eigenvector matrix

= damping of it" mode
= frequency of i"'l mode

Introduction

A number of future space structures may require active control of theirflexible modes. Because of the lack of passive energy dissipation mechanisms in

space, even small disturbances can lead to motions sufficiently large to be
detrimental to performance requirements such as precision pointing and
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maintenance of a micro-gravity environment. A two level approach to controlling Rg I
structural vibrations is envisioned. First. the baskground structural and
material damping can be increased by addition of passive damping devices.
Secondly. an active control system can be added to further enhance system
performance. In this scenario. the purpose of the passive damping device is

threefold: to provide a supplementary passive dissipation mechanism; to increase
the robustness of the active system; and to provide a fall back in the event of %:
failure of some or all of the active system. ,

Several options are available for introducing passive and active damping
into the structural dynamics. Passive energy dissipation mechanisms which can
be implemented in space include: material damping enhancement; viscoelastic
dmpers: frictional dampers and joints; intermember daupers; and inertial
reaction absorbers. Mechanisms for active damping include: piezoelectric
devices; interelement actuators; angular momentum excbange devices; and inertial
reaction actuators. Common to the list of options for passive dissipators and
active actuators are inertial reaction devices. These are conceptually simple
devices, easily implemented in space, which offer great promise. Questions
associated with such devices include their theoretical optimization and
experimental implementation.

Previous investigations have addressed some of the issues concerning the ,
theoretical optimization of passive absorber designs. The classical single e,
degree of freedom vibration absorber solution' is well known and has found wide
application. Recently, a closed form solution was derived, based on a quadratic
regulator formulation, that yields the same design for a one DOF absorber2 Thus
far, vibration absorber theory has primarily been applied toward enhancement of
modal damping in a single mode. This work will extend absorber theory to both
multi DOF damping and to the selection of the passive components of active
inertial control actuators.

Experimentally. one configuration of an inertial reaction actuator is the
pivoted, proof-mass actuator, currently being considered for use in active
vibration suppression3 '. These devices have already been used in experiments
involving one and two dimensional structures s. The work presented here makes
use of similar devices, but incorporates tunable passive components into the
design of active control actuators. A second reason for investigating inertial
reaction devices is that they are conceptually capable of functioning in the
space environment, i.e. they are space-realizable. A distinction of the
experiments described below is that no actuation or sensing is performed against
the laboratory frame and therefore the space-realizable techniques could be
directly applied to spacecraft. This work iocuses nn the use of tunable
inertial reaction devices, which operate through momentum exchange between the
structure and a reaction mass, to perform output feedback control'.

This paper is divided into two main sections which deal with the issues of
theoretical optimization and experimental implementation. First, the components
of a passive inertial vibration absorber and the passive components of an active ..,-- ,

inertial control actuator are optimized. The passive vibration absorber, (Fig. W""
la) consists of a spring, mass, and damper. For a fixed absorber mass. the
parameters to be optimized are the spring and damper values. The passive7
vibration absorber becomes an active control actuator with the addition of a
feedback control force F (Fig. 1b). This actuator is a simplified model of the ,,-
electromagnetic, inertial-reaction actuator developed at M.I.T., which was based
on a concept derived at the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratories'. Because
of the functional similarities in the inertial absorber and actuator models, the
possibility is created of incorporating both concepts into one device. In
addition, the availability of adjustable passive parameters allow3 the passive
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and active characteristics of the actuator to compliment each other. Approaches
to the topic of absorber and actuator optimization are taken from several
criteria including steady-state minimax, pole placement, and quadratic cost V
minimization.

Experimental verification is used to identify practical approaches and
limitations in the use of these devices in the second part of this paper.
First, the actuators are experimentally tuned to beam modes as passive vibration
absorbers. Once tuned, these devices are used as active control actuators
through feedback of dual system measurements. A control test is performed using
actuators without optimized passive characteristics in order to demonstrate that
improved performance is achieved when the actuators are tuned. A test involving %1%
actuation against the laboratory frame is used to demonstrate the relative ease .01
in gaining high performance with a nonspace-realizable technique. By performing
analytical and experimental investigations using these devices, the advantages
and practical limitations of these space-realizable techniques can be
identified.

Optimization of Passive Absorber Parameters

Several different approaches to the optimization of the parameters of a
passive vibration absorber will be developed. The systems for which the passive "..

vibration absorbers are optimized are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2a the vibration
absorber (m2 . k2 , and c) is attached to a single degree of freedom spring/mass
system (k, and m) which represents the modal stiffness and modal mass of one -IN
structural mode. Fig. 2b is a model used for optimizing the absorber to a multi ,
DOF plant. The force P indicates the location of an assumed input disturbances "
to the structure.

Three different approaches are used to determine the optimal spring and
damper values for the passive vibration absorber. First. a steady-state minimax
criterion is used to select the optimal passive parameters that minimize the
maximum steady-state structural response at the absorber location (e.g. x, for
the system in Fig. 2a) when subjected to a broad-band disturbance. Secondly. a
pole placement solution is used to yield that set of absorber parameters which J:
minimize the maximum transient modal response time. A third optimal solution is
found by minimizing a weighted quadratic cost integral of the response. The
steady-state minimax criterion is then extended to the selection of optimal
absorber parameters for damping of multi DOF systems.

Optimal Absorber Desln for a One DOF Structure

The three optimization techniques discussed above are used to examine the ".
system in Fig. 2a. The equations of motion for this one DOF structure and
passive vibration absorber are

mlx1 + cx1 + (k1+k2)xl - cx. - k 2x 2 = P (la)

m 2x + cx2 + k2x 2 - cx1 - kx, = 0. (1b) -...
., -.,

Steady-State Solution. The optimality criterion for this method is that of
minimizing the maximum steady-state response (xl) when the structural mass "(m,)
is subjected to a broad-band disturbance (P). The nondimensional transfer
function relating input disturbance to response for the model in Fig. 2a is
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A.1

2

{[p522 ("r21 )(262)]2+4 2y2 2'r l+p)- ) (2)

where

AIT = P/k, structure's static deflection (3a)
= p./Po absorber/structure frequency ratio (3b)

Po = (k/mj) t decoupled structural frequency (3c)
p. = (k 2/m 2), 2  decoupled absorber frequency (3d)
" p = Wp o  nondimensional Fourier frequency ratio (3e)

= m2/mt  absorber/structure mass ratio (3f)
p = c/2m2po nondimensional4damping (3g)

The solution based upon minimization of the maxlmum steady state response,known as the "Classical Vibration Absorber" problem'. is summarized here. The
maximum response of the structural mass (mj) with an optimally tuned absorber
attached is

7j =[2.Pl 2 + (4)
max

It is clear that increasing the absorber/structure mass ratio lowers the
maximum steady-state response. Therefore. no "optimal" mass ratio is derived
from the absorber optimization. the larger the absorber mass the better. The
optimal mass must be deturmined by a systems ana.lysis which trades off absorber
performance versun overall system mass. For the remainder of the present
analysis, the mass ratio is assumed fixed and the values of the frequency ratio
(6) and nondimensional damper (p) are optimized.

For a fixed mass ratio, the optimal frequency ratio (6op?) based on the
minimax criterion is

1o, (5)

and the nondimensional damper setting is found by solving an equation of the
form

2 K - q( XI/As- )2

LPOT =(6a)
L( VAST )2 M

where
2 2 )2

N- 2,, - 2 ,)2 (6b)

Q .92 .2 _.2 _).2 -o, 2 (2c
= T7P(F.-5 (6c)
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2 2L = ,,.,',,,CTl+,e))-.) (6d) I

(6e)

and the nondimensional modal frequencies are

2 1rn~1oL'+ 1,T.., (7)

Equation 6a is Indeterminant at the modal frequencies "oro. To determine port. a
limit of Eq. 6a must be taken for values of "r approaching -roo. ,

A numerical example of this steady-state solution is shown in Fig. 3 for a
mass ratio of p = 0.02 (i.e. the absorber mass is 2% of the structural modal
mass at) and for the optimal frequency ratio 6 oT = 0.98. Given this mass and
frequency ratio, Fig. 3 shows, the response to broad-bnd excitation for variousnon imnsional damper settings. Notice that p, = 0,086 appears to minimize the

maximum response, and in fact corresponds to port derived using Eq. 6a.

Pole Placement Solution. The criterion used to determine the optimal pole
placement solution is tha.' of minimizing the maximum modal response time. Fig.
4 shows the upper half of the root locus for the system shown in Fig. 2a as the
damper (p) is varied. A mass ratio of P3 = 0.02 has been selected and theparticular value of 6 which causes the root trajectories to Intersect at point A '

has been used. This 13 the exact same frequency ratio 6 as was calculated in
Eq. 5 for the steady-state optimization. The optimal nondimensional damping is
that which places both poles at the same position (i.e. point A in Fig. 4).
This value is

po,.,= + (8)

The real part of the poles (S= a bi) at point A is

aI 05 ReS) . (9)
A1

As in the steady-state response optimization. performance improves (i.e. jai

increases) monotonically for increasing j3. Therefore. a system mass versus
performance tradebff must once again be used to select 13. For the numerical
example of 13=0.02, 6 or = 0.98 from Eq. 5 anc the optimal damper value from
the pole placement criterion is OpT.PP = 0.137. which is 60% larger than the
value for Jlop derived above using the minimax criterion.

Minimum Quadratic Cost Solution. The third and final criterion for
determining optimal passive parameters is to define a cost function that
penalizes the undesirable system response. To be consistent with optimal

Aregulator control theory, a quadratic cost function is used. This integral of
the quadratic of the system states to be minimized is
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J Qxdt (ion)

where

X x (l0b)

and Q is a non-negative square matrix. In this study. Q is selected so that the
quadratic term in x equals the system's total nondimensional energy (kinetic and
potential). The unique solution to Eq. l0 is

-xo P Xo (11)r-

where P is t he solution to the Lyapunov 7 equation for Eqs. 10& and lOb and the
system represented by Eqs. la and lb, and x0 is the nondimensional initial state
vector.

A numerical seach is used to determine tho values of frequency ratio (6)
and nondimensional damper (p) which result in the lowest cost (J) for a fixed

mass ratio (1). The cost function (Eq. 10a) onotonically decrease, with
increasing 3 so once again a P3 must be preselected. An analytical solution
exists for this minimization, in the case of a vibration absorber attached to a
one DOF system '. This solution yields the same optimal frequency ratio 6 and a
similar nondimensional damping level as was found above for the steady-state
optimization.

In this study, a simple heuristic gradient search is perfortned to determine
the optimal spring 6 and damper i as prescribed by the quadratic cost criterion.
The initial condition x0 used to generate these results gives the structural
mass (m,) a unit velocity. The choice of a velocity or displacement initial
condition will not significantly affect the results in a lightly damped system.

Optimal solutions using the three methods were compared' and found to have
"identical frequency ratios and similar nondimensional dampers. Thus, all three

techniques are considered to yield virtually identical absorber designs,
particularly with respect to the accuracy to which these devices can be
fjxperimentally implemented.

Optimal Absorber Desi.n for a Two DOF System.

This investigation identifies the possibilities for adding damping to
several modes through the use of a single absorber. This is demonstrated by
extending the steady-state solution procedure to the design of a passive
vibration absorber attached to a two degree of freedom representation of a
structural system (Fig. 2b).

Once again, the objective is to minimize the maximum steady-state response.
For the multi DOF structure, no simple closed form solution, such as Eqs. 5 and
6, is possible. A nonrigoruus extension of the single DOF absorber analysis is
presented.

P The optimization possibilities are summarized in Fig. 5 where the frequency
response of the system in Fig. is shown for two sets of passive absorber
parameters. Again, the mass ' , is fixed at P = 0.02 where 3 is defined as
the ratio of absorber mass to ti. s.'ss of the lower structural mode. Curve I
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shows the absorber tuned to the lower strctural mode using the relations given %!

in Eqs. 5 .M 6 altered to refer to modal properties. In this case the absorber
parameterz- yield a suboptimal result because the response at the high mode
frequency is about four times larger than the response of the lower two modes.
Increased absorber damper strength reduces apparent damping in the lower two
modes while increasing residual damping in the high mode. The term "apparant
damping" refers to the damping exhibited by the combined steady-state response
of two modes which occur at almost identical frequencies. The apparant damping
may not be indicative of the damping in each of the constituent modes. With
sufficient additional damping the two peak magnitudes are equated and the
minimAx criterion is again satisfied (Curve 2).

The absorber frequency can also be tuned to the higher structural mode.
However. with this choice of absorber frequency the absorber damper cannot be
chosen so as to equate the response ognitudes of the upper and lower modes.
This npproach is unsuccessful since the damper exerts little influence on the
low mode when the absorber frequency is tuned to the high mode.

The important restilt of this investigation is that when attempting to

introduce significant levels of damping into several structural modes, the
absorber frequency should be tuned to the frequency of the lowest mode of
interest and the damper increased from the value determined through Eq. 6 until
desired damping in the higher modes is achieved.

Optimiattion of Passive Components of an Active Actuator.

Thus far the attention has been focused on optimizing the components of the
inertial device only when it is considered as a passive absorber. The next step
in the study of inertial reaction devices is to determine the optimal passive
components of the active coitrl actuator shown in Fig. lb. The control force
(F) is assumed to be a function of the displacement and velocity states of both
the structural mass m and the actuator m2 . i.e. full state feedback is assumed.

., Both the active feedback gains and the values of the passive components are
optimized simultaneously. The objective of this optimization is to determine
how different these passive parameters are from the optimal parameters of the
passive vibration absorber.

The method used for the simultaneous optimization of the active feedback
gains and passive parameters is essentially identical to the previously
discussed quadratic cost minimization. The quadratic cost now includes a
penalty on the control effort. For example, the quadratic cost penalty for the
actuator system in Fig. 2a is

L ..

J = f xQx + uTRu] dt (12a)
0

where

F. F0
u = -[ fl f2 f3 f, )x (12b)

and R is a positive, dimensionless constant, By the choice of R=1O0, the level
of control forces are of the same order of magnitude as those generated by the
passive components. This is done to prevent domination of the actuator dynamics
by either the passive or active components. The solution to this quadratic cost
equation is Eq. (11) where P is the solution to the steady-state Matrix Riccati
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equation7 . Again a heuristic gradient search is performed using a matrix map of

numerically generated costs for a range of values of frequency ratio (6) and

nondimensional damper (.). For each choice of 5 and p, the optimal regulator
gains are calculated ard the cost (Eq. 12a) evaluated. The minimum cost
corresponds to the simultaneous optimal actuator design and active gain
selection. Note that no penalty is explicitly placed on the passive components.
and therefore the optimal solution will be driven towards relying as much as
possible on the passive components of the actuator.

The two systems that were cptimized for the passive vibration absorber
(Fig. 2) were also optimized for the active actuator*. One characteristic
result throughout the optimizations was that the optimal 5 for the actuator is
near the optimal 6oPT of the passive vibration absorber (17% lower in the worst
case). The damper value (g) is somewhat more sensitive to the presence of
active feedback and therefore deviates from pIOT by a greater percentage than do
the frequency ratios.

The results of the simultaneous optimization of passive parameters and
active feedback gains suggest that sequentially optimizing first the passive and
then the active actuator components will yield nearly the same performance. To
illustrate this, the frequency ratio (6) and nondimensional damper (g) were
chosen as those specified by the steady-state minimax criterion, and the optimal
regulator gains were calculated for this actuator design. The difference
between these two designs is small and may be indistinguishable in actual
implementation. Therefore, the inertial reaction control actuator performs most
effectively when passively tuned as a vibration absorber. Supplemental passive
damping is added to the system, and actuation effectiveness is increased.

Experiments Using Inertial Reaction Control Actuators

In order to investigate the practical implementation and limitations of
space-realizable active control, an extensive set of experiments was conducted.
The experimental objective was to maximize the damping in a pendulous free-free
beam. First, the experimental hardware will be described, followed by a
discussion of the model generated to help derive controller gains and predict
closel-loop system behavior. Then, the results are given for the test where the
inertial reaction devices were experimentally tuned as passive vibration
absorbers to various beam modes. Once tuned, these devices were used as active
actuators through the feedback of dual system measurements. Finally, the
performance of these controllers is compared to the performance of untuned and
nonspace-realizable actuators.

ExDerimental Apearatus.

Control Hardware. The structural plant of a prototypical space structure
was simulated by a twenty-four foot brass beam, suspended by wires arranged in
six sets of swinging parallelograms (Fig. 6). This simulated the free-free
boundary conditions of a space structure by placing the two pendulous modes, at
0.30 and 0.32 Hz., below the first bending mode frequency of 0.37 Hz. There
were four modes below 1.0 Hz., including the two pendulous modes, and twelve
modes below 10.0 Hz., providing the experimantal challenges of modal richness
and extremely low frequency. Typical open loop modal damping ratios averaged
0.16% of critical (C-0.0016).

Four identical space-realizable Electromagnetic. Inertial-Reaction
actuators were used to control the structure (Fig. 7). These devices, which are
variations of devices developed at the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Labortory3,
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accelerate a pivoting reaction arm through small angle deflections to generate a

control force on the beam'. An adjustable spring and damper were included to .- .

enable easy adjustment of the natural frequency and passive damping of the

device, and allowing them to be used as both tunable vibration absorbers and
control actuators with tunable passive components. A momentum wheel was
attached to one end of the beam to provide disturbance torques. By rotationally
accelerating an unsprung armature inertia. broadband (quasi-white) and
sinusoidal torque excitation could be introduced. Eight space-realizable

sensors were used to estimate system states. Each actuator contained a

tachometer for measuring relative actuator motion. At the location of each
actuator, an accelerometer was used to measure coincident inertial beam motion. " 6

The beam and actuator states at each sensor location were estimated from the
tachometer and accelerometer measurements by an algorithm which filters low
frequency signal drift and integrates over a frequency range encompassing the
modes of the system. Discrete time processing was accomplished in one nilster
and four slave processors. l,,t'e.,processor communication took place through

shared memory space. Analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion was 0%
used for sensor sampling and issuing control commands. Once this equipment was '.:'.,

assembled as illustrated in Fig. 6, a mathematical model of the system was

constructed and verified. .,,5.-

an Syem Model. A finite element model, consisting of twelve beam elements
and augmented by the dynamics of the four actuators, was formulated (Fig. 8).
The model was first formulated with only the momentum wheel (Qo). beam. and
cable suspension properties included, and adjusted to accurately represent the '9. 1
open-loop beam behavior. Then the actuators, with springs set very stiff, were
physically added to the beam and mathematically added to the model and the model
was again adjusted. Modal damping was then experimentally determined and added
to complete the model (Eq. 13).

€o5, o • .L. Ic u. .V• 4<- -.;'
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With this refined model. the first seventeen predicted open-loop modal beam
frequencies were within 2% of their measured values. The actual actuator
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stiffnesses and dampings were determined during the actuator tuning process,
i.e. the process of carefully adjusting the passive components of the inertial
actuator to their desired optimal values.

Tuned Passive Absorber' Experiments '

,S.-,
The first set of experiments involved tuning the four actuators, used as

passive absorbers, to four "target modes" of the beam, and determining their
effectiveness as passive absorbers. Modes targeted for absorber tuning were __

those most sensitive to the disturbance. Equation 14 defines the modal
transmission from disturbance to regulated variables for lightly damped systems
in the form of Eq. 15; as derived by internal balancing theory". Equation 13
is manipulated into this form by transformation first to modal coordinates and
then to state-space variables. For this example, the regulated variables (y)
have been chosen to be the entire state vector (x), i.e. it is desirable to
minimize the disturbance to all of the state variables, equally.

[d(4~,-1 T -2 T 1/2 (14)

didt(a + 1)c11c 1  (14)

x = Ax + Bu + Dw state equation (15)
z = Mx measurement equation 4
y=Cx regulated variable equation
u = -Gz feedback equation

N In Eq. 14. c, is modal frequency and C, is modal damping, and cl, and d, are
columns and rows of the regulated variable matrix C and disturbance matrix D,
respectively.

Figure 9 shows the transmission, as defined by Equation 14, from the
. disturbance to the regulated variables. The result of the analysis above, in

which an absorber is tuned to more than one degree of freedom, indicates that it
is desirable to tune to the lower frequency modes of interest. Therefore, the
four lowest consecutive modes with high disturbance transmission were chosen as
the target mode3. as shown by the arrows in Figure 9. Once the target modes
were selected, the absorbers were placed at positions along the beam where they I-A

'3 exerted maximum influence on their respective modes, that is positions which
maximized the modal mass ratio. One absorber was placed at each end and one was
placed at each 1/3 length position.

One absorber was tuned to each of the four target modes. The optimal
passive actuator stiffness and damping, which were shown to be nearly identical
to the optimal absorber stiffness and damping, were chosen using the
steady-state minimax criterion9 . The mechanical spring in the actuator was ".
adjusted as accurately as possible to the optimal frequency, and collocated
feedback of actuator rotational position and rate was used to fine tune the
devices. The performance and limitations of the four "passive" actuators were S

then assessed.
Once tuned, two types of tests were performed. First, the acceleration

transfer function of the beam with tuned absorbers wab obtained using a quasi

white noise torque input with a constant torque of 0.006 Newton Meters RMS
across the frequency range of interest. This disturbance torque level was also
used in all subsequent tests. A qualitative comparison of the acceleration
transfer function of the beam from the disturbance torque at one end to an r.
accelerometer at the opposite end, is shown in Figure 10. Two traces are shown.
one for the case of very stiff absorbers such that there is relatively little
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motion, and the second for the case of tuned absorbers. The four target modes
are those with frequencies of 1.09, 1.74, 2.61, and 3.78 11z. Note the reduced
response (increased modal damping) in this frequency range as a result of
absorber tuning. Additional, or residual damping is also evident in the modes
above 4.0 Hz. The existance of residual damping in modes higher than the modes
to which the absorbers are tuned is consistent with the observations made from
the multi DOF tuning analysis (Fig. 5).

The second set of tests involved initial condition transient decays of the
target modes. In Figure 11, the transient responses of the four target modes
with tuned absorbers (right colum) are compared to the corresponding modal
transient responses without the tuned absorbers (left column). Duo to the
second-order dynamics, tuning of an absorber to a target mode results in two
modes close in frequency to the original target mode frequency (e.g. target mode
5 becomes modes 5a and 5b after tuning). The transient decay :f the mode with
the lesser damping of the two is shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen in the
transient decays, stiction would seize the actuator motion at low vibratien
levels causing marked reductions in damping and limiting low amplitude
performance. Table 1 lists information pertaining to the absorber tuning
process. As can be seen, by comparison of the modal damping ratios prior to
tuning to the case with tuned absorbers, over an order of magnitude increase in
critical damping ratio was achieved. Sixty to ninety percent of the predicted
damping was obtained. The large deviation between actual and predicted damping
in target mode five was due to friction effects, as indicated by the
characteristic linear decay in Fig. 11. The low performance in mode eight was
due to the low ass ratio which increases tuning sensitivity and difficulty.
The absorbers could not be tuned to modes lower than 1 11z. due to stiction
problems and prohibitively large tuned absorber motion.

Several beneficial characteristics occur as a result of absorber tuning. ,

Figure 12 compares the modal disturbance transmissions (Eq. 14) for the beam
with tuned absorbers (solid bars) to those shown in Fig. 9 for the beam without
the absorbers tuned (hatched bars). Due to double mode behavior, two solid bars
occur for each of the four hatched bars corresponding to the original target
modes 5 through 8. As can be seen from Fig. 12. the disturbance transmission is
significantly reduced in the target mode region.

Controllability of the target modes is also enhanced by tuning the passive
components of the actuator to those of the optimal absorber. The modal control
transmission from actuator to regulated variables is defined similarly to
disturbance transmission in internal balancing theory10 . The disturbance inputs
of Eq. 14 are replaced by control inputs yielding Eq. 16.

21 T -2 T 1/2as 4lj) [bibi(wT2 + Olcil (16)

The vector b1 corresponds to a row of the control effectiveness matrix B. The
values for the control transmission for the beam with actuators tuned as
absorbers are shown in Fig. 13. Since these values indicate the effect of
control action on the states of the system, they are good indicators of relative
modal controllability. Note that the target and actuator modes are most
controllable. The next most controllable modes are the beam modes above the
target modes. Modes lower than the target modes are relatively uncontrollable.

Significant increases in passive damping have been achieved by the addition
of the passive absorbers. If these same devices are also used as active
actuators, it can be argued that the damping is introduced with no additional
mass penalty. While the benefits of adding passive absorbers are substantial.
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4 the limitations are also important. Friction poses a problem in damping low .
level vibrations where stiction can seize absorber motion. This might be
overcome with a high frequency torque dither or bearing improvement. Stroke
limitations hinder tuning to low modes and steps to increase stroke often V V
increase friction. Finally. passive tuning of the actuators requires a precise
knowledge of the target mode frequency and the difficulty is increased for modes
with low absorber mss ratio.

Active Control Experiment, M

Once the actuators had been passively tuned to the four target modes, three
sets of control experiments were performed using negative output feedback (Eq.
15). First, dual rate feedback was used to drive the four tuned actuators from
the four tachometers using a fully populated, positive definite gain matrix C.
Dual feedback refers to like sensor to like actuator feedback (rotational shaft
rate to shaft torque) where each sensor is physically located with an actuator'.
In the second set of tests, the same dual measurements were fed back to untuned,

0zero stiffness actuators. This verified the effectiveness of tuning the
actuators as absorbers with nonzero stiffness. Finally, a control test was
performed using one actuator reacting against the laboratory frame, This
investigates the performance differences between space-realizable and
nons'pce-realizable experiments.

Dual Feedback to Tuned Actuators. Two different tests were performed in

this first set which differed in the method used to derive .he feedback gain
mtrix G. The positive definite. dual feedback was derived using tha technique
described in Reference 6. In thio technique, a matrix Dc is chosen to be a
positive definite, diagonal matrix whose entries are the desired increases in
damping for a chosen set of modes equal in number to the actuators used. Next,
the modal eigenvector mtrix of the full system model is decimated while
retaiing rows corresponding to actt~ator motion and coluns corresponding to the
chosen set of modes. This decimted matrix is designated as *acc. The feedback
gain matrix is then derived using Eq. 17a. For these tests with four actiu.tors,
identical modal damping increases were desired in each of the four chosen modes
(Eq. 17b)

CO-.;CLCc -l9 (17a) ~

Dc = aI. (17b)

The quadratic form of Eq. 17a guarentees a positive defin!te feedback matrix.
* The two tests performed differed in the four modes chosen to Corm Ocoac.

The first test used the lowest two target modes, to which act-uators were
tuned, and their two corresponding actuator modes (Sa, 5b. 6a, and 6b) to create
Oi. The second test used the first four betim modes above the target modes
(modes 9, 10. 11. and 12) to create *Oc.

Wnen the lowest two target and their corresponding actuator modes were
chosen to derive the feedback through Equation 17, a feedback matrix resulted
which contained highly nonuniform entries. This was due to the relatively large
eigenvector entries corresponding to the motion of the two actuators tuned to
these two lower target modes (5 and 6). The inversion of the decimated
eigenvector matrix Oo-c in Eq. 17 resulted in high feedback gains for the two
actuators not tuned to these two lower target modes (i.e. the actuators tuned to
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modes 7 and 8). The highest gain loop was collocated feedback to the actuator
which W. been tuned to target mode eight. This gain was four orders of
manituda larger than the collocated feedback to the actuator tuned to target
mode five. Because of the nonuniform gain mtrix, this design only created
significant feedbck to actuators tuned to the higher two target modes (7 and
8).

Using this feedback, Figure 14 contrasts the transfer function for the beam
with only the tuned absorbers (a), with that of the beam with additional
nonuniform feedback to tuned actuators (b). Notice that minor increases in
damping in the modes above the target modes (modes higher than 4.0 Hi.) occured
at the expense of damping in target mode eight (at 3.78 Hz.) of the
beam/actuator system. In Fig. 14. hatching indicates modes that exhibited less
closed-loop daping than open-loop damping. This behavior can be explained
using Fig. 4 to represent the root locus in the vicinity of mode eight. Above a
certain level of positive collocated rate feedback, that which places the poles
at the equivalent of point A (Figure 4), one of the root trajectories for modes
Sa and 8b moves towards the imaginary axis. This results in reduced apparant
damping in that mode. The actuator tuned to mode seven is starting to exhibit
similar behavior. Recall from above that the collocated rate feedback to the
actuators tuned to modes 7 and 8 dominate the feedback gain matrix.

Table 2 lists actual and predicted closed-loop model characteristics for
this test for the feedback gain level chosen. As listed in the table and shown
in Fig. 14. only mode 9 (at 4.95 Hz.) exhibited significantly increased modal
damping. The modet and the data ard in fair agreement. The model did not
predict reductions in modal damping, due to the feedback, at this gain level but
did so at a nlightly hlFiger gain level.

An important limitation was realized through this test. The feedback used
for the closed-loop case shown in Fig. 14 was at a level just below that which
caused onset of a high frequency (67 Hz.) instrumentation/actuator instability.
similar in nature to those reported in Reference 4. Only relatively low control
performance was achieved prior to the onset of this instability. Due to the
nonuniform gain matrix, two of the actuators exerted only negligible control
effort, while the other two had relatively high collocated gains. Because this
limitation was due to relatively high gains to one actuator causin-g a local
instability before significant control authority could be exerted overall, the
:orrective step was to create a uniform feedback matrix with positive definite,
dual feedback properties.

In the second test, Eq. 17 was again used to derive a positive definite
feedback matrix using an eigenvector transformation occ based on the first four

bea;i modes above the target modes (modes 9, 10, 11, and 12). Uniformity in the
gain matrix was achieved since the actuator eigenvector entries were of similar
magnitudes. Figure 15 compares the acceleration transfer function of the beam
with only the tuned absorbers (a) to that of the beam with additional feedback
to tuned actuators (b). Significant increases in damping in modes 9 through 12
resulted at a cost of only slight reductions in iapparant damping in target modes
5 through 8 (hatching). Table 3 lists the predicted and measured modal
characteristics. As can be seen in both Fig. 15 and Table 3. mode3 9 and 10
received the largest increases in damping. Better performance was achieved in
this case because all four actuators were contributing evenly. In fact, all
modes above 4 Hz. exhibited significant increases in damping. Again, an
instrumentation/actuator instability limited the feedback gain level. This
result verifies that uniform feedback provides better performance since it
allows all actuators to contribute before the onset of instability.

Several conclusions can be drawn from this first set of tests. Nonuniform
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feedbck resulted in poor performance while uniform feedback allowed significant
Increases in higher mod* damping at the slight sacrifice of modal damping of the
target modes to which the actuators were tuned. This type of rate feedback is
simply a more sophisticated form of passive multi DOF absorber tunir. In both
tests, positive definitte dual feedback proved stable with respect to beam modes
for all gain levels tested up to that which caused instrumentation/actuator
instability. This type of feedback also guarentees an Increase An total system
damping but does not necessarily guarentee simultaneous damping increases in all
modes at all gains.

Dual Feedbeck to Untuned Actuators. In the next set of experiments, the
same type of dual rate feedback (Eq. 17) was used in conjunction with untuned.
almost zero stiffness actuators. This was done to illustrate the benefits of
tuning to beam mode frequencies in the range over which control is desired.
Figure 16 contrasts the acceleration transfer function of the beam with uniform
feedback to untuned, zero stiffness actuators (a). with that of the case using
uniform feedback to tuned actuators (b). The previous target modes (modes 5
through 8, 1.09 through 3.78 Hz.) show greater response while closed loop
performance is inferior to that shown in Figs. 15. Though the difference
between the performances of the systems using tuned and Tero stiffness actuators
is indistinguishable below 2 Hz. in Fig. 16, Table 4 lists the results which
verify, when compared to Table 3, Eihat actuator tuning yields better
performance.

Nonsace-Reaizable Actuation. The last test involved a
nonspece-realizable method of control actuation in which one actuator reacted
against the laboratory frame. In this case, simple collocated actuator rate was
negatively fed back to the actuator. Figure 17 compares the acceleration

transfer function of the beam with tuned absorbers (a) to that of the beam with
one actuator allowed to react against the laboratory frame (b). showing how

.. effective this simple feedback is when applied to this actuation arrangement.
The level of feedback was again limited by the instrumentation/actuator
instability. As is evident from the data, this simple single actuator
arrangment resulted in much better performance than any of the space-realizable
methods, even those using four actuators. This illustrates the need to conduct
space-realizable experiments in order to identify important limitations which
may be overlooked when performing nonspece-realizable tests such as this.

Conclusions

Several conclusions can be drawn from the theoretical optimization of these
inertial reaction devices. Three different optimization procedures yielded
almost identical absorber designs providing confidence in the tuning process.
In addition, the optimal passive components of the control act"ltor were found
to be equal to those of the optimal absorber. This allows passive damping to be
added without significant mass penalty. Finally, when using an inertial device
to increase damping in several modes, it is desirable to tune the frequency of
the device to the lowest mode and adjust the damping accordingly.

Experimentally, an inertial reaction device was used effectively as both a
passive vibration absorber and a control actuator, passively tuned as an
absorber, verifying the results of the tuning analysis that stated that passive
tuning compliments active control. This dual purpose device resulted in a mass
savings. inceased modal controllability, and reduced target mode disturbance
transmission. Additional passive damping increases gain margin for feedback
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systms that are conditionally stable end allows a form of passive damping
enancemenc in %Jie event of control system failure. These space-realizable
expariments were found to be important in determining performance limitations
due to instrumentation instabilities, friction in relative motion actuators, and
actuator saturation at low frequencies. In addition, nonspace-realizable tests
wthibited excellent damping performance which emphasized the need to investigate
the realistic implemntation limitations of space-realizable techniques.
Uniformity in the positive definite, dual, feedback mtrix allowed better
performance before the onset of instrumentation/actuator instabilities because
all actuators were able to exert maximum stable feedback. In deciding whether k'.
to apply these tuning procedures to omentum wheel devices, it ast be ',..
determined whether the increased performance Justifies the stroke limitations
caused by resonating the devices.
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Table 1. Experimental Results of Absorber Tuning.

... . .... , . . . , ... % So

Target Mode Number: 5 6 7 8
Target Mode Frequency (Hz): 1.09 1.74 2.61 3.78
Absorber/Modal Mass Ratio: 0.033 0.011 0.018 0.004
Optimal Frequency Ratio: 0.968 0.990 0.983 0.996
Optimal Nondimensional Damper: 0.111 0.062 0.079 0.039
Predicted Critical Damping Ratio: 0.0637 0.0362 0.0470 0.0231
Measured Critical Damping Ratio: 0.0441 0.0320 0.0438 0.0136
% Achievement (measured/predicted) 69.2% 88.4% 93.2% 59.0X
Damping Ratio Prior to Tuning: 0.0021 0.0018 0.0014 0.0016
Increase in Critical Damping Ratio: 21 18 31 9

Table 2. Test Results for Nonuniform. Positive Def'nite Dual Feedback to Tuned
Actuators

Mode Frequency Modal Damuping Ratio %Achievement .,.
Number (l1z) Open Closed Closed measured ;%,

Loop Loop Loop predicted
(measured) (predicted) (measured) ".',

L '. '*
*A%_

5a 1.0509 0.0O441 0.0441 ,
5b 1. 2695 ---- O.0479 ,-
6a 1.7179 0.0320 0.0329 ------
6b 1.89772 ---- 0.0382 ------
7a 2.936 Test o. Pii9-- Da---"

"/b 2.7522 0.0438 0.0715 _I -----
Sa 3.6908 0.0136 CRIT CRIT _"
8b 3.9479 ---- O.0173 0. 0095 54.9%
9 ,4.9491 0.040 0.005S 0.0110 200.0% " -

10 6.4207 0.0033 0.0042 0.0041 97.6% 0%,%
11 8. 1937 0. 0048 0. 0055 o.00~7 85.5% L
12 9.8012 0. 0025 0. 0029 0. 0025 86.2%
ue (not O measured
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Table 3. Test Reaults for Uniform. Positiye Definite Dual Feedback to Tuned
Actuators..

Mode Frequency Hodal Damping Ratio X Achievement
Number (lfz) Open Closed Closed measured

Loop Loop Loop predicted
(measured) (predicted) (nwasured)

Sa 1.0506 0.0441 CR1?----
5b 1.2695 0.0233 ------
Go. 1.7173 0.0320 0.8635 ------
6b 1.8772 .0.0470 ------
7a 2.1936 0.7144 --
7b 2.7522 0.0438 0.0546
8a 3.690 0.0136 0.4131 ------
Sb 3.9479 0.02.S9 -----
9 3.9491 0.0040 0.0155 0.0118 76X
10 6.4207 0.0033 0.0156 0.0129 83%
11 8. 1937 0.0049 0.0103 00084 82%
12 9.8012 0.0025 0.0075 0.0060 8o%

not measured

".' :..: .
14

- ' Table 1. Test Results for Uniform, Positive Definite Dual Feedback to Untuned ,-"
-: ~~(Zero Stiffnes-e) Actuators..":'-'

! S, ,'-'.*

Hode Frequency Modal Damping Ratio %Achievement :
". hurber (11z) Open Closed Coe esrd;:"Loop • Loop Loop p dicted,

(measured) (predicted) (measured)

5.: 1.91o.0o02, 0.oo8 ------6 .72 0.0018 00-4 ---
7 2.6098 0.0014I 0.0056:' ------
8 3.7837 0.0016 0.0054

9 4.9217 0.0014 0.0025 0.0018 72% .4
-0 6.401 0.0015 0.0034 0.0031 91%

11 8.1865 0.0016 0.0023 0.0017 7-%
12 9.7930 0.0017 0.0042 0.0030 71%
---- not measured

.I *
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Material D iug In AlJmlmm

vand Natal Matrix ()w sites

Edward F. Crawley
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Narthinus C. van Schoor
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract

The mterial damping in beam-like specimens of aluminum and metal mtrix
composites was measured. A unique apparatus to determine damping by free
decay while the specimens are in free fall in a vacuum was used. The
specimens tested include 2024-T3 and 6061-T4 aluminum, and unidirectional
graphite/metal matrix specimens with P55 and P100 fibers and 6061 Aluminum aidAZ91C M/agnesium as matrix materials. Tests were conducted to determine the

dependence of damping on frequency aid stress level. For the aluminum
specimens, the material damping followed the Zener model at very low stress P,4

levels. Below the Zener relaxation frequency, a strong dependence of dampiig
on stress was found for even moderate stress levels. Damping for the aluminum
matrix materials was slightly ahove that predicted by the Zener model for a
homogeneous bar of the matrix aluminum. For the magnesium matrix specimens,
damping significantly above the Zener prediction for the homogeneous matrix ,--mterial .was observed. .-
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The increasing interest in large and precision space structures has
focused attention on the precise quantification of the passive dynamics and
damping of these structures. The mission requirements imposed on these
structures often requires active control of their dynamic response. In order
to achieve these precise active control requirements in a robust way.
sufficient passive energy dissipation chnracteristics must be present. One of
the sources of passive dissipation. material damping. was the subject of this
investigation.

The damping characteristics of the materials investigated were
determined in this study by recording the free decay response of a beam-like
specimen when lofted into free-fall. The tests were performed it vacuum to
eliminate the effects of aerodynamic damping (1).

The materials selected for this study were among those anticipated for
use in future space structures. Several common aluminum alloys, 2024-T3 and
6061-T4 were chosen for testing, since they have a well documented material
damping behavior at low amplitude, and form the matrix for some of the metal
matrix specimenus subsequently tested. A stress dependence of material damping
in 2024-T3 Aluminum had been noted in an earlier study at MIT [2). By testing
the 2024-T3 specimens, over a wider range of stress levels, a more complete
set of damping versus stress data was obtained. Aluninum 6061-TI was also
tested to investigate the occurrence of stress dependence of damping in this
alloy.

The study showed that for very small stresses the material damping of
both aluminum alloys can be predicted by the Zener model for frequencies above
and below thi Zener relaxation frequency. At frequencies below the Zener
relaxation frequency, the average material damping in the free-free aluminum
specimens increases exponentially with increasing maximum specimen stress
level.

A decrease in vibrational frequency with Increasing stress w23 also

observed in the aluminum specimens. This phenomenon was found to be due to
geometric nonlinearities introduced by the large amplitudes of vibration. The
decrease in frequency is therefore a function solely of the amplitude of
vibration and is not due to material nonlinearities.

Metal matrix materials with their very high strength to weight ratios
are extremely well suited for use in the manufacturing of space structures.
Specimens composed of unidirectional plies of P55 and P100 Graphite fibres
with either Aluminum 6061-14 or Magnesium AZ9lC as matrix materials were
tested. Despite the composite nature of these specimens, their material
damping characteristics were compared with Zener's prediction for a uniform
homogeneous isotropic metal beam of the same dimensions composed only of the
matrix material.

This presentation of the data can be Justified in the following way.
Material damping losses in metal matrix materials can occur at threc
locations: in the graphite fiber; in the metal matrix: and at the graphite
metal interface. The graphite fiber can be assumed to be lossless [31,
reducing to two the possible location of the damping losses. If the
experimental data for the metal matrix composite falls on the curve of the
damping expected in the homogeneous metal of the matrix, then it can be
inferred that the matrix is the primary source of material damping in the
composite. If the damping falls above the baseline predicted for the
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homogeneous mtrix, it can be inferred that significant losses are being

generated at the fiber/trix interface. $,i..

The graphite/alluminum mtrix composites were found to have a damping

level which was slightly above the Zener prediction for the pure aluminum
mtrix. implying the losses are occuring primrily In the matrix. The ,%

graphite/m4gnesium mtrix composites, on the other hand, had a measurably
higher damping than could be a~tributed to just the mtrix material, implying _ ,
the presence of additional loss mechanism, such as at the ftber/matri

interface. A

EXPERIMENTF DECIPTION a,;

An apparatus for the precise experimental measurement of material and S,-

structural damping hns been developed in the Space Systems Laboratory at the A,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Reference (1] describes the original

apparatus and test results obtained Ie higher frequency aluminum and
graphite/epoxy materials. The specimen is lofted into a controlled free fall
in a large vacuum chamber. The time history of the vibrational response of ;.,-4\*

the specimen is recorded and analyzed to obtain the damping characteristics.
This test method distinguishes itself In that it eliminates the support
interferences and excitation interaction encountered in many other test
methods. Performing the tests In vacuum also eliminates any aerodynamic drag
and damping effects. In future work this test procedure will be used to
investigate the dynamics of built up structures in zero gravity, for which the

presence or absence of gravity loading on the joints may have a significant
effect on the structural damping.

The apparatus to loft the -- ci..-n into free fall consists of a test
bed. cocking mechanism and launch mechanism (Fig. 1). The test bed supports
the specimen near its ends by two vertical stands. The cocking mechanism is a

motor driven wora-screw, which draws the test bed downwards compressing a set
of four springs in the launch mechanism. The springs provide the force for

5%

lofting the specimen vertically upward into free fall. After cocking, the

launcher is held in a cocked position by an electromagnet. Upon release of

the electronagnet, the launcher tianslates upwards, guided by linear bearings,
until it strikes a hard mechanical stop. The specimen is deflected downward
relative to the end supports by the acceleration and is loftcd into free fall
when the launcher hits the hard mechanical stops. b-

The construction of the launcher allows the mechanical setting of
precompression of the launcher springs, and of the stroke of the lauucher
prior to striking the hard mechanical stops. Conversely. there are two

constraints placed on the launch process, that the specimen leave the launcher
with correct rigid body velocity to obtain the maximum time in free fall, and
that the initial strain level of the specimen be adjustable. By varying the
initial precompression and stroke before each test, the induced elastic strain , -'.
and rigid body velocity can be varied within limits. The dynamics that ciuple'
these parameters are discussed in references I and 4.

The time history of the free response of the specimen is measured by a
pair of BWL FDE-25-35-ES dynamic strain gauges, mounted on the specimen's ' .

lower and upper surfaces at the midpoint. The outputs from the strain gauges

are fed via three very fine 39 gauge. enamel-coated signal wires to a small
terminal block running on a cable and pulley system (Fig. 1). The motion of '-.*

the terminal block is controlled to follow the specimcn's flight, always
keeping the three short signal wires slack. This control of the trajectory of
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the terminal is achieved by storing in a digital to analog converter the
necessary time history to drive the high torque motor attached to the pulley 1b

system. On initiating the test, the electromanet is deactivated, releasing
the specimen, and the digital to analog converter is prompted to send the
command signal to the torque motor. The strain gauge signals are fed to a ed.
strain gauge unplifier and from there via an analog filter to a high speed
analog to digital converter.

By placing all the above mentioned equipment in a 2.2 meter high. 0.6
meter diameter cylindrical vacuum chamber the effects of aerodynamic drag and
damping are eliminated. Access to the lofting apparatus and test specimens is
achieved by removing the transparent plexiglass upper half of the chamber.
The experiment is preprogrammed and controlled by an IBX Personal Computer. I,'...

via a general purpose interface board (CPIB). The subsequent analysis of the
signal wvs also performed on the Personal Computer.

TEST PROCU AND DATA REDUCTIOO

The specimens tested were small beams, varying from 152 to 508 mm in
length, from 0.79 to 1.57 mm in thickness and from 12.7 to 25.4 mm in width
(Tables 1 and 2). To begin a test, the instrumented specimen was placed on
the test bed, the top of the vacuum chamber replaced and the chamber pumped
down to I Torr. of vacuum. While waiting for the vacuum to be achieved, the
required precompression and stroke of the launcher were set. the test bed was
drawn down. compressing the launcher springs.and the elentromagnet was X.,
energized.

The computer programmed the D/A with the correct signal to drive the
torque motor causing the terminal block to follow the f'light of the specimen.
and also programmed the A/D for the required sampling rate and number of
sampling points. A sampling rate of at least twenty data points per
vibrational cycle was used for all tests.

When the required vacuum was reached, the computer initiated the test by
deactivating the electromagnet, lofting the specimen upwards. If at any time
during the test the fine wires running to the specimen were observed to go ,.' ,
taut, the test was discarded. After the test, air was readmitted to thevacuum chamber. the specimen examined for damage and the test sequence ! .

repeated. The data from the A/D was stored on a floppy disk.
Once the time response of the specimen was stored, the damping ratio

could be calculated. Several methods exist to calculate the damping ratio of
such transient decay data. The simple and accurate least-square curve
fitting algorithm used in this study fits a decaying sinusoid to the digitized
signal [5]. Where possible, an attempt was made to fit sinusoids to an
interval of twenty or more cycles of vibration. This was not possible for the
specimens with low vibrational frequencies. The use of an exponentially
decaying sinusoid in the curve fit assumes that the damping ratio is conscant
over the interval of the fit. When used on time dependent damping signals, it
yields a time averaged damping ratio over the interval of the fit. In such
cases, the damping ratio was referenced to the maximum strain amplitude at
the start of the interval. The curve fit algorithm also yielded the frequency
and strain amplitude of vibration over each interval. Stress was calcuulated
from the corresponding strain assuming Bernoulli-Euler bending.
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DI9CSIO( OF TEST RESULTS
2024-T3 ALUMNIN

In all. ten 2024-T3 Aluminum specimens have been tested (Table 1). The

first free-free natural frequencies of the specimens ranged from approximtely
one-tenth to ten times the Zener relaxation frequency (wit), which is defined
as the inverse of the transverse thermal relaxation time constant T [6]

wR Tk ..
where h is the ipeelmer, t a . utc specific heat per mass, p the
density and k the therml conductivity. . *

Specimens AI-O through AI-4 und AI-9 were tested for their damping €.." =

characteristics at frequepcies above the relaxation frequency, and at stress
levels ranging from 0 to 140 MPa (Table 2). The experimentally measured
damping for these specimens was in good agreement with the Zener model, which 'a'

states that for homogeneous isotropic metals, the damping should go as

a2 ET (A)____T,- .r..T1

2Cp 1 + w2 T

where E is the Young's Modulus. T the absolute temperature. and wo the
frequency of vibration. A comparison of measured damping with the Zener modil
is shown in Fig. 2. For specimens whose natural frequency is above the peak ,
or relaxation frequency, the mean and standard dev.5ation of the measurements
are shown. . 4

However, for tests performed on specimens with natural frequencies below
the Zener relaxation frequency, a strong dependence of damping on stress is
indicated by the data. For these specimens (Al-5 through 8) the initial
stress amplitude was altered from zero to approximately 50% of yield stress
(ay = 290 MPa). The results for these four specimens are also shown in
Fig. 2 for frequencies below the peak or Zener relaxation frequency. The
measured damping for these specimens span a much broader range than for the
specimens above the relaxation frequency. This broad spread. over an order of
magnitude in the case of Al-5, is due to th6 stress dependence of the damping
behavior.

Figure 3 depicts the damping results for specimen Al-6 as a function of
measured stress amplitude divided by yield stress. Similar results were
obtained for the other low frequency specimens. The Zener theory [6.7] makes
no provision for a stress dependence of material damping. In order to
quantify the functional dependence of damping on stress, several analytic
functions were fit to the data. From among several simple analytical
functions which were fit to the data, the following exponential proved to be
the bese fit.

= a exp [ Om

where a and b are constants determined by the least squares fitting routine.
The result of such a fit is depicted in Fig. 3 and on a logarithmic scale in

Fig. 4. The curves fit to the data clearly indicate that approximately an
exponential relationship exists between the damping ratio and the peak stress
amplitude in the specimen. It should be noted that t eoughout this discussion
the stress or strain amplitude level refers to the maanilnum stress or strain in
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the specimen, that is the *tress or strain at the midpoint of top and bottom
surfaces of the specimw.n while In its first free-free mode.

An important observation is that when the curves of damping versus
stress (Fig. 3 or 4) are extrapolated to the zero stress point (L.e., the .
intercepts of the exponential, curves with the vertical axis) the damping
ratios obtained agree quite well with the Zener prediction. To illustrate
this fact, these intercepts are plotted as triangles on Fig. 3. When a curve
is drawn through these points (the dashed line on Fig. 3), the curve follows
the Zener prediction clo3ely. it is therefore clear that the Zener transport
lag phenomenon serves as a baseline for the mrterial damping in 2024-T3
Aluminum.

However, the experimental results also indicate that a stress dependence
of material damping exists even at 20 to 10 percent of the yield stress. It
should be noted that for a free-free beam, the stress varies over the
thickness and the length. The reported specimen stress,which is the maximum
stress, the stress at the top and bottom surfaces of the beam, is Just an
indication of the average stress state. Therefore, the functional dependence
of damping on the peak specimen stress (as reported) may not be synonymous
with the dependence of the local damping on the local stress. , .

Mason [8,9] is one of several reseachers [10.11,12] who reported a
similar increase in damping ratio with increasing stress for aluminum. It is
difficult to determine from these earlier works whether natural frequencies of A
vibration weie above or below the Zener relaxation frequency. Granick and,
Stern [13] also tested an aluminum specimen at high stress levels. It was
observed on initial testing that the material damping remained nearly constant
sharply at 240 MPa, which is close to the fatigue limit. In this study, it

was also found that the material damping increases rapidly above 140 MNPa, but
that the transition at this point is a gradual change and not a sharp change,
as observed by Cranick and Stern. This could be due to the fact that when the
damping ratio is calculated by fitting an exponentially decaying sinusoid to
the data, a damping ratio is obtained which has the effect of averaging over a
small range of stress, reducing the likelihood of finding a sharp change with
stress. A theory for stress dependerPe of material damping has been
postulated by Granato and Lucke [12]. On comparison of the data obtained in
this study with the Granato and Lucke model, no quantitative agreement could
be found [14].

It is almost certain that at least two damping mechanisms are peesent in
specimens tested. The fact that the zero stress damping matches the Zener
model so well is a strong indication that the Zoner transport lag phenomenon .-
does indeed dominate at low stress levels and higher frequencies. This serves
as a baseline for the material damping present in flexural vibration.
However, it is also clear that over and above this baseline damping there Is a
stress dependent phenomenon at frequencies below the relaxation frequency.

A decrease in free-free vibrational frequency with increasing stress was %
also observed in the aluminum specimens (Fig. 5). However, this was found not
to be a material effect, but a nonlinearity due "o a large deformation. When V
the nonlinear effects of large amplitudes o: ;ibration were included in the
governing differential equations, the decrease in frequency with amplitude
shown in Fig. 5 was predicted. Thy -rod agreement between the data and large
amplitude model indicates that this is a geometric, not a material effect.

FA -6 y.
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6061-T4 ALUKItUN-

Two 6061-T4 Aluminum specimens were tested in exactly the same manner as
the 2024-T3 Aluminum specimens. Both the specimens tested had flexural
vibrational frequencies below the Zener relaxation frequency. As with the
2024-T3 Aluminum specimens a stress dependent damping was observed and again
curve fits indicated that an approximately exponential relationship exists
between the material damping ratio and the peak specimen stress. In Fig. 6,
the results are compared with the Zener model for damping in 6061-TA.L As was
the case with 2024-T3 Aluminum the indications are that when extrapolated to
zero stress (as shown by the triangles), the Zener transport lag phenomenon is
present and serves as a lower limit for the material damping. Thus the
presence of both a baseline thermal transport damping, and an additional low "
frequency stress dependent damping, has been found in at least two of the
comon aluminum alloys. • "

GRA HAITE/ALKI IU METAL ITRIX AI TERIAL.

Six graphite/aluminum specimens with 6061 Aluminum as matrix were tested
for mterial damping (Table 3). The specimens contained either P55 or P10
graphite fibers. All aluminum mtrix specimens were composed of two
unidirectional plies, and were faced with 6061 foil on each side. The 'high
stiffness to weight ratio of these specimens reduced the maximum achievable
induced specimen strain to the level of 500 microstrain, as compared with a
maximum of 2500 microstrain in the aluminum specimens. The strain levels

• e *

induced in these specimens was far below the levels where significant stress
dependent damping was encountered in the pure aluminum specimens making a
conclusion concerning the stress dependence of the material damping
impossible. By comparison of Fig. 7 with Fig. 2. there was a larger spread in
the measured damping ratios for those tests above the relaxation frequency.
This can be partially explained by the fact that the specimens were extremely
light and damping measurements were affected by the slightest interference of
the experimental procedure. Due to the low induced strain, the signal to
noise ratio was 15, compared to 200 for the aluminum materials, and the
numirical identification of the damping was therefore less precise.

The damping ratios for all the specimens are tabulated in Table 4 and
shown in Fig. 7, in comparison with theoretical Zener Values for 6061
Aluminum, the matrix material. In the presence of a nearly lossless fiber.
such as graphite [3]. the loss must be due to some combination of the matrix
material damping, and flaws in the matrix and at the fiber matrix interface.
By plotting the damping of the metal matrix composite versus the damping
expected from a pure metal bar of the same dimensions, the effects of the
matrix can be isolated. In Fig. 7, the Zener curve proved to be approximately
a lower limit for the measured damping ratio. The average measured damping
ratio was consistantly slightly higher than the values predicted by the Zener
model for the matrix. Thus it can be inferred that the dominant source of
damping is that of the matrix. [v

Although specimens of different fiber materials (Graphite P55 and P100)
were tested, it is impossible to make any conclusion to the difference in
material damping due to the fiber type. Different surface foils were also
used, but again no conclusion about their effect on material damping can be
drawn from the experimental results.
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SRPHITE/ OESIUM MEA ATRIX MATRIAL::':
Six unidirectional graphi re/magnesium metal matrix specimens were

tested. As was the case with the graphite/aluminum materials, these specimens. -
were extremely stiff with resultant low induced strese es. The signal to noise -"level wsainin the order of 15. The mxumstrain levels induced in :-.'
these specimens were not high enough for a patter'n of stress dependent damping..
to be observed. When Figs. 8 and 9 are examined, it can be seen that there .'
exists a relatively large spread in the damping ratic.s measured. In Fig. 9, ,
the frequency axis Is expanded for easier interpretation of the results. In '..
Figs. 8 and 9. the damping ratios are compared with the Zener theoretical-...
curve for }ingnesium AZ91C, the matrix material for all the specimens.-.

The small spread in frequencies makes difficult a conclusion on howe"-.

closely the measured damping ratios follows the Zener curve. The Zener curve :-'

again appears to be a lower limit to the measured damping ratios. But now the
average value of the damping is significantly higher than the Zener curve, and
eventhloebonismaualhihrtath eecuv.Ti imls

that unlike graphite/aluminum, there is a significant loss mechanism other "

than the fiber and matrix, probably due to a relatively poor fiber/matrix :.'
bond. typical os" graphite/magnesium materials [3]. Although different fibers
(Graphite P55 anl( P0) and different foils were tested. no obvious difference : _

in their measured material damping could be observed.,.,

ON)CLUS IMS ""

For small stresses, the material damping of both 6061-T4 and 2024-T3,/"
Aluminum can bo predicted accurately by the Zener thermal transport modlel.-"
For frequencies above the relaxation frequency. the damping is largely...
independent of the stress level, up to at least 50% of the yield stress. For,"
frequencies below the relaxation frequency an additional loss mechanism is'"e.
present. causing an approximately exponential increase in damping wich peak ,;
specimen stress. ,

In unidirectional graphite/metal matrix materials, the material damping
of the matrix metal sets a lower bound on the damping of the composite. For
unidirectional graphite/aluminum material the damping agrees quir-e well 'Kith ..
the damping predicted by the Zener model for a homogeneous aluminum beam, ..'
implying that losses in the matrix dominate the composite damping. For ,:
unidirectional graphite/magnesium material the damping is higher than that ""

S..

predicted for a homogeneous magnesium bar. suggesting the presence of an €.additional significant loss mechanism at the fiber/matrix interface.
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Table I Specificationh for the Aluminum Test Specimens

Specimen Xaterial Length Width Thickness Fundamental
Freq (w.)

(mm) (mm) (mu) (rad/sec)

Al-0 2024-T3 254.0 25.4 1.55 807.
Al-I 2024-T3 457.2 25.4 1.57 249.
AI-2 2024-T3 355.6 25.4 1.57 411.
AI-3 2024-T3 152.4 25.4 1.57 2246.
Al-4 2024-T3 508.0 25.4 1.57 201.

Al-5 2024-T3 481.1 25.4 .79 III.
AI-6 2024-73 355.6 25.4 79 203. -"
AI-7 9024-T3 254.0 25.4 .79 401.
AI-8 2024-T3 203.2 25.4 .79 629. a

A1-9 2024-T3 152.4 25.4 .79 1124.
Al-1O 6061-T4 455.8 25.4 .86 126.
Al-l 6061-T4 303.4 25.2 .86 292.

a,.

Table 2 Results for the Aluminum Test Specimens

Specimen Material Frequency Avverage Standard Minimum

Ratio a Damping Deviation Daamping(C , €) (C) (C)

M M M

Al-0 2024-T3 3.92 .00065 .00003 .00060
AI-I 2024-T3 1.25 .00122 .00006 .00109
AI-2 2024-T3 2.06 .00106 .00007 .00093 -.

AI-3 2024-T3 11.23 .00036 .00011 .00010
AI-4 2024-T3 1.01 .00126 .00006 .00105
AI-5 2024-T3 0.14 .00415"1 .00267"1' .00076
AI-6 2024-T3 0.26 .00267"1 .00165"1' .00088
AI-7 2024-T3 0.50 .00259'') .00125")' .00149
AI-8 2024-T3 0.79 .00185(1 |  .00028("1 .00131
AI-9 2024-T3 1.41 .00121 .00012 .00096
Al-O 6061-T4 0.15 .00399 .00256 .00050
Al-lI 6061-T4 0.35 .00196 .00030 .00148

Note: 1. Due to strong stress dependence, the average and standard
deviation of damping are not meaningful values.

F 1
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Talble 3 3peciftcattons for the Natal Matrix Test Specimens '. -",

Fre (u,,)

. ... , a. . -*. .a

(,,n) (,.n) (PS=) (r,,,/sec) •

Al-17 [P55/6061]•|t'l 202.7 12.7 1.14 1370. ..
Al-19 [P10/6061]= 203.0 12.7 1.12 1712. ,
Al-20 CPI00/6061], 208.1t 12.7 1. 17 1708.
Ai-21 [?100/6061], 192.1 12.7 1.14 1985.. , .
Al-22 [!'10016061], 405.0 13.0 1.37 428 ...
A l-23 [ P55/6061 ] • 406.5 13.0 1. 32 340.,"."e"

~1%

XC-24 CPSS/AZ91C]:121 204.0 13.5 1.14 1359. ...
XC-25 [ P55/AZ91iC], 204.0 1 3.2 1.07 1408. ;=
XC-26 CPIOO/AZ91C], 193.6 13.5 1.07 1936.rO
XC-27 [PtOO/AZ91C], 204.0 13.5 1 .07 1806. . %
X-28 [PIOO/AZ91C], 206.0 13.5 i .04 17V7. ,;,

Xg1-29 CPIOO/AZ91C], 206.6 13.5 1.07 1742 ...

, o~s: '; "Ps

X-.,

.i 6061 matrix specimens had .09mm 6061 ol on eTch surface.

2. AZ91C matrix specimens had .051am Xg foil on each surfa ce. -"J

••%

Table 4 Results ffor the M~etal Matrix Test Specimens . %.

Specimen Material Frequency Average Standard Minimum

Ratio Damping Deviation Damping . .

Al-17 (P55/ 60 6 1],I 1 2.85 .00117 .00043 .00048
Al-19 (P100/6061 23.34 00085 .00016 00064

Al-20 (P100/6061] 3.64 .00128 .00030 .00090
A1-21 [P100/6061], 4.14 .00070 .00017 .00042
Al-22 P100/6061 ] 1.28 .00205 .00016 .00184
A1-23 (P55/6061], 0.94 .00209 .00080 .0113
MC-24 (P55/AZ91C] 2 4.27 .00128 .00041 .00079
MC-25 (P55/AZ91C] 2 4.36 00165 .00049 .00091
MC-26 (PIOO/AZ91IC2  5.80 .001- .00042 .00059
MC-27 [PIOO/AZ91C], 5.54 .00139 .00037 100095
MG-28 PIOO/AZ91C 2 5.11 00115 .00030 .00079 "

Mg-29 CPIOO/AZ91C]2  5.34 .00141 .00062 .00052

%q

Notes:

10. 601 matrix ,-inh2. 6061 matrix specimens had .09mm 6061 foil on each surface..% JO

2. AZ9iC matrix specimens had .051mm Mg (oil on each surface,"''-

a a' a't
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(A) LAUNCHER IN (3) RELEASE (CI FLIGHT

Fig. 1 Schemaitc of the Experimental Apparsatus.

S-I

-IA
"I 4

-4

Fig. 2 Damping versus frequency for 2024-T3 Aluminum.
The full range of measured data is shown for
samples to the left, while the mean and standard
deviation are shown for specimens to the right.
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Fig. 4 Damping versus stress for 2024-T3 Aluminum.
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MATERIAL DAMPING IN SPACE STRUCTURES

S.P. Rawal
Martin Mariette Denver Aerospace

M.S. Kisra.
Nartin Marietta Denver Aerospace

'4.

ABSTRACT

Material dapin contributes significantly to the passive control measures of
vibration in space structures. Damping properties of various metallic alloys,
viscoolastic materials, polymer matrix and metal matrix composites and their
limitations for apace application have been reviewed. 

Viacoelastic materials I

can bo used as discrete dampers which are integrally designed into the
structural olenonts whereas metallic alloys and composites are the candidate
structural materials. This paper suggests that metal matrix composites with
enhanced naterial damping will be the ideal material for space structures.
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SMN. IN SPACE STRUCTURES A

INTRODUCTION

r in,mping oi vibrations is a critical design and operational requirement in

splice structures. Des.n considerations involve limiting the peak stresses

and extending the fatigue life of structural elements subjected to near

resonant vibrations under suddenly applied forcns. Operational concerns

include reduction of settling time to achieve dynamic dimensional precision in

space maneuvers. Damping in space structures can be achieved by active and 4

passive controls as shown in Figure 1. In the active control of large space

structures, (LSS) the role of material and structural damping is generally

omitted, whereas a small amount of added pansive control measures improve the

dynamic stability of the system.1  In passive control nmasures, material
damping can be utilized by considering the following two options: 1) using

the inherent capacity of the structural ,mterial to dissipate vibrational .0
energy, and 2) discrete viscoelastic dampers (i.e., artificial '.18hpots). 2 ' 3  ," -. 0.

!DAMPING IN SPACE STRUCTURES , -. ,.

" %

ACTIVE CONTROLI PASSIVE CONTROL

ATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL DAMPING

.... JO .. STRUCTURAL

[DAMPING FITTING FRICTIONAL'TRI INTDAMPING

Figure 1 Vibrational Control in Space Structures

* If the damping characteristics of structural material(s) used in a LSS can be % N 6
enhanced, then the weight and cost of complex active control systems can be

., significantly reduced. The methodology incorporating discrete viscoelastic *..

dampers in LSS designs improves the passive damping by an order of magnitude

than the residual damping present in the original structure by a mere 8

percent penalty in structural weight.3 Eventually, a large space structure

with less active control and more effective passive control options will ,... '.

exhibit improvements in performance and reliability. The purpose of this

paper is to discuss space environmental conditions and compaxe damping
properties of various materials and assess their applicability for space
structures.

V13-2
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SPACE ENVIRONMENT J. ;

Dynamic dimensional precision of an orbiting space structure may be affected
by disturbances introduced by environmental conditions, such as natural and
hostile environments. Natural environment can be subdivided iato: a) sources
of quasi-static/static disturbances which include gravitational gradients,
thermal transients, electromagnetic affects, atmospheric drag, etc. and b)
sources of dynamic disturbances, such as thrusters, pumps, motors and
generators. Hostile disturbance environments are those induced by foreign
power attack, such as nuclear power, laser or particle beam attack. I -
Primarily, natural environment disturbances will influence the system
dimensional requirements, whereas hostile environment disturbances are related
to system survivability.

Therefore, the material selecticn process for effective passive damping
measures must take into accouat its suitability in space environment of zero
gravity, high vacuum and thermal fluctuations (-250*F to 250°F). Candidate p

material(s) must also exhibit high damping at low frequency and strain
amplitude range levels. Various analyses of structural dynamic models 4,5
of flexible space structures at different thrust levels, indicate that
vibrational control in the frequency range 0.1 - 5 lHz and strain amplitude
range (10-10 - 10-4) is of prime concern. Furthermore, in slewing i
maneuvers, enhanced structural damping decreases the settling time
significantly f.r a particular thrust level.

MATERIALS IN SPACE APPLICATIONS

Various materials used in space applications can be classified in four
categories:

I) Structural metals and alloys
2) Viscoelastic materials 7V
3) Polymer matrix composites
4) Metal matrix composites

Conve-tiui.ai aluminum and titanium base structural alloys used in aerospace

systems exhibit low damping. Viscoelastic materials (VE) have been used to
suppress vibration in small and stiff structures and as discrete dampers in
large space structures to ..ontribute passive control measures. Fiber
reinforced polymer matcix and metal matrix composites are candidate structural
materials for space structures.

Dampin9 behavior of materials has been reviewed by Nowick and Berry
6,

Lazan, Enwistle,8 ,nd James.9 Various measures of dampintg have been
reported such as loss factor ( ), loss angle ( ), logrithmic decrement (5),
quality factor (Q), specific damping capacity (') and damping ratio (c).
In the following discussion, damping characteristics of metallic, polymeric
and composite materials have been presented in terms of loss factor, n . At .- I.

low damping levels (i.e., 7 1) their damping parameters are interrelated by
the following expression.

I R (1)
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Damping test data of metallic and non-metallic materials has been obtained at %

different temperature, frequency and stress (or strain) amplitude levels by "N ro

various methods depending upon the engineering application of interest.
Comparison of their damping behavior becomes purticularly difficult as it
depends on stress level; however a general trend of damping characteristics of i%

materials can be established from the available data at low stress levels
( 0.1% tensile yield strength).

STRUCTURAL METALS AND ALLOYS

Damping or internal friction of metallic materials has been used as an
effective tool for studying atomic movements At low stress or strain levels
(< 10-6). As a result it is possibLe to provide insight into fundamental
mechanisms in diffusion, ordering, interstitial and substitutional solid
solutions and estimation of dislocation densities. Whereas, for engineering
applications, dynamic ..operty data han been obtained at intermediate and high
'train levels (>4lOxlO ) in order to understand vibrational energy
dissipation and extend fatigue life of metallic components.

Table I lists loss factor values of various structural alloys at room
temperature and low stress levels ( I(Ty _. 0.1). Damping at low stress or
strain levels is independent of stress or strain amplitude and varies with A'
frequency and temperature. Loss factor, generally increases with increasing
stress level and the stress dependence varies widely from metal to metal.

Table l Damping Properties of Structural Alloys

----------------------------------------------------------------------- I

Haterial Loss Factor Frequency RangeI
---------------------------------------------------------- 1

2024 T-3 Al (10,11) 2.4xl0-3  10-10011z
6061 T-6 Al (10) 2.0xlO=3  10-100z
1% 1020 Steel (11) 5.0xlO-4  50-50011z
Ti-6AI-4V (12) 2.0x10- 4  @ 40 KIZ
310 Steel (13) l.0xl0- 3  K11Z Range

; 403 SS (13) 1.4xlO -2  I I

,16! Brass (11,13) 9.0x10 - 5  "

NIVCO (13) 3.0x10-2

Nitinol (Ni-45 Ti) (0, 13) 2.8xlO 2  "
Sonoston (Mn-36Cu 4.5A1 2Ni 3Fe) (9, 13) 4.0xO -2  " "

Cast Iron (coarse graphite flake) (13) 5.7x10-2  I "

Fe-12 Cr-3 Al (13) 3.6xi0 -2

Incramute (Cu-44Hn 1.8 Al) (9, 13) 3.lxlO-2  " i"
C22t.... ... . ..... ... -

Copper manganese alloys, nitinol and ferromagnetic materials exhibit high
damping, up to even thirty times as large as the damping of an average
structural alloy. But these high damping materials possess high density and
cannot be recommended for space applications because of weight penalties;
though it is possible to use them in metal matrix composites by incorporation
in the matrix material.
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VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS

Viscoelastic mvterials have been extensively used in automotive and aircraft
industries because of their unique damping properties. VEM exhibit high t --
damping, and their capacity to dissipate vibrational energy is strongly
influenced by both temperature and frequoncy. Damping property data in terms
of peak loss factor (I ) and effective temperature range at 100 11z, of a few
viscoelastic materials are listed in Table 2.14

Table 2 Damping Properties of Viscoelastic Materials

@ 10OHz Effective Temp 'F

Material Density Temp, Peak Loss Modulus Min. Max,
b/in OF Factor psi

113 (3M) .0380 0 1.20 l.0xlO 3  - 15 45
ISD 113 (3M) .0340 19 1.50 4.0x10 2  - 25 20
ISD 110 (3M) .0348 145 1.25 3.5x10 3  125 150
Acrylic Core .0210 85 1.20 5.0xl02  35 135
Foam (3M)
DYAD 606 .0350 105 1,00 3.5x103  98 143
(Soundcoat)
Soundcoat M .0370 90 1.50 7.3x10 2  50 135
(Soundcoat) ".-;10' 5 .OO
Soundcoat N .0620 38 1.40 4.5x106 5 100
SMRD-I00-F90 .0256 80 0.90 6.0xlO 3  70 95

(GE)
IF2012 .0348 62 2.00 5.5x101  8 225
(Morgan Adhesive)
National .0360 75 1.50 5.0x10 1  50 115
TMl9 (National
Starch & Chem)I

Plexiglass I 70 0.085 5.3xl0 5

Lexan 70 0.010 3.3x10 5

,s

As Table 2 indicates, viscoelastic materials exhibit high loss factor, but
only within an effective transition temperature range of transition region. ;
Temperature variations from thermal cycling in a space environment range from
-250*F to 250*F and VEM exhibit poor damping particularly at low
temperatures. Furthermore, environmental factors such as vacuum and
irradiation along with outgassing have deleterious effect on material and
damping properties. Still, the application of VEM in discrete dampers as a
passive control measure to suppress low frequency vibrations of generic space
truss structures has been widely recognized, wherein VEX can be encapsulated
to protect it from space environments. 2-4  In the Passive and Active Control
of Space Structures (PACOSS) program at Martin Marietta Aerospace, a discrete _'.
damper using acrylic core foam near its peak loss factor conditions,
significantly improved damping in a demonstration structure model.
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POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES
Fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites have been used extensively in space"'

applications. Dr. R. Plunkett and Dr. R. Gibson have designed test
techniques 1 5,16 to obtain reliable damping data. Damping test results

recorded in the literature encounter differences in test methods and test

conditions. In a few cases the test results may not be valid due to

extraneous losses in the test apparatus or air damping. Still, a general.,
trend prevails in the test data, and typical loss factors of organic matrix

composites are listed in Table 3.

Table 3 Damping Properties of Polymer Matrix Composites

Material Peak Loss Factor Comments
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gr/epoxy (0)8 1.28x10- 3  40-140Hz (@700xl0- 6)

Gr/epoxy (90)8 l.10x10 2  "

Gr/epoxy (+45)25 10x10 2  "

Kevlar/epoxy 2.OOxlO- 2  ,, to K..

HT-S/epoxy-F 3.00xlO-4  , It

HT-S/epoxy-Ly 4,00xlO- 4  I t.

E glass/epoxy Dx2l 1.75xi0 3  It

Gr/epoxy (1/d s 20)(predicted) 2.80x10-2  " "

Gr/epoxy (l/d ;- 200) 0.80xlO-2

--------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------------------------- JS.S

As Table 3 shows, polymer matrix composites exhibit higher damping than
conventional aluminum and titanium base structural alloys. Furthermore, the
damping behavior of fiber reinforced composites is significantly influenced by
its constituents (fiber and matrix) and fiber orientation. Fiber and matrix
with high damping enhance the loss factor of the composite 1 7 ,1 8 , e.g.,

Kevlar/epoxy and unidirectional composites exhibit higher damping in the " %
transverse direction than in the longitudinal direction1 9 . Theoretical
predictions and experimentsl8,20 indicate that if the fiber damping is

small, then the polymer matrix composite exhibits maximum damping for an
optimum fiber aspect ratio and orientation; and when the fiber damping is

significant, the optimum fiber aspect ratio approaches continuous fiber
reinforcement.

Polymer matrix composites exhibit high enough damping and are considered as
structural materials for space structures. The major limitation is introduced
by exposure of the matrix to space environmental conditions of high vacuum,
radiation and thermal cycling, which may lead to outgassing, material
degradation and decrease in damping, particularly at low temperatures.

METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

Fiber reinforced metal matrix composites (MMC) are candidate structural
materials for space applications, because of their unique properties, such as,
high specific modulus and specific strength, low thermal expansion, high

electrical and thermal conductivity, laser survivability and no outgassing.

These material properties meet the design requirements for various components
of space structures. In addition, high material damping is recognized as an

extremely important requirement for dynamic dimensional precision in space
maneuvers. 2 1 Preliminary investigations of damping measurements suggest
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that some metal matrix composites exhibit higher damping than conventional
structural alloys of aluminum and titanium. Table 4 lists the damping data of
metal matrix composites.

Table 4 Damping Properties of Metal Matrix Composites

MATERIAL LOSS FACTOR COMMENTS REFERENCES

B/Al 0") l.50x1O-2  @ freq. 2000 Hz/450'C 22
P100 Cr/Al (00) 4x10- 3 -9.00xl0- 3  @ freq. 40 liz/25"C 23, 24, 25
P100 Cr/Al (901 2.40x10 - 2  J,23 -
B/Al 10"1 5.0xO -3  @ freq. 1 Hz/200O 22
Pl00 Gr/Mg (011 2xl0- 3 -l.20x10- 2  @ freq. 40 llz/25C 23, 24
P100 r/Mg 1901 l,0xlO- 2  I 23.

20/SiCw/Al 1.48x10- 3  " 23
P55 Cr/Al (0"1 4XO -3  @ freq. 0.1 - 10 Hz/25*C 26
Cr/Kg - lZ Si 8.0xlO- 3  28

Loss factors of unidirectional B/Al, Cr/Al and Gr/Kg composites is greater
than the loss factors of the matrix alloys. The enhanced damping in boron
reinforced composites has been attributed to high intrinsic damping capacity
of boron fibers. 2 2  In Addition to intrinsic damping of composite ,%.
constituents, damping could be influenced by features introduced during
fabrication such as voids, delaminations, fiber tuist, fiber alignment and
residual stresses; along with the material parameters, e.g., fiber volume,
fiber orientation, interface and continuous or discontinuous fibers.
Therefore, it is possible to enhance material damping in metal matrix
composites by choosing optimum material and fabrication parameters.

SUMMARY

Material damping contributes significantly to the passive control measures of '\,',M.g

vibration control of large spac& structurbs. Passive damping can be enhanced
by utilizing high damping materials and design concepts. Viscoelastic * -.

materials, used as a constrained viscoelantic layer or a discrete damper will %
definitely improve the vibrational control - space structures, but material
and property degradation in space environment becomes a limiting factor. In .. ,-
the case of structural materials, damping measurements need to be conducted
under the following conditions- I) high vacuum, 2) at temperatures in the
thermal cycling range (-250OF to 250*F), 3) low frequency (0.1 - 10 Hz), 4)
low strain levels (10-7 - -0-4), 5) flexural (free-free unrestrained), and.
6) extensional modes. Metallic structural alloys exhibit low damping.
Polymer matrix composites are candidate structural material as they exhibit
high damping and stiffness, but do encounter problems similar to VEH, because "
of the viscoelastic matrix. Metal matrix composites are uniquely qualified as
structural material for precision space structures due to their environmental
resistance. Moreover, the potential exists to enhance their material damping
and tailor-make optimum combination of material properties for space structure
applications.
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ABSTRACT

The dependence of specific damping capacity (T) in metal-matrix
composites on frequency and strain amplitudes has been studied
experimentally in tension-tension uniaxial fatigue. The strain
amplitude and frequency were varied over the range of 150 - 600
microstrains and 0.4 - 10.0 Hz, respectively. The results show that
damping depends on both strain amplitude and frequency. For O0-fiber
orientation the damping was round to be sensitive to both strain and
frequency whereas for the 900-fiber orientation the damping was found
to be rather insensitive to strain amplitude.
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- I INTRODUCTION %

The complexity of control problems of large space structures has
given an impetus to the research and development of new high-damping
materials. Though the active modal controls remain the primary means
of energy dissipation, the active control systems, however, control
only some finite number of flexible modes. In the absence of passive
damping, active contol systems tend to excite the higher modes which
In turn tend to destabilize a space structure with a closed-loop
control system. This phenomenon is known as spillover.

High passive damping not only limits vibration amplitudes and
reduces transient times but also has other favorable effects on
stability and control when It is combined with active controls. Use or

-, viscoelastic materials for the control of structural vibrations has
been an approach used in an ever increasing variety of applications as
viscoelastic technology becomes well established and more widely ,.y
known. However ost of the viscoelastic elements are not suitable for
hostile environment. New materials (fiber-reinforced metal-matrix ."-"
composites) haVe been developed to suit this purpose. The stiffness,
strength and the damping properties of these materials can be tailored
to suit bpecific purpose by changing the volume fraction of fibers,
angle of orientation of fibers with the load axis and the fiber-matrix

4 interface properties.
The components of large space structure are made of repetitive

lattice trusses. Therefore the main load experienced by any member of
a truss is nothing but the axial tension or compression. Accurate test
results are required when the properties of all the components of
structure are to be synthesized to predict the overall properties and
from these properties designers can predict the overall performance of

the structure. It is well known that damping capacity of viscoelastic ,'

or crystalline materials depends on the frequency of vibration and the
strain amplitude.

Zener's model predicts the material damping in homogeneous
crystalline materials quite accurately C1,[3J,[7]. This model is .,

based on the assumption that the anelastic behavior of metals is
caused by a heat flow mechanism. According to Zener, when the material
vibrates at low frequencies i'.e.,the period of vibration is much
larger than the period of thermal. tonductlon, the temperature gradient
in the material remains almost zero resulting in an isothermal
process. However, at a very high frequency the period of thermal
conduction becomes much larger compared to the period of vibration
resulting in an adiabatic process. From this theory it is evident that
the system with a very low frequency of vibration is completely % #"
different from the system with a fairly high frequency from material
damping point of view. Global motions of large space structures are
expected to occur at extremely low frequencies (below 1 Hz).
Therefore, the damping data of specimens at very low frequency is
needed to simulate or predict the exact dynamic behavior of the
structure. "

In this paper an experimental method is described by which one
can determine the specific damping capacity of the material at any
frequency between 0.4 Hz to 10.0 Hz and at any desired strain
amplitudes (at 150 miorostrains and above).
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Material or structural systems that dissipate energy under
cyclic load display one phenomenon in common: the cyclic load-
displacement (or 3tress-strain) curve Is not a single-valued function
but forms a hysteretic loop. Since energy is absorbed by a material
system under cyclic loading, the unloading portion of the loop must
lie below the loading portion as shown in Fig.1. Therefore the energy
dissipated in a specimen under cyclic loading, AW, is the area under
the hysteresis loop.

We define specific damping capacity of a specimen by

I %

Where W is the maximum energy stored in a specimen during a cycle. If
the applied cyclic stress on the sponimon is represented by

o-oo Sinwt (2)

Where o - cyclic stress amplitude
Wa frequency of cyclic loading
t - time

and the strain due to cyclic loading is reeresented by

- c0 Sin(wt-¢) (3)

Where co " cyclic strain amplitude
w - frequency of cyclic strain
0 - angle of phase lag between stress and strain

The energy loss per cycle is given by

AW - J IM (4)
*~ 0o

and maximum stored energy in the cycle is given by

.( -(/2)M 1 C (5)

Where 1 and H2 are storage modulus and loss modulus of the material,
respectively. Therefore specific ddmping capacity can be written as

- AVI/W =;lH21M 2Ht tan (6)
2 1
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DF.ICRIPTION OF THE TEST SPECIMEN

Two specimen* S-1 3 and S-25, which were tested, have
rectangular oross-seotioA or thieknes i 0.026" and width 0.75". The
gage length of the specimen S-13 is 7" whereas S-25 has a gage length
of 3". Both the specimens have'riber-reinforced plastic (FRP) tabs at
the ends for grips to match with the HTS hydraulic friction grips.

The specimens are cut from a piate or graphite-fiber-reinforced
aluminum(6061) composites. Fibers used for this plate are continuous.

The specimen S-1 3 1a3 t reinforced ber oriened aong t3 load
axis (i.e. 00 fiber orientation), whereas specimenl S-25 has 90* fiber
orientation. Typical properties or the material are given in Table 1.

The microstructural details and the fiber-matrix interface properties
or the material are given in Rer.c5) and [8].

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Numerous techniques or damping measurements for a wide range or
frequencies and strain levels have been reviewed and discussed in the
liturature, see Ref.[1-41,[7) (or example. The measurement of specific
damping capacity at a low frequency is quite difficult and is prone to
fairly high degree or errors. The classical or direct method of
measuring damping at low frequency is the hysteresis loop technique.
The specific damping capacity of the material was measured by
subjecting the specimen to low frequency sinusoidal oscillations in
servohydraulic MTS machine. Expression (6) shows that the specific
damping capacity can be determined eithor from the phase lag between
the load (stress) and strain signal or from the area enclosed inside
the resultant hysteresis loop. The second alternative has been used
here.

In order to remove the grip friction losses from the measurement
system the machine should be operated in load control mode. Several
cycles of loading were allowed to stabilize the hysteresis loops
formed by load cell and strain gage bridge signals. The signal from
the load cell was first amplified by an amplifier aYnd then digitized
and stored in one channel of a dual channel storage oscilloscope.
Simultaneously the semiconductor strain gage (mounted on both faces of
the specimen) signal is taken through an ordinary D.C. Wheatstone
bridge circuit, digitized and stored on the other channel of the
oscilloscope. High resistance (2000 ohms) and high gage factor (about
150) semiconductor gages with an excitation of 30 V produce about 1 V
bridge output at a strain level of 500 microstrains. Therefore, the
amplification or the bridge signal is not needed even at very low
strain levels.

A schematic diagram of the experimental set up is shown in
Fig.2. The use of amplifiers has been kept at a winimum, because most
of the amplifiers cause phase shift of the signal even at very low
frequency. Considerable amount of noise is present in the stored
signal. It is especially evident at low level of strain where signal
to noise ratio is comparatively low. Therefore the noise from both
the signals was removed by digital ftltering technique.
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. A typical stored load cell signal with noise as shown In
Fig.3(a) was analyzed by Fast FourJer Transform (FFT) and plotted.
Fig.3(b) shows the FFT of the noisy signal. From the FFT plot it is
eas to Identify the signal from the noise. Now performing Inverse
Fourier Transform (IFT) keeping only the Cooficienta regarded as
signal, clean signal as shown in Fig.3(c) can be obtained. Similarly
the bridge signal which is itored on the other channel con'be cleaned
up. FIg.3(a),4(b) and 4(c) show the process for the bridge signal.
Fig, 5(t) and 5tb) show th load vs strain plots of the noisy signal
and clean signal rezpectIv,4y. Tt nhould be mentioned here that the
small amount of phase 5hirt mly rvur in the filtered signals due to
digital filtering. However, thin shirt occurs equally in both the load
cell and the bridge signals causing no relative phase shift between v*.. *"
the two signals. This process may be viewed as filtering of two
different signals by two perfectly matuhed filters.

The area under the hysteresis loop considered to be the energy
3oss in a cycle of loading and the area under the curve from zero load

to the maximum load along tit loading path considered to be the
maximum, stored energy can be measured by numerical integration of
Slead-3rain plot of filtered signals as shown Fig.5(b). The
trapo Idol role has b~en used for numerical integration.

The phase oit or ,Ilioacd Cell signal due to 'Amplifier was
anticipated. 'Therefure, the amplifier of the load cell signal was
calibrated to determine the phase shift at test frequencies namely ..
0.4,1.0,2.0,4.0 and 10.0 Hlz by passing the same sinusoldal signal
through the amplifier to one channel of the oscilloscope and directly
from function generator to other channel of the oucilloscope. The
cvlculation of the phase shift due to amplifier was done exactly the
same way as it was done for the real signals. The phase shift due to
,m~~~tplifier alone was3 subtracted from the phase shift obtained with the,,p., -'

3pecimens.

REUTS..

The typical values of phase shift of load cell amplifier at test
frequencies are given in Table 2. The npecific damping capacity (Y)
and loss angle () for specimen S-13 and S-25 are given in Table 3 and A,

Table 4 respectively. The values in Table 3 and Table 4 are given
after correction or phase shift due to load cell amplifier.

DISCUSSION;A":"

In order to check the reliability of the measurement system an _
aluminum alloy specimen (6061-T625) was tested at a frequency of I Hz.
The values of loss angle ( ) for, the aluminum alloy specimel are
plotted as shown in Fig.6. It may be seen from the plot that the
scatter of data points at low strain level (below 150 microstrains) is "'l"
quite high. The factor(s) that is causing this wide range of scatter
at low strain levels is still unknown. Therefore, the values below t,2
150 microstrains are not considered rellab]e.

* FC-G6
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Table 1N

Typical Properties of Metal-Matrix Composites (Rer.8'

Specimen Material Density Fiber Fiber Young's Ultimate
Volume Angle Modulus Strength,,

Lb/in 3  MSI KSI _

S-13 Std.P55/6061 0.08714 39.23 00 22.9 76.97

S-25 Std.P55/6061 0.08714 39.23 900 5.511 4.42

Note: Further details of the materials are given in Ref.(5) and
[8)]. ,v,:

TABLE 2 i- 
"
j

Equivalent specific damping capacity (T) and loss angle
due to load cell amplifier phase shift.

TEST FREQUENCIES YxlO"  STANDARD 0x10-  STANDARD
IN Hz DEVIATION DEVIATION .

-3 -4
0.4 0.701 0.6874x10 -  0.1117 1.0940x1 031  I"'

1.0 1.11135 0.5271x10 3  0.1816 0.8390xi03-

-3 
4.

2.0 1.9075 0.5023x10 3  0.3036 0.7995x1031

4.0 3.5578 0.3565xlO 3  0.56625 o.5675x1O,

10.0 8.9168 0.4701xiO -3  1.41915 0.7483xIO -4

*. S .,..7
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Fig.7 shows the plot of tano vs strain amplitude for specimen
S-13. From the plot it is quite evident that the loss angle (tano or
) increases steadily with the increase of strain amplitude for the

specimen with 0' fiber orientation Fig.8 shows a plot of tan vs
strain amplitude for specimen S-25. Plot shows no noticeable Increase
of loss angle with the increase of strain amplitudes for the specimen 11 01

having 90' fiber orientation. Fig.9 shows the improvement of loss
angle with the fiber orientation in the specimen. Fig.10 shows the
variation of loss angle with the variation of frequencey as the .,

frequency increases there is noticeable increase in loss angle for
both 0 fiber and 9o" iber specimen.
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RESPONSE SUPPRESSION IN COMPOSITE SANDWICH SHELLS

R. Vaicaitis 'A
Dept. of Civil Engineering, Columbia University ,

D.A. Bofilios
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering, San Diego State University

Abstract "

This paper presents an analytical study based on modal methods on response
suppression of double wall cylindrical composite shells. solutions are deter-
mined for random point loads acting either on the interior or the exterior
shell. The space between the shells is assumed to be filled with a soft visco-
elastic material. The shell skins are modeled according to fiber reinforced
laminated composite shell theory. Viscous and material damping models are
considered. Results indicate that reponse of a double wall sholl is controlled i..
by damping of the laminated shells and viscoelastic core, location oC the point
load action, and reinforcing fiber orientation.
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Introduction

The design of many flight structures is impacted by the interaction of
various functional requirements such as weight, passenger accommodations,
strength, stiffness, reliability, etc. To accommodate these requirements under
severe space environment constraints, new design concepts will need to be
developed which could lead to lower weight and be more cost efficient. The use
of fiber reinforced composite materials could provide weight advantages and

1-4improve structural integrity. 1-  The cylindrical shell configuration is widely
used for rockets, missiles, aircraft fuselages, hulls of submersibles, etc.
The modules of the proposed space station concept will require configurations
of a cylindrical shell. The internal and external random loads impacting on
these modules could produce unaccceptable vibration and noise levels. Thus, to

satisfy the vibroacoustic environment of these structures, design concepts
utilizing various add-on damping mechanisms might need to be introduced. Past
studies have demonstrated that a significant amount of response and noise
reduction can be achieved by a sandwich type construction. 12 Preliminary
studies on double wall shell response and noise transmission presented in Refs.
11 and 12 indicate that the reponse levels are strongly controlled by system
damping parameters.

This paper presents an analyti:al method for calculating the response of
double wall shells. The solution of the coupled system are obtained by a
Galerkin-like procedure. A simplified problem geometry is shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2. The space between the two thin shells is assumed to be filled

with a soft viscoelastic material. Such a model allows in phase (flexural) and N
out of phase (dilatational) motions of the double wall system. The inputs are

random point loads acting on the outer or/and the inner shells. The double
wall shell skins are modeled according to a laminated composite cylindrical
shell theory.

13- 16

Several types of damping models for the viscoelastic core and the face
shells are examined. It is shown that the reponse of a double wall fiber rein-
forced composite shell is strongly dependent not only on the damping values
chosen, but also on the type of damping model selected for theoretical study.

Response of a Double Wall Shell Kr-

The double wall shell system shown in Figure 1 is composed of two simply
supported shells and a soft viscoelastic core. The loads are random point
forces acting on the exterior and/or interior shell as indicated in Figure 2.
Each shell is constructed from fiber reinforced laminae of uniform thickness.
The thin shells are modeled according to the theory prosented in Refs. 13-16.
This theory is appropriate for many arbitrarily oriented layers, each rein-
forced with unidirectional fibers. The fiber orientation Is defined in Figure
1 with respect to the chosen coordinates. The stiffness coefficients of the
composite shell are calculated in terms of directional moduli, Poisson's ratios
and fiber orientation angle a.16  In this approach, the properties of each
lamina are proportioned according to the volume ratio of fibers and supporting
matrix material. Utilizing the Donell-Mushtari-Vlasov type assumptions1 4-16 a
single partial differential equation in terms of transverse displacement w can
be derived for each shell.11 These equations are then coupled through the
soft viscoelastic core into two partial differential equations for normal
deflections of the exterior and interior shells.
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where the subscripts £,X and S denote the external and0the.internal s ells, and
the coe, respectively. The differential peratos _9V ,_ .V and VI, are i

lengthy expressions And given in Ref. 11. The random loads p and p are
expressed in terms of two point loads F1 and F2 as Z

* o -{F 2 6(0 1  [ 1

p (x,0,t) C/AA) ('(t) 6(x - 4) 6(0- 0*)

e-

+ F M )6(x - x )6(0-0 ) (3)

R. These point loads are assumed to 6N -xde n 60 0 + h

A-~~ 2A 1needn a1 ec

characterized by a force spectral density.

The equations of double wall shell vibrations can be solved by modal
methods. To further simplify this procedure and utilize the orthogonallty

condition, the t~r s.con~aining odd derivatives Of spatial variables x and 0 inthe operators f nd are neglected. The various simplifications of shell

equations are Tscusse in lafs. 13,15,16. Then, the solutions for exterior
and interior shell normal de lectlons can be written as

w xt) A (t) Xmn(X,0) (5)

W (X,0,t) - A1n(tX (x0(6

A and A are the generalized coordinates of external and internal shells,

ameth Xmn a the structural modes. For a simply supported shell, the modes are
X_ nditn (mI tx/L) cos n. Taking Fourier transformation of equations (1-6) and
utltzin the orthogonality principle, solutions for A (e) and A (w) can be
determined.11  mn mn
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For the analysis presented in this paper, the random point inputs are
characterized by spectral densities. Thus, shell deflections need to be
expressed in a form of spectral density. Following the procedures given in
Ref. 20 and using equations (5) and (6), the spectral densities of normal shell .
deflections are

sE"(x,0,W) - s '1  (W)Xmn (x'O)X (x,) (7)m1 o r-1 somnrs

wher are the cross-spectral densities of generalixLd coordinates A2 ,nrs. . .
or A . It is convenient to express response on logaorit:hmic scale by
definng response levels as

RL'(x,O) . 10 log (s'(x,O,W) A/w) (8)w ref

where Aw is the frequency bandwidth and Wre is the selected reference
deflection. ___

Damping

Damping in the double wall fiber reinforced composite shell is assumed to
be composed of material damping due to internal friction within each of the
materials and interfacial slip at the fiber-matrix interfaces, viscous 4amping
due to radiation effects and structural damping of the core material. h
detailed discussion on damping of fiber reinforced composite materials iL given
in Refs. 17-19, 21-23. Using the complex elastic modulus approach, all direc- '"

tional moduli are expressed in the form II. '

E *E (1 + i ) (9)
rs rs -in -

R 40where Ers are the complex directional moduli, E is the real part of Ers andI srs rs

S are the loss factors. Damping in the soft core is introduced by expressing
core stiffness as

ks W k (1+ig) (10)

where k_ is the real part of the unidirectional core stiffnes3 and os is the I
damping loss factor in the core. The viscous damping coefficients _- and C- .
are expressed in terms of modal damping ratios (% of critical) C and

E INumerical results are obtained for several different models of C and C *A
mn m

Numerical Results

Numerical results presented herein correspond to the double wall shell
system shown in Figures 1 and 2. The following parameters are selected:
, =7.62 m, R n 1.473 m, hs W 5.08 cm, hE - 0.813 mm, hI - 2.54 mm, kO
1.14 x 106 N/m3, P. - 37.40 Pa-sec2/m2, Wref " hi. The outer shell contains 1.

three layers while the inner shell is composed of ten layers. Fiberglass and
graphite fibers are used to reinforce the Plexiglass material. The ratio of I
fibers volume to Plexiglass volume is 0.2. The elastic moduli, Poisson's
ratios and material densities are, respectively, Ef = 5.17 x 1010 Pa,

;FD-4



A. -A,.~

0.3 2 -. 3x 1011aj 0.33,
f M0.30 p ow2180 Pa-sec 2/m2 g 70

941. w

2 2 9 2 2
gas1550 Pa-sec /M , EW -7x 10Pa, tip- 35 p 17Pa-sec /

The fiber reinforcement for each layer (same pattern is used for inner and for
outer shells) is arranged as follows: 1st layer fiberglass, 2nd layer graph- .%

ite, 3rd layer fiberglass, and so on. The fiber orientation for the three
lamina layers of the interior shell are a- - 450,450, - 450. Similar

alternating orientation is used for the ten layers of the inner shell where
- 45', 450, - 450, 450, etc. The shell response is computed at x - L/2

and 0 - 450.
a .4

The input point loads V ,F (j - 1,2) are assumed to be characterized by
truncated Gaussian white noile Apectral densities-3 2

i M 4.95 x 10
- N/2Hz, 0 < f < 1000 Hz

0, otherwise V",,.

a e
The random point loads are acting at x - 32  m, x3 x.818 m, .

1 1.8 - 3.81 -

90, ,,, 90-, 1 -900 and -2 90.

The response levels of the inner shell are given in Figure 3 for several
values of core loss factor gs. Modal damping is assumed to be constant for all
modes and equal to 0.01 (percent of critical). The material damping is not
included for this case. As can be observed from these results, viscoelastic
damping in the core has only a small effect on shell response for frequencies
below 100 liz. The rms (root mean square) response of the outer and inner

shells is plotted in Figure 4 versus the core loss factor g - Since the rms ,...

rusponse is dominated by modes at low frequencies, the increase in loss factor * 
"

gs from 0.02 to 0.5, has only a modest effect on reduction of shell response.

The effect of changes in modal damping on shell response is illustrated in
Figures 5 and 6. In this case, the core loss factor g - 0.02,. damping is
constant for all modes and the material dampinq is' negected. Thede resultsclearly illustrate that shell response is strongly dependent on selected modal.

damping values for the entire frequency range. The results shown in Figure 7 . '

indicate theIsensitivity of shell response to different modal damping moAels.
The f and f are the "breathing" (m - 1,n - 0) modal frequency and the lowest
modal frequency of the coupled shell system. As can be observed from these
results, deflection response levels can vary by as much as 25 dB at some
frequencies among the different damping models used.

To demonstrate the effect of material damping introduced through the loss
factors grs' results are presented in Fig. 8 for several values of loss factor
g • The core loss factor gs = 0.02 and constant modal damping is assumed for
wich C = 0.01. The same loss factor is used for all directional moduli. By0
increasing material loss factor gr, significant attenuation of shell response
can be achieved at most frequencizs."

5..- .
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Conclusions

Results indicate that deflection response of a double wall composite shallI d

is controlled by damping characteristics of the shell material and reinforcing

fiber orientation at different lamina layers. Damping in the soft core does %

not seem to have much effect on shell response at low frequencies. Response
calculations are sensitive to the type of modal damping model used. For fiber

reinforced composites, material damping introduced through directional moduli
might be a convenient procedure to model structural damping.
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Appendix-Nomenclature

A1 " generalied deflection coordinates (a)mn

cX,c 1  damping coefficients (Nmos)

f frequency (Hz)

h8  core thickness (m)

hS,h thickness of external and internal shells (m)

3
k core stiffness (N/m)0

L length of shell (m)

U's mass density of the core (kg/m }

p a"pi external a.d internal random pressures (N/m2
}

R radius (m)

normal displacements of external and internal shells (m)

x, cylindrical coordinates (m,rad)

x x o, 0e locations where the point loads are applied, j - 1,2 (nrad)4
J J angle between fiber direction and shell axis (rad)

C damping coefficients of external and internal shells

Ca constant value of damping coefficient
0

mass densities of external and internal shells (kg/m3 )

Superscripts and subscripts:

E external shell

I internal shell

'Z.

EI external or internal shell
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Abstract

In this study the material damping of laminated composites is derived

analytically. The derivation is based on the classical lamination theory In

which there are eighteen material constants in the constitutive equations of

laminated composites. Six of them are the extensional stiffnesses designated

by (A], six of them are the coupling stiffnesses designated by (B], and the

remaining six are the flexural stiffnesses designated by (D]. The derivation
of damping of (A], (B), and [01 is achieved by first expressing [A], [B] and

(0) in terms of the stiffness matrix [Q](k) and hk of each lamina and then

using the relations of Qij(k) in terms of the four basic engineering constants

EL, ET, GLT and vLT*

Next, we apply elastic and viscoelastic correspondence principle by

replacing EL, ET ... by the corresponding complex modulus Et, E*, ..., and (A]

by [A]*, [B) by [B]* and [0 by [01* and then equate the real parts and the

imaginary parts respectively. Thus, we have expressed A' ,A, , B"j

and 0s, D4 in terms of the material damping k) and ... of each
lamina. The damping ( k), ... have been derived analytically by the

authors in their earlier publications. Numerical results of extensional

damping inj - A" /Aj coupling damping ci1ij - B" and flexural

damping Fij -D j are presented as functions of a number of parameters

such as fiber aspect ratio k/d, fiber orientation 9, and stacking sequence of

the laminate.

1. Introduction

Damping is a kind of energy dissipation. For fiber reinforced "a-
composites, damping may be primarily due to one or a combination of thefollowing mechanisms

(a) Viscoelastic behavior of matrix and/or fibers
(b) Thermoelastic damping due to cyclic heat flow
(c) Coulomb fricition due to slip in unbonded regions of the

fiber/matrix interface
(d) Dissipation caused by microscopic or macroscopic damage in the

composite.

The first two mechanisms are the basic causes of damping for undamaged
composites. The objective of this research is to determine analytically the
damping of laminated polymer matrix composites.
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During the past two years, the authors have engaged in research in
damping for composite materials both analytically and experimentally. During
the course of research we have successfully developed analytical methods to
predict internal material damping for unidirectional composites [I],
unidirectional off-axis composites (2,3) and randomly oriented short-fiber
composites [4,5).

There are two analytical methods which have been employed by the
authors. The first method is to use the force-balance approach in conjunction
with Cox's shear-lag analysis (6) to derive the Axpression for the elastic
modulus Ek along the fiber direction of unidirectional aligned short-fiber F.
composite . Then the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle is used to
obtain the expression for the complex modulus E*. The complex equation
for E* then becomes two real equations for stor ge and loss moduli. The
materal damping is obtained as the ratio of the loss modulus to the storage
modul us.

The second method is the energy approach. In this approach the energy

stored in the fiber and matrix, and energy dissipated due to interfacial shear
stresses, are used to find the values of storage as well as loss moduli.

By using these approaches, we have obtained numerical results of damping
.4 of unidirectional aligned short-fiber composites, unidirectional off-axis

short-fiber composites and also randomly oriented short fiber composites.
Important parameters which will affnct damping are also identified as
stiffness ratio Ef/Em, fiber volt ne fraction Vf loading angle 0, fiber aspect
ratio 1/d and damping of the fiber and matrix materials nf and "

4i In this paper the internal material damping of laminated composites is
studied analytically. In this study, the force-balance approach is used. In
the force-balance approach we apply the classical lamination theory to obtain
the [A], [B) and (Di stiffness matrices [7]. Damping in laminated composites
can therefore be classified as in-plane damping which is defined as the ratio
of Aij loss to Aij storage, i.e. A j/A~j coupled damping defined as Bij loss

-i to Bij storage, i.e. Bij/Bi and flexural damlping defined as the ratio of DIj

loss to Dij storage, i.e. D "/D j (i,j - 1.2.6). Aij, Bjj and D.j are

functions of of each lamina which are in turn functions of the four

basic engineering material constants EL, ET, GLT and LT and the angle A.

Therefore, the material damping of laminated composites can be obtained from

the definition of Aij, Bij and Dij and the elastic-viscoelatic correspondence

principle in the following form

rI.
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wher i /T and both Q n jaefntoso LEI LG T.Theexpe ;ion fo E[EZETG Tand GT have been derived in [2,3] 1 :
~~:The expressions for Eb and E ~ G:v eT GLE;Tn

by the authors. (2-3)

The material damping in laminated composites is therefore expressed as

Oijlin-plane) = A"j/AIj

cTij (coupled) - B"/Bj (ij = 1.2.6) (2)

Ffljj(flexural) = D'j/Dj
where AB BAj, DBj and Dij are defined in Eq. (1) in terms of

(k) ij RI, ii, "'
Q ,' Q- and the position hk relative to the mid-surface. For symmetric

laminates Bij = 0 and c )ij (coupled) also vanish.

2. Analysis

The relations between Qij (ij 1,2,6) and the four basic engineering

constants are given by the well-known formulae

1I - (vL-) 2ET/EL '": :
EL

~Q11

Q VLTET (3)'k

1 -(VLT)ZET/EL

ET
1 (T) 2ET/EL

Q66 GLT

where
EL =EfVf (1 + R) Tan h (L/2)(Vm VfR) (4)

FE-"4.N



R fiber tip spacing/fiber length (See Fig. 1)

G
pL 4/d("f 1 (5)

ff

1 + 2IlVf (6)
ETE Em T-z

1 + n2Vf (7)
GLT Gm l -Y

VLT vfVf + v my (8)

Ef/Em - 1
J1. (9)

Gf/Gm -1 (10)

n2 I0

Equations (4) and (5) are obtained from Cox's shear lag model [6) and Eqs. (6)
and (7) are the well-known Halpin-Tsai equations. If we consider both fiber
and matrix materials are viscoelastic materials, then in Eqs. (4) through (8)
we have to replace EL by Et, Ef by E ,
i.e.

E EL (1 + f) = (1 + infVfR tan[h 1L/2 ]
L f ffl' U2

+ Em (1 + iN)(Vm - VfR) (11)

G (1 +1iTr
p*L( + +ip 4L/dm 1 (12)L +Ef(1 + InTif)n 7l4Vf

1 + 2 f

ET(l+ iT) Em (1+ iN) . -iVf (13)

1 + * V
GLT (Il + inLT) = Gm(l + i1MG) i f (14)

LT(1 + in ) vf(1 + inf) Vf + Vm(1 + i m)Vm  (15)

vLT V 1)0
Upon separation of real and imaginary parts in Eqs. (11) through (15) and
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equating the real parts and the imaginary parts respectively we can derive the

damping coefficients n, GLT and n1 , i.e. damping along the

longitudinal direction, damping along theLTransverse direction, shear damping

and damping of Pofss6n's ratio for the unidirectional composites in terms of

Ef/Em , Gf/Gm, i, nm%, fiber aspect ratio x/d, fiber tip spacing R, fiber
volume fraction Vf and fiber orleintation angle 0. The expressions

of , fT, nGLT can be found in the authors earlier publications (1-31. The

derivation of the real and imaginary parts of the Poisson's ratio was based on

observation by Gibson and Plunkett (8) that the bulk modulus K is independent
of frequency. With this observaiton, for isotropic fiber and matrix materials

we can easily derive the real part and the imaginary part of the Poisson's

ratio respectively with the result
E'

1/2(1 E-
(16)

E"
V" - i1/2

Substitution of Eqs. (12) through (15) yields the expressions, of

Q* Q* 2 Q, + iQ" 2

11I = Q4+ iQ 11 22 22 + I22
Q*2 Q12 + 'Q" (17)

6= GT = GLT (1 + i'GLT)

in terms of Ef/Em, nf, %, Vf, t/d and R. The detail expressions

are too lengthy to be presented in this paper, but the derivation

is straight forward.

Since [A], [B) and [D] are functions of 1'j and ij (i,j = 1.2.6) which
are related to Qij by the following relations (7)

N ' 11= Q11 cos4e + Q22sin 4 0 + 2(Q12 + 2Q66) sin2 c s20

26= (Q11 - Q12" 2Q66) cosesin 0 (Q22 Q12 2Q66) cos Osin1

the expressions of

A4j = Aij(1 + il)

= ij( 1 + iclij) (ij = 1.2.6) (19)

FE-6
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can be derived from Eqs. (1), (3) and (4) through (16). Again the expressions ,

are too lengthy to be given here. Numerical results of Atl, A*6, D and , _

are presented in the next section as functions of the stacking sequence, fiber
~~~aspect ratio t/d fiber tip spacing R and fiber volume fraction Vf.,.,-.

3. Numerical Results and Discussion 7?

The important quantities to be presented are:

- extensional damping along the direction 1

El', extensional sterage modulus along direction 1

066 m in plane shear damping
E' in plane shear storage modulus .

F'111 flexural damping about the axis I.- go.

D 1i - flexural storage modulus along direction 1

Fn66 = flexural shear damping

D' - flexural shear storage modulus

I ~. W, ,. 5*

Numerical results of the above quantities are presented in Figs. 2 - 11 in

normalized nondimensional form.

In Figs. 2 and 3 Frill D1 F"66 and D;6 of quasi-isotropic graphite-

epoxy composites are plotted as a function of the fiber aspect ratio L/d.

Four different stacking sequences are included. The results are not

surprising. Under flexural loading, the bending stiffness D11 is the highest

when 0* ply is placed on the top and bottom surfaces of the laminate and

becomes the lowest when 0' ply is located in the mid-surface of the

laminate. For D;6 the situation is Just the opposite. It is maximum for a .

given 1/d for the laminate with i 45" plies on the top and bottom and is

minimum with ± 45' plies on the midsurface. The behavior of damping is just

opposite to the corresponding stiffness. This observation is clearly

indicated in Figs. 1 and 2, i.e. and D;6 increase as i.d increases

and F111 and F 66 decrease as 1/d increases.

Figures 4 - 7, show the four in-plane extensional properties,

i.e. E' 19  , E and of angle-ply graphite-epoxy as a function of thei~e E1, n11 E6 I066,.

ply angle 0. Maximum E{i occurs at 00 and drops sharply as 0 increases and

FE-7
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reaches to the same value as 0 z 90° for all value of t/ :. This is true since

when 0 90o; Ell appraoches to E' which is assumed t., be independent of the

fiber aspect ratio ./d. The maximum valur of i.iI depends on the stacking

sequence. This observation was also noticed in the authors previous publi-

cations [2,3] for unidirectional composites. Again at 0 - 90, in1 reaches

the same value regardless of the value of t/d.

E 6and in66 behave just the opposite with the exception that both plots

are symmetric with respect to the vertical line of 0 - 45e% Maximum E6

occurs at 0 - 45o and larger fiber aspect ratio and maximum also occurs

at 8 - 45" but smaller fiber aspect ratio.

Figures 3 - 11, show plot of DI, F I1, D 6 and Fn66 of laminated

graphite-spoxy composites with four different stacking sequences as a function

of t/d. No surprising results were observed. The trend is always the same,

i.e. materials with higher damping will have lower st'"ness and vice versa.

For instance 08/s laminate has maximum D I and minimum D;6 and

[45/-45/45/-4512S laminate has maximum D;6 and minimum D Bi. Out for

dampings, i.e. for F nll and F66 these trends are just reversed.

4. Concluding Remarks

Analytical prediction of extensional stiffness and damping in-plane shear
stiffness and damping, flexural stiffness and damping and flexural shear
stiffness and damping of laminated composites were obtained from the classical
theory of lamination along with the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence
principle and separation of the real and imaginary parts. Numerical results
for laminated composites indicate similar trends as observed in th4!
unidirectional composites, i.e. damping and stiffness always behave in
opposite manners. Designers, thus, should make some compromise in order to
achieve optimum performance of composite structures.

Finally the above analysis does not take into account the contribution of
the interlaminar stresses. A three dimensional model by using the finite-
element approach include the influences of interlaminar stresses has been
developed and the results will be published in the near future.
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THE INFLUENCE OF FIBER LENGTH AND FIBER ORIENTATION ,
ON DAMPING AND STIFFNESS OF POLYMER COMPOSITE MATERIALS ,_?

S.A. Suarez and R.F. Gibson C.T. Sun
Mechanical Engineering Department Department of Engineering Sciences r-)
University of Idaho University of Florida
Moscow, ID 83843 Gainesville, FL 32611

S.K. Chaturvedi
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r

Abstract:

This paper describes the theoretical analysis, the experimental
results and the curve-fitting of the analytical model to the experimental
results on the influence of fiber' length and fiber orientation on damping
and stiffness of polymer composite materials. The experimental results
show that, as predicted, very low fiber aspect ratios are required to
produce significant improvements in damping. Measurements and predictions
also indicate that the control of lamina orientation in a continuous
fiber-reinforced laminate may be a better approach to the improvement of
damping than the control of fiber aspect ratio.
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List of Symbols:

E* Complex extensional modulus for the fiber

E*T Complex transverse modulus for the fiber

E* Composite extensional complex modulus

Em. Complex modulus for the matrix

E* Composite transverse complex modulus

E*€ Composite complex modulus along the loading direction

Ef'Ell Extensional storage and loss moduli for the fiber

EtE" r Extensional storage and loss moduli for the compositeL

E Ell Extensional storage and loss moduli for the matrixmm
GLT In-plane shear modulus for the composite

G*LT Complex in-plane shear modulus for the anistropic fiber
G Complex shear modulus fcr the matrix

K* Generalized complex viscoelastic constant, or complex modulus
K' Generalized storage modulus
K" Generalized loss modulus
i. Fiber length
(x/d) Fiber aspect ratio
(x/d)eff Effective fiber aspect ratio

M Composite modulus ET or GLT
Mf Fiber modulus Ef or Gf

'm Matrix modulus E or Gm
ro0 Fiber radius

vf Fiber volume fraction

vm  Matrix volume fraction

Z Curve fitting parameter for fiber aspect ratio
B Parameter defined in Eq. 2
nf Fiber loss factor

nhsnt in*2 Parameters defined in Eqs. 6, 11 and 13

nm Matrix loss factor

o Angle of the fibers with respect to the direction of the
applied load

+1,07 Functions defined in Eq. 9
Vf Fiber Poisson's ratio
V m Matrix Poisson's ratio

VLT Composite major Poisson's ratio

EI'E,2 Halpin-Tsai parameters
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Introduction:

In a recent paper by one of the authors [1], it was concluded that the

use of discontinuous fiber reinforcement appearz to be a viable approach
to the problem of improvement of internal damping in fiber reinforced
polymer composite materials. This conclusion was based primarily on a
study of the different damping mechanisms operating in these materials and
on the results of an earlier theoretical analysis of damping in aligned
discontinuous fiber reinforced composites [2]. The presence of shear
stress concentrations at the fiber ends of the discontinuous fibers andthe resulting shear stress transfer to the viscoelastic matrix were '

thought to be responsible for the increased damping. In Ref. [2], it was
shown that when the fiber damping is small, there is a theoretically
optimum fiber aspect ratio where the loss modulus in a discontinuous
al igned fiber composite is maximized. Since the predicted optimum aspect
ratios were very low (L/d < 20), it was expected that only greater-than-
optimum values were practically attainable. One of the objectives of the
present work was to obtain experimental damping data for composites having
fiber aspect ratios that were low enough that significant increases in
damping could be generated. Comparisons of these results with predictions
would then be used to test the analytical model.

In Ref. [3], the case of off-axis fiber orientation was treated
analytically. It was predicted that, since the maximum shear stress
occurs at an off-axis angle, maximum damping characteristics could be
obtained at off-axis angles. A second objective of the present work was
to measure damping in composites under off-axis vibratory loading for
comparison with predictions from Ref. [3].

Previous publications have reported on the development of macro-
mechanical models for predicting damping in continuous fiber reinforced
laminated beams from measured lamina properties, lamina orientation and
stacking geometry (4,5,6]. Micromechanical models for prediction of
continuous fiber reinforced lamina properties from constituent material
properties and volume fractions have also been developed [7,8]. To the
best of our knowledge, however, the work reported here is the first
experimental and analytical study of the influence of fiber length and
orientation on damping in discontinuous fiber reinforced laminates at both
the micromechanical and macromechanical levels.

Two variations of a recently developed impulse-frequency response
technique [9,10] were used to determine the complex moduli of small
composite beam specimens. Graphite/epoxy, Kevlar/epoxy and boron/epoxy
materials were tested in flexural vibration for the fiber length studies,
while graphite/epoxy and Kevlar/epoxy materials were tested in extensional
vibration for fiber oricntation studies.

Analysis:

The theoretical analysis of internal damping and dynamic stiffness for
aligned discontinuous fiber reinforced composite materials was based on
the micromechanics models for the complex moduli, as established in [2].
These analytical models were based on the Cox stress distribution [11].
The basic assumptions were:

FF-3
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a. A round fiber surrounded by a cylindrical matrix under extensional ,
load.

b. Fiber and matrix are isotropic. .
c. A perfect bond exists between the fiber and the matrix.
d. There Is no load transfer through the ends of the fiber.
e. The transfer of load from the matrix to the fiber depends upon the

difference between the actual displacement at a point on the
interface, and the displacement that would exist if the fiber wereabsent [12].r:

Using the interfacial shear stress and longitudinal fiber stress
obtained by Cox as a starting point, Gibson, et al. [2] found the solution
for the complex modulus by two methods: the energy method and the force-
balance method. The force-balance approach is actually a combination of
an elastic "mechanics of materials" analysis and the elastic-viscoelastic
correspondence principle [13]. This method was used in the current
research because of convenience and ease of use. From Ref. [2] the
elastic longitudinal modulus of the aligned discontinuous fiber composite
is

EL . (1- tah / 2  v + El v (1)tanh + Em 

st/ 2
G1 2

where = (2)E r2ln(R/ro)

The complex modulus, Et was then found by applying the correspondence

LL

principle to Eq. (1).

E* = E* (1- UIIsPA
4L)v + Emv1  (3)

By separating real and imaginary parts, two equations for the stL-rage
modulus and loss modulus were found. This method predicts an optimum
fiber aspect ratio (ratio of fiber length to fiber diameter) for maximum
damping [2]. Predictions were checked against experimental values using O

this model for the case of aligned discontinuous fiber composite
materials. The results are shown in a later section of this paper.

-: For the case of off-axis analysis, again the force-balance approach
£2) and the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle £13) were used
to find the complex moduli of a composite material when the applied load
is not parallel to the fiber direction [3]. The apparent elastic modulus,
EX, along the direction of the applied stress is given in Eq. (4) as a
function of the longitudinal modulus, El, the transverse modulus, ET,
the in-plane shear modulus, GLT, the major Poisson's ratio VLT, and
the direction of the applied Toad, o [14].

L L _ COS40 + 1 T )sin2 cos20 + L Sine (4)
Ex EL GLT EL ET
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The longitudinal modulus E. is given by Eq. (1), and the transverse
modulus and the in-plane snear modulus can be obtained empirically by I_

using the Halpin-Tsai equations [14].

M +nhv f

Mm  1 hv f

(Mf/M)- 1:
where nh " (6)

(MIM
f/Mm) +

, which is a measure of fiber reinforcement, depends on the fiber
geometry, packing array and loading conditios; . Foir circular fibers in a
square array, values for 4 equal to 2 and 1 for transverse modulus and for
in-plane shear modulus, respectively, gave good results [14). The major
Poisson's ratio can be obtained by using the rule of mixtures [14]:

VLT Vfvf+ Vmvm 
(7)

Using the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle, the elastic
constants for the composite and for each constituent material can be
transformed to complex viscoelastic constants as follows:

K* = K' + iK" = K'(1 + in) (8a)

where the associated loss factor is

K" (8b)

K'

Introducing the complex elastic constants in Eq. (4),,,the off-axis
composite storage modulus, EX, and the loss modulus EX, can be
obtained by separating the real and imaginary parts and neglecting higher
order terms in the loss factor. These equations are very long, so only
the general form is given here:

Ek = 01[Ej, Em, vf, vm , (x/d), nf, nm vf, vm , e, packing array]

El = 2[Ei, Em, vf, VmS (x/d), nf, nm , vf, vm , e, packing array] (9) ':.-

The complete equations are given in [15].
The analysis up to this point is based on the assumption that matrix

and fibers are each isotropic. As shown later, however, in order to fit
the analytical solution to the experimental data, the anisotropic nature
of the graphite fibers must be taken into account [16]. Whitney [17]
showed that by treating the fiber as an orthotropic, transversely
isotropic material, the micromechanics equations can be adapted easily to
take care of fiber anisotropy. Thus, the complex composite transverse
modulus is given by:

FF-5
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1- rI*O)
h1 - Vf .:

where nT - (10)
(E*T/E*) +

and the complex in-plane shear modulus is given by:

1 +42 Vf
GLT= ' " i - fl~V(12) .4

(GLT/G)- 1

where a (LT m (13)
(G LT/G9) + "7

Experimental Results:

Small cantilever beam specimens of Fiberite Hy-E1034C graphite/epoxy,
Fiberite Hy-E1734A2 Kevlar/epoxy and AVCO 5505 boron/epoxy (Table 1) were
tested under flexural vibration for complex moduli determination of
aligned-discontinuous fiber reinforced composites. Specimens were
produced by cutting continuous fiber prepreg tapes and curing with an 4'

autoclave-style press cure as described in Ref. [18]. The computer-aided
impulse-frequency response techniques are described in detail in Refs. ,N
[9], [10] and [15], and the apparatus for the flexural vibration technique ,
is shown in Fig. 1. Impulsive excitation and frequency spectrum analysis

are used to obtain the frequency response functions, and curve-fitting to
these functions yields the desired complex modulus data.

Small free-free beam specimens of graphite/epoxy and Keviar/epoxy with
masses attached at each end (Table 2, Fig. 2) were tested under exten-
sional vibration [10,15] for complex moduli determination of off-axis
fiber reinforced composites. The extensional test was used for off-axis
specimens in order to eliminate the bending-twisting coupling that would
have been present in flexural tests.

The dynamic properties of the matrix were needed as input data for the
micromechanics model used to predict the dynamic properties of composite
materials. Thus, small specimens of neat resin were tested under flexural
and extensional vibration in order to obtain the complex modulus of the
matrix as a function of frequency [10,15].

Discontinuous Aligned Fiber Reinforced Composites:

Figs. 3 and 4 show the experimental data for storage modulus and loss
factor, respectively, along with the original predicted curves generated
from Eq. (3) for graphite/epoxy specimens. The theoretical analysis did ,'.,-
not show good agreement with the experimental results, so the parameters
which had the greatest uncertainties associated with them were then used
as curve-fitting parameters. For example, the elastic modulus of the

FF-6 '..:S
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fiber given by the manufacturers is based on bare fibers, and apparently
there is a reduction in the fiber properties in the pre-preg material.
This parameter was used as curve-fitting parameter to shift the curve in
Fig. 3 downwards. The fibers contribute some damping [19], but since no %
information on fiber loss factors for our materials was available, this
was used as another parameter for curve-fitting. A non-zero fiber loss
factor shifts the curve in Fig. 4 upwards. Since the micromechanical
model does not include the effects of the fiber/matrix interface, the
"fiber loss factor" parameter probably includes some interface damping as
well. The resulting vertical shifts of the theoretical curves in Figs. 3
and 4 were not sufficient to match the experimental data, however. Some
horizontal shifting was also necessary in order to get good agreement, as
shown in the following paragraph.

The force-balance model is based on a single fiber [2]. However, the
influence of contiguous fibers in fiber bundles is not known, so an
"effective fiber aspect ratio," (L/d) was introduced as given in
Eq. 14:

(=/d)eff Z(t/d) (14)

where Z is a curve-fitting parameter that shifts the curves of Figs. 3 , .o
and 4 to the left or to the right.

By varying these parameters one at a time, a good fit was obtained
with the following values. For graphite/epoxy composite (see Figs. 5
and 6):

E' = 25.51 x 106 psi (175.76 GPa)

Manufacturer's value: 33 x 106 psi (227.36 GPa)
,If = 0.0015

Z 0.03

For Kevlar/epoxy composite (see Ref. (15)):

Ej = 14.28 x 106 psi (99.767 GPa)

Manufacturer's value: 18 x 106 psi (124.026 GPa)
,I = 0.011 •e. "-". "

Z 0.03 " -"

For boron/epoxy composite (see Ref. [15]):

E = 55.43 x 106 psi (381.913 GPa)

Manufacturer's value: 58 x 106 psi (399.62 GPa) ".
n= 0.019

Z = 0.4 .. e

No claim is made here regarding the uniqueness of these sets of curve-
fitting parameters. There may be other combinations of values that would
work equally well. These results should be taken only as a first attempt .
at explaining the observed discrepancies. We are continuing to work on
improved analytical models. For example, the model used here does not
consider fiber interaction, since it is based on a single fiber. V.I
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In addition, it does not consider interface effects that can have
substantial influence on the damping. Research now going on at the
University of Idaho involves the use of a finite element model with , R.I
spacing between the r
ends of the fibers as another parameter [20,21]. This parameter has the
same effect as the "effective fiber aspect ratio" in the force-balance
approach.

Figure 7 shows a tridimensional plot from the "corrected" analytical
model. The measured frequency dependence of the matrix loss factor is
shown to affect the corresponding composite property, and the best damping
characteristics are apparently obtained in low fiber aspect ratio
composites which are subjected to high frequency vibrations. <- ""

Off-Axis Fiber Reinforced Composites:

Off-axis tests were done on graphite/epoxy continuous and discontin-
uous fibers and Kevlar/epoxy conttinuous fiber specimens. These results
showed that fiber length only has a significant effect for fiber angles
near zero [15]. Thus, the fiber length effect was discussed in the
previous section and only the results for off-axis continuous fibers are
discussed here, For comparison with the predicted curves from
Eqs. (4-8), the dimensionless ratio for Ex/E m and the loss factor are

%,
plotted against fiber direction in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively for
graphite/epoxy continuous fiber composite.

Again, the analysis without curve-fitting did not show good agreement
with the experimental data. The first attempt at curve-fitting involved "0
the introduction of the parameters that gave the best fit for the aligned
discontinuous fiber case: storage modulus, effective fiber aspect ratio
and fiber loss factor. These parameters corrected the curves for the 00
fiber direction. The Halpin-Tsai parameters that appear in the equations
for the transverse Young's Modulus and shear modulus (Eqs. 5,6) were then ""
changed. These parameters made it possible to fit the off-axis stiffness
data, but not the loss factor data. Only by considering the anisotropy of
the fibers (Eqs. 10-13), was it possible to obtain good agreement with the
loss factor data. The transverse Young's Modulus and the shear modulus of
the fiber were used as curve-fitting parameters as follows:

For graphite/epoxy composite:

Transverse modulus for the fiber: 2 x 106 psi (13.78 GPa) ...

Shear modulus for the fiber: 4 x 106 psi (27.56 GPa)
Halpin-Tsai parameters: 2 for transverse modulus and 4 for shear modulus

For Kevlar/epoxy composite:

Transverse modulus for the fiber: 1 x 106 psi (6.89 GPa)
Shear modulus for the fiber: 2 x 106 psi (13.7 GPa) ,

Halpin-Tsai parameters: 2 for transverse modulus and 1 for shear modulus

Since the Kevlar fibers have a larger diameter than the graphite fibers
and the Kevlar composites had roughly twice the void fraction of the
graphite composites (Table 2), it is reasonable to expect that the Halpin-
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Tsai interpolatioii parameters might be different for the two materials.
Again, no claim of uniqueness is made regarding the choice of curve-
fitting parameters.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the experimental values with the best predicted
curves. The stiffness is maximum at 00 and continuously goes down;
rapidly up to about 300 and then move slowly fran there to 900. The loss
factor increases to a maximum for an optimum fiber direction of
a-proximately 300, then decreases slowly with increasing fiber direction.
These trends are in agreement with those for a different graphite/epoxy

composite in a previous paper by Ni and Adams [6]. The same trends were
obtained for Kevlar/epoxy specimens, but the experimental values for loss
factor were consistently greater tnan predicted values for fiber angles
greater than 450 [15]. The excellent toughness of the Kevlar fibers
caused problems during machining of the off-axis specimens, and the
resulting delaminatlons are believed to be responsible for the high
apparent damping in these specimens.

The overall trends can be better visualized with the tridimensional
plots of Ex/E m, and loss factor for graphite/epoxy continuous fiber that

are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. Figure 12 shows that maximum
stiffness occurs for high fiber aspect ratios and an angle of zero
degrees, and these conditions are practically a~zainable. Figure 13 shows
that the maximum damping occurs for very low fiber aspect ratios and an
angle of zero degrees, but the very low fiber aspect ratios are not
practically attainable for high modulus fibers. A more practical approach
to improving damping appears to be the control of fiber orientation at
reasonable fiber aspect ratios. This conclusion is also supported by the
numerical values tabulated in Table 3. Table 3 shows that the predicted
maximum loss factors occur for zero degree fibers with an aspect ratio
near 20, but that when the actual minimum attainable aspect ratios are
used, the off-axis fibers (continuous or discontinuous) give greater
damping. The experimental results also show that Kevlar has twice the
damping of graphite for a fiber orientation of zero degrees, but in the
off-axi! i'ase, the two materials have nearly the same maximum damping.

Current research involves the extension of the work reported here to
the more general cases of random short fiber composites and hybrid
l aminates.

Concl usions:

1. Analytical predictions show that discontinuous fiber composite
materials give maximum damping for fiber aspect ratios less than those
experimentally attainable in this research. Experimental data did
verify the predicted trend of increased damping as the aspect ratio is
reduced, however.

2. The results show that the off-axis composite properties are
essentially independent of the fiber aspect ratio in the range of
practical aspect ratios when the fiber angle is not close to zero.
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3. Greater exoerimental damping values were obtained in graphite/epoxy
and Kevlar/epoxy by varying the fiber orientation than by varying the
fiber aspect ratio. Thus, the control of lamina orientation in a
continuous fiber-reinforced laminate may be a better approach to the
improvement of composite damping than the control of fiber aspect
ratio.

4. Empirical design equations have been developed for predicting the

dynamic mechanical properties of a fiber-reinforced orthotropic lamina
In terms of properties and volume fractions of constituent materials,
fiber geometry and fiber orientation.

5. Due to the number of parameters involved in the analytical models and
the uncertainties associated with numerical values of some of these
parameters, the attempts at curve-fitting should only be taken as a
first attempt at explaining the discrepancies between experimental
data and predictions. Research on improved analytical models is
continulng.
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TABLE

a \

Description of discontinuous aligned specimens tested with flexural
vibration

ro Fiber Lenqth Width Thickness Denalty Vf,
(n) (M) (in) (M) (in) (m) (lb/in, ) (g/cc) (M)

FIVERITZ 934 RESIN CASTING a.

i N/A 0.744 13.898 0.123 3.134 0.0469 1.291 N/A

AVCO 5505 RESIN CASTING

6 N/A 0.753 19.126 0.119 3.023 0.0445 1.232 N/A

GRAPHITE / EPOXY

1 7.5 190.5 0.746 18.948 0.062 1.575 0,0571 1.584 66
6 1/2 12.7 0.76 19.304 0.0588 1.494 0.0571 1.584 66.5
6 1/4 6.35 0.733 11.618 0.06 1.523 0.0572 1.58 64.6
6 1/1 3.175 0.749 19.025 0.061 1.554 0.0568 1.574 64.7 r
6 1/16 1.588 0.753 19.126 0.0f25 1.538 0.0567 1.574 43.2

KEVLAR / EPOXY -

5 7.5 190.5 0.755 19.177 0.0528 1.341 0.0492 1.362 65.8
5 1/2 12.7 0.755 19.177 0.0542 1.377 0.0487 1.348 63.1
6 1/4 6.35 0.74 '11.796 0.0521 1.323 0.0477 1.323 66.7
6 1/8 3.175 0.749 19.025 0.053 1.346 0.049 1.357 67.1
6 1/16 1.588 0.746 18.948 0.0553 1.405 0.0498 1.382 63

ROaOq / EPOXY ,...*

6 7.5 190.5 0.745 18.923 0.0459 1.167 0.0743 2.061 63.4
6 2 50.8 0.746 11.923 0.0411 1.221 0.0732 2.031 $2.9
6 1 25,4 0.749 19.012 0.0551 1.399 0.0724 2.009 60.4
6 1/2 12.7 0.748 11.991 0.0532 1.351 0.073 2.024 60.2
6 11.4 6.35 0.751 19.075 0.0417 1.237 0.0751 2.084 62
6 1/8 3.175 0.75 19.05 0.0504 1.279 0.0734 2.037 60.3
6 1/16 1.58 0.751 19.075 0.0541 1.373 0.0704 1.954 56 '..,

-9.
..~%

Note.- The length for all the specimens is 7.5 in (190.5 m)
Vf - riber volume fraction LIM

S
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TABLE 2 "

Description of off-axis fiber spacin tested vith extensional vibration

No Fiber Length Width Thickness Hiss I HASS 2
angle (in) (cim) (in) (w) (in) ( ) (lb) (ki) (lb) (kg)

FIBERITE 93. RESIN CASTING

I N/A 8.31.. 211.938 0 745 16 923 0.124. 3.150 0.627 0.285 0.6316 0.287
1 NIA 5.563 141.3 0.746 18.91,8 0.126 3.2 0.627 0.285 0.6316 0.287
1 N/A 1.875 47.625 0.746 18.98 0.126 3.2 0.627 0.285 0.6316 0.287
1 N/A 0.875 22.225 0.7.6 18.9,8 0.126 -.2 0.627 0.285 0.6316 0.287

Note.- The density for resin casting is 0.0,69 lb/in (1.298 X/cc)

GRAPHITE / EPOXY COh -rlN-US FIBER .-.

6 0 8.375 212.725 0.746 16.948 0.062 1.575 1.2615 0.573 1.2686 0.577
5 2.5 8.5S6 217.322 0.741 18.821 0.060 1.524 1.2615 0.573 Y.2686 0.577

. 8.25 209.550 0.729 16 517 0.062 1.575 1.2615 0.573 1.2686 0.577

6 12.5 7.896 2u0.558 0.73 18.51.2 0.060 1.524 0.96 0.43 0.9514 0.1,32
5 20 7.422 188.519 0.728 18.4,91 0.060 1.524 0.627 0.285 0.6316 0.287

6 163 5.037 127.9. 0.731 18.517 0.060 1.524 0.30S 0.139 0.3076 0.14

6 60 4.060 103.124 0.729 18.517 0.060 1. 2 0.30S 0.139 0.3076 0.11.
6 75 3.058 77.673 0.729 18.517 0.061 1.549 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14

6 90 3.037 77.140 0.729 18.517 0.061 1.51.9 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14

Note.- Ctnsity 0.0573 lb/in'(1 S89 S/cc) -
Fiber volume fraction 67.5 %
Void volume fraction 0.2 '.-

J, ..GRAPHITE / EPOXY DISCO VIJ(S FIBER .-

6 0 8.125 206.37S 0.733 18.618 0.060 I.S24 1.2615 0.573 1.2b86 0.577

5 2.5 9.307 236.398 0 73 18.54,2 0.062 1.575 0.946 0.43 0.951 0.432
S ?.5 8.863 225.120 0.729 18.517 0.061 1.54.9 0.946 0.43 0.9514 0.432

6 12.5 6.933 176.098 0.731 16 567 0.061 1.S49 0.946 0.4.3 0.9514 0.432-
S 20 5.938 !50.825 0.729 18.517 0. 63 1.600 0.627 0.285 0.6316 0.2a7
6 AS 4.S37 115.240 0.722 18 339 0.U61 1.S49 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14 ea.P

6 60 3.512 89.963 0.732 18.593 0.062 1.575 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14
75 3.063 77 788 0.725 18.415 0.062 1 57S 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14 '"-

5 90 3.OS7 77.6.8 0.7214 18.390 0.063 1.600 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14

Note.- The fiber length for these specimens is 1/4 in (6.35 m,).
Density 0.0573 lb/ins (1.S89 &/cc). and
Fiber volume fraction 67 8
Void volume fraction 0 6? 7 Ii,..

%.
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TALE 2 (continuation)

Description of off-axis fiber specimens tested with extensional vibration -

No Fiber Length Width Thickness mass I Has* 2
,gle (in) (m) (in) (m) (in) (m) (Ib) (kg) (Ib) (kg)

flVIAR IEFOXY CONTINUOUS FIER S

4 0 8.375 212.725 0.755 19.177 0.053 1.346 1.2615 0.573 1.2686 0.577
4 2.5 7.91, 201.016 0M733 19.618 0.053 1.346 1.2615 0.573 1.2686 0.577
I 7.5 7.699 200.635 0.734 18.644 0.054 1.372 0.946 0.43 0.9514 0.432
5 12.5 6.938 176.225 0.742 19.847 0.053 1.346 0.627 0.28S 0.6316 0.287 ..

3 20 4.464 113.386 0,753 19.126 0.054 1.372 0.627 0.255 0.6316 0.217
6 45 3.072 75.029 0.75 19.05 0.054 1.372 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14
4 60 2.059 53.061 0.742 18.847 0.054 1.372 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14
4 75 1.553 39.446 0.75 19.05 0.057 1.448 0.30S 0.139 0.3076 0.14
4 90 1.442 36.627 0.762 19.355 0.05S 1.397 0.305 0.139 0.3076 0.14

Note.- Density O.OS lblin3(1.367 g/cc) .
Fiber volume fraction 71.5 .
Void volume fraction 1.38,--

.. .

%'

p.'.
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(a) Base onpeitdotnmfbrapc ai

Matriloibrn o A n Rti Loss Factor

(b) Based on prictmud attinaleepeiena fiber aspect ratios n

Fiber Aspect

Material Fiber Angle Ratio Loss Factor

graphite/epoxy 0 220 0.09

*Kevlar/epoxy 130 0.07
grp ft/axy 37.50 contnuou fi

Fiber Aspect
Ma teri al Fiber Angle. Ra ti o Los s Factor

graphite/epoxy 00 26 0.09
Kevlar/epoxy 00 133 0.07

graphitre/epoxy 30 c 2nino 0.029

Kevyar/epoxy 450 continuous 0.035
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Figure 1. Flexural vibration apparatus.
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A REVIEW OF THE DAMPING MECHANISMS IN

ADVANCED FIBRE-REINFORCED COMPOSITES

by

Robert D. Adams

. Departmenv of Mechanical Engineering
University of Bristol,
Bristol BS8 lTR
England

4

ABSTRACT

~The damping properties and dynamic moduli of fibre-reinforced composite
materials are reviewed starting with micromechanics as applied to uni-
directional materials, we proceed to the predictions of damping for laminated
beams and plates. Theoretical predictions are shown to be it, excellent
agreement with experimental measurements. Comparisons are also made with
light-weight metals.a.f
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1. INTRODUCTION

High performance filamentary composite materials are finding increased __

usage in aircraft, space and propulsion systems, thus complementing the already
extensive use of low-performance composite materials in general industrial
and shipbuilding applications. The distinguishing features of these new
materials are their high specific strength and stiffness, together with a
directionality of properties. The first two properties mean that significant
weight reductions may be achieved. The directionality factor complicates
structural design procedures but, at the same time, leads to a new degree of
freedom in that the strength and stiffness of the material may be tailored
precisely to the amount and in the direction required for a specific application.

Most early developments work in the field was restricted to glass fibre
reinforced materials due to its cheapness and ease of manufacture. Indeed,
glass is eminently suitable in terms of its high ultimate strength, being
typically in the range of 3 to 3.5 GPa (425-500 x 103 psi)* but it lacks in
terms of stiffness (Young's modulus E - 70 GPa (10 C 106 psi)) compared with
alternative materials. For instance boron offers a stiffness more than five
times that of glass (380 GPa (55 x 106 psi)) whilst posessing a similar tensile
strength (2.8 GPa (400 x l03 psi)). This has led to the development of
boron/epoxy and boron/aluminium materials for aerospace applications. One
disadvantage of boron is the high cost of manufacture which is predominantly I

by vapour phase reaction on a tungsten wire substrate. Carbon (or graphite)
can be produced in both whisker and fibrous form for inclusion in resin or "-

carbon based composites. Itt its whisker form, carbon has an ultimate tensile
strength of 15 to 20 GPa (2 to 3 x 106 psi) and a tensile modulus of 700 GPa
(100 x 106 psi) but it is even more expensive to produce than boron. However,
continuous carbon fibre may be produced relatively cheaply by the controlled
pyrolysis of man-made organic fibres. The resulting fibres have a high
strength and stiffness (tensile strength 3.5 GPa (500 x 106 psi))and Young's
modulus up to 500 GPa (70 x 106 psi), and are capable of retaining their

strength up to temperatures approaching 3000 *C. The manufacturing procesees
vary with the type of precursor and the properties desired from the final
product and surface treatments may be used to improve the bond between fibre
and matrix. Manufacturing costs remain high while quantities are small, but
at the present time carbon offers great promise. The various derivatives of
Kevlar, which are manufactured from organic polymers, have a tensile strength
similar to that of glass, but twice the modulus.

The second component of the composite, the matrix, is most commonly of
rthe resin type, although metal, rubber, ceramic and carbon based materials

have occasionally been used. The resin systems available may be divided into

two groups, namely thermosetting and thermoplastic resins. Of the former
group, by far the most important types are the polyesters and epoxides.
Polyesters are low-cost general-purpose resins which cure at room temperature,
while epoxides generally require both temperature and pressure during the cure

cycle. To ease manufacture, the epoxide/fibre material is usually supplied
in sheet or tape form which has been pre-impregnated with partially cured resin,
but which retains sufficient flexibility co facilitate moulding. Thermally
stable polymers have been developed for continuous operation at up to 300 *C.
Thermoplastics such as nylon and polypropylene may be reinforced with fibrous
material, especially glass.

* 1 lbf/in2 (psi) 6895 N/m2 E 6895 Pa C.
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In the past, the damping capacity of conventional engineering materials
has not generally provided sufficient energy dissipation to limit resonant
or near resonant amplitudes of vibration. The position has been further
aggravated by the development of high strength alloys such as aluminium and
titanium which generally have lower damping than that provided by their weaker
counterparts. Conventional structures have many additional sources of energy
dissipation such as bolted and rivetted joints, lubricated bearings and so on.
In space applications, owing to the absence of a surrounding fluid or gas,
aerodynamic damping is essentially zero, thus removing another important source
of energy dissipation, especially in thin, SheeL structures. However, when
using composite materials it is usually necessary to use adhesively-bonded
joints, since bolts and rivets tend to pull out. This seriously reduces the
structural damping and so makes material damping far more important. Thissituation can be alleviated in fibre reinforced mate~rials by making a suitable
choice of components in that the damping derives essentially from the matrix
and matrix/fibre interface. It is therefore more important to understand .4
the mechanisms of damping in composites than in metalZio materials.

The main sources of internal damping in a composite material arise from
microplastic or viscoelastic phenomena associated with the matrix and relative
slipping at the interface between the matrix and the reinforcement. Thus,
excluding the contribution from any crac id debonds, the internal damping
of the composite will be influenced by the collowing factors:

(i) the properties and relative proportions of matrix and reinforcement in
the composite (the latter is usually represented by the volume fraction
of the reinforcement v);

(ii) the size of the inclusions (particle size, fibre, diameter, etc.)

(iii) the orientation of the reinforcing material to the axis of loading;

(iv) the surface treatment of the reinforcement.

In addition, loading and environmental factors such as amplitude, frequency
and temperature may also affect the measured damping values.

To cover the dynamic properties of all composite materials is beyond
the limited scope of this review. We will therefore restrict the treatment
to those advanced composites which are to be foufid in stress-bearing situations
in modern engineering. Unreinforced polymers will not be covered here, except
as a component of the composite, nor will composites with randomly-oriented
fibres.

The vibration properties which concern us are the damping and the
dynamic modulus. These are defined in Fig.l. When taken round a stress
cycle, all materials show a non-singular relationship between stress and r -
strain. The modulus is given by the mean slopof the stress-strain loop.
For most materials, there is little ambiguity in this definition, since the
loop is almost indistinguishable from a straight line. The area, AU, of
the loop represents the work done against "internal friction" and is the
amount of energy dissipated during the cycle.

FG-3
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Fig.l. Definition of specific damping capacity, Y

Referring to Fig.l, it can be seen that the maximum strain energy stored
per unit volume in the cycle is U _ 82/2E = EC2/2. We now define the specific
damping capacity, Y, of the material as

U
This quantity is usually expressed as a percentage. Providing the damping
Is not large (Y < 100%), Y is related to other commonly used damping parameters
oy the relationships

Y L - 26 - 2un 4 C - 2w (1)
Wn

where Q- quality (amplification) factor,
6 - logarithmic decrement.

Jn - loss factor
C- proportion of critical damping

wn 9natural frequency

w, and w2 are the half power (3 dB) points

2. UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITES

In these materials, all the fibres are considered to be parallel and

lying in the direction of the major axis of the specimen.

Longitudinal shear concerns the twisting of a bar of such an aligned

FG-4
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composite. Thus, the longitudinal shear modulus of CFRP and GFRP is
principally a function of the matrix shear modulus, the fibre shear modulus,

and the volume fraction of fibres. None of jhe existing micromechamics
theories accuratel fit the experimental data . but the numerical prediction
of Adams and Doner gives good agreement. From such a curve as is shown in
Fig.2. it is possible to determine the volume fraction Vf if the matrix shear
modulus Gm is known, and vice versa.

For longitudinal shear loading, it can be shown that for viscoelastic
materials-,

a [ -( + f) + v 1-f + v +( ()22+ 2
+ 0f) +1- VJfG(l - V +I+ + VA(

where the suffices f and m mean fibre and matrix, Vf is the volumG fraction
of fibre, G is the ratio of the shear modulus of the fibre to that of the
matrix, and Y the specific damping capacity. For many fibre/matrix combina-
tions, G is of the order of 10, and this result leads to a composite specific
damping capacity that is little influenced by the volume fraction of fibre.
This relationship is shown for a typical carbon fibre composite in Fig.3.
together with an alternative solution proposed by Adams and Baconl. In order
that these predictions can be compared to the variety of experimental systems,
the damping values have been non-dimensionalised. To explain the lower
damping measured in their torsional tests, Adams and Bacon cited effects due
to fibre misalignment and dilational strains in the material w|hich contribute
little to the damping, but significantly to the stored strain energy.

The longitudinal Young's modulus, EL, (the tensile modulus in the
direction of the fibres in a unidirectional composite), is given by the rule
of mixtures and is

Ef~ - v )""
EL fff' C

where Ef, Em are the fibre and matrix moduli and Vf is the volume fraction
of fibre. This rule is well-obeyed experimentally as shown in Fig.4. and ,.4
may be used as a check on any parameter provided the others are known. This
relationship was derived for normal axial loading (tension or compression), ,
but also applies in flexure provided shear effecrs can be neglected. It is
also possible to predict the damping capacity of unidirectional material when
stressed in the fibre direction by using the law of mixtures and assuming that
all, the energy dissipation occurs in the matrix. On this basis, we arrive .,

at the equation . Cv*%.C,.,

7 -V Vf) E1EL
L M (1m

where E is Young's modulus and the suffix L means longitudinal tensile/
compressive properties of the composite.

However, it is found that this expression underestimates considerably
the measured value of YL, even when considerable effort has been made to
eliminate extraneous losses (Fig.5). Basically, there are several contributions
to the discrepancy. First, the smaller is the fibre diameter, the larger
is the surface area of fibre per unit volume. Adams and Short4 showed that,
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Fig.4. Longitudinal

Young's modulus against
fibre volume fraction for
different fibres:

1d - 1O m; +d - 20 im
0 d- 30 Pm; x d - 50 Pm

- law of mixtures

for glass fibres of 10, 20, 30 and 50pm diameter in polyester resin, there was

a consistent increase in TL with reduction in fibre diameter. Second, the

problem of misalignment is not insignificant as is shown below for angle-ply
composites. Third, any structural imperfections, such as cracks and debonds,

lead to interfacial rubbing and hence to additional losses. Finally, although
the effect of shear is usually negligible in stiffness measurements, this is

4less true for the damping since the shear damping is essentially that of the

matrix and LT is of the order of 50 - 100 times larger than TL. Thus,

•. 0.3

0.2.

Fig.5. Variation of
Flexural damping 'L, with
fibre volume fraction v

0.1 
for HT-S carbon fibre f

in epoxy resin.

-* -Experimental values

------ Law of mixtures
plus shear damping

0 0.2 0.4 O.6 O.6
! jf
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although only a few per cent of the energy is stored in shear, this can make
a substantial contribution to the total predicted value. Figure 6 shows that
as the aspect ratio of a beam was reduced from 90 to 50, the shear damping iW-,
contribution was increased. Further, by subtracting the shear damping from
the experimental values, the effect of aspect ratio is essentially eliminated. *. .:

The difference remaining between the law of mixtures prediction and the
"Experimental minus shear" values was mainly due to the combination of
miaalignment, internal flaws and fibre diameter. It has been suggested that
the discrepancy can be accounted for by the composite being modelled such that
the damping of the fibres is considered. Unfortunately, this is unlikely to
be a realistic solution since the damping of the fibres is extremely small.
Adams5 has measured directly the longitudinal shear damping of a variety of
single carbon fibres and found values of the order of 0.13% specific damping q%..%

capacity. This gives a loss factor of the order of 2 x 10-4I In tension/
compression, the graphite microfibrils which comprise the structure of carbon
fibres will be preferentially stressed in their strong direction) with much .,v

less interfacial slip than might occur in torsion. Thus, the longitudinal
damping (tension/compression) ought to be at least an order of magnitude lower ' ,
than that measured in torsion, giving a loss factor of 2 x 10-5 or so. Tere .
is, therefore, no way in which damping of this level can reasonably be used
to explain the discrepancies in the micromechanics models.

ft8 '.., . f

• ", * . .

toN -

0.6,.

0.-f .'f

S II 96 I IIt o 7 0 0 1 9 0 o .Z o .4 .60 .

BEAM ASPECT RATIO, k/h U

Fig.6. Fig.7.
Variation of flexural damping, TL Variation of ratio of transverse
with aspect ratio for HM-S carbon damping, TT, to matrix damping, Ym,
fibre in DX 209 epoxy resin; with fibre volume fraction V .
Vf .5; measured SDC; -f

theoretical shear SDC;
theoretical law of mixtures SDC. .
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in the transverse direction, the damping is, as in shear, very heavily. -.'

matrix dependent. Also thert is again no reliable micromechanics theory for.':"¢.

predicting Yr. Experiments covering a wide variety of fibres (from E-glass -'._'

to 11H carbon) showed that the transverse damping in largely independent of -

both fibre type and surface treatment. Volume fraction doc=g, in a similar .,.

way to longitudinal shear, have a significant effect on YT. Some experimental .

results to illustrate this point are given in Fig.7. Fig. 8 shows the "'

transverse Young's modulus E. which is seen to increase markedly with volume,.o,

fraction.

It can be seen from the above that while the various micromechanics ,,

theories are sufficiently accurate for predicting moduli, they are generally ' ' :

poor at predicting damping. This is because the various theories do not . ..-.

contain some of the important factors (such as microcracks, misalignment,". "

surface area, etc) which contribute te the damping of unidirectional materials,.b

Without developing some very complex models, it is unlikely that the sitiation _.

can be changed in the near future. The only safe feature is that, with the6

possible exception of Kvlar, there is essentially no damping in the fibres ..

themselves. :

S.. *,,,.

Recently, Ni and Adams G used a combination of micromechanncs and experi- %'

mental results to produce a series of predictive curves for the variation of
the unidirectional modul, and damping values with fibre volume fraction. They

also showed the importance of using th re le mifraction for ths basic

data. Thus, when making predictions of the damping for laminated plates, e,. -

it is important to know the volume fraction of both the plates and the uni-.,,,,
directional material used in making the prediction. Guides were given for

converting data, and an example showed the errors which can occur if the ...

corrected data is not used. It is suggested'that the Ni and Adams approach

is far more suitable in practical terms than trying to evolve increasingly .,..

complex micromechanics models. _,.

Whfn the specmnn axis, and so the direction of loading, ist an angle 0

to the fiure dicna ser a re tonal composite, we have the off-axisntl
situation, Adams and Bacon 7 showed that, for a unidirectional beam with the

fibres at angle 0 to the specimen axis, the damping is given by % -. .

% -.
'.

T _ in4O [ + cos20 sin2O 7, (3) %' ,,x

for 5 S 0Y0n where S is the compliance in the direction of the specimen

axis. Figure 9 shows the theoretical and experimental values of Tn for a --

carbon fibre beam, together with the separate theoretical contributions from,\"

stresses in the L, T and LT directions. Figure 9 includes the full theoretical ,b%

expression for the variation of camping with angle e and also shows the separatecontribtuions from direct stresses in the direction of the fibres (L), trans-

verse to the fibres (Om and in shear (LT). The theoretical prediction and

experimental measurement of the variation of Young's modulus, e , with angle
is also showiin Fig.9. Excellent agreement between the theory and experiment

S.

tshe w unidrcta modulis and damping.vle ihfbevouefato. Te
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3. BEAMS CUT FROM LAMINATED PLATES

Beams and plates are often made from a succession of laminae as shown ____v

in Fig.lO. It is necessary to use the theory of laminated plates and to
evaluate the contributions to damping made by each layer. Beams are a special %
case of plates, but are better treated separately because the theory of vibrat-
ing beams is much easier than that of plates. In any case, the theory can
only be outlined in a review of this length.

The constitutive equation relating stresses, a, &nd strains, c, in the
ktlh lamina is

1 Qll Q12 Q16 El

02 Q'i2 Q22 Q26 '£2j"-.
06 Q16 Q26 Q66{ CO6,

k k k

where the values Q.. are the stiffness matrix components in the specimen system
of axes, 1, 2, 3 ol3the ktl lamina and are obtained from the values in the
axes related to the fibre direction x, y, z by using the appropriate geometric *.: ,"
transformation. For a bea specimen, the stresses a2 and 06 (traverse and .•

OntcrIaminar shear) can be noglcctcd in comparison with o. '.'. .."

By using the appropriate geometric transformation, these stresses can .%*- -
be converted from the specimen axes tc the fibre directions. It is then
possible to calculate the stresses in the fibre direction ax (i.e. OL),
normal to it a (i.e. aT) and the shear components oax(i.et oLT). The total 4

energy stored n the x (or L) direction, say ZL, can then be calculated, and
the energy dissipation in this layer and in this direction is then given by

AZZ = i L ZL,

For the beam, the overall specific damping capacity 'or is then given by .

AZ LZL + 'iTZT "'LT "'LT
Tot, - (4) 4"*~ e

5 5

?or = - = z + Zp + Z' -... ., .

If the elastic moduli and damping coefficients are known for unidirectional
material, it is possible to calculate the overall damping of a beam. Ni and
Adams8 give the theory for generally-laminated beams and obtained excellent "
agreement with measured results. .-

,.• " .. . ...

W W le Fig.10. *.*'77"5*

Lamina stacking arrange-

ment for (0, -60, 60)
laminate. The suffix s

indicates symmetry of
stacking about the

mid-plane.
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Whereas specimens with all layers at 0 will twist as they are bent, %.%0a

the twisting can be internally restrained by using several layers at "- 0. The ,%
damping contributions can again be assessed and the measured values accounted ,

for .  Figure 11 shows theoretical predictions and experimental measurements .
for the modulus and damping of a series of CFRP beams made with ten layers , i-
(of high modulus carbon fibres in epoxy resin) alternately at i 0. Note that .,
the modulus is higher than that of the off-axis specimens owing to the internal ':.

restraint, while the damping is generally lower.

Moregenerally laminated composites, as shown in Fig.Z0, are commonly ,.'
used in practice. Fortunately, the same method can be used as above for,..
predicting the damping, and Fig.12 shows the excellent agreement between theory ,.:
and experiment for the variation of damping with 0 of a symmetrical, high- ''
modulus graphite fibre reinforced epoxy plate. Beam specimens were cut at '

C-. Al...

angles from -90' to +90* relative to the fibre direction in the outer layerof this (0*, -60% , +60°)s plate. N.

4. LAMINATED PLATES.

Fibre reinforced plates of various a and with different boundary
conditions (free, clamped, hinged) commonly occur in practice. Designers t
need to be able to predict the stiffness parameters and damping values of such % 0Jd

plates for conditions such as aeroelasticity, acoustic fatigue and so on. Much...'.
attention has been devoted to the stiffness predictions, but very little to

damping. Our interest here is mainly in damping and the development of a ..
suitable mathematical model which can be used to predict the damping values
of plates laminated from fibres of varis o ypes a eious orientations. Such.
is the mathematical complexity of the equation of motion of plates (even those
made from isotropic materials) that closed-form solutions exist only for special
cases such as hinged (simply supported) rectangular plates, and circular plates

(involving Bessel functions). The solution is therefore best obtained using-'
finite element techniques which can readily accommodate different shapes,
thicknesses and boundary conditions. Some examples are given by Cawley and
Adams 9 . -,

All the plates discussed here are mid-plane symmetric so as to eliminate--.

bending-stretching coupling. It is, however, possible to include this effect
in the analysis if asymmetrical laminates were to be used.,

The first e0 modes of vibration of a typical plate can be adequately cut at
described by using a coarse finite element mesh with six elements per side

(6 x 6 36 elements for a rectangular plate). The essence of the technique

is first to determine the values of strain energy stored due to the stresses
~relative to the fibre axes of each layer of each element. By using modulus ['

parameters determined from unidirectional bars, it is then possible to determinethe total energy stored in each layer of each element. Theffeent n summed nda
through the thickness to give the energy stored in each emen this is :-.t.
related to the strains and the mean elasticity matrix for the element. ItMu
is then possible to use standard finite element programs and avoid the mathe-
matical complication of working in terms of the standard plate equations. This
approach provides the stiffness of the plate, the maximum strain energy U stored
in any given mode of vibration, the natural frequencies, and the mode shape.

FG-12 ;,':
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The ener eisui,ated in an element of unit width and length situated in the
%th layo. 4an also now be determined. This is done by transforming the ,.
stress( , ari .itrains to the fibre directions and using the damping properties
of 0' bare. The energy dissipated in the element in the kth layer is inte-
&rated over the whole area of the plate and the contributions of each layer
summed to givo AU,, the total energy dissipated in the plate. The overall
specific, damping capacity You is then given by YO' - AUIU. Alternatively,
the da,%ping can first be summed through the thickness of the damped element
to give a damped elemant stiffness matrix. This can then be treated by
standard finite e.ement techniques.

1; mit i ,-.'
F.% 1.1
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It is useful to express in mathematical terms the technique described
above. The maximum strain energy U is obtained as for an undamped system
as follows:

U E (ct..dV(5

V
where c.. and a..* are the strains and stresses related to the fibre direction.
This equ tion may be reduced to a standard form as

U = (1"[K] (6) (6)
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where (6) is the nodal point displacement matrix. iere, five degrees of %.freedom for each nodal point and 8 nodal points for each element are used,
and (K] is the stiffness matrix. In the evaluation of the maximuc otrain

energy U, the Young's modulus of 0' and 90" unidirectional fibre reinforced, %
beams, E, E, and the ohear mdulus of a 0' unidirectional rod G are used.

E

AA

3 02-

o do'g-5 -" -- 0 30 "O

Oute layer fibre aclentation angle. 0 (Degree)

FIG.12 Variation of flexural modulus E, and damping T, V
with outer layer fibre orientation angle 0, for
(00, -600, 600)s in HMS/DX-210

theoretical E A experimental E
- - - theoretical Y 6) experimental T
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Now, -:
AU 00) dV (7)

where 6(AU) is the entrgy dissipated in each element, and is defined asIU -'001i) + 00U2) +# M(UZ3) + M 1)+ MU2
and Ul)= PC 1 a 6(AU) - P c a

11 2 2'222 22

(U23) PTT 23 23' '(6U 13) 
=  LT 1 013

(U 12) jLT 12 012

Suffix 1 denotes the fibre direction, while 2 and 3 are the two directions
transverse to the direction of the fibres. YL, YT and YLT are the associated
damping capacities which are also obtained from tests on unidirectional beams.

We may now reduce the equation (7) to matrix form as:

AU = Cj) (y [ i) dV (8) .?:

where

0 0 0 0

'i)- 00 .o o <:.
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 YLT 0
0 0 0 0 YLT

Using the a d as with eqn. (5), eqn. (8) --ny ba reduced to

{6) [Kd] (6) (9)

where (6) is the same matrix as in eqn. (5) and was obtained from the finite ";'. '

element results. [d] is the stiffness matrix of the damped system, and it -"may be evaluated separately. Lin, Ni and Adams"0 described this method in .

much more detail. 5-..*

Some results are given for theoretical predictions and experimental ,
measuretaents on some plates made from glass or HM-ScArbon fibres in DX-210
epoxy resin. The plates were made of 8 or 12 layers of preimpregnated fibre
to give different laminate orientations; details of the plates used are given
in Table 1. The material properties used in the theoretical prediction are
given in Table 2. All the values in this table were established either by
using beam specimens cut from a unidirectional plate (longitudinal and trans-
verse damping and Young's moduli) or cylindrical specimens (for measuring the
shear modulus and damping in torsion). It should be noted that the value
of the torsional damping of a 900 fibre orientation rod, T23, is not important
in the prediction, since changing it from 6% to 15% gave no significant
difference to the theoretical results. In the prediction, T23 is taken as
the same value as Y12 which is the value of torsional damping of a
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Table 1 Plate Data

Plate No of Density

number Material layers kg m- 3  vf Ply orientation

I CFRP 8 1446.2 0.342 (0-, 90', 0, 90)s

2 CFRP 12 1636.4 0.618 (0', -60, 60", 0, -60, 60")s

3 GFRP 8 1813.9 0.451 (0', 90'. 0', 90') s

4 GFRP 12 2003.5 0.592 (0', -60', 60', 0', -60', 60').

N.B. Suffix s means mid-plane symmetric

Table 2 Moduli and dampin values for materials used in the plates

E ET GLT Y
Material GPa GPa f Z .

HMS/DX-210 172.1 7.20 3.76 0.45 4.22 7.05 0.3 0.50
Glass/DX-210 37.87 10.90 4.91 0.87 5.05 6.91 0.3 0.50

DX-210/BF 3400 3.21 3.21 1.20 6.54 6.54 6.68 0.34 0

unidirectional rod in longitudinal shear. Because of variations in the fibre
volume fraction of the plates, the material properties used in the theoretical
prediction were each corrected from a standard set given for a 50% fibre volume
fraction, using the method of Ni and Adams6.

Figures 13 and 14 show for the first six modes the theoretical.
prediction and the experimental results of CFRP plates for various fibre
orientations. On the whole, there is good agreement between the predicted
and measured values. Mode 6 in plate 3 could not be obtained experimentally
because the input energy from the transient technique used for measuring the
frequency and damping x was insuff'lent. Figures 15 and 16 give the results
for GFRP plates. All show good agreement between prediction and measurement.

The effect of air damping and the additional energy dissipation associated
with the supports affect the results of the very low damping modes such as
the 4th mode of plate 1, the 4th mode of plate 3 and so on. These are
essentially beam modes in which the large majority of the strain energy is
stored in tension/compression in the fibres and not in matrix tension or shear.
However, the results for all the plates used are satisfactory, even when the
specimens have imperfections such as slight variations in thickness and the
nominal angle of the fibres (- 20 to ± 30 error).
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O. Freq. (Hz) Mode shape SOC (A) 16s. Frtq.lHz) Made os",, SOCIl

6102 7-80 111.517 -- 4

'' 4213331 0 -1 2575-1 013 .

21, 3) ' 0 5)
(26) ( I+2W)to

302-51 0.60 4 32-S7 12
130S.) (092)

S324-16 l~lS 51143 09

2, 762 274 37 0-2
(4525 (30) (776 ) -

Njter layer Outer layer

Fbedirection Fibre direction

Fig. 13 Fig. 14.
Ntrlfrequency and damping Natural frequency and damping of

:various modes of an 8-layer various modes of a 12-layer (00, -600
J ~(00, 900, 0., 900,900, 00, 90-,0-) 600, 0', -60', 600, 600, -60', 00, 14

carbon FRP plate. (Plate No.1). 600, -60', 00) carbon FRP plate
Experimental values in brackets. (Plate No.2). Experimental values

in brackets.

9JI

. J"%ooIt can be said that the more the twisting, the higher the damping. For instance,
for an 8 layer cross-ply (0/900) GFRP plate (see Fig.15) the two beam-type
modes, numbers 2 and 3, appear similar, but the relationship of the nodal lines
to the outer fibre direction means that the higher mode has much less damping
than the lower one. The other modes of vibration of this plate all involve
much more plate twisting and hence matrix shear than do modes 2 and 3, and
so the damping is higher. It is important for designers to realise the
significance of these results, which show that fo all the plates the da-ping
values are different for each mode.
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No.1.n W) *&sh SDC..e. .. q (H z) Mode *Ape SOC (~

1 "3.2 7.16 10.17 3.74
p21I(6.7) ( 90.4) K

(131.4) (2.) 2 16,.64 2.61

- --- _ _ _ 1+'4,

(15.2) (21) 216.7) (3,)

I(5. (222.3) C2.6)

169.79 4.87mos3A

1180.) (.9) (26L. 1) (34)
-....

5 208.87 3.73 301.00 2.84
(200.05) (3.21 (261.1) 113.0) -

6 347.16 5.09 5]5.15 2.76(326.7) !5.8) (2.7

Outur lry, - OAt layeri>. , > ! t ' *  Fibre direct h Fibre direction :. ,"

,, ,Fig 15 Fig. 16. .-"Natural frequency and damping of Natural frequency and damping of

various modes of an 8-layer (0, various modes of a 12-layer (00, -600,
900' 0ga 900, 900, 00, 900, 00) +60', 00, -60',+600)s glass FRP plateglass FRP plate (Plate No.3.). (Plate No.4.).
Experimental values in brackets. Experimental values in brackets.

5. TEMPERATURE

For composites using polymeric matrices, usually eopxy resins, there
will exist the usual temperature-frequency relationship. However, unlike
most of the high damping polymers used in constrained-layer damping treatments,
the influence of frequency is not strong. Fig.17 shows the change of EL, ET
and GLT of a unidirectional composite over the range -500C to +200 °C
(-60°F to +390 0 F). A logarithmic scale is used, and it can be seen that the
two matrix dependent moduli, ET and GLT are significantly reduced at tempera-
tures above 150 0C (3000F). Indeed, the transverse specimen (90*) could not
be tested at temperatures above this as it sagged under its own weight. In
contrast, the 0 modulus was essentially unaffected until the matrix became
shear soft: at this point, the deformation became more by shear than by bending
and fibre deformation.

FG-18
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The damping behaviour (Fig.18) is also presented in a logarithmic scale,

100 C,

•0 P )O0-

7

, 

.2

2 

G.,

0.2

06f

.0 0- iO R"0 15 200

Tw4rutirt *C 
O0MI4'

Fig.17. Variation of longitudinal Fig.18. Variation of longitudinal

longitudinal shear modulus GLT with longitudinal shear damping '1LT with
temperature for HM-S carbon fibre in temperature for uN-S carbon fibre in
DX209 epoxy resin; Vf W 0.5. DX209 epoxy resin; vf -0.5.

and shows the very much higher damping levels available in shear and transverse
loading than in longitudinal tension/compression. The 'L damping is due not
only to increased matrix damping according to the law of mixtures term, but
also to the enhanced shear deformation referred to 

above. The damping peak "".

at about 18000 (360*F) represents classical viscoelastic behaviour. Testing
beyond 200 0C (390*F) was impossible owing to charring.

At lower temperatures, there was evidence of an increase in damping:
this is related to the 0 relaxation phenomenon, and is illustrated in Fig.19
for a cryogenic grade woven glass fibre/epoxy material tested down to 4K.-
(-269 

-C, -516-F). 

. .
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6. COMPARISONS WItH METALS '-

Fig.20 shows the vriation of damping with cyclic stress amplitude for ,
range of common structural metals. It can be seen that composites provide

:lightly higher damping than steels, but significantly less than conventional %-A'

gh-damping alloys. On the other hand, low-weight, high-strength alloys

such as aluminium and titanium give extremely low damping and values of less '-than 0.01% SDC have been reported.a12 pn i y cts lt,

-. --

e' ~f... O

,

00 64.2O 0

rem peraturel/K ,'

FIG. 19.Variation of specific damping capacity, o, with
temperature (tK) for a glass cloth/epoxy G0 CR

specimen. -
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Damping versus stress for a range of ferrous and nonferrous metals.

Nickel (AV): annealed in vacuum; K-123, K-148, K-N: grades of ____

cast iron; 18/8: stainless steel; Armco (AV): low carbon iron,

annealed in vacuum; BB(SR): 0.12% carbon steel, stress relieved;

BSS 250, Naval brass, phosphor bronze: copper-based alloys;.'.,

CA, DA: high-carbon steels; HE 15-W: Duralumin aluminium alloy;

T715: titanium alloy. ;' " 0'
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A DESIGN KMEODOLOGY FO ESTIMATING THE
DAMPING IN LAMINATED AND FIBR.E-REINFORCED PLATES

by Dr R.D. Adams
University of Bristol, Bristol, England .*.

and -
R.F. Lambert

ESDU International Ltd, London, England

Abstract .0-

The methodology used within a computer program to estimate the damping in

laminated and fibre-reinforced plates is described. The simplifying assumptions . :
made to provide rapid estimates of damping are detailed. The damping values,
for free-free plates, obtained using the program are compared with measured
values and those predicted using a more exact finite element technique. The
program is shown to provide damping data suitable for use in engineering design
calculations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of fibre-reinforced plastics in high performance structures, such as
those used in the ae'ospace industry, gives rise to a need for reliable
procedures for esritating the structural properties required for dynamic
response calculations. The properties of interest to structural dynamacists are N,
the material elatic properties (e.g. moduli of elasticity) and damping e
information. Fibre-reinforced panel-type structures are usually manufactured by
layering sheets of pre-impregnated fibres together. By varying the relative P -

orientations of the fibres in the different layers, the designer is able to
manipulate both the elastic properties and the damping of the structure to meet
the requirements for a specific application.

Unlike conventional metallic built-up structures, fibre-reinforced laminated ...
structures are often constructed using adhesive Joints where there are fewer
additional sources of energy dissipation associated) for example, with bolted or A
riveted Joints. Therefore, for these fibre-reinforced structures, material V,

damping contributes signficantly to the overall damping in any mode of
vibration. The reduction of the structural component of damping in fibre- ,e
reinforced aterLals may be partly redressed by the suitable choice of matrix
and fibre constituents to give optimum material damping.

The purpose of this paper is to outline a methodology for estimating the damping
in a multilayered laminate vibrating in one of its lover frequency natural
modes. Using this methodology and beam characteristic functions to define mode
shapes, a computer program1 (suitable for running on a desk-top computer) ha:-
been developed for balanced symmetric laminates. In plates of this balanced
symmetric type, laminae having the same material properties, and orientations of

their principal axes of orthotropy, are symmetrically arranged about the place
mid-plane. Damping results for free-free plates, evaluated using the computer -V
program, are compared with those from a finite element method and with measured
values. 4, ,

2. DAMPING IN COMPOSITES

For composite materials, damping is taken to be any process within the body of
the material in which energy is dissipated. The principal processes 4r%-
associated with hysteresis losses within each of the constituent materials And
interfacial effects at the fibre-matrix interfaces. Damping is dependent on the
cyclic stress amplitude, but it has been shown (see for example Adams and
Short2 ) that for small vibration amplitudes the variation of damping with stress %-Y
amplitude is negligible.

When considering fibre-reinforced laminates it is convenient co express dampin6;
in Lterms oL specific damping capacity, 4,. Specific damping capacity is tilt-
ratio of energy dissipated in a unit volume per stress cycle to the maxitjut
strain energy per unit volume The relationship between s ecific damping
capacity and other common measures of damping are given by Bert?. For harmonL.
vibration these relationships are summarised in the table below. The tabulated
values are equivalent (e.g. 4- - 4n6) for small values of damping. i0t

relationships are sufficiently accurate for use in most engineering %
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applications.

Viscous Specific Magnification Logarithmic Loss
damping damping factor decrement factor
ratio capacity

____ it 4x Q 2, ___2

4 x

In this paper the specific damping capacity for an individual lamina is
considered in terms of damping components in Longitudinal flexure, .L, 'A
transverse flexure, . , and longitudinal shear, +. For a particular fibre-

reinforced lamina it is preferable to obtain vaues of the three damping
components by direct measurement. Typical test procedures are dssccibed by
Adams3 et al. If measured values of damping for a particular lamina are not
available, approximate values of the damping componetots may be obtained from
curves in (1J where damping values are presented in terms of the volume
proportion of fibre in a representative volume of lamina material.

3. ESTIKATION OF DAMPING IN LAMINATED AND FIBIRE-EINFORCED PLATES
I-.

3.1 Stress-strain relationships for a single layer 'p

.*U Considering a single unidirectional-fibre layer in a laminated plate shown in

Figure I. The stress/strain relationships for the orthotropic kth lamina,
referred to the (a, 1) coordinates of zhat layer, are

., k kk ()0L j
k k k.i

and C - S , (2)

where CI1 and Si are the lamina stiffness and compliance matrices
* respectivel,.

The components of tlij are related to the layer engineering constants Ea , Ep, .
'P 1  Gaev and vp, by the following

CE I- upvii C2 2  - v ~ C66 Gap "wyl=

and C12  tm - (3)

'Since the stresses aerelated to fibre axe, i
S1 6  S 2 6 - 0

E E

Sll a C 222
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and S 12  " 21 - (4)N~ a.

In terms of the plate aid-plane reference axes (x, y), the stress-strain
relationship is given by

%i k  
(k

where bik is the transformed stiffness "itrix of the kth layer whose fibre axis
Is at an ingle e to the plate reference axis.

b k T p (6)

r cos29 sin.o 20 sin2O

where T I sin28 cos28 -hsin26 (7)
I-sin29 sin2O cos29J

and TT  is the transpose of the T matrix. .q b-*

3.2 Stiffnesses of an assembly of layers

In a single plate convisting of an asiembly of I layers, the in-plane and
flexural load deformation reltionships for the plate (using the load sign e ,
convention shown in Figure 2) can be written as follows,

Nx All A12  A1 6  B1 1  B12  B 1 6" Cx
N A12  A22  A2 6  B B12  B22  B2 6  cy

AY16  A26  A66  B 16 26 B xy (8)
xy----------------------2 D6B1 1  B1 2  B1 6  DII  D1 2  D1 6  82 w/bx2

B 2  B2 2  826 D1 2  D2 2  D2 6  
2w/ y2

xy B1 6  B26 B66 D16  D2 6  D 66  262w/bx y

which is usually written in the shortened form,

[N] - [ BI [c] (9)d [I DI [K
The plate stiffnesses A, 3 and D are given by

k- kk k-I k

*kA tk bk k 1 tkz bk and D tkz) + I~

where Ik _ (tk) 3/12 and is usually negligibly small in relation to tk(zk) 2 .

The in-plane and flexural load deformation relationships may alternatively be
written as f*

[, [A: (1N (11)K I B D ' -M'

where A' A-1 + A-IB(D - BA-13)-lBA-  , (12) N,
B' = -A-1B(D - P - -1

and D' = (D - RA 1B)-  •

FH-4 .
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The behaviour of the laminate is governed by the strain distribution across the,;

thickness of the laminate. Combining the in-plane st~rain with the f lexural ,":L

strain, the total strain (linear strain distribution through the laminate ,,-.thickness) is..

C() W + ZK (103) [ :

For the vibration of a general laminate, in a single mode, i cross-section is
subjected to a system Of Cyclic forces and moments at circular frequency w. le

These can be represented as

N~ sin wo, where are the peak values.,

[M] 1WIM
Under this system, the stresses in the kth layer (referred to the plate axes)

are o " +

thicn ,s ) is (xy ,(s

(e. ) - I o 2 °2B -snB O (13) N

Fo t i[-a genera lamint0 aZ sing md a s o
3u.et3 tan syte ofint cyciorcst pamote s atcruarfeuny .___
The reuant srep resntied the asfib ais can be lated u si the

aiu an eleet of whee i laere thpa valuer.Under thisp sye, the strees asinte ith % %o'adOa i t 'eemn

can belayerr(referred torteecplateentes)
6U - Ua  + a')N +U+sn (16)

The retstan rener fied in thenfibrecaxisecanobe evaleatedrusanisthe

ansfhe strin eeg trdi ogtdnlseri q

0(u, - T 0(2 y s6 ' (20) y ,..i,,

r %

[sin2G sin28 cos28 [a 4F

*3.3 Damping in laminated composite plates

The theory used to estimate the specific damping capacity in laminated composite
plates is that developed by Adams and Bacon.

Taking an element of the kt layer, of unit width and length and distance z from

Ofthe midplane, the strain energy associated with au and a in this element

can be separated into three components

6U - 6Ua P a6U + 6U, (17)

where the strain energy stored in tension/compression in the fibre axis is

004 , .

6Ua Ca (S1  + 2 a) 6z ,(18)

the strain energy stored in tension/compression transverse to the fibre is

6u~ P O P (S12 (a + S22 ap) 6z (19) Im

and the strain energy stored in longitudinal shear is

Uap p a 2 S 66 6z (0

From the deii~ on of specific Jamping capacity, the energy dissipated in the
element of the kt layer may be written in terms of the layer damping components ..

FH-5
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4%, +T and *-' It is assumed that these damping components are independent of
st re ss amplitude. ,.

Energy dissipated in longitudioul tension/compresion is

energy dissipated in transverse tension/compression is

and energy dissipated in longitudinal shear is

6(AU 2 ,, ~ S6 ~6 (23)

Hence the total energy dissipated in the element of the kth layer may be written

as

6(AU) - 6 (AU) + (A ) + 6 (AU) . (24)3a )..'*.

The total energy dissipated in the ktn layer of the laminate is given by the
volume integral

A f f k 6Udx dy dz, (25)
o Zk_ 1

where a and b are the dimensions of the rectangular plate in the x and y
directions respectively, and zk and zk- are the ordinates of the upper and
lower surfaces of the ktn layer.

The total energy dissipated in the plate is found by summing through the layers
of the plate

N
AUTOT I Au. (26)

k-1.

The maximum strain energy stored by the plate under the peak force and moment ,
resultants M and M is

U (N) [N] [c+ (M] [K]. (27)

The specific damping capacity of the laminate, in the mode considered, is

AUTOT (28

3.4 Approximate analysis for plate damping
.5.

To reduce the complexity of the analysis for damping it is convenient to make a

number of simplifying assumptions. Firstly it is assumed that laminates have
symmetric layups so that 3 = 0, and the effect of inplane forces on bending :,

is neglected. Neglecting inplane forces, Nx  NY Nxy 0 , the moment

FH-6



resultants are given by Ashton and Whitney
5 as k

MX -D11  D16  - 12 6

m - D1 2 8x 2D6 0x- D22 '.T (29)
y T 21 8xb .a-

~x~yD 2W2 D 2_ - b2 w

Considering only symmetric laminates (B - 0) the sub-matrices of Equation
(11) reduce to

A' A71 ,3' - 0 and D' D-1 (30.)

Using the above relationships, and n2glecting in-plane forces (N w 0),
Equation (14) giving the stresses in the kth layer of a laminate (referred to
the plate x, y axes) becomes

dik  . zbkD-lM. (31)

The lamina stresses in the fibre axes are given by Equation (15), i.e.

G(a,) n T o(x,y) (32)

When in-plane forces are neglected the maximum strain energy stored in the plate
(from Equation (27)) becomes

- (H] r~l *(33) .

To evaluate (M] it is necessary to make an assumption of the deflected shape
of the plate. It is usual to assume a deflected shape in the form of a series N.%

m n
W -i(x) 0 (y) • (34). .. ,

"iljml :*, ".

In [1], and for the calculation of damping values presented in this paper, the
deflected shapes were based on characteristic beam functions. The deflected
shapes for the particular plate edge conditions and modes of vibration
considered are given in Appendix A.

Having assumed an appropriate mode shape and evaluated the plate and layer
stiffness parameters, values of K and K may be obtained from Equation
(29) and

K ?2w/?6y 2  (35)K J
-/2w/xa]y

respectively, from which U may be calculated using Equation (33).

Values of the layer stresses, referred to the plate x, y-axes, may be evaluated
using Equation (31) and transformed to the fibre axes using Equation (32).

FH-7
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These stresses may then be substituted into Equations (21) to (23) to evaluate

the components of energy dissipation which are then summed as indicated by
Equation (25). Summing the energy dissipation through the plates gives AUTOT
which may be substituted into Equation (28) to give the specific damping
capacity for the mode of vibration considered.

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN ESTIMATED AND MEASURED VALUES OF DAMPING

Tables I to 5 show a comparison between estimated and measured values of t,
specific damping capacity in various modes of vibration of square, free-free
plates. The measured damping values are given by Lin et a, 6 . In the tables,
estimated values of specific damping capacity are given for both the method of
atlysis described in this paper and values obtained using a finite element

method. The latter damping values are also taken from Lin's paper.

In Tables 1 and 2 results are presented for an eight layer carbon fibre- 1"A
reinforced plastic laminate, each layer being reinforced by unidirectional
fibres. The relative orientations of the fibres in each layer are given in the
table, and in each case the layering is symmetric about the mid-plane of the
plate. In Tables 3 to 5 damping values are given for similar laminated plates
in which glass fibre is the reinforcing material. NO

The tabulated data show good agreement between the measured values of damping
and the values estimated using both the finite element analysis and the analysis
method described in this paper. In the finite element analysis, additional
energy dissipation terms are used to account for transverse shear deformation
and rotary inertia effects in the laminated plate.

Y.

5. DISCUSSION I. '-

In this paper, it is shown that the method of analysis, described in Section 3,
to obtain damping in laminated and fibre-reinforced plates gives values of ,a

damping in good agreement with measured values. vow

The comparison with measured damping values are for square plates where, for
clamped or free edge conditions, nodal lines may not be parallel to the plate

edges. Such non-parallel nodal lines readily occur, for instance, when a square
laminate is constructed from alternative layers with fibre orientations at
- 450• For these cases the simple deflected shapes given in Appendix A are not ,K
adequate for the prediction of reliable damping values.

.4.

The results presented suggest that the simple methodology for damping estimation
. is suitable for use in engineering design. The method has been programmed in

both BASIC and FORTRAN computer languages and may be run on desk-top computers
to obtain rapid estimates of damping in a selected mode of vibration. The
method has been proved to be viable and its planned extension to provide more
reliable damping values for modes in which nodal lines are not parallel to the
plate edges is justified.
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Mode Mode Specific damping capacity %
numbers shape

m, n Measured Finite Analysis
damping element method in

analysis this paper
(Ref. 6) (Ref. 1)

2, 2 7.0 6.76 6.89

1, 3 4.9 4.28 4.16

II

2 .'' 5.4 5.89 5.21

1, 4 4.7 4.13 4.16

2, 4 4.8 5.11 4.58

3, 1 0.47 0.44

Fibre direction -----

DAMPING IN VARIOUS MODES OF AN 8 LAYER (ALL 00) CARBON FRP PLATE

TABLE 1
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A.1 q

Mode Mode Specific damping capacity %
numbers shape
m, n Measured Finite Analysis

damping element method in
analysis this paper
(Ref. 6) (Ref. 1)

2, 2 6.65 7.80 8.18

LLJ%
•1',I 3 1.05 0.91 0.97

2, 3 L 2.6 2.5 1.48

3, 1 0.92 0.60 0.67

lii
3, 2 1.7 1.51 0.94

"'-

3, 3 3.0 2.74 2.92

Outer layer
Fibre direction--------

DAMPING IN VARIOUS MODES OF AN 8 LAYER (00, 900, 00, 900)s CARBON FRP PLATE

TABLE 2
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Mode Mode Specific damping capacity X
numbers shape
m, n Measured Finite Analysis

damping element method in Sep
analysis this paper
(Ref. 6) (Ref. 1) -'.S-

2, 2 6.0 5.99 6.21

1, 3 I 4.8 4.44 4.71

2, 3 ' 5.8 5.40 5.22

3, 1 1.3 0.93 0.82

54%

3, 2 2.8 2.80 1.55

. I ".

I- A. -

1,4 4.0 4.34 4.71I I,

Ft II Ip

Fibre direction-----.

DAMPING IN VARIOUS MODES OF AN 8 LAYER (ALL 00) GLASS FRP PLATE

TABLE 3
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Mode Mode Specific damping capacity X
numbers shape -.
m, n Measured Finite Analysis

damping element method in
analysis this paper -..,

*(Ref. 6) (Ref. 1)

2, 2 6.7 7.16 7.30

, 3 2.8 2.47 2.58."'.

3, 1 1.9 1.62 1.41

a, a ...

2, 3 4.9 4.87 3.64

3, 2 3.2 3.73 2.35

a%

3, 3 5.8 5.09 5.39

Outer layer

Fibre direction --------

DAMPING IN VARIOUS MODES OF AN 8 LAYER (00, 900g, 00, 90O) s GLASS FRP PLATE

TABLE 4
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Mode Mode Specific damping capacity %

numbers shape
m, n Measured Finite Analysis

damping element method in
analysis this paper
(Ref. 6) (Ref. 1)

2, 2 5.4 4.97 4.31

1, 3 3.1 2.24 2.91".'

3, 12.5 1.71 1.92 ",.
2 3

2%3 4.3 3.81 3.27

3, 3 3.8 3.92 3.68 '

'Nil

.. %

Outer layer NO

Fibre direction ----.--- -

DAMPING IN VARIOUS MODES OF AN 8 LAYER (00, 900, 450, -450)s GLASS FRP PLATE =--

TABLE 5

,,,,.,=',
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FIGURE 2. LOADING SIGN CONVENTION
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APPENDIX A

Deflected shapes

The deflected shape in a mode of vibration is defined conveniently in terms of '.

mode numbers m and n. These numbers may be related to the nodal lines, provided -'..- B

that these lines are parallel, or approximately parallel, to the sides of the
plate. For these cases m and n are one plus the number of nodal lines crossing.
any line parallel to the x-axis and y-axis respectively. In this definition
plate edges, clamped or simply-supported, are not counted as nodal lines. -

In the computer program in [1], the mode shapes are assumed to be products of

beam characteristic functions,

w - c n0m(x) en(y)
ri k

These shapes, for each of the boundary conditions considered, are defined as 6.
follows.

.1'l

Al. All plate edges simply-supported

sm(X) on sin

and O)n(y) s n.. "Y 
B

VA2. All plate edges clamped

I~~)- cosh Xmx -cog Xmx -ym (sinhXx - s in Xnx)

and On(Y) - cosh Xny - cos kny -Yn (sinh Xny - sin Xny)

where X and Xn are the roots of the frequency equations S.'

cos X a cosh Xma - 1
cos Xnb cosh Xnb - 1

an~d cosh Xma - cos Xma

sinh Xma - sin Xma

cosh Xnb - cos Xnb
sinh Xn b - sin Xn b

Bishop and Johnson7.

A3. All plate edges free

For the plate having all edges free there are a number of combinations of m and

FH- 16
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n that must be independently considered to account for the rigid-body nodes. 2-

a a n w I rigid-body translation mode. | _

a - 1, n -2 rigid-body rotation modesa - 2, n-I
t

02(x) -K cosh Xx + cos ),,x -Y. (,inh m + sin 4!C J'__ .

en(y) - cox" Xny + cos 'Xny -Yn (sinb )ny + M"X ,Niy) • J*'.-
Vamust o X b, Y and n are the same as for the plae with clamped edges. %

(ii) a > 3 and n - 2 ' -

0 (x) N cosh xU + Cos ).x -Y. (sirth Xx +sin Xmx) ;

- V3 I- _ 2

(iii) m i 2 and n > 3modes

n(y) - cosh Xn+ o ny-n (sinh Xny + sin Xny )

nm2 ni+nosln

(iv) a - n- 2

(v) m > 3 and n 1

ea(x) - cosh ?,x + os Xmx m (sinh Xmx + sin Xx)

en(y) - 1c(.+)-

(vi) m - 1 and n > 3

OM (x) - 1

en(y) - cosh Xny +os Xny Yn (snh Xny+ sin Xny) 'AN

FH- 17"-: %qI
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~~~DAMPING MEASUREMENTS BY' ILB.ERT TRANSFORM ON +'
)} COMPOSITE H&T, IALS %

% Alessandro Agneni and Luigi Balis Crema

: liniversity of Rome "La Sapienza" f"
+'+ ~Aerospace Department !-

~Via Eudossiana, 16 -00184 Rome (Italy) /-"

~~~Abstract .. o

~This paper deals with the approach to evaluate the damping factor by the Hil-
bert transform both for the single mode appropriati on and for the multi-mode ex-

,/ citation via broadband inputs. The Hilbert transform allows to get an analytic si L

gnal, whose envelope permits to evaluate the damping factor either by a statisti T'+.

: cal approach or by a least squares regression. A particular attention has been
paid to loto damping factors and frequencies that play a paramount role in the aet.'i

~~rospace composite materials. A simple computer program, to perform numerical si- "
" mulations by using this method, has been set up by means of FFT. Some results gai

~ned with the aforementioned program have been presented, they show the flexibili

~ty of this approach and its noticeable precision in the damping estimation.
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1. Introduction

An accurate evaluation of the structural damping results fundamental in diffe-

rent fields, in particular as regards the aerospace field it seems proper to sin-
gle out the following items:

i) military aircraft, particularly for aeroelastic problems;
ii) spacecraft on board antennas, where the damping characteristics play a signi

ficant role in the directivity loss;

iii) large space structures, for studying the structural dynamic of the system and
for choosing the control methodology: active, passive or both.

Generally the damping factor estimation for composite materials, which can be
considered as the main components of the aerospace structures, is the basis of all ;b

these problems. In fact the material damping is a significant element in the ener
gy dissipation mechanism and represents the wain source of energy loss in the spa
ce, where the environmental conditions do not permit some dissipation, as sound
radiation and air pumping in joints, to work [I]. It follows that a very accurate
evaluation of the struetural damping, expecially for composite materials, is es-
sential in the development of aerospace designs. ,

Attention must be paid to the high precision - much higher than that general-
ly required in dynamic analysis - necessary in the damping factor estimation for
those structures, as the large space ones, which are characterized by:

i) frequency range which extends below one Hertz, where the fundamental natural
frequencies are expected to be;

ii) high modal density, which involves modal coupling problems;
iii) very low decay rates, because of both the damping factors and the angular

frequencies are very small; this implies an almost persistent signal overthe
time interval used for studying it (unless or course one uses a very long

time interval) [2].

Several approaches in order to get the modal damping factor can be used, either
in the time domaiu, as for the logarithm decrement, or in the frequency domain,
choosing significant pGints (as the half power ones) on the frequency response#

..4 The excitation techniques can be divided into: single frequency, with different• "'. 2

approaches to get the modal appropriation, and broadband by impulse or random in-
put signals.

It is possible to point out that the logarithm decrement method can only use
few points, unless using a very long time data-block length for signal recording
[2]; on the contrary the possible truncation of the structure response at the end

of the aforementioned time interval gives rise to the well known leakage effect p.
in the frequency domain; it can be limited by using suitable time "windows" (Hann,
Hamming, etc..) [3].

In this paper the technique based on the Hilbert transform, which works in the
time domain, is presented. This approach seems to offer some advantages, linked
to its capability to get the envelope of the signal, for estimating the damping
facto-e in the cases that prestnt the aforesaid troubles.

.FI-2
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2. Hilbert method for estimating damping factor

'Tia Hilbert transform of a generic signal x(t) is obtained by the following ex
pression:

9(t)- p.V. r- dr

where the letters p.v. stand for Chauchy principal value [4]. As it is applied for

casual signal, the relation (1) can be considered the convolution between the ori
ginal signal x(t) with the other I/t, aThis last point of view permits to get the

Hilbert transform in an easy and effective way, in fact applying to the convolu-
tion the Borel theorem:

x(t) • -!- + - - X(w) sign(w) (2)
Wt

where Yimplies the Fourier transform and sign (signum) represents the function

sign(u) for

(its value for w- 0 is assumed to be zero (5]), it is possible to obtain 9(t) sim
ply Fourier anti-transforming the right hand side relation in (2). The direct and

inverse Fourier transform can be performed via a FFT algorithm, as shown in Figure 1.

X~t) X()Xt)
[FT, IFFT 1

- j sgnw

Figure 1: lilbert transform via FFT

Once the Hilbert transform of the original signal is known it is possible to

form the analytic function:

z(t) = x(t) + j ((t)3)

which not only contains all the information we had in x(t), but it also allows to
get its envelope point by poin' :

Iz(t)I -/x(t) + R2 (t) (4)

Because we are concerned, in a free vibration of a structure, with functions of L
the following type [61:

x(t) = Irle - n t sin(wt + (5)

(where Irl represents the residue magnitude, C the damping factor, %n the angular

natural frequency, w the damped angular frequency and the phase angle of the re
sidue) if only one mode has been excited or with a sum of similar functions if ma

FI-3
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ny modes have been excited with random or impulsive forcing signals, the envelope
of a single mode is simply expressed by:

Izt)Il- Irl e : (6)
Obviously, in the case of broadband excitation, it is first necessary to single
out the mode of interest with a passband filter and then to go on with the lil-
bert transform, Figure 2.

FFT ) l IFFT x t

Wc (

Figure 2: Filtering in the broadband excitation case

In order to evaluate the damping factor, it is necessary to measure the natu-
ral angular frequency. If the single mode is appropriated, wn is estimated when
the mode of interest is excitated.

Two ways are instead possible to get the natural angular frequency, when broad
band excitements are used.

The first one consists in the estimation of the decay rate o - C from the en
velope (6) and of the damped angular frequency from the free response (time do-
main); from these quantities, which characterize the pole in the s plane, the na-
tural angular frequency is derived:

"n o /0 + w (7)

In this case an oversampling of the time response is desirable in order to obtain
a good estimation of the damped period, even if the number of points generally
used in the FFT algorithms entails a time window rather short, i.e.a not good fre
quency resolution [7]. The second way consists in the evaluation of the natural
angular frequency from the spectrum of the original function x(t), and in particu
lar from the peak of the imaginary part or better from the zero crossing of the
real part (an improvement of wn estimation is possible intersecting the straight
line between the two sampled points around the zero and the frequency axis). It

is obvious that a good frequency resolution is now necessary and then the time
window should be as long as possible, taking into account the Shannon theorem for

the sampling rate and the number of points available to perform the FFT and after
to process the signals (computer memory).

The use of the frequency domain seems to be the easiest and the most useful,
expecially considering that for a broadband excitation it is necessary to filter
the mode of interest and therefore the frequency domain permits to decide quickly

the characteristics of the filter (central afigular frequency, wc, and bandwidth).
The envelope (6) allows to get the damping factor for each sampling point (kTs):

I kz(kTs) ) (8)

(being Ts the sampling interval in seconds) for k that runs from zero up to (N-I),
that is all the points in the time window. All these estimated values permit to

F-4
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use a statistical approach for obtaining the final value , Another way to evalua
te the damping factor consists to apply the linear least squares technique on the
data in the semi-logarithm plane (lnlz(kTs)j, kTf) and then to calculate the an-
gle between th.e obtained 3traight line and the axis of abscissas (8]. The use of
the least squares approach allows to clean out the noise, always present in the
experimental data, and the possible oscillations due to a small tail, present in
the bandwidth of the filter, of a near mode, Figure 3.

E14VELOPE 16.1

time

Figure 3: Oscillations due to the tail of a near mode

The procedure for applying the Hilbert transform technique in the case of the
mode appropriation and of the broadband excitation are presented in Figures 4 and 5.
Once the mode of interest has been singled out and its damping factor and natural
angular frequency has been estimated, an evaluation of the error on the damping
factor can be carried out by the Hilbert transform approach and afterards an im-X
proved estimation of the damping factor achieved, This improvement is obtained

multiplying the free response by:

wher * n represents the estimated values.
Multiplying the (5) by f*(t), an oscillating damped function is still gained,

whose decay rate depends upon both the error made in the angular frequency, An,
and that in -lie damping factor, Ac (in addition of course to the unknown "true"
damping factor and angular frequency). Supposing the product AC negligeable

respect to the other terms and the ratio (Awn/wn) negligeable respect to the uni-
ty, it is possible to evaluate the error on the damping factor, when its percenta '
ge value results greater than that on the angular frequency at least of one order
of magnitude.
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The resulting signal has a very small damping and so it certainly gives rise
to leakage problems. Nevertheless they do not result of significant consequence,
as the angular frequency has been already estimated.

APPROPRIATION OF THE MODE

wn ESTIMATION

FREE DECAY SAMPLING [

LILBERT TRANSFORMI

ANALYTIC SIGNAL

ENVELOPE

NATURAL LOG OF TIlE ENVELOPE

LINEAR LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION

DAMPING COEFFICIENT ESTIMATION L

Figure 4: Procedure for the mode appropriation
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i SAMPLING OF THE RESPONSE FROM THE I

STRUCTURE

TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE RESPONSE

FILTERING THE MODE OF INTEREST ESTIMATION ,-

I I

INVERS FORER TRANSFORM ILBT TRANSFR

* II,,, '....,

I- ANALYTIC SIGNAL 1
-1.

.%% I ENVELOPEI4

I NATURAL LOG OF THE ENVELOPE

[ LINEAR LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION C.S.

I_.'.1

I DAMPING COEFFICIENT ESTIMATION

Figure 5: Procedure for the broadband excitation Eva
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3. Numericnl tests

The Hilbert transform, necessary to get the analytic signal, was performed by
a FFT algorithm (9), which uses 2' points and a rectangular time window. In the
case of broadband excitation, filtering in the frequency domain has been carried
out with an ideal bandpasx filter, properly chosen with regard to the mode of'in-
terenc. A IIP-9816S computer has been used for the numerical tests.

When the mode appropriation technique is applied the envelope is very smooth,
except for the noise always present in an experimental test (in our simulations

the noise has been added in order to take into account the characteristics of an
experimental system), and considering the large amount of available points a sta-
tistical estimation of the damping factor is possible, even if the use of a least
squares regression yields better results, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison between statistical and least squares regression in the dam-
ping factor evaluation

- 0.001; time window: I.

frequency (Hz) C Ic (L) _d Ic' (.)

7.0 0.000773 227.0 0.001001 1.0

10.0 0.000840 160.0 0.000999 1.0

20.5 0.000921 79.0 0.000995 5.0

126.5 0.000987 13.0 0.000998 2.0

However the statistical evaluation comes in handy both when the free decay re-
sponse is triggered before reaching its steady state and when a non linear damping

factor is present. A simulation of stepwise non linear behaviour, due to large
oscillations for example, has been carried out and the results are shown in Figu-
re 6. The damping factor has been evaluated with the statistical approach in each
time interval where it remains constant. The points in those intervals where the
statistical evaluation yields to a constant damping factor estimation canbe after
wards used for the least squares approach, in order to decrease the error.

In presence of a short time window, i.e. a scarce frequency resolution, the
half power method could not be applicable directly, but it would require a least

squares evaluation of the frequency response from the available points. On the con

trary the Hilbert approach allows to evaluate the damping factor without problems,
in fact it uses, for obtaining the Hilbert transform by the FFT, all the intorma-
tion held by all the lines of the frequency response. A poor frequency resolution

involves an error on the angular frequency estimation-which in turn influences the
damping factor evaluation-that results to be generally small. In Table 2 three mo
des with a very narrow bandwidth in comparison with the angular frequency resolu-

tion are shown.

F7-4
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.S

time Intervail

150+199 0.0040
200+249 0,0030
250 + 299 0.0020

0.004 300+340 0.0015
350+399 0.0010

AhA 400 +.449 0.0010

0.003

F'- actual value

0 0 2 estimated vaue

0.001

0.0 

-

100 200 300 400 Soo numb*i" of points

Figure 6: A non linear damping simulation

Table 2: Damping estimation in the case of poor frequency resolution

angular frequency resolution: 3.14 (tad/s)

fH) half power Idle (*
(z) bandwith (tad/s) N1

8.56 0. 11 0.0010 0.00102 223

10.00 0.06 00005 0.00051 12.0

40.0O0 0. 25 0. 0005 0. 00050 0. 2

At any rate a good fequency resolution is always desirable and, if necessary,

it can be achieved by the classical zoom technique.

In a previous work [8], an analysis for a non correct mode appropriation was

FR-9
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carried out. In this case the damping factor of the mode with the highest resi- L,,I due, the single that may be evaluated, was obtained with a negligeable error, but

getting higher and higher with the increase of the mode residue due to the non

correct appropriation. Actually if one filters the mode of interest the error on
its damping coefficient results to be smaller than before. Table 3 shows a compa- 

%

rison between the damping factors obtained by filtering or not the data gathered

in non correct mode appropriation cases (only two modes are excited) with diffe-

rent residue ratios (Irjl/Ir2l).

Table 3: A comparison between filtered and unfiltered data

Unfiltered Filtered

I I
2 2 C2 I2 M'

0.02 0.0010030 3.0 0.0010001 0.1 ..

0.07 0.0010112 11.2 0.0010001 0.1

0.10 0.0010160 16.0 0.0010001 0.1

0.20 0.0010320 32.0 0.0010003 0.3

0.30 0.0010476 47.0 0.0010004 0.4

Besides the filtering technique allows to get both the damping factors of the

excited modes. In Table 4 several cases, with residue ratios from 0.02 up to 0.80,

are presented along with the maximum of their error magnitude.

Table 4: Damping factor evaluatien by filtering

f 11 (Hz); f2  60 (Hz); 41  0.002; C2 - 0.001

0.02 0.00197 0.00100 15.0

0.07 0.00200 0.00100 1.2

0.10 0.00199 0.00100 6.3

0.20 0.00197 0.00100 15.0

0.30 0.00198 0.00100 9.9

0.50 0.00199 0.00100 7.4

0.80 0.00198 0.00100 9.9I %_

FI10 ',
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The effects due to an increasing coupling are shown in Table 5; when the cou-
pling gets tighter the error becomes not negligeabie and even a better frequency
resolution does not lead to any significant improvement.

Table 5: Coupling modes

f- 11.5 (11z); * 0.8; C, 0.005; C2 0.002

f 2(11z) * M)

13.5 0.00501 0 00200 1.9

13.0 0.00498 0.00202 8.8

12.5 0.00502 0.00199 4.5

12.0 0.00497 0.00201 6.0

11.9 0.00482 0.00183 87.0

The possible improvement in the damping factor estimation is presented in Ta-
ble 6, where one can see that the error on the angular frequency limics the attai
nable precision on the damping factor.

Table 6: Improvement of the damping factor estimation

f N ;* I1 (M.) 4 (rad/s) Il (M.) Id

11.5 0.040 0.040496 12.4 0.376991 5.2 0.039794 5.2

31.5 0.005 0.004883 23.4 0.314159 1.6 0.005008 1.6

145.5 0.008 0.007310 86.0 3.141593 3.4 0.007954 5.7

Some numerical tests were carried out at a very low frequencies and low damping

factors, which are of particular interest in large space structures design. In Ta
ble 7 the damping factor evaluation of a single mode is presented, while in Table
8 the influence of two near modes is shown.

Table 7: Damping factor evaluation for low frequencies and 4 = 0.001
4

Baseband range (Hz) f(Hz) * l

1 0.530 0.000999 0.6
2 0.535 0.001015 14.8

5 0.530 0.001013 12.56

FI-1l
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Table 8: Damping factors evaluation for two coupling modes

r 0.8; fj -0.237 (Hz); C, 0.001; ; 0.002

f2 WCC20.00

0.743 0.000998 0.002000 1.9

0.513 0.000997 0.002002 0.9

0.373 0.001010 0.002003 1.3

0.297 0.000983 0.001974 17.3

4. Conclusions

The numerical tests have confirmed the idea that the approach based on the Hil
bert transform allows a very accurate evaluation of the damping factor also in
the case of broadband excitation.

Moreover, it should be pointed out that a very good precision has been achie-
ved by using even elementary filtering techniques and an unsophisticated algo-
rithm for the FFT evaluation (working on a limited set of points: 29). The nume-
rical tests have been concerned with low damping and frequencies that are of in-
terest in studying composite material for aerospace structures.

Even if this approach permits a statistical evaluation the best results have
been gained by a least squares interpolation in the plane: logarithm of the enve
lope (in amplitude) versus time.

The effects due to a non correct mode appropriation or, in the case of broad-
band excitation, to the presence of "tails" of near modes - on condition that
they are not tightly coupled - are very limited by using the least squares inter
polation.

For suitable conditions an improvement of the damping factor estimation can
be achieved by applying successively the Hilbert transform technique.

Some of the operative problems touched on in this work have been developed with
more details in a paper that is now being completed [10].

Further studies will be turned to the possible use of this technique for the
damping factor evaluation in the non linear case and for coupled modes.
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A COMPARISON AMONG DAMPING

COEFFICIENTS ON SEVERAL
AEROSPACE COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Luigi Balis Crema and Antonio Castellani

University of Rome "La Sapienza"
Aerospace Department

Via Eudossiana, 16 - 00184 Rome (Italy)

Abstract

In this wcrk several experimental data on the measurement of the damping coef
ficient for aerospace composite materials as glass, carbon and Kevlar fiber lami
nates, Kevlar fabrics and glass short fiber composites are presented.

The effect of pressure and temperature, in order to simulate the aerospace en
vironment, and different frequencies are considered.

A previsional estimation, based on the bounds computied by the correspondence
principle, can supply a significant evaluation of the damping factorin different
conditions.
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1. Introduction

In this work a series of experimental results, gained at the Aerospace Depart

ment of the Rome University in these last years, on the damping factor evaluation
for different composite materials is presented.

The research in the field of the damping measurements started with damping
coefficient evaluations on aluminum samples and studies on joining effects with
tests on riveted samples (1], (2]

Successively the effect connected to the space environment, i.e. pressure and
temperature, on the damping factors was considered (3].

The attention has been turned to the study of the damping characteristico for
composite materials with particular reference to different environmental condi-
tions, i.2. pressure and temperature (4], and to singling out of bounds on the

loss modulus (5], [6]
In addition to a synthesis of some experimental results, gained in previous

works, some other results, that are now being gained in present researches, on
the evaluation of damping factors for short fiber samples and on Kevlar fabrics
and laminates are presented.

The interest that is now turned to the Kevlar composite materials in building
up some space structures, as feed towers and antennas for spacecraft, has induced
to a general study of the thermoelastic characteristics for Kevlar composite ma-
terials (7], (8] and in partizular to a research on the peculiardamping behaviour.

In fact the damping characteristics show significant differences in compari-
son with glass or carbon fiber composites and this is probably due to the similar
damping characteristics for fiber and resin in Kevlar composites [9].

2. Measurement method

The equipment used for the experimental damping measurements consists of:

oscillator, vibration exciter, capacitive detector, amplifier and recorder.
The specimen is clamped on a mounting, while the electromagnetic exciter and

the vibration detector can move along a slide which is fixed on the same mounting.
A frequency range starting from 2 until 2000 Hz can be examined.

As it is well known several difficulties are involved since the measurement is
influenced by vibration amplitudes, transducers position, clamping pressure, spe
cimen characteristics and so on.

A particular attention has been given to keep comparable vibration amplitudes;
non dimensional damping coefficients versus specimen vibration amplitude (peak-
peak) w, normalized to the specimen thickness h, are reported in Figure 1, which
refers to normal test conditions: it can be noted that the vibration amplitude
has no effects in the selected working conditions.

The non dimensional damping coefficient is measured by means of the decay tran
sient method; in the range of the damping values on study this method can be con
sidered as more efficient than the frequency sweep method that can also be used
with the same available equipmetiL.

A series of tests has been carried out at room conditions for pressure and ten
perature, and other tests have been made in the environmental chamber of the Ae-
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rospace Department where a vacuum level until 10- 6 torr can be achieved; finally,
other tests have been carried out in a temperature range from room conditions to
120 *C.
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Figure 1: Damping versus vibration amplitude [4].

The various frequencies have been gotten both with various sample geometries,by
changing lenght, and with the excitation of the first and second bending mode.

3. Samples of glass and carbon fiber

The test samples in glass and carbon fibers were pepared by the Italian Indu
stry Agusta, For each material eight sets of samples have been used; in Table I

L' the specifications of all the samples are reported and in Table 2 the properties
="of the prepreg by Ciba-Geigy are presented.
' In order to evaluate the damping properties of these composite materials in

.., space environmental conditions, the effects due to pressure and temperature have
been investigated, together with frequency effect:

Si) pressure effect: in Figures 2 and 3 the damping coefficient versus pressu-

re, respectively for the glass and carbon fibers, is shown: a decrease of
damping coefficient versus pressure from atmospheric pressure to 10-6 tort .
is pointed out; the effect is more relevant for the thinner specimens that
get to a decrease until the 25 per cent of the value at the atmospheric i

~pres sure.
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Table 1: Specifications of glass and carbon :iber specimens '

SPECIMEN NUMBER LAMINATE LENGTH
OF LAMINAE LAY-UP m

GLASS FIBER CARBON FIBER OLAIE LY-P(

Al Al 8 90/90/90/90 250

A2 A2 8 0/0/0/0 250

1 BI 8 0/90/90/0 200

B2 B2 8 0/90/90/0 250

B3 B3 8 0/90/90/0 400

C1 C1 16 0/90/90/0 250

C2 C2 16 0/90/90/0 300

C3 C3 16 0/90/90/0 400

Table 2: Properties of Ciba-Geigy prepregs

CHARACTERISTICS GLASS FIBER CARBON FIBER

FIBER TYPE R glass COURTAULDS E/HM-S

RESIN TYPE 920 920

FIBER DENSITY (kg t -3) 2500 1860

RESIN DENSITY (kg d-') 1260 1260

RESIN CONTENT (wt)% 33 42

NOMINAL (un) .1750 .1555PLY THICKNESS
AVERAGE (mm) .1862 .2270
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Figure 2: Glass fiber damping coefficient versus pressure (4]
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Figure 3: Carbon fiber damping coefficient versus pressure [4]
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ii) frequency effect: in Figure 4 the experimental values of the damping coeffi
cient versus frequency for the glass fiber specimens at the pressure 10- 3

torr are displaied.
The same results for the carbon fiber are shown in Figure 5, the behaviour
is like glass fiber but the damping coefficients are, for the whole range of
investigated frequencies, lower than the damping coefficient for the glass
fiber.

LIP-

C. 1O~ 3LASS FI9IER

" (tr) first mode
14 p =10" torr

I, 9 second mode

.. 3 .. (Dal
0822

2.- C2 ( 0828

*1 PC3 9D
B3 083 C3 [Ic ,4

1.

0 s?(Hz) _-,

Figure 4: Glass fiber damping factors versus frequency [5]
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Figure 5: Carbon fiber damping factors versus frequency [5]
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iii) temperature effect: some tests have been carried out in the temperature ran

ge between room conditions and 120 "C, the experimental results, 4/Co ratio
versus temperature, are shown in Figure 6 and 7 respectively for glass and

carbon fibers, where to is the damping coefficient at room temperature and
C is the damping value at the current temperature.

It is possible to see a remarkable increase on the damping value starting

from temperatures of about 90 "C: this effect is consistent with the cure

cycle of the laminating procedure at 125 *C.

/'LA38 FIBER

7"B t-24 Hz )

A 82 f-15 Hz

5. ] 13 f-7 Hz

• A2 f-17 Hz (D

25. A

A

00

0 5b 100 T(OC)

Figure 6: Glass fiber damping versus temperature [51
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3.,

2..
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1.. r A ]  [

0 5 d T( C)

Figure 7: Carbon fiber damping versus temperature [5]
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4. Bounds for the damping factor prevision

One of the targets of these researches is in the possibility of getting a pre
vision for the damping characteristics in composite materials.

In order to achieve this point the experimental data of nondimensional damping

coefficient on the samples of composite materiAls have been uged to check the

bounds on the complex dynamic flexural modulus as computed by the correspondence

The upper and lower bounds for the nondimensional damping coefficient are gi-
yen by:

C, m Em + Vf Cf Ef M I' V mE E + Vf CfEf E!
Ec Ec(Vm Ef + Vf Em)2

where the subscripts c, f, m mean, respectively composite, fiber and matrix.
In Figure 8, as an example, the results gained by room pressure measurements

for carbon fiber composites are reported: the experimental values fall in a wide

band and some of them go out the proposed bounds, actually it can be due to an
error in excess on the measurement of the damping coefficient in the carbon fi- .

ber composites because the damping coefficient is very small and the effects of
testing in room pressure and of the measurement errors can be relevant.

Al.

E'ZGPa) o A2
2A C

3-B3
81 VC2

* 2.
Al B.

- t

EO.

a 0.
110 160 160-0 f(Hz)

Figure 8: Carbon fiber loss modulus bounds [6]

In Table 3 the experimental values of the flexural modulus in comparison with
the values predicted by a classical laminate theory have been reported.

In order to establish an empirical relationship between damping and stiffness
properties for laminate composite materials, the adimensional damping coeffi-

cients versus the storage modulus, respectively for glass and carbon fibers have
been reported in Figures 9 and 10. This correlation corresponds to the general
intuitive idea that an increase in the stiffness involves a decrease in the dam-
ping coefficient.
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Table 3: Experimental and previsional Young modulus

EXPERIMENTAL PREVISIONAL -
SPECMENE'(GP&) E'(GPa)

GLASS FIBER I
Al 12. 8.

A2 41. 40.

B2 32. 27.

C3 29. 25.

CARBON FIBER

Al 4. 6.

A2 158. 160.

B2 103. 98. 1,*

C2 78. 87.

3.

0 10 2 GT 3b 4 5 E'(G t

Figure 9: Glass fiber damping versus storage modulus [6]
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Figure 10: Carbon fiber damping versus storage modulus (6]

5. Short fiber specimens

A large series of short glass fiber specimens built by the Italian Research
Laboratory "Istituto Donegani" of Novara has been tested. In Table 4 the specifi
cations and the properties of a single type of these specimens, in resin polypro
pylen, are reported.

Table 4: Short glass fiber in resin polypropylen

CHARACTERISTICS GLASS FIBER CP 713 RESIN POLYPROPYLEN

DENSITY (kg t-3) 2500 910

RESIN CONTENT (%) - 86

YOUNG MODULUS (GPa) 70 1.5

r SPECIMEN E (GPa) PREVISIONAL E (CPa) EXPERIMENTAL

RANDOM 5.4 3.2

TRANSVERSAL > 2.1 3.1

LONGITUDINAL < 11.1 7.2

Three different kinds of samples are considered:

i) random short fibers;

ii) transverse short fibers;
iii) longitudinal short i bets.
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In Figure 11 the experimental results of the nondimensional damping coeffi-
cient versus frequency for random, transverse and longitudinal samples are shown.

.IIL
3GLASS FIBER CP 713 IN

EPOLYPRCPrhEN WITH ADHESIONE)

0 random

El transvers

A longitudin

E)
10~E1

5,A 11.

01.
o6o 26o 360 f (Hz

11 /iI \ Cit --

RANDOM TRANSVERSAL LONGITUDINAL

Figure 11: Damping versus frequency [10]

Results corresponding to the ones reported in Figure 11 have been gained for

different types of short glass fiber composites and a complete analysis of all
the results is presented in a research that is now being completed [10].

6. Kevlar specimens

Just now the research is turning to Kevlar samples in epoxy resin prepared by

the Italian Industry Aeritalia for space applications.

Some of the results gained by chese tests are presented and precisely on:

i) laminates;

ii) fabrics style 120;

FJ-1 1
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iii) sandwiches (fabric style 120). j,-

In the Table 5 the layout and the resin content, th~it is forty pe~r cent in fa
brics and sixty per cent in laminates, are presented.

'Table 5: Kevlar samples properties

Kevlar 49 fabric 120 style Kevlar 49 laminate

[(o/9o),,/Ols [0/9 0),/o 4 /0 S
TAYOUT -"AO[(0/90145) 2/45] s [(O/90/45)2/45]s

RESIN CONTENT % 40 60

* In Figure 12 some preliminary results, as damping factor versus frequency are
presented.

es-.

C101
15.,

KEVLAR 49

S SANDWICH

0 FABRIC 0 0

E0 FABRIC 450

A LAMINATE 04
10 e C LAMINATE 4e

0 A *

-- I , ..

5.

so 04o 60 2z0

Figure 12: Damping factor versus frequency --

No significant difference appears between fabrics and laminates; the damping
values result higher for the sandwich samples but also the frequency range is dif
ferent, and precisely higher, than the one considered for fabric or laminate sam
pies.
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As well for the Kevlar specimens a trend similar at that one presented in Fi-

Sures 9 and 10, regarding the damping coefficient versus storagemodulusforglass
and carbon fiber composites, has been achieved as results in Figure 13.

KEVLAR 49

10. LAMINATE

% FABRIC

5.

01

0 10 b 30 40 5o 6o 70
E(GPa)

Figure 13: Damping factor versus storge modulus

It should be noted that a peculiar problem for the Kevlar composites is in a
high amplitude dependance: this behaviour is much more significant than i.n the
other composite materials.

This non linear characteristic together with damping values higher than in
glass and carbon fiber composites are the essential Kevlar features [11).

On course for the space use of this material it is necessary to consider the
space environmental effects; the future work is on these items:

i) vacuum condition testing;
ii) temperature testing in the range starting from -120 to 120 *C;
iii) low frequency testing (as imposed by the large size of space structures).

7. Conclu 
ions

Experimental evaluations of the damping coefficients for several aerospace
composite materials have been presented.

The research has been essentially turned to the singling out of a connection
between stiffness and damping characteristics in order to achieve a previsional
valuation of the damping factors in composite materials.

At the present the lower bound gained for the damping factor makes it possi-
ble to achieve a significant estimation of the damping factors for different com

FJ-13
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posite materials and different conditions.
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Abstract

Solid propellant rocket motors are composite structures consisting of a
visco-elastic material with high damping and a metal or other hard case. The
two are adhesively attached to each other. Il

During transportation, whether by ground vehicles, air or space launch
systems, these motors undergo high frequency vibrations.

Because the damping characteristics of the propellant, binder and case
are temperature and frequency dependent and because the excitation is usually
of the random vibration type, analysis of such structures requires knowledge
of the complex modulus for the materials involved.

A random vibration analysis is carried out in the frequency domain util-
izing power spectral load inputs to a motor which is divided into lumped
masses.

The missile is considered to be a composite cylinder with longitudinally
variable cross-sectional properties. An acceleration power spectrum for oper-
ational conditions is used as excitation. Frequency response functions and
output power spectra for bending and shear stresses are presented. The power
spectral information is then used to evaluate the statistical properties of
the random output.

Presented at the Vibration Damping Workshop 11, "Damping 1986", Sponsored by
Flight Dynamics Laboratory of the Air Force, Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
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1. Introduction

Ouring transportation of solid propellant motors stresses are induced due
to vehicle vibrations. These stresses vary randomly in time and are in addi-
tion to the stresses induced by environmental temperature variations.

Random vibration methodology is used for the evaluation of stresses and
associated cumulative damage. Frequency response functions for bending and
shear stresses in the motor are developed with the aid of the transfer matrix
technique of structural dynamics (1). The motor is modeled as a composite
beam with a solid propellant core encased in a steel shell. For analysis pur-
poses the beam is discretized into lumped masses connected by elastic and vis-
coelastic beam segments. This discretization allows for variable mechanical f'

properties in the longitudinal direction. The frequency response functions
are used in conjunction with input power spectra to obain the standard devia-
tions of induced stresses.

2. Analytical Model of Missile

A missile carrying a warhead and guidance system and powered by a solid
propellant motor, having the simplified weight distribution shown in Fig. 1 is
analyzed. The bending rigidity of the missile is provided by an elastic,
steel shell of 1.52 mm thickness and 127 mm outer diameter, the aft portion of
which is filled with a viscoelastic solid propellant having a 47 mm diameter
smooth circular bore.

The structure is supported at two points on viscoelastic cushions (Fig.
1) and is transported on a truck bed.

To analyze the shear and bending stresses that develop as a result of
vehicular vibrationss produced by the terrain, the beam is discretized into a

lumped mass system as shown in Fig. 1. The masses, m, and, corresponding rota-
tory inertias, J, of each lump as well as the elastic and viscoelastic bending
rigidities, El are also listed in the figure.

The visco-elastic, complex modulus for the propellant

E(w) E') + '") (1)E(,)

is given in terms of the storage modulus

is1 E w2a 2 2
E'(w) = E + Ti (2)

i= + Wi Tia.

and the loss modulus

15 E.waT Ti
E"(W) = + 2 T2 _2  (3)i=1 1 + i T

where E,, Ei and Ti are listed in Ref. 2 and aT is the shift function

log aT = -46.857 (T-25) TOC (4)46.43 + (T-25)
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The missile is considered to be a composite cylinder with longitudinally
variable cross-sectional properties. Between stations 1 and 4 bending
rigidity is supplied by a hollow elastic cylinder. Hence

(E)I = Esteel (d - d2) (5)IN
where Et 3 psi (2.07 x loll /m2), d3 and d2 are the outer and inner

diameters o the casing.

Between stations 4 and 9 the viscoelastic propellant in a steel shell is

considered. Therefore
(EI) = E 3- te(d "d ) + (E' + iE").(d -4 4 _)}4_ (6) .:i

The parameters are presented on Fig. I for a temperature of -450C. At the
supports the stiffness constant is assumed as follows:

ki = k' + ik" = 4 x 104(1 + .051) (7)

Transfer Matrix Analysis of Lumped Mass System with Multiple Support Inputs

The lumped mass system shown in Fig. I consists of masses connected by
beam segments. 

-
Fig. 2 shows the free body diagrams for a typical mass element and the

adjacent beam segment. Each mass has rotatory inertia, while beam segmentshave bending rigidities, El. Beams transfer shears, bending moments, slopes

and deflections from the right side of station j to the left side of station
j+l by bending rigidity. Mass elements are loaded in addition to spring
supports by shears, bending moments, translational and rotational inertia
forces.

The variables of interest at any station: deflection, slope, moment and
shear may be expressed in the form of a state vector (z) as follows:

r
(z)i = on the right (r) side of station j (8) O.,

To transfer the vector from {z) to (z)J+l, that is across a beam segment, a 04.

transfer matrix, [F], is used) .. .

(z)+1 = [F+l (Z)r (9)

where

2 3.

0 1 zIEI z /2EI (10)
00 0 1l j+l

'4I -4
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To transfer the vector (z) from the left side of a lumped mass j to the
right, the equilibrium of forces and moments in Fig. 2 requires

(z~ [U.J(z) + (L).

where the transfer matrix [U1 for a sinusoidal support motion with fre- N
quency w is defined as followg:

21[Uj]= 0 J (12)

Lmjuj2 kj) ., 11]mP k0 0 .j 2 .

and Lj is the input load at j. For sinusoidal loading, my and Je in Fig. 2

become -mu2y and -Jw2 0. (z)I may be transferred to the right of station k with MAL

the use of transfer matrix kIT]', which consists of the products of F and U
matrices, as follows:

4 (Z)r r[I(l (13)%j~~z~~j (13)0 ,""
k k jJ

where

TJk = (Ulk(F)k x ... Fx j+2[UIj+(Fi+(U j  (14)
similarly%

kfTI1 = (Fik[Ulk-l x...x [FIj+ 2 Uj+IIFJj+lI'dJ j  (15)

and

k = (Fk(Ulk 1  . F [j+Ulj+I[Flj+l (16)

2 Mass Supported on a Movable Support F'-

Fig. 3a shows a mass, with a movable support. The response of the system .

to a unit harmonic acceleration will be calculated. Fig. 3b showsitbe free .+,,.
body diagram of mass m. subjected to a support acceleration of 6.e .

Writing the equations 8f equilibrium one obtains the following: J

1 0 1 0 k012 00 3 (17)
M 2 0 -W J.1 o]S ( ol
V W i- k 0 i 1 Vk

orZ = U (z) + f (18)

in which is the forcing function vector and the support displacement,
6j -6-5 

.
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Boundary Conditions - Frequency Response Functions

Using the matrices, the transfer of a state vector at a point in the beam
to another point can be easily achieved, by Eq. 13. Thus, if a state vector
at a location is known, the state vector at any other location on the beam can
also be obtained. It is convenient to obtain the state vector on the left

most end of the beam using the zero-force boundary conditions at the ends.
This will be illustrated for the beam in Fig. 1 subjected to a unit harmonic
motion of its jth support.

The equation relating the state vector on the left end to the one on the
right with a harmonic support movement at an intervening support is as fol-
lows:

s(Z)r = r l(z) + nT f} (19)
r n n J1

ii .'h1h a represents the right most lumped mass and

Since moment and shear are zero on the left of mass 1 and on the right of mass
n,

r r - T

T1 12  143 T
o L T21 T22 T23 T24 1

0 T31 T32 T33 T34  0

n n 41 T42 T43 T44  1 1

r -T T2 T1 T1- r 0

T21 T22  T23 T24  , 0

T31 T32 T33 T34  0 (21)

T41 T42 T43 T44  . /u

Y and 0 at station I can now be obtained using the last two simultaneous

equations as follows:

1 r[T 31 T32] ) -l . r T34 (2r

I W -nT41 42j 1 nIT (22)

Eq. 22 defines the frequency responsa function of displacement y and rotation,
0, at station 1 due to a harmonic acceleration of the jth support. Using
this, the frequency response function for displacement, rotation, moment and
shear force on the left and right of a mass can be obtained as follows:
on the left:

z}1= '[Tl{z + '[T11{f} (23)

GA-7
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and on the right: rr
(,)r r[Tj'(z)' + rkIT jr(fj (24)

if the kth mass is on the left of the moving support (Jth mass), the second
terms on the right hand sides of Eqs. 23 and 24 are then zero.

Frequency response functions for bending and shear stresses in the pro-
pellent can be directly obtained as they are linearly related to these forces
as follows:

S - (25)
4-

= lb (26)
in which M and V are the bending moment and shear forces, I is the total

moment of inertia of the cross-section, y the distance of the propellant fibre
from the neutral axis, Q is the first moment of the area about the neutral
axis and b is the cross sectional thickness at the neutral axis.

Figs. 4 and 5 show some typical frequency response function plots for
bending and shearing stresses on the right of station 5 due to a support exci-
tation at Station 2.

3. Input Loading

An acceleration power spectrum for transportation loads is shown in Fig.
6. The excitations are applied at the beam supports of the missile in thevertical direction.

It is assumed that the same input is applied at both supports but with a
time delay of T. This is to incorporate the effect that the front and rear
wheels of a transportation vehicle go over the same surface except with a time
delay of T. In terms of this time delay T the cross correlation and cross
spectral density function of the inputs, say at any two supports of Fig. I can
be obtained as follows.

Since the two supports receive the same input, their autocorrelation -P.,

functions and spectral density functions are identical. That is:

ij(t) = Y(t + At) (27)

in which Y (t) is the input at support i at time t and V is the input at sup-
port j at later time t + At.. at.. is the time separdtion of these two
inputs. Thus input auto spectVa are'3

Sii(- ) = Sj(W) = S(W) (28)

The cross correlation function between the inputs at support i and j is given
by

R = E[YI(t)Y (t+T)I

= Ely(t)Yi(t - Atij + T)] (29)

i R i( - tij)
GA-8
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Here in terms of the power spectrum

wmj S(w)e ijdw

X f Sjj(a)e ~dw (30)
m

where i~
Sij(w) = S(w)e-iwaTii (31)

is the cross spectral density function of the inputs at the ith and Jth sup-
ports.* Similarly

Sji(W) - S(w)eiw tii * SMj(w) (32)

4. Power Spectra and Variances of Stresses:

For a stationary excitation and response, the spectral density function
of a response quantity, R, (such as bending moment, shear forces or stresses)
can be written as (3):

Hm(W) LSJM) s1n(w) J (H(w))SRR~w) S (33
2() 2,J*w)

where, SRg(w) is the spectral density function of the response quantity R,
Hj(u) is "he frequency response function of R due to unit excitation at J, and
Sj, (w) is the cross spectral density function of the acceleration excitations
amasses k and . (Eq. 27), and m the number of supports excited. Frequency
response functions are obtained as described in the preceding sections. The
variance of response quantity R is obtained using the following well known
equation:

02 - f JRR(W) du (34)

Figs. 7 and 8, show typical spectral density function plots for bending
and shear stresses on the right side of station 5 due to excitations at sta-
tions 2 and 8. Time lags between 0.01 secs and .15 secs. were used for these
calculations. The temperature of the motor is taken as -45°C.

Table 2 shows the standard deviations of bending and shear stresses on
the right side of station 5, obtained for various values of time lag between
the excitations at stations 2 and 8. A time lag of .0312 secs in the table
corresponds to the fundamental period of the system. (From the frequency
response function .curves, Figs. 5-6, it is noted that the fundamental fre-
quency is 32.1 cps. which corresponds to a fundanental period of .0312 secs.)
It should be noted that the maximum standard deviation values occur for a time
lag of zero seconds, that is for the case of simultaneous excitation at thetwo supports.

GA-10
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5. Distribution of Peak Stresses

It is seen on Figs. 7 and 8 that both bending and shear stress power '-
spectra are sharply peaked at the resonant frequency of 32.1 Hz which

indicates that the response processes are narrow banded.

If it is assumed that the distribution of stress levels is Gaussian, with
standard deviations given in Table 1, and zer9 mean, the distribution of peak
stresses will follow the Raleigh distribution

f e2 (35)2
A~1(a)2fA(a) - e (35)

where a is the amplitude of the stress and a is the standard deviation given
in Table 1.

The average amplitude, i, and the standard deviation of amplitudes, oa ,
may be calculated from Eq. 35 as

1.25a (36)and

a = .65o (37)

The average amplitudes and amplitude standard deviations for bending and shear
stresses are also presented in Table 1.

While these stresses are relatively low, when superimposed on temperature
induced and other stresses may be significant, particularly when the frequency 4
of applications is also considered.

Table 1. Standard Deviations, a, Mean Amplitudes, W, and Amplitude Standard
Deviations, Oa, of Bending and Shear Stresses on the Right Side of
Station 5 for Various Time Lags Between Inputs at Stations 2 and 8.
Temperature -45°C.

Time Lag Bending STress Shear ress ,-
sec. K/m KN/m'"

C; 0  a a a

.0000 68.2 85.3 44.3 1.64 2.03 1.05

.0100 37.4 46.8 24.3 .89 1.11 .58

.0156 11.1 13.9 7.2 .26 .33 .17

.0312 68.0 85.0 44.2 1.61 2.01 1.05

.0500 25.1 31.4 16.3 .59 .74 .38

.1000 54.1 67.6 35.2 1.28 1.60 .83 --

.1500 56.7 70.9 36.9 1.34 1.68 .87

IN
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DAMPING PREDICTIONS USING MATERIAL PROPERTIES
FROM VARIOUS TEST METHODS
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ABSTRACT

There are a large number of tests which can be used to determine the
damping characteristics of viscoelastic materials. All of the tests %
identify somewhat different damping properties when the same material is
evaluated. The question immediately develops as to which set of damping
properties generates the most accurate reduced frequency plot. The
following paper addresses this question and illustrates one approach to
determine the accuracy of the damping data in a specific temperature/
frequency range. ,.. .

The approach taken to determine which of the material tests '
resulted in the most accurate damping data was to:

1) Generate a reduced temperature nomogram for each set of material
data obtained from the various damping characterization tests;

.... , . o"

2) Calculate the system damping for a cantilever beam model with a ...

constrained layer damping system applied 'ising each nomogram for
material data input; and

3) Compare the predicted system response with the experimental test
of the damped system.

Using the above approach, the BEAM test provided the lowest RMS error
with the Rheometrics Mechanical Spectrometer as a close second in one
instance.

*V
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INTRODUCTION

If one reviews the literature, one would find that there are a large
number of test methods which can be used to determine the damping
characteristics of viscoelastic raterials.l, 2 ,3  Ideally, all the tests
would identify the same damping properties when the same material was N
evaluated; however, in reality, there are variations in the properties
measured.

The question ioxnediately develops as to which set of damping
properties is more correct over a given temperature and frequency range. A
more appropriate question is which set of material properties generates the
most accurate reduced frequency plot from which interpolations of damping
properties over any frequency and temperature range can be made. The
following paper addresses this question and illustrates one approach to
determine the accuracy of the damping data in a specific temperat'ire
frequency range, but makes no claim to completely answer the question.

As part of the Relsat Program,* the University of Dayton Research
Institute (UDRI) conducted a series of damping characterization tests on
3M's ISD-112 and GE's SMRD IOOF9OA.2  As expected, each characterization
test resulted in slightly different damping properties. The thrust of this
paper is not a detailed investigation of the material data generated from
each test (see Reference 2) but to evaluate the reduced temperature
nomogram generated from each set of material data. The approach taken to
determine which material test resulted in the most accurate damping data: ~was to: ,',

I) Generate a reduced temperature nomogram for each set of material r
data obtained from the various damping characterization tests; a.' 4

2) Calculate the system damping for a cantilever beam model with a
constrained layer damping system applied using each nomogram for
materiat data input; and

3) Compare the predicted system response with the experimental test
of the damping system.

The following paragraphs describe first the results from the ISD-112
data, then the results from the SMRD 1OOF9OA data, and finally present the
conclusions drawn from this work.

ISO-112 Results

The damping properties of ISD-112 were determined using:

1) The DuPont Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA),

* General EiectFic Space Systems Division prime contractor, Air Force
Contract 1 F33615-82-C-3223.
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2) The ASTM E-756-83 damping characterization standard-resonant
cantilever beam (BEAM), and

3) The Rheometric Mechanical Spectrometer (RHEO).

All the ISD-112 material used in the material characterization tests
and the damped system test was from the same material batch.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 are the reduced temperature nomograms for ISD-11,2
from the BMA, BEAM and RHEO tests respectively. The curves representing
each material data set is shown in Figure 4 for comparison. There is
obviously significant variation in the material properties determined by
each test.

The DMA data on the IS0-112 only defines the properties into the
beginning of the transition range. This limitation is typical of DMA data
collected on very soft materiols. Since the DMA collects data at only a
single frequency at each temperature the data appear to have no scatter.
The DMA test defined the highest modulus values and the lowest loss factor
values found in the three test methods and had a temperature of peak loss
factor approximately equal to that generated from the beam test.

The BEAM data for the ISD-112 do not extend far into the glass or
rubber modulus plateaus which makes the curve fitting task more difficult.
The lack of data in the glassy region are not typical for beam test data;
however, limited data in the rubbery region are typical. The scatter seen
in Figure 2 is typically of beam data.

The RHEO data for the ISD-112 extend into the glassy and rubbery
modulus range approximately as far as the beam test data. The scatter in
the data are quite small from the rubbery region through the transition
region; however, as you start into the glassy region, the scatter begins to
increase. This is believed to be caused by the test sample used. The
Rheometric's data generated the lowest value of glassy modulus while the
rubbery modulus compared well with the rubbery modulus from the beam test.
The peak loss factor compared well with the value generated from the beam
test although the temperature of peak damping was higher.

After reviewing these sets of material properties, one would indeed
expect differences in the predicted damped response of a system using these

three sets of data.

The damping system studied is shown in Figure 5. The steel
cantilever beam was 9.5 inches long, 0.5 inches wide and 0.06 inches thick,
the ISD-112 damping layer was 0.005 inches thick, and the constraining
layer was 0.01 inch thick aluminum. This test system configuration was %PO

significantly different from that of the beam used in the ASTM standard

Oaracler~za."G. 1.".I
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The experimental test results, along with the fourth order beam
theory predictions using each set of material properties, are shown in
Figure 6 for the third mode (372.6 Hz) of the test sstem. The review of
Figure 6 reveals that the DMA data do a very pnor jo of predicting the
damped system test results. The RHEO data appear to predict better than
the BEAM data but both predict a lower temperature of peak damping than is
seen in the test results.

Figure 7 illustrates the comparison of predicted to test results for

the sixth mode (1829.0 Hz) of the test system. Again, the DMA prediction
is not good. The beam prediction using the BEAM data again has peak
damping lower in temperature than seen in the test results but approximates
the absolute value of peak damping very well. The RHEO data predict the
temperature of peak damping correctly but under predict the maximum value
of damping.

The BEAM and RHEO predictions seen in Figure 6 and 7 look reasonable
and, ip the past, would be accepted as good. However, analyzing the RMS
error i' modal loss factor for each mode across the temperature range
tested revealed a rather large error. All the RMS error data are shown in
Figure 8. The BEAM RMS error ranges from a high of 58.5 for mode 6 to a
low of 45.0 for mode 4. The RHEO RMS error ranges from 48.6 at mode 2 to
30.7 at mode 4.

In view of these large RMS errors and after review the data are shown
in Figures 6 and 7, RMS error was calculated for the data at 750F, 100OF
and 1250F which represents the three data points in the neighborhood of
peak damping. In this range, the RMS error improved significantly, For
the 3 point error (see Figure 9), the BEAM error now ranges from 42.5 for
mode 2 to 13.9 for mode 6. The RHEO error range is 38.5 for mode 2 and
10.8 for mode 3.

Figure 10 presents the RMS error in the frequency prediction for all
three material data sets. It is immediately apparent that the frequency
prediction is significantly better than the loss factor prediction. The
maximum error for both the BEAM and RHEO data are under 5 percent with most
error values around 1 percent.

The first inclination was to assume that the reduced error in

frequency means that the material characterization tests more accurately
determine modulus than they do loss factor; however, more thought revealed
this was not the case. A review of the energy dissipated per cycle
equation, which is:

Ds = fnGy2dV (1)
J VOL

rev2aled that both G and G strongly influence 3 and therefore ultimately
modal loss factor in that
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s = 1- • (),

The damped resonant frequency, on the other hand, is much less
sensitive to the modulus of the damping material.

An alternate way to look at the RMS error is to evaluate all the
modes at a given temperature. This RMS error information is shown in
Figure 11 for both loss factor and frequency data. Again, the DWA error is
the largest while the RHEO has the lowest error for temperatures less than
peak system damping and the BEAM has the lowest error for temperatures
greater than peak system damping.

Figure 12 presents the total RMS error for all three material test
methods. The RHEO data have the best overall RMS error for the system loss
factor while the BEAM data have the best frequency RMS error. The 3 point 4'

data (data jus" arouiid peak system damping) show that both the RHEO and
BEAM have small errors in both loss factor and frequency predictions.

SMRD 10OF90A RESULTS

The damping properties of 10OF9OA were determined using:

4. 1) The DuPont Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA),

2) The ASTM E-756-83 damping characterization standard (BEAM),

3) The Rheometric Mechanical Spectrometer (RHEO), and

4) The Autovibron, a computer conteolled Rheovibron, (AUTO).

All the 10OF9OA material used during the testing came from the same
material batch.

Figures 13, 14, and 15, present the reduced temperature nomograms for
nomograms were generated with the same To which was 174.2 0F. A comparison *

of the curve representations of each datum set is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 illustrates that the BEAM and DMA had good correlation in
the glassy modulus value. The DMA data do not extend into the rubbery
range and the BEAM data extend only into the beginning of the rubbery
range. The AUTO data show a significantly softer glassy modulus value than
either the DMA or BEAM; however, they do define a rubbery plateau. The ,4,
BEAM and AUTO data correlate well in the rubber modulus area. The absolute
value of loss factor is approximately the same for all three data sets;
however, the BEAM indicates the lowest temperature of peak damping with the
DMA predicting the highest temperature of peak damping.

Figure 17 presents the reduced temperature nomogram for the RHEO
data. The data appear good from the glassy modulus into the transition

GB-5
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region. Note the glassy modulus corresponds well with the BEAM and DMA
data and the absolute value of peak data correspond well with the other
data. Also note that the To used is 365F which is almost double that of
the other material tests. Although the lower temperature portion of the
nomogram by itself looks reasonable, the use of the very high TO is cause
for concern. Figure 18 presents the RHEO data with the 174.20F To used in
the other nomograms. This figure indicates the type of lot one would

expect with too low a value of To in that the modulus daa show a shingling
effect. The indication is simply that something is wrong with the RHEO
data.

The damping system evaluated for the 10OF90A is shown in Figure 19.
Again, this damped cantilever beam is significantly different that the test
specimen used in the BEAM test and the damping material thickness is
different than that used in any of the material tests.

The experimental test results (system loss factor VS temperature)
along with the fourth order beam predictions for each material data set are
shown in Figure 20 for mode 3 (1200 Hz). It is immediately obvious that
the variation in temperature of maximum material loss factor between the
four data sets has a significant impact on the predicted temperature of
peak system damping. Only the BEAM data predict the test results
reasonably. Figure 21 presents similar data for mode 6 (5200 11z) and
illustrates the same trends seen in Figure 20.

Figures 20 and 21 indicate that only the BEAM data predict the
r. ad system response with a reasonable degree of accuracy. This
c6 .sion is supported when we review the RMS error data presented in
Figg,-e 22. The BEAM error ranges from 62.1% to 20.9k. All the other test
method errors are totally unacceptable. As was seen in the ISD-112 data,
the RMS error goes down when only the three temperatures around peak system
damping are considered. For the BEAM, the 3 point data show RMS ranging
from 37.3 to 19.1%.

The frequency data RMS are shown in Figure 23. Again, the frequency
error is less than the loss factor error. The BEAM frequency RMS error for
the 10OF9OA data are slightly higher than that seen with the ISD-112 data.

Figure 24 presents the RMS error for all the data sets across
frequency at each temperature. The data again show the BEAM datum
prediction to be the only acceptable one and indicate a similar trend as
seen in the ISD-112 in that the BEAM RMS error is lower at temperatures
below that of peak damping than it is above the temperature of peak
damping.

Figure 25 presents the total RMS error and the conclusion is no
surprise. The BEAM data most accurately predict the damped system 

test

resul ts.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the RMS error presented in these two examples, the BEAM test

provides the best material data to use in damping design and prediction of
system damping. The authors feel that although this statement is factual,
it is 3lso misleading. The RHEO data from the ISO-1i2 produced excellent
damped system predictions. The 1OOF9OA RHEO test must be a bad test and if
the test configuration was changed the RHEO data might produce prediction
errors comparable to the ISO-112 results.

Other points of induced error are the errors in;

0 The experimental measurements on the damped system,

* the fourth order beam theory used for damped system prediction,
and

9 the nomogram presentation of the material data.

If the experimental test on the damped system were run several times
and the results averaged, this would most likely reduce any error
introduced by the test results. The use of sixth order beam theory or
finite element dnalysis to predict system damping instead of fourth order
theory would reduce one source of error, but this error is not nearly large
enough to explain the large differences between test and prediction. The
authors feel that a large source of error, perhaps larger than that of the
methods themselves, may be the nomogram presentation of the materjal
properties. The nomograms presented in this paper used the Jones4 cT shift
factor relationship.

The test methods considered in this paper determined material
propertieL from approximately .01 Hz (for the RHEO) to greater than 5000 lz
(for the BEAM). Representing results from such a broad frequency range
using the Jones cLT shift factor relationship may be stretching the range
of applicability of this relationship since it was developed from data in
the 100 to 5000 Hz range. Techniques are being developed which generate a
shift factor for each material which may make the properties from various
tests compare more favorably. 5

The closing thoughts are that the BEAM test is used strictly for
producing damping propcrty data, and therefore, an experinced BEAM test
operator is experienced in collecting damping data. The other test methods
used are used for a variety of material property measurements and very
seldom are they used to measure damping properties. The results of this
fact implies that an experienced RHEO test operator most likely is not an
exDerienced damping data collector, and therefore, may not consistantly
gentrate reliable damping data. After some Pxperience, this would
obviously change.

It appears that most damping characterization methods are operator
dependent and that experienced operators can produce reliable material
property data (within the limitations of the particular test method) which

GB-7



can be used in damped system design work. In critical situations a test
series, as demonstrated in this paper, will be necessary to determine the
most appropriate material characterization method for the damped system to
be designed;
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MODE NUMBER

2_ 3 4 15 6

ALL ALL ALL ALL ALL
DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA

DMA 94.5 91,2 87,9 85,2 82.6

BEAM 50.4 45.7 45.0 50.3 58.5

RHEO 48,6 32.8 30,7 32.0 31.9

Figure 8 ISD-112 ns RiS Error Across Temperature.
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MODE NUMBER

I. I

2 3 4 5 6

3 +  3 3 3 3
POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS

DMA 83,6 7o.4 54.8 45.5 44.3

BEAM 42.5 31.9 20.9 18,3 13,9

RltEO 38.5 ln.8 11.8 25.9 35.4

+ 3 Points means RMS error calculated from the data at
75*F, lO0*F, and 125°F

Figure 9 ISb-112 nRMS Frror at 3 Temperatures Around
Peak !0ampi~g.
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THE PREDICTION OF TOTAL LOSS FACTORS OF COUPLED STRUCTURES

J.X. Cuachieri and E.J. Richard&
Center for Acoustics and Vibrations
Department of Ocean Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL. 33431

ABSTRACT

The total loss factor for coupled structures is estimated from

knowledge of the inherent loss factor of the structure material and the
coupling loss factor, that associated with the transfer of vibrational energy
from the substructure to other coupled substructures. The coupling loss factor
is estimated by using power flow methods. That is the flow of vibrational
energy is expressed in terms of the point and transfer mobilities of the
substructures, including if necessary mobilities for all six degrees of
freedom - three translational and three rotational. Additionally damping
mechanigms introduced at the joints between substructures can be included in
the model as massless damping mobility terms. Using these power flow
techniques expressions have been derived for the coupling loss factors for
general structures for which the extreme conditions, low and high inherent loss
factor relative to the coupling loss factor are considered. The results are
applied to estimate the total lose factor of a plate steel box where each side
is considered as a separate substructure, the analysis performed for both low
and high inherent loss factors of the individual panels. All of the
substructures have a high modal dens!.ty which allcwed the results obtained
to be compared to Ai r results obtalned using the statistical Energy
Analysis technique. Also the results are compared to experimentally measured
values for the total loss factors. The total and inherent loss factors were
measured experimentally using the decay method. From comparison of the results
one can observe that for this case of a structure with high modal density, and
using mean values for the mobilities of the substructures good correlation
is obtained between the estimated loss factors using the analytical model and
the experimentally measured loss factors. Further work is currently in
progress on low modal density structures.
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INTRODUCTION

In general structures are not of a single integral construction but arte
made up of substructures which are velded, bolted or rivited together. In
defining a loss factor for one of the substructures, this will have
contributions from the inhertnt loss factor, that is the loss factor
associated with the structural material and additive damping mechanisms,
and the loss factor associated in the energy transmitted or transferred to
other substructures. The transmitted energy is a function of the inherent
loss factors of the substructure and the other coupled substructures and the
type of coupling between the substructures. These parameters will influence
the way that vibrational energy will be throughout the global structure and .

also the extent to which control of the vibrational energy can be obtained by
the introduction of damping treatment.

The analysis of coupled structures have, to some extent, already been
done using Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) methods1 . However SEA methods
are only useful in those frequency regions with high modal density for all of
the substructures. Thus for low to medium frequencies where the modal density
is not high enough to allow A statistical approach, only generalized results
can be obtained using the SEA method. An alternative approach that will
cover the whole of the frequency range, from low frequencies - low modal
density - to high frequencies - high modal density - is by using power flo4
techniques2. That is the energy transmitted between substructures is

expressed in terms of point and transfer mobilities. From such relationships
one can define a coupling loss factor to compare to the inherent loss factor of
the substructure. An additional advantage of using thir technique is that
damping mechanisms introduced at the joints between coupled substructures can
be included in the model by introducing m3ssless real mobility components in
series with the joint to represent the energy losses at the joint.

ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Considering the general case of a substructure linked to other several
substructures (Figure 1) with an excitation on one of the substructures.

Vibrational energy will flow from the source substructure to the other
substructures. This vibrational power flow will depend on the coupling between
the substructures and the power flowing from the source substructure to the
other substructures will in general have two components. A resistive or real
component which represents the dissipated vibrational energy going into the
connected substructure and a reactive or imaginary energy component which
represents the fraction of vibrational energy that continuously flows back
and forth between the two substructures. In energy terms, for N + 1
substructures, this can be represented using SEA notation by

N
Einput "Ediss + ( Et - Et ) (1)

s i , si is /

Where Einput is the input energy to the source substructure; Ediss!
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is the dissipated energy in the source substructure; Etsi is the

transferred energy component from the source substructure to substructure "i"

nd Et, is the energy transferred back to the source substructure. Forone of the substructures with no excitation

N
OrnEdl + IE - +s+ l I - Et)

diss t5 1 i A,(t j ti (2)

These formulations for the energy balances for each substructure are set-up
similar to SEA methods. Using power flow techniques each of the energy
transfer component pairs for each joint between the substructures can be
written in terms of the mobility functions at the joints.

Considering first a source substructure connected to a single receiver
substructure (Figure 2). The transferred energy is given by the well known
expression2

IM 12

SR I2 Real [M
tr I R

S. R

Where H5 So is the transfer mobility between excitation location and attachment

location on the source substructure; MS, in the mobility of the source

substructure at the attachment location; MR is the receiver mobility at the
attachment location and I12 is the excitation. The model shown here is a
simplified model, that is one can expand this model to represent force and
torque transmission in all directions and also include both line and point
forces and torques3 . In this case one can best represent all combinations
of transfer mobilities using a matrix representation.

Considering next a source substructure connected to tvo receiver
substructures (Figures 3). In this case there is some influence on the

received energy by one substructure due to the presence of the second
substructure. This can be included in the analysis by introducing cross
coupling terms. However the influence of the other substructures on the
receiver structure apart from the one with the excitation or the higher level
of energy is insignificant 4 which therefore would imply that the cross
coupling terms can be neglected. That is one can decompose each problem into
one with a series of single receivers, each considered separately, for each
substructural element.

By expressing the energy transferred from one substructure to another In
terms of input and transfer mobilities, this will represent both energy
transfer terms that is the energy transferred from substructure "I" to "J" and
the energy transferred back from substructure "J" to substructure "i". That is
from equation (3)

G3



E [E -E ](4tr i j Et - Et Ji] 4

The total loss factor for each substructure can thus be given by dividing
equation (1) by the energy level of the substructure

N Etr

ti diss1  *-

E Real[R

and t -

WE I M 1 +H 12 c j (6)

Where mi is the mass of substructure "i" and nc, is the coupling loss

factor of substructure "i" when coupled to substructure "J".

Therefore using the power flow approach, the coupling loss factor is
expressed in terms of mobilities which can therefore be calculated provided
the mobility terms can be either measured or computed. There are no

$limitations on the number of modes required. The values for the mobility
.0 terms can be either given in terms of mean levels which would be equivalent

to the high modal density case and which would only depend on the general
characteristics of the substructures, or alternatively given as exact functions
of frequency which would then be dependent on the exact geometrics of the
substructures.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Some preliminary experimental results have been obtained to verify the
power flow approach in the prediction of the total loss factor of a simple
multi component welded structure. The structure used in this analysis is a
plate steel box of thickness 12 mm open on one side and with the dimension as
shown in Figure 4. For this structure the two extreme conditions were
investigated, that is for low inherent loss factor compared to the coupling
loss factor and for a high inherent loss factor. The structure analyzed in
this verification study had a high modal density and therefore the results do
not demonstrate the applicability of this method to structures with a low
modal density. Each panel of the box was considered as a substructure with
connection to adjacent panel substructures.

SUBSTRUCTURES WITH LOW INHERENT DAMPING - STRONG COUPLING

In this case energy dissipation is only significant near the resonant
frequencies of the substructures. Because of the strong coupling each
substructure will accept all the energy that it can dissipate. Using the
power flow approach we can substitute for the values of the mobilities for

0
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the substructures by the mobilities at resonances. Thus from the mode
solution for a structure vibrating at one of its resonant frequencies the
mobility is given by;

IM =
W mn mmn nmn (7)

Where mmn is the modal mass associated with th i, n th mode.

Near a resonance of substructure "a"

M > > M
*ji i.l

and

m (9) pi.i

Near a resonance of substructure "i"

M >)Mi .11 (10)

and 2
mi y i

ci. mj T.

Where qi is the total loss factor for substructure i. However the inherent
loss factor is much smaller than the coupling loss factor and threfore

q i =j c (

and thus i.i

and)l (12)%" N
!,and nti =1ii + T)m

th (13)

Using the result in equation (13) the total loss factor of three of the box
side panel is estimated from knowledge of the inherent loss factor of the
individual panels. The measured inherent loss factor of individual panels is
shown in Figure (5) for two of the panels of the box. Panels of equal
dimensions had similar loss factor values. These measured loss factors Vere
obtained using the decay method with the panels being impact excited with a
calibrated hammer. Figure (6) shows the measured and calculated, using
equation (13), total loss factors for three of the box panels. As can be

,.4 observed from this figure good agreement exists between measured and calculated
V loss factors for this extreme case.

.'
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SUBSTRUCTURES WITH 111011 IS11ERENT DAMPING - WEM" COUPLING

In this case the structures are highly damped and therefore their
mobilities can be represented by mean values which are in general real
quantities.

Physically this will imply that most of the energy that is transferred
from a substructure to a coupled Aubstructure will be dissipated and not
transferred back. In considering the types of mobilities, this will be
dependent on the type of joint. Therefore for the box structure the
substructures are connected along the edges and therefore line mobilities will
be used.

To verify the results for this extreme case three sides of the box
structure were covered with a 3 cm. layer of granuiar material (sand), (Figure
7), which increased the loss factor of these panels to approximately 0.1
(Figure 8). Using equation (6) and substituting for the line mobilities by
mean mobility levels the estimated total loss factors for three of the box
panels are shown in Figure (9), together with the measured total loss factors.
In this case the agreement between measured and estimated loss factor is also
good.

Some discrepancy extsts between measured and estimated loss factors for
plate I (Figure 9(x)). It should be noted that plate 1 has a low inherent loss
factor, and coupled to other substructures (panels 2, 3 and 4) with a very
high inherent loss factor, these panels are covered with the granular material.
Thus in this case the assumntion that the substructures had a high inherent
loss factor which allowed the use of mean mobility levels starts to break down
and a more accurate mobility function must be used in the expression for the
coupling loss factor.

CONCLUSIONS

These preliminary results show that using power flow techniques the
coupling loss factor of structures with low and high inherent loss factor, with
a high modal density can be estimated. These results do not show the advantage
of using this method over the SEA techniques. Infact the results obtained are
the same as those obtained in reference5 for the same structure using SEA
techniques. However no restrictions were made with regards to the form of the
mobility terms and therefore provided these can be measured or computed the
energy transferred from a substructure to another when the modal density is low
can be estimated. The application of this power flow method to finite
structures with a low modal density will be the subject of a future paper.

The damping of the experimental steel box structure was increased by the
introduction of a layer of granular material. For the results presented here
the resulting loss factor was measured experimentally, however this can also be

estimated using a similar power flow approach for two coupled substructures,
that is by treating the sand layer as a structural ccmponent which has a
complex speed of propagation of waves due to the energy lost between the grains
of the material. In this case the appropriate mobility terms for the structure
and the sand layer would be surface mobilities or impedances. Using thij
approach the increase of the loss factor of the structure can be estimated in

GC6
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terms of the structure characteristics and the granular material layer

characteristics. This implies that alternative granular materials apart from
sand can be investigated which will allow the introduction of such damping
mechanism to other structures, apart from machinery components, whore weight
may be a factor. This will also be a subject for future work.
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ABSTRACT

I"'

Prediction of damping for large structures has been a
challenging problem, especially for flexible spacecraft
appendages. Because of the effect of air friction and
gravity, damping measurements for large flexible spacecraft
appendages are difficult to achieve using system level tests.
Several substructure coupling techniques have bein proposed.
This paper presents a hybrid synthesis procedure using
combined experimental and analysis techniques. The damping
values for rigid joints, e.g. hinges, are obtained from
quasi-static load tests and the damping characteristics for
flexible components, e.g, panels, are determined using
analytical approaches based on the strain energy principle.
Modal synthesis techniques are used to predict modal damping
for the combined structure. A typical RCA-built deployed
solar array is used as an example to demonstrate the
procedure.

A test was developed to measure the damping values of solar
array hinges. The test consisted of input force and response
deflection measurements over a displacement range similar to
that experienced during system level oscillations. The
frequency of the applied force was alao that of the operatingmode. To simulate these conditions, very sensitive
measurement instrumentation was required. To prevent test

fixture deflection from contaminating the data, all support
hardware was designed with a high degree of rigidity.
Acquired data was digitized and plotted in the form of force
vs displacement. Damping energy was calculated based on the
enclosed area of the above curve. Data acquisition and
processing was automated by a computer program.

The synthesis technique described here is similar to that

described in Ref. 1 except that component real modes are used
instead of complex modes as proposed by Soni. The structure
is broken down into a series of joints and flexible
components. Mass, stiffness, and damping characteristics are
represented in physical coordinates for the joints and modal
coordinates for the components. Coupling between components
is always done through the joints. Thus, physical degrees of
freedom are always available for coupling the substructures
even if free-free modes are used to represent the component.
Constraint equations are used to eliminate dependent degrees
of freedom. Then the system equations are solved for complex
eigenvalues and eigenvectors from which system modal damping
can be determined. This procedure is implemented using DMAP
alters and programs written for use with MSC/NASTRAN.

k' N?
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INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft appendages are getting larger. The demand for
increased spacecraft power is forcing increased solar array
size. The demand for greater sensitivity is forcing
increased antenna and sensor sizes. As appendage sizes are
increasing, appendage natural frequencies are dropping. The
combination of larger size and lower frequency means that
appendage dynamics have a greater effect on attitude control
than in the past. In addition, spacecraft pointing accuracy
and response requirements are becoming more stringent. These
factors are placing heavy demands on the attitude control
system. Accurate information about appendage natural
frequencies and damping is, therefore, becoming more
important for good attitude control design.

Testing would seem to be the most straightforward method of
accurately determining appendage natural frequencies and
damping. Typically, however, large spacecraft structures are
designed to be deployed or assembled only when on-orbit, in
zero gravity. In addition, because of the large surface area
of many of these structures, the results can be contaminated
by the presence of air.

Presented here is a hybrid synthesis method for predicting
damping of large structures. The method allows the use of
test and/or analytical data from the various structure
components to be used to predict the system natural
frequencies and damping. By using component level test data,
the pitfalls of system level testing are avoided while
maintaining a high degree of confidence in the predictions.

This method also encourages the representation of some
substructures in physical coordinates and others in
generalized coordinates. This fact can be used to advantage
in substructure testing. Large, low damped components of the
structure can be represented in generalized coordinates.
Compact joint areas, where most of the system damping is
concentrated, can be represented in physical coordinates.

ANALYTICAL METHOD

The hybrid synthesis technique described here is similar to
that described by Soni in Reference 1. To better illustrate
the technique, extensive reference will be made to an example
problem. Figure 1 shows the example problem, a deployed
solar array. It consists of four panels connected by pairs
of interpanel hinges. Final connection to the spacecraft is
made through the boom/hinge assembly. The solar array is
considered fixed at the spacecraft interface for this
example.

GD-3



The first step in the hybrid synthesis method, as in any
modal synthesis method, is the division of the structure into
a series of substructures. In the hybrid synthesis method,
however, the substructures are divided into two groups, those
to be represented in physical coordinates and those to be
represented in genralized coordinates. A requirement of this
method is that substructures represented in generalized
coordinates can only be connected to substructures
represented in physcial coordinates.

Referring to the example solar array, this structure is
readily divided into eight substructures. The boom/hinge
assembly and the pairs of interpanel hinges are substructures
that will be represented in physical coordinates. The panel
assemblies will be represented in generalized coordinates.

44 Note that the panel substructures are connected together
through the hinge substructures fulfilling the above
mentioned requirement. Also note the choice of
substructures. The boom/hinge assembly and interpanel hinges

Nare chosen to be respresented in physical coordinates.
Hinges are compact, stiff components whose mass, damping, and
stiffness properties are readily obtainable in physical
coordinates. Conversely, the panel assemblies are most
concisely represented in generalized coordinates using data
from panel modal tests or finite element analyses.

The final goal of this procedure is to formulate the
following system equation from the substructure data:

[msys)(Y) + (Csysl(P) 4- [Ksys3(P) - 0 (1)

where:

.Msys ] - system mass

[C Sys I - system viscous damping

[Ksys - system complex stiffness

(P) - system independent displacements in the
I., assembly of substructure coordinates

This equation can then be solved to determine the system
natural frequencies and damping.

The procedure to generate (K I is described below. The
same procedure applies to genera [M I and (C s. First,

4the substructure matrices are assembli 5 as followX
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4 I.
II

[Kuncoupled' " 3 1

t K4K

where: u

(K substructure stiffness

For the example solar array problem j - 8; and matrices KI,
SK K ,and K would be in physical coordinates while K2, K4,
K6, ad K8 would be in generalized coordinates.

Any method can be used to obtain the generalized matrices.
for example, fixed boundary flexible modes and constraint
modes can be used to develop the transformation to
generalized coordinates as in the Craig and Bampton modal
synthesis procedure (Ref. 2). Free-free modes could also be
used, and residual flexibility included, if needed (Ref. 3).
In fact, different methods of obtaining the generalized
matrices can be used on different substructures with no
difficulty in developing the constraint equations that will
be used to couple the substructures together. Also, it is
not necessary to use complex modes to develop the generalize&
matrices. Real modes are entirely adequate, and accvtacy
will not be compromised if the off-diagonal terms of the
viscous damping and complex stiffness are retained.

The matrix (K ] above is an assembly of uncoupled
substructure sd matrices. If the free vibration
equation formed of (K ] and the similarly assembled
mass and damping mat w P~s solved, it would yield the
individual substructure results. In order to form the system
stiffness [K ], the substructure matrices assembled in
(Kuncpld] muffs be coupled together in some way. These
matrices are coupled together by eliminating dependent
degrees of freedom though the use of constraint equations.
Let {Puncoupled} be partitioned as follows:

GD-5



P (3)

{Puncoupled
} = __

P1

BP1

where:

{P n} - displacements of nth substructure in substructure
generalized coordinates

{Pn } -interior displacements of nth substructure in

substructure physical coordinates

pB 3

{ n } - boundary displacements of nth substructure in
n substructure physical coordinates

B

Note that (P ) are always dependent since these displacements

can always Be found from {Pn}, the generalized displacements
of the neighboring substructure i tduced set of

independent degrees of freedom can be determined and a

transformation defined such that:

GD-6
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PP

II,

B

-- 1 Y

P- s e(T] (P)

B "

p3

where:

I

P2'

(T)- P I displacements ot
3 independent

degrees of freedom p
P4

PJ

The vector (P) shown 4bove is the same as that in equation
(1) and transformation [T] can be applied to [K InE ] to
eliminate dependent degrees of freedom and e ,Igg the
system stiffness as follows:

,KSy s I - (T) [Kuncoupled][T] (5)

The same procedure can be applied to determine the system
mass [M. I and viscous damping (C I. With all the
elements R equation (1) present, the e tion can be solved,
giving the system natural frequencies and damping
information.
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TEST METHOD .-&,

A test method was developed to measure the damping and
stiffness values of hinge assemblies. The test was run at ..
various frequencies and displacements to understand how each ".'
of these parameters affects hinge performance. This part of ..,
the paper describes the various aspects of the test; test. ,,
article, test set-up, results and discussion.

TEST ARTICLE":::
A solar array boom-to-boom hinge was the primary subject of' ':

the test. An interpanel hinge was also tested briefly :-' ..
because of limited availability. The boom-to-boom hinge is ,. .
constructed of magnesium with two sets of ball bearing races.
See Figure 2. Constant torque springs open the hinge. End ?.',
of hinge travel is set with an adjustable stop. A viscous .Wo:
damper controls the rate of hinge deployment travel but, ,'%.
because of clearances is not effective over small ranges of ON'
displacement. The inlterp~nel hinge is similarly constructed f'
but resernbles only one half of a boom-to-boom hinge. See .,I
Figure 2. The interpanel hinge has one bearing race and one"-,.'.
spring. There are two hinges per panel. .,,,.

TEST SET-UP
The hinge was attached through its mounting interlace to a,:
rigid test bed as shown in Figure 3. A 30 force pound shaker .
was used to input a force sine wave. The load was applied "
through a flexure assembly which allows load to be .
transmitted in only a single direction. A piezoelectric and "'
a strain gage type load cell were used to measure the applied ,
load. The resulting displacement was measured with a Linear .
Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT). A set of universal
mounting fixtures were designed which allowed testing in six '' /
directions - three translation and three rotation.

The two signals - voltage proportional to load and voltage ,
. proportional to displacement - were routed to a digital ,'

computer. The computer digitized and stored the two 'i.
simultaneously on magnetic disk. A program was written to :,
read the stored time histories and plot them as force vs. ,''
displacement. The program automatically scales both axes of '"
the plot such that the curves fill about 3/5 of the display [
area. The area enclosed by the curve i.s calculated on a :.
point-by-point basis and converted to an equivalent linear .'
viscous damping coefficient. The test discussion section ,
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describes this formulation. The coefficient can be
calculated over one or many load cycles. The equivalent
linear stiffness coefficient is calculated by dividing the
difference in the load required to achieve the maximum and

minimm displacements by the differences of the maximum and
minimum displacements. 4

TEST RESULTS

A sample of the computer generated output is shown in Figure
4. In general for these hinges, the viscous damping
coefficient increases as the frequency of the applied load
decreases. The viscous damping coefficient seems to have no
consistent relationship with the level of applied load. The
linear stiffness coefficient increases as the frequency of
applied load increases and decreases as the level of applied
load increases.

The parameter which has the most dramatic effect on these
measured values is the direction the hinge is loaded. Each
direction has a unique mechanism which provides the damping
and stiffness. For example, direction #3 is the stiffest
translation direction because the hinge is loaded against its
stop. Direction #2 is the softest translation direction
because there is a small amount of play which is exercised by
loading in this direction. The presence of play or clearance
in a particular direction has a dramatic effect on the
equivalent stiffness. As the applied load is increased such
that the hinge displaces through the clearance, the
displacement increases with little change in load. Thus the
equivalent stiffness goes down. The damping coefficient does
not experience the same dynamic change because little energy
is required or absorbed as the hinge displaces through the
clearance.

DISCUSSION OF TEST

Because the applied load is small and the resulting
displacement is very small (.0001 inch 0-Peak in some cases),
the transducers must be very sensitive. Because the range of
displacements varies dramatically (especially when clearance
is introduced), the load vs displacement plotting routine
must be flexible.

The enclosed area calculations depend directly on the phase

between the force and displacement sine waves, thus a new
problem is introduced. The phase between the two recorded
signals cannot be contaminated in either the signal
conditioning or recording section of the test. Precise
checks must be made to ensure this. For example: The owners
manual for the LVDT states that displacement measurements are
good up to about 250 Hz. The displacement values are good to
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250 Hz but the phase between the agtual displacement and the
measured value can be as much as 15 off. Filtering the data
can also .trad-co" phas* errors. It is important to insure
that any filters used add no phase bias. If a filter must be
used which introduces phase bias, a phase matched filter must
be used on the other channel to compensate.

Because the hinge damping and stiffness properties vary with
load and frequency, it is important to run the test at
parameters which are similar to the final systems parameters
in this cast the on-orbit oscillation parameters. The final
system parameters, however, depend on the individual hinge
properties so the hinge properties must be determined at
several test conditions.

To convert the enclosed area of the force vs displacement
curve to an equivalent linear viscous damping coefficient the
following formulation is provided. The energy dissipated by
the nonlinear damping force (the enclosed area) can be
equated to the energy dissipated by a linear damping force
which contains the proportional constant. The formulation is
expanded in popular literature and yields:

C - A/wi d
2

where:

C - equivalent linear viscous damping coefficient

A - enclosed area of force vs deflection curve

w - frequency of applied load

d - O-peak displacement

0 Sinusoidal motion is assumed.

Similarly the enclosed area (energy dissipated) can be
equated to velocity squared damping, Coulomb damping, etc.

RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of this investigation, the deployed solar array
natural frequencies and damping, are presented in Tables 1,
2, and 3. In these tables the results of the hybrid
synthesis procedure are compared to a finite element analysis
of the same system. Table 1 lists the results when only the
panel damping is considered; Table 2 lists the results when
only hinge damping is considered; and Table 3 lists the
results when both panel and hinge damping are considered.
Each table shows the synthesized results with and without
residual flexibility included. Including residual
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flexibility improves the accuracy of the damping predictions

because residual flexibility improves the accuracy of the

system mode shapes. The amount of damping that the
substructures in physical coordinates provide to the system
is greatly affected by the system mode shapos.

When panel and hinge damping is included he results of the
" . ."z procedure compare very wl,l with the finite

element results. This correlation of results show that the
hybrid synthesis technique is a good tool for predicting the

natural frequencies, mode shapes ond damping of large
flexible (systems) appendages which are composed of well
defined subsystems. This procedure is most cost effective
when compared to very detailed finite element models.
On-orbit data, when available, will also verify the
procedure, The test derived component data will also be

*, verified by the on-orbit data.
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TABLE 1. EXAMPLE PROBLEM RESULTS, ONLY PANEL DAMPING

SYNTHESIS
MODE BASELINE 10 PANEL MODES 10 PANEL MODES s RESID

FREQUENCY DAMING FREQUENCY DAMPING FREQUENCY DAMPING
(Hz) (C/CR) (Hz) (C/CR) (Hz) (C/CR)

1 0,139 0.00078 0.146 0,00098 0,138 0,00088

2 0.228 0.00015 0,232 3 E - 7 0.228 3 E - 7

3 0.663 0.00479 0.782 0.00767 0.661 0,00515

4 0.837 0.00237 1.07 0.00430 0.837 0,00212

5 2.25 0.00382 2.50 2 E - 6 2.25 0.00396

6 2.30 0.00070 2.69 0.00640 2.30 0.00003

7 2.52 0.00279 3,40 0.00476 2.51 0.00245

TABLE 2. EXAMPLE PROBLEM RESULTS, ONLY HINGE DAMPING

SYNTHESIS
MODE BASELINE 10 PANEL MODES 10 PANEL MODE & RESID

FREQUENCY DAMPING FREQUENCY DAMPING FREQUENCY DAMPING

(Hz) (C/CR) (Hz) (C/CR) (Hz) (C/CR)

1 0.139 0.00376 0.146 0,00420 0,139 0,00353

2 0,228 0.0276 0.232 0.0291 0.228 0.0275

3 0.677 0.112 0.802 0.258 0.677 0.112

4 0.837 0,0161 1,07 0.0298 0.837 0.0154

5 2,28 0.271 2.46 0.346 2.28 0.271

6 2.52 0,0413 3.38 0.465 2.52 0.0404

7 2.67 0.220 3.39 0.0964 2.67 0.219
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TABLE 3. EXAMPLE PROBELM RESULTS, PANEL AND HINGE DAMPING

SYNTHESIS

MODE BASELINE 10 PANEL MODES 10 PANEL MODES & RESID

FREQUENCY DAMPING FREQUENCY DAMPING FREQUENCY DAMPING

(HZ) (C/CR) (HZ) (C/CR) (HZ (C/CR)

1 0.144 0,0318 0.153 0.0442 0.144 0.0318

2 0.257 0.0453 0,263 0.0485 0.257 0.0452

3 0.641 0.0526 0.661 0.0612 0.641 0.0527

4 0,866 0.143 1.10 0.291 0.866 0.142

5 2.34 0,460 2.36 0,676 2.34 0.459

6 2.45 0.211 2.47 0.468 2.45 0.210

7 2.50 0.360 2,50 0.360
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Figure 2. Solar Array Hinges
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Figure 3. Test Set Up W'ith Boom to Boom Hinge
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12.73 BOOM TO BOO11 HINGE

FORCING FREQUENCY,
8.10 HZ

INPUT FORCE LEVEL,
7.41641 # O-P F

PEAK DISPLACEMENT:-0.00416 IN. O-P _0

CALCULATIOtIS BASED ON

ENCLOSED AREA=
7.2299E-e2 POUND-INCHES

V2%800661 DISPLACEMENT (IN.) -0.08727

Equivalent Linear Viscous Damping Coefficient: 2.09E3 Pound Sec./Inch
Equivalent Linear Stiffness Coefficient: 1286.3 Pound/Inch

Figure 4. Force Vs Deflection Curve for Boom to Boom Hinge
Loaded in the #2 Direction
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CONSTRUCTION OF A CONSISTENT DAMPING MATRIX

K. J. BUHARIWALA and J. S. HANSEN

Institute for Aerospace Studies
University of Toronto

ABSTRACT

A general method for constructing a material damping matrix in dynamical
systems based on viscoelastic assumptions is presented. A generalization of
the classical lamination theory, in particular, the consideration of
viscoelasticity in the constitutive relation is considered. The discretized
equations of motion for a laminated anisotropic viscoelastic plate using the
finite element method are derived. The mass, damping and stiffness matrices
are completely defined and arise consistently in the formulation of motion
equations. Jacobi root perturbation method is employed to solve the
viscoelastic eigenproblem. The technique is used to calculate the eigenvalues
of an orthotropic, constrained, four-ply, balanced, symmetric, graphite
reinforced epoxy shell element.
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I Introduction

Energy dissipation is art important consideration in the study of
stabilization and control of structures, as even limited dissipation can result
in fundamentally different requirements. A particularly important form of
energy of dissipation in structures is material damping which is always present
and is often either ignored or modeled crudely. The present paper is based on
the premise that many material damping models currently used in the dynamical
analysis are inadequate. The usual manner in which damping is incorporated in
dynamical models is by first studying undamped models of the form,

+ K f(t)

for suitable generalized coordinates ! and generalized loading f. Methods for
constructing the system inertia matrix M and the system stiffnes matrix K, for
structural systems are well documented;-for example reference may be made-to
Zienkiewicz fl]. In the usual procedure, material daiping is accounted for by
adding a linear viscous damping term .D.. The difficul,v associated with this
model,

L4 j + D j+ K =ft) (2)

is that in writing (2), one rarely comes across an algorithm for constructing
the system damping matrix D, Many studies involve quantifying the damping
matrix from an experimentaTly measured set of information about the dynamic
behavior of the system. Hanagud et al. [2), Caravani et al. (3], Caravani and
Thompson (4] and Ibrahim (5] describe techniques for identifying the damping
matrix in such a manner. Quantifying the damping matrix from an experimentally
measured set of dynamic behavior is unattractive from an analytical point of
view, since the damping matrix is not available at the design stage, unlike the
mass and stiffness matrices.

Hence the present objective is to present a general algorithm for
constructing a consistent material damping matrix without any knowledge about
the dynamic behavior of the system. As depicted in Fig. 1, the present work
endeavors to strengthen the weak link in the dynamical modeling process. In
the development, it is shown that the motion equations are integro-differential
in form rather than differential, (2). The present Interest is directed
towards the use of fiber-reinforced polymeric composite materials. The option
available to structural engineers of selecting high stiffness, low or zero
thermal coefficient of expansion and prescribed damping makes the weight
efficient fiber-reinforced composites, a natural choice for a great number of
structures. Polymeric materials which are used as the matrix in the composites
are viscoelastic; thus the approach adopted is to model the composite as a
viscoelastic material.

,,,e viscoeastic stress-strain relation, of interest, for an a,isufU-c

material is presented in Section Two. This is, first, specialized for an
orthotropic lamna in Section Three. The stress and moment relations in terms
of the membrane, coupling and stiffness operator.s are then stated in Section
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Four for an orthotropic material. The equations of motion for the laminated
cylindrical shell are p,,esented in Section Five. In Section Six, using the
finite element method, the discretized equations of motion are formulated for a
cylindrical shell. The algorithm for constructing the damping matrix is
provided explicitly.

2 Linear Viscoelastic Constitutive Relation

In order to derive a consistent damping matrix in a manner analogous to a
stiffness matrix as in the Rayleigh-Ritz or a similar discretizing procedure,
we require a constitutive relation which accounts for the energy dissipated in
a material. The stress and strain are related linearly for a viscoelastic
material. The viscoelastic constitutive relation can be represented by a
differential or an integral form. In the present approach the stress-strain
relation is given in an integral form. The linear, anisotropic, viscoelastic
constitutive relation of interest is [6]

S kl (t- kl klIij(t) = f o  I G ij(L -)--- - + Cij(E _k (3)

k,l=1

Gkl(r't) =o %'I"*)(- , O) y ( 0) e - 8t d O (4)ij - ij

where y(O) is the relaxation density distribution function and Ckl and 4k1 are
symmetric in all four indices (when Onsager's relations apply), 1I9d are IU

positive-semidefinite.

3 Orthotropic Assumption

The stress-strain relations (3) and (4) apply to a viscoelastic material
with an arbitrary degree of anisotropy. Here, the constitutive relations (3)
and (4) take a simplified form, applicable for an orthotropic, material. These
relations will be applicable for each lamina and a laminate will consist of a
stack of laminae with various ply orientations, as shown in Fig. 2.

For a material in a state of plane stress, the orthotropic, viscoelastic
constitutive relation becomes

= ftGt- d) -d + C (5)

= [ C1 02 o2]; = [ 2 ] (6)
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where y is the engineering shear st-ain and
12

Cj.*)(o) C)*2(e) 0

G(t o C o) C*2(O) 0 y(O)e do(7)

1 0 2C 0()

C11  C1 2  0

C= C 12  C22  0 (8)

0 0 2C66

The indices in G(t) and C are ordered 1, 2 and 6 as done, by standard
convention, in the analysis of-composite materials. In general, the lamina
principal axes (1,2) may not be coincident with the structural axes (x,y) as is
evident from Fig. 2. Thus the transformption relating the two axes with
respect to the structural axes for the k'" lamina, as defined by Ashton et al.
[7] is

a2 -k ayy (9)

a 12 axy
S L X k

and the transformation for the strain tensor is

C1 r
~~~ I xx* I I X

C2 < yy (10)

Y12 Yx.
L "k k
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where the transformation matrix is

a2 n 2 2mn

T n2  m2  -2mn (11)

-n mn m2 - n2

m = cos( Ok) and n = sin (k)

In general, the fiber angle 8 is different fr each ply. Substituting the
above transformation (9) and 1O) in (5) gives the general orthotropic lamina
constitutive relation,

ft( - dr) + (12)

IVx [ci axy ~(13)

_T : [ x yy YXy ] (14)

and the entries of matrix C are given by

! -
- 'I! = C 1M4 + 2(C12 +2C66)m 2n2 + C22n 4

C2 2 = C1n 4 + 2(C12 + 2C66)m 2n2 + C22M 4

T 12 = (C11 + C22 - 4C66)m2n2 + C12(m
4 + n4 )

C66 = (C 11 + C22 - 2C 12 - 2C 66 )m2n 2 + C6 6(m4 + n 4)

C16 = (C 11 - C12  2C 6 6)m3n + (C 12 -C 2 2 + 2C 6 6)mn 3
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C26 = (C,1 - C 12 - 2C66)Mn3 + (C12 - C 22 + 2C66)m 3n (15)

The entries of matrix G(t) are identical in form, with G..(t) replacing Cii andGii(t) replacing Cij. -It is observed that matrices G(t)'ind C are fully
pop ulated.

The stress vector can now be related to the displacement vector by using
the strain-displacement relation. The linear strain-displacement relation for

a cylindrical shell of radius R, as shown in Fig. 3 [Langhaar 8] is

C= C + z, (16)

where

-+OT = W [) + )a-+ (17)T- Ty T y a

8x2  y2  U Y

4 Laminate Constitutive Equations

The laminate constitutive equations can be obtained by summing over the
laminae. Using (16) in (12), we obtain

-(k) = -6 - z(k) [ _o + z_ ] +(k) ,o + z 1(k)

(19)

The stress and moment resultants taken over M laminae can then be expressed as

U,'.,
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ii

NMt(t) I

xN W

-. . = - ( 2 0 )
M M-

Mxx~t

M M.(t)

where

A~)A n t ()(_) (.)d'c+ _(kJ(hk - h) (21)

k=1M t

B(t) 1 ' [ft *o(k)(t.r)b (.)d + Jckh- h 1) (22)

k=1 0 (t(22)

w 1 1 _t-uk (t- ~ (.)d-, + ] - h 3  (23)

h(t), 0(t) and [Q(t) are the membrane, coupling, and bending matrix-operators
respectively. If all plies are assumed to obey Hooke's law, that is, when G(t)
S0, then the membrane, coupling and bending terms are no longer matrix
operators, but simply the standard A, B and D matrices for composite
materials.

It can be shown that for a balanced laminate (orthotropic plate), that
is, a laminate where for each +0 lamina there exists an identical (in material
properties and thickness) -0 lamina, terms A16 = A26 = 0. For a symmetric
laminate, that is, a laminate where for each +0 lamina above the mid-plane
there exists an identical +0 lamina at the same distance below the mid-plane,

B(t) -0 (24)

Thus no coupling exists between stretching and bending for symmetric
laminates.

5 Equations of Motion

Proceeding in the usual manner and ,making the standard assumptions for
thin shells (constant thickness, small strains, negligible rotary inertia
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terms, et cetera) as elucidated by Ashton and Whitney [9], the motion equations
for a laminated cylindrical shell are

A11 A2- + 2A16 02+ A6 5u + A16  -2 + (A1 +* A6) 2 -V + Aa 2v
U X by &12  

- X2  axaby ay 2

B1l-- 3&Q 6-3 (E12 + 2B 6 6 )-3W - 263W+ k2ax
a x3  ax 2ay 2  6 y3O

+ (25)
ay t2

b2U + 2U A a2uav
16 +(A.12 + 66)-1 + A2 - + A66 - + 2A26 -2 + 22 -2

ax2  axaby aY2  aX2  )X ay ay 2

63W 63 ~ waw _ 26 aw
B 1 6 -- (E12 + 2-B6 6  -- 3B.26- B22 - + R

a x3  xayaXay2  by3  ax

+2 p, (26)
ay t2

ay4
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Oil - + 4D16 .- + 2(l2 + 2D66)L W  + 4U6 ±w +x - x,3y OX 2ay 2 OX ()y 3 1 ,2 .

x7 ax 2oy (xE1y 2 2- 6 y 3  x

_ (-8 + __ 3B 26 B22 -F(_l +-2R2G

ox2by aXay2 xy3 yxby

y2  + 2  q (27)

where q is the lateral pressure and p is the laminate density defined by

.4M h
-4 fhk pk)dz (28)
k-1 k-I

Equations (25)-(27) are identical in form to those of laminated shells which
obey the generalized Hooke's law, as can be seen by setting Gi((t) 0 0, but now
because of the definitions of A, Q. and R, eqns. (25)-(27) have the important
embedded feature, namely, energy dissipation.

6 Equations of Motion: Finite Element Method - Virtual Work Formulation

In this section, we demonstrate explicitly the technique of constructing
the damping matrix for a cylindrical shell element, Fig. 3, using the finite
element method. We start with the principle of virtual work expressed as

w xT re dV 1V (LCTa + Po Tur)dV (29)

where X and u are the externally applied load vector, and the displacement
vector respectively defined by

xT = [ 0 0 q]; HT=[u v w] (30)

and the stress-strain and strain-displacement relations are obtained from (12)
and (16), respectively. Using constitutive relation (19), we obtain

MV O p~)u] ( T  T zT(k)ftG_(k){t-. )_ ro + z_ ](k )d,
f, M (O~k) jTu + 6 + _K 0 +'

k=1L

+ 8 (_,oT + ZKT) (k) _(k)( o + z)(k) xTeu] dV = 0 (31)
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Integrsting through the thickness of the laminate, the above can be written in
terms of the membrane, coupling and bending matrix operators,

a 1bo [ __ _oA(t)So + 6coT Bt) , + 6TB(t)Co

(32)6D(t)c - xTIj dxdy = 0

where 'a' and 'b' are the axial and cijcumferential dimenions of the
- ~ cylindrical shell structure. Here, S fl(t)KE t Kf',t)sO because of the integral

nature of the coupling operator (H). Of course for th7 elastic problem when
* G 0,from the symmetry of matrix C, we have COT 3 K KB C.

The spatial dependence of the problem i? discretfid-using the standard
techniques of the finite element procedure. The trial functions chosen for the
cylindrical shell segment are the polynomials,

u(x,y,t) 1 a (t)x'yJ (33)

i,j=O

v(x,y,t) = Z bij (t)xiy (34)
i,j=0

3
w(x,y,t) = " cij(t)xiyj (35)

i ,j=0

where coefficients aij, bij, and cij are to be determined.

For convenience, in integrating the surface integral in (32), the
normalized coordinates are introduced,

x (36)a-

where a' and b' are the axial and circumferential dimensions of the finite
shell element. Upon discretization, the princiole of virtual work can be
expressed as

n
6V * 6V[u

(37)
=0

where n is the total number of elements and Vi is the virtual work
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corresponding to the ith discretized finite elemer, t integrating (32) over x

and y in the principle of virtual work after using expressions (33) - (35)

yields the result

6V= 0

where

6V1  pa b 6ATM1  +_T EA- 6A i- 6,' A 6 T (38)

with

E DI(t)b' _N , 2( +, T D22(t)a' 0 66(t) N
E_3 2 . ) + N 3  + -a

" a'3  alb' b'3  a'b'

2D16(t) T 2D26(t) A__(t)b'
+ - ( H SNS + T ) +_ N7

a'2  b,2  at

• () _ _NT ),A22t)a'b N A66(t)b' N o* 66(t)a' ""

T A 2(t)b' aT
+ A66(t) ( .2+ NI2 ) + A13 + A13

+ _T A22(t)a'b' ,26(t)a' !6)

+ R (-N14 + _14  R NIS +
R R2 R

A26(t)b' Az6(t)b'T

+ 2  (-N !17 + N1)+ A16(t) (N18 + A18B -+_l + NI9)R a'

A26(t)a'TT

+ o 2 + o)+ A26() (-21 + N2) (39)
b' 

A

and

I (t)b ' B 12(t) 2B16(t) B 12(t)

F = 22 + -A 23 + N24 +-- 2 5
a' 2  b' a' a'
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B26(t)b' B22(t)a' B22(t) a' I B26t)
+ N26 + N27 + _40 + _N6 ,

Ra' b' 2  Rb' 2  b'

2B26(t)a' 8 1(t) B 1(t)b' B(t '
_+ + - + _3 1 + _wF N-2 ( ' N 3 3

R a' a 2  b12

B26 (t) 2B66 (t) 2B66(t)+ N34 + N35 + - I36 (40)
b' b' a'

AT = [ a00  b90  coo co, C02  c03

ao1  bol clo c11  . . . c 33 ] (41)

The local 24 x 24 matrix M , matrices Ni, N2, ... , N36 and vector f1 can be
inferred by integra.ing (32). Some typicaT.Nj matrices are

3 3 3 3N I I I. I i.(i- k-3jl+) cijk

i=2 j=0 k=2 1=0

1 1 1 1 ik
N7 j I. I I T -TiTk-)(j+1-) aijakl (42)

1=1 j=o k=1 1(2

1 3 3ijk-
1, (i+k-2)(j++l) aii-kl

i=1 J=0 k=2 1=

Trial functions over each cylindrical shell element can also be expressed
in terms of Hermite polynomials. The unknown coefficients a- bijand ci - in
(33)-(35) can be related to the six degrees of freedom (u, w, ww, Wy, nd
wxy ) per node, by taking the following trial functions:

U(MT=,t) (1 - {)(1 - TO)ul + (1 - )u 2 + TM3 + (1 - 4

(43)
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TI= (1 - )(1 - n)v + (1 - n)v 2 + tTIV3 + (1 -O)v,

(44)

w(4, T,t) e (4)e(,n)wl + -o() (w ),(x + o( 4) 4Dn) (Wy) + o( )o(n)(Wxy)

+ e(4-1)O( n)W2 + o(l-1)e(ij)(W)2 + o(-l)o(r)(Wy )2
X y

+ 0(4-l)¢(T)(Wxy)2 + o(-1)e(n1)W3 + ¢(-)ON-1)(Wx)3

+ o(4-l)0(TIl)(Wy)3 + 0(0-)4D(r-l)(Wxy)3 + o(r)-lw4

y xy:+ 4€( )o(Tn-1) (Wx) Ii + e({)¢(n-1)(Wy)4 + ¢( ,)m(1)(Wxy).(45

where the Hermite cubics are defined as

"(e) = (101- 1)2(2101 + 1)

0(€) = *(1.1 - 1)2 (46)
'9

The transformation relating the degrees of freedom and the unknown coefficients
;44 in (33) - (35) is

H (47)

where the local generalized coordinate vector is

qT = [ u v , w, (wx  (wy (wxy
RlXy xy

U2  V2  w2  (W x)2 * . . (Wxy ) 1 (48)

and the transformation matrix H as defined in (47) is gi en in the appendix.

Using (47) the local virtual work corresponding to the i" element (38)
becomes
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6V1  pa 1b 1 j ELM H 6a !TE H _l - qj T + _T)Hl - a'b' qjfj

(49)

Upon assembly of the finite element equations and for an arbitrary generalized
virtual displacement vector 6R, the unknown vector _q is the solution of the
intcgro-differential motion equations,

t

M + f_ R(t-.)d-q d + K = _f (50)

subject to the appropriate boundary conditions.

Using expressions (21)-(3) in (39) and (40), the damping matrix R(t)

and the stil'fines: ria'Mrix K are obtained from

a
R(t) = R gj(t) (51)

j=1

a
K= (52)

j=1

where upon comparing (39) and (40) term by term R, and .K are given by

S -(-(k)
R bG g (t) G11~~* (t)(h - h -,)

a1 -17 ' G 3 k=1
K 

(HTN H kE ()
-! a, 3 - - *-"  3 k=1 I h

R 1 HTN H]G; g2(t) = .1 (k (t(h -2 I

2 ab' - 23 k

T (k)
K [-- H G C1 2 (h -h.1) )
-2 b - k=1

GE-14
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R22 , 'E.2HTN22H ]G ; gG2(t) = "((h
a 2  2 k=1

22 ) C((h (h- _ - hU
K2. [b.L HTIN221]G IG

a'2  2 k-1

(53)

where subscript G in (53) denotes the resulting global matrix upon assembly of
the finite eleents.

From (53) it is observed that the damping matrices Ri are derived
consistently and are proportional to the stiffness matrices K1 but, because of
the time dependence defined by gi(t), the damping matrix R(tT in (51) is not
in general proportional to the stiffness matrix K, and tends to zero for
arbitrarily large time. The discretized motion equations (50)-(53) determine
the instantaneous viscoelastic response of a general shell laminate which
depends on the entire history of the response. The upper limit a in the
summation (51) and (52) can be deduced from the syriwtry of ply orientations
in the composite material:

a = 36 for the general cylindrical shell laminate
= 21 symmetric, cylindrical shell laminate

a = 15 balanced, symmetric, cylindrical shell laminate

a= 12 balanced, symmetric flat laminate

The formulation of the integro-differential motion equations (50) is now
complete. The damping matrix R(t) is consistently defined and, as evident
from (53), it is no more difficult to calculate than the stiffness matrix K
Hence, an existing computer code of a purely elastic structure (M, K system)
can be easily modified for analysis of a corresponding viscoelastic-structure
(M_, R(t), K system). The only aspect remaining to be specified, in the model,
is tTe material decay distribution function y(O), which is implicit in function
gi(t).

7 Eigenproolem

One method of solving the equations of motion of a viscoelastic structure
is to use modal analysis, for which the eigenmodes of the structure are
required. Our interest is to solve the eigenproblem for the viscoelastic
structure, which cannot be solved by standard routines available on computer
systems. The eigenproblem, of interest, can be formulated by taking either the
Laplace transform or Fourier transform of the motion equation. We prefer to

GE-15
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work in the Laplace domain, so taking the Laplace transform of (50) (Laplace
variable p), we obtain,

(p2 _ + p _(p) + _). = I + _ j(O) + p a(O) ) + .a(O) (54)

where

M p) = '(P) (55)

c(*) (O)y(O)Ij*i(p) = o' o+ dO (56)
13 0 p+O

The solution for an arbitrary loading can be expanded in terms of the
eigenmodes u. Hence, for an N dimensional model, we can write the response as

NR=_(t) = i j Y vi t) (57)

where the functions vi(t) depend on the initial conditions and force vector
f(t). The eigenmodes u are independent of the initial conditions, therefore
only the hcnogeneous counterpart of (54) need be considered. Hence, the
eigenproblem, to be solved, becomes

(p 2 M+ p _(p) + K)_0 (58)

As noted earlier, this problem cannot be solved by standard eigensolver
routines available on computer systems. Numerical information for the
eigenproblem, however, can be obtained by a root perturbation technique. The
idea of root perturbation is not new. It was first introduced by Jacobi in
1846 [Aubrun, 10] and has been applied extensively, to evaluate root

sensitivity to system parameter changes. The method is based on the
observation that if a system is modified, for instance, by altering some
parameter, then approximate analytical expressions of interest can be derived
by treating the altered parameter as a perturbation about the reference point
of the original system. The modification of the original system may entail a
parameter change or, in our case, an addition of damping terms to the
previously undamped system.
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8 Jacobi Root Perturbation Method

For convenience, the eigenproblem is cast in a first order form. So,
first, consider the undamped eigenproblem (formulated from a purely elastic
constitutive relation, G = 0),

(pO2M + K)20 _ 0 (59)

where the N (total number of generalized coordinates in the finite element
model) elgenvalues (pO)2 and elgenmodes u° can be obtained from standard
eigcksolver routines available in most c~omputer software packages. It is
observed that the etgenvalues are purely imaginary and occur in complex
conjugate pairs. From (59) we observe,

p0 = O (60)

where

u°T K u°

Wo = 20 C 4 )1/ 2 > o (61)
a u OTM o

-a - .2a

For a constrained structure, the undamped frequencies wo as given by (61) are
positive, since the rass M and stiffness K, matrices are positive-definite.
The usual orthonormality Eonditions are

._ = , = 1,2,...,N (62)

and

__TK u= (,o) 26 a,3 = 1,2,...,N (63)

Therefore, there exists a transformation which simultaneously diagonalizes the
mass and stiffness matrices. So let
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a' row .20 vu . .. u(64)

then using

u .- _°_(65)

the viscoelastic eigenproblem (58) can be expressed as

(p2 1 + pA(p) + )_- 0 (66)

where

QOTM 00 = 1 (67)

QoT 0  -=_ (68)

QoTK diag[ 2  2 2] (69)

where w,..., are the frequencies of the undamped problem (59). A sufficient
condition for {he damping matrix R to be diagonal is that r be a linear
combination of the mass and stiffiness matrix. In general,-R" is not diagonal,
since only sub-blocks of R are proportional to the correspogIding sub-blocks of
the stiffness matrix K. The case where the damping matrix R', as given by (68),
can be diagonal is when a = 1 (the upper limit of summation-in (51) and (52)),
that is, a one dimensional problem; for instance, a beam in pure flexure in
which case Ri -K ( = Ki), or when all gj's are equal.

The eigenproblem (66) in first order form becomes

px - A(p)x = 0 (70)

where

_(p) = A0 + 6(p) (71)
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AA 0  6A =

x =(72)

Thus, the damping matrix l(p) is treated as a first order perturbation of the
undamped problem (59). We are considering small dissipation, hence the
perturbation analysis, which involves perturbing about the periodic modes, will
not yield purely dissipative modes. We can now apply Jacobi's root
perturbation method. Let the eigenvalues and eigenmodes after the kth

iteration be represented as

p(k) = p(k-1) + 6p(k)

= p(O) + k M

(73)

x(k) = x (k-i) + 6x(k)

k

+ 6x(i)  k ,2,...
i=1

(74)

where p(O) and x(0 ) are the eigenvalues and eigenmodes respectively of the
unperturbed, un'damped problem

( (0)p(O)x - AOx (0) =0 (75)

For the ith unperturbed eigenvalue

(0) = j Wo (76)
Pi i

the ith eigenmode, by row reducing (75), can be shown to equal
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x .0 jW 0 ... 01 0 ... 1 0 ... 0]

(77)

where the only non-zero elements occur in position i and NOl.

Using expressions (73) and (74), the eigenp'oblem becomes

k k k(p (0) + P (1))(.x.(O) + 6 x() LA + K(p (O) + COM())]

S(0) + 6x )= (78)
i =1

Expanding and neglecting second and higher order terms, yields

(0) k
p ( 6x( + 6p ( i ) X(O) - A0 I 6x(i) - _(P(k1))x(O) = 0

i=I - i= -i=1

(79)

Taking the left eigenvector of the unperturbed problem to be _(O), that is,

p()(O)T _ (O)TAO 0 (80)

where

O)T= [0 0 ... 1 0 ... 0 0 0 ... jW9 0 ... 0] (81)

The perturbation in the nth igenvalue after the kth iteration, after
pre-multiplying (79) by y() gives
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(O)Ta(D(k-1) )X(0) k-1
(k4 -n . I (i

1 u(O)TW.(p(k-1)) ) k 1 P~i (82)
-n n -n (82)n

The elgenvalues of the perturbed problem (58) are then obtained from (73).
They are2N in number and from the nature of matrix R(p), occur in complex
conjugate pairs (denoted by an overscore), since

* gij(p) = fij(T) (83)

T10̂dtermine the perturbation in the eigenvector, we pre-multiply (79) by
xUA where A is a normalization weighting matrix such that

x(O)T x(0) =1
x A

x(O)TA &x(i) = 0 i = 1,2,...,k (84)

So (79) becomes

(i) - x(O)TAAO 6x(i) x(0)T (p(k-1))x(O)
i=1 - -i=1 -)T (pk))0)85

(85)

from which we obtain

6P(k) = x(O)TA A k 6
x(i) + x(O)TA -(P(R-I) )-x(O) - M

(86)

Using this expression to eliminate 6p(k) in (79) leads to the sought after
expression for the perturbation in the eigenmodes
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k 0 _ p(O)_ X(O)x(O)TA A)-'[((O)x(O)TA - 1) 6.. p(k-1))x(O)

-I 6x( (87)
i=1

The eigenmodes x of the viscoelastic problem (70) can then be obtained from
(74).

The elgenmodes are only defined to within a multiplicative constant reJO,
that is, vectors jq and u as given by

reJ  u (88)

are the same eigenmodes. Thus for uniqueness, the eigenmodes are normalized to
the mass matrix,

UT M U,= 1 (89)

This determines the scalar constant r in (88). To determine angle 0, we shall
orient the eigenmode u so that the component with the largest magnitude is
aligned with the real-his as illustrated in Fig. 4. If no single component
can be identified as having the largest norm, then we shall orient the
eigenmode u. so that the component with the largest norm and smallest angle is
aligned wit the real axis.

9 Numerical Example

In this section we calculate the eigenvalues of a graphite reinforced
epoxy shell element using the root perturbation method outlined in the previous
section. The equation of motion, after spatial discretization for an
orthotropic, balanced, symmetric shell laminate with six degrees of freedom per
node (three displacements u, v, w, slopes wx, Wy, and twist Wxy), is

+ tR(t-)- +Kjf (90)

where
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* 15
R(t) zX Ri g1(t) (91)

lxj

The corresponding elgenproblem is

(p 2 M + p + K) -0 (92)

The elgenvalues using the Jacobi root perturbation method are calculated for
the following geometrical and material parameters

a' X 0.254 m (10") axial length

b' z 0.239 m (9.4") circumferential length

R - 0.154 m (6") radius

h - 5.08xO-4 m (0.02") laminate thickness

p - 1605 kg/m 3  (0.058 lbs/in 3) laminae density (93)

for a balanced symmetric (+0, -e) laminate with one edge (edge with nodes 1 and 4
in Fig. 3 (b)) fixed. The parameiers chosen for the decay distribution functions
y(O), shown in Table 1, are

Distribution

Uniform 1.0 10u
Cauchy 1.2 80 = 0
Normal = 8 a= 0.1
Beta 4.2 3.6
Gamma 0.2 3.5
Exponential 0.01 -
Weibull 0.01 1.4
Maxwell 3.0 -

Smith [11] has determined C(W) and Ci. for several relaxation constants p
for an othotropic graphite reinforced epox'. These coeffiq4jnts are tabulated
in Table 2. From these data, the functional relati n hip C (e0) can be
obtained by performing a least squares fit to log CSI and igg p for ps = 25,
250, 2500, 2.5x104 and 2.5x10

5 seconds. This gives "3  o 2
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C1 1  C22  C1 2  C6 6  Pa.(Psi)

7.26416 7.93455 6.91463 7.54510y intercept, b (3.42567) (3.78942) (3.07607) (3.70658)

0.082126 0.086329 0.104194 0.071959slope, m (0.082136) (0.086329) (0.104212) (0.071964)

correlation 0.8558 0.8143 0.5907 0.9377

coefficient

C = 10b pm 0 = /p

The variation in the norm of real part of the eigenvalues,

12
I(2 T,2)12 (94)

as a function of the fiber angle 0 is show in Figure S. All distributions
except the uniform distribution exhibit ths same functional relationship and
vary over three cycles of the logrithmic scale. A plot I Joil vs. fibre angle
would be useful to a designer as one could incorporate the optimal damping
characteristic in a structure. Of course, a more general optimization would
involve maximizing hioll over as many fiber angles 01, 02, . . ., q as the
number of plies in a Taminate.

7 Conclusion

We have demonstrated explicitly an algorithm for constructing a material
damping matrix using the finite element method. The assumptions made in the
formulation of the damping matrix are: (1) the mat.rial behaves
viscoelastically and (2) the stress-strain and strain-displacement relations
are linear. The damping matrix is constructed in a manner analogous to the
stiffness matrix, thus an existing computer code, which analyzes an elastic
structure, can be easily modified to analyze a corresponding viscoelastic
structure. The ipotion equations are no longer differential, but rather
integro-differential in form, as depicted in the flowchart, Fig. 6.

The corresponding eigenproblem is solved by Jacobi's root perturbation
technique. This method is demonstrated by calculating the eigenvalues of a
constrained, four-ply, balanced, symmetric laminate.
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ABSTRACT

The concept of multi-triggering random decrewnt technique Is introduced,
Like the single triggering technique, it reduces milt-mode multi-measurement
stationary random responses to free decay respuii.es hut has the advantage of
increasing the apparent number of the resultilig free decay tfife response
functions. The maximum number of these free decay respunses is equal tc the
square of the number of random measurements. These free decay responses are
then used in a lineir time domain modal identification algorithm to extract
frequencies, damping factors and mode shapes ot c structure under tast. The
quasi linear modal approach is used to deal witt nonlinearities by repeating
the linear identification process at different levels of inputs/responses.
The procedure is applied to rectangular panels subjected to acoustic random
input ranging from 130 to 157 db. The charqL-s in frequencies and damping
factors with input level are reported. This application is part of a sonic
fatigue research program.
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INTRODUCTION

Modal identification of structures, to experimentally determine natural
frequencies, mode shapes and damping factors, is critical to the accurate
mathematical modeling of structures, These extracted modal paraete.rs, .0
besides being directly related to the structure's physical parameters, are
very usefu; in applications such as response and loads predictions, trouble
shooting excessive vibrations, stability and control, verification and or
modification of analytical dynamic models, structural integrity monitoring and
incipient failure detection, fatigue design, among others.

While undamped natural frequencies and normal mode shapes can be
approximately estimated from analytical models, damping characteristics of
structures are determined mainly from experimentation. Even with the
tremendous advances in the state-of-the art of modal identification in both
frequency and time domains, the accuracy of damping identificatin, unlike ,4-.
frequencies and mode shaoes, is an area of active current research efforts.
Damping identification accuracy becomes more critical in applications such as
incipient failure detection and structural integrity monitoring. flutter
margin predictions and fatigue design.

To further complicate the problem of damping measurements, nonlinearities
can cause unacceptable scatter of "error" bounds. Actually, the damping level
may drastically vary with input ard or response levels; a situation where the
concept of a unique modal damping value can be erroneous and misleading.

Another application where damping, as well as modal, identification
%-

becomes more difficult is when a structure has to be tested under norhoal aoperating conditions wih unmeasureable or unknown random inputs.

The two aain issues in this study to identify damping are: ' >.

1. The structure under consideration is highly nonlinear,

2. The input to the structure is unmeasureable or unknown stationary *:5

random force(s). *a 4

The approach under consideration is to deal with nonlinearities by using 1'

a quasi linear identification technique and with unmeasureable random input(s) a'_4

by using the random decrement method. A linear time domain modal identifica-
tion technique, which implements the free decay responses of the structure
under test, is used for the identification process which is performed
different levels of input to study the variation of modal parameters with the
input level. The free decay time response iunctions are obtained from the
randon responses by using the random decrement technique2-4

The concept of multi-triggering in random decrement computation is
introduced in this paper and shown to be advantageous for improving
identification accuracy when the number of measurements on the structure is
limi ted. 

r
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The entire approach is applied to strain and acceleration measurements ofa rectangular panel subjected to acoustical input of varying level.

BACKGROUND

1. Time Domain Modal Identification

The linear time domain modal identification techniquel used in this study
uses the free decay responses of a structure and convert the indentification
procedure to solving the elgenvalue problem

(A] (+) - a (+) (1)

where the matrix of elgenvalues and elgenvectors, [A), is computed from the
measured free decay time response functions of the structure. The eigenvalues
a are directly related to the characteristic roots of the system from which
frequencies and damping factors are determined. The elgenvectors 4 relate,
or directly are, to the mode shapes at the measured coordinates.

2. Random Decrement Technique

The concept of random decrement technique was initially presented by
Henry Cole 2. The presentation or proof of the theoretical basis was rather
imperical and intuitive but nevertheless, acceptable, The technique, when
first presented, was designed to obtain a single mode signature oF one single
measurement.

Because of its simplicity and effectiveness, radomdec has subsequently
gained a widespread use by the aerospaice industry. Rar.domdec was later
generalized to multi-masurements multi-mode responses3, not to generate
signature but rather to produce free decay response time functions that can be
used in time domain modal identification of structures.

An excellent paper on randomdec is written by Professor J. K. Vandiver et
al4. The paper offers a more rigorous proof on the theory of randomdec,
analyzes errors and residuals and compares differnt methods of triggering
ensembles.

Since the introduction of the concept of random decrement technique,
efforts have been directed to investigate the theoretical grounds for accuracy
and convergence and any inherent assumptions, conditions, or limitations. One
m n -,., , n in these theoretical proofs was that the random -input
forces(s) must be white noise.

The assumption of white noise input(s) is very convenient for theoretical
proofs. The fact is, such white noise rarely exists in real life applica-
tions.

The strict condition of having white noise, or flat power spectrum
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density, is nct necssary, at least for the purpose of modal identification of
structures. The only conditIon on the input random forces(s) is that it is of
zero mean, stationary random

Considering a multi-degree-of-freedom linear system with EM], [K], and

(C) as mass, stiffness and damping matrices and (y) as the response vector
to a random force input vector (f), such a system is governed by th:
equation:

[M] (y*(t)) + CC] (;(t) + K(y(t)) = (f(t)) . (k)

The above equation is valid for any time t and any 5et of initial
conditions. Replacing time t with .,ie expression t + c where ti's are
selected according to the method of triggering the start of ensembles for the
randomdec computations, then equation (1) can be written as

[M] {'(t + )) + (C] y(t i + -) + (K) (y(t i + r)

= (f(ti + *0)) (i = 1.2---N) (3)

where N is the number of averages intended for use in randomdec computation.
By summing all of the N equations, dividing by N and replacing 1/n M(y

(t I + t)) by x()}, the resulting summation can be written as:

1 N
[M) (.(z)) + [C) (;x(-)} + (K) x()] =-W Z fit i + r)} (4)

i=1

Noting the since t 's were selected according to a specific randomdec
triggering ceriterion, the resulting response (x(')) will not average to
zero. Now considering the right hand side of equation (4), if (fM is a
stationary random signal, then

1 N ( (f( + )) = 0
1=1

and equation (4) will be:

(M) {;*(t)) + CC] (,(})) + [K) (x( )) = 0 (5)

Equation (4) implies that tx(t)) is a free-decay response that resulted
from applying randomdec to random responses due to a force input vector, {f},
where {fM assumed to be only some stationary random signals with zero mean.
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Thus if (y(t)) are the p measured random responses due to a stationary
random Input(s), then x()} are the randomdec, or free decay, time response
functions where: 

S,

x.(.) E Yj (t k + 1, J = L,2,...p (6) A

In equation (6) the times, t i are determined according to an arbitary
measurment, a leading station, y (t) satisfying a selected triggering
criteria; t = t i when yt(t) satisfits one of the following:

a) Constant level, %..i'

b) Zero crossings and positive slopes,
c) Zero crossings and negative slopes, i.I.

d) Positive
e) Negative

MULTI TRIGGERING RANDOM DECREMENT

The leading, triggering, measurement of equation (6) is totally arbitrary
as long as all measurements are simultaneously recorded. For that reason y
can be anyone or everyone of the measurements. In such a case equation (6),
becomes:

N
x ) E yj(tk + ) (7) ,

k=1

j = 1,2,... p and 1t= 1,2,... p.

where tk is determined when measurement Ill = 1,2,... p, satisfies the

specified triggering criterion.

It is obvious that equation (6) yields p free decay time response

functions as compared to p2 for equation (7). Considering that the size of
identification model of equation (1) is usually larger than the number of
measurements and or the number of modes in the responses, obtaining more

*4 randomdec functions becomes readily advantageous. It increases the apparent
I' nunmber of measurements thus reduces the need to use more pseudo measurements

(time delayed measurements). The delayed measurements, since they are free
decay responses, contain higher noise to signal ratio than the original
measurements.

% This multi-triggering random decrement approach becomes increasingly
effective wnen the number of measurements is limited especially with higher
modal density and or higher noise levels. The approach has the advantages of:

1. Increasing the apparent number of measurements which is likely to
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i improve the identification accuracy. -

2. When automated decreasing the effect of selecting one bad measurement ?.

~~as the leading measurement. -

EXPERIMENTS MD RESULTS S

The test structure in this series of experiments is a rectangular i I

aluminum plate with dimensions of 25.4 x 50.8 x 0.16 cm. The panel is tested' ':
with all of its four edges clamped to the wall of the wideband noise test .:
facility of the Sonifc Fatigue Group at the Air Force Wright Aeronautical <..
Laboratories. A sketchi of the panel with instrumentation is shown in Figure

5;44

For this study only five sensors were used. These are strain gages 1, 2, ,'
3 and 8 and accelerometer 4. Four levels of input were used with rms of 130,
139, 148 and 157 db. Three seconds of random data were sampled at 4000 Hz.

~Th~e accelerometer fell off at 154 db input, thus only the four strain gage
responses were used for the 157 db input level. Typical output spectrums forthe four different levels are shown in Figures 5, a, b, c and d. These
spectrums indicate the nonlinearity as well as the difficulties associated

.' with any attempts to measure modal damping especially at higher levels ofa eainput.

To prepare the random respon serse in the ti domain identification
algorithm, the multi-triggering randomdec technique was used to convert them
to free decay response time functions. By u.ing five random responses, twentyfite free decay time functions were computed (16 for the 157 db input, no

accelerometer). The record length of the randomdec functions was selected to
be 0.25 sec (1000 samples) and the number of averages was limited to 500 using
all positive points triggering. Thus the actual random record length used is
about 2000 samples ( 4.F sec.).

Figures 6, a, b, c and d show the random and randomdec functions (1000 z
samples each) for the five measurements.

The resulting free decay responses were used in the time domain

identification with model sizes of 25, 25, 35 and 50 modes for the four levelsof inputs. Higher number of modes for higher input levels were needed in

order to deal with increasIng nonlinearities.

Identification results indicated high modal densities of the system.

Several of the identified modes were those of the acoustic chamber and
suspension wall.

To correlate same identified modes at different levels to each other,
neither frequencies nor damping factors can be used since they vary with input
levels. For this purpose each mode shape at one input level was correlated to
all mode shapes at each different input level. High correlation was used to
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indicate the same mode at different input levels.

Figure 7 shows the changes in the frequencies and damping factors of two
modes denoted as modes m and n. Since the purpose of this paper is to only
suggest a procedure, and not to study mechanisms of nonlinearities, the
authors at this stage have no comments on the patterns of frequencies and
damping changes with input level.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The concept of multi-triggering in random decrement computation is
introduced. By increasing ttle apparent numbe, o ,. decay response

The,.use f alinearcin arqsismeasurements, up to the square of the number of random measurements used, this
approach is likely to increase the modal identification accruacy of time
domain techniques.

The use of a linear identification technique to identify, in a quasi
linear sense, nonlinear system is shown to successfully work with highly
nonlinear structures as indicated by the reported experiment of a panel
subjected to a random acoustic excitation with varying level.
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: Figure 3 Air Modulation System.
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DESIGN AND TESTING OF A SIXTY-FOOT DAMPED GENERIC SPACE TRUSS

Conor D. Johnson and David A. Kienholz

CSA Engineering, Inc.
560 San Antonio Road

Suite 101
Palo Alto, CA 94306

ABSTRACT

Two sixty-foot, viscoelastically damped generic space trusses have been de-
signed, fabricated, and tested for the PACOSS (Passive and Active Control of
Space Structures) Program. They are demonstration structures which use integral
viscoelastic damping for vibration control. Their purpose is to illustrate the
application of the technology to a type of structure important in space applica-

tions. The Modal Strain Energy method, implemented by finite elements, was used

to design the damping elements for the trusses. Damping due to the damping ele-

ments as well as hysteresis in the trusses' structural members was calculated by
the finite element model. A modal test of one of the trusses was conducted to

verify the model. Results of the analysis and test are compared and conclusions
are drawn relative to the design method and to the use of viscoelastic damping
for truss structures.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Viscoelastic materials have been used to suppress vibration in many struc- k
tures. However, most o: these structures have been small and stiff in compari-
son to large space structures (LSS). LSS, by their very nature, will be highly
flexible, have many low frequency modes, and have control systems that will W.

couple strongly with the structure in the low frequency region. Suppression of
structural vibration by use of passive damping will be a great aid in the design
of stable ecntrol systems.

It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that existing technologies
may be used to passively damp LSS's. The demonstration was performed on a less
expensive, but convincingly similar structure. Trusses were chosen for the dem-
onstration structures because of their natural suitability for large space , .
structures. This type of structure could also be designed and built with the tp

limited resources available. Before the large test structures were designed and
built, a small damped truss was used to demn rate the damping concepts. This _6
paper discusses the design analyses and test eomparisons for both the full scale

* and small trusses.

2.0 MODAL STRAIN ENERGY METHOD

All of the damping analyses performed in the design of the structures used
the Modal Strain Energy (MSE) method to estimate the structural damping for each
configuratiol. This method was proposed by Rogers and implemented by Johnson
and Kienholz using finite element techniques. The method is based on approx-
imating the complex eigenvectors by real eigenvectors calculated from purely
elastic analysis (i.e. normal mode methods). The MSE method relates the struc-

* tural damping to the strain energy distribution in the structure and to the ma-
terial loss factors. This relationship has the form .-

T1 (r) = Zni(SE (r)/sE(r)) ()

i
where t(o

Si! qi Material loss factor for the i'th material ,

SE r) Strain energy in the i'th material when the
structure deforms in its r'th mode

SE(r) Total strain energy for the r'th mode

In a finite element formulation, the modal loss factor for the r'th mode is
equal to the sum over all elements of the product of the material loss factor of
each element and the fraction of strain energy in that element. A standard out-
put option of many finite element codes is the percent strain energy in each
element for each mode of interest.

.. -°.
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Equation (1) leads to a simple approximate method for calculating structur-
al loss factor for each mode using the undamped mode shapes and the material
loss factor for each material. The approximation has been shown to be very
lood, even for very hgh material loss factors.2  The basic advantages of the

method are that only redl normal modes and not complex modes need be calculated
and that the energy distributions are of direct use to the designer. They serve .
to guide the choice of viscoelastic material as well as the most effective loca-
tion for it.

3.0 THE DEMONSTRATION TRUSS

Prior to design and construction of the full scale trusses, a scaled truss
was designed, built, and tested to demonstrate the feasibility of the damping
concept and to verify the accuracy of the design method. The truss was con-
structed of one-quarter inch diameter Plexiglas rods, and was mounted in canti-
lever fashion to a fixed horizontal base. The truss was 119 inches high and the
base was 4 inches square. The diagonal elements were arranged in a "K" pattern
to obtain maximum flexibility and therefore obtain the lowest frequencies for
the first modes. ..

Damping was incorporated into the truss in two ways; the truss was con-
structed of a material having a high loss factor (Plexiglas) and, more impor-
tantly, discrete, extensional damping elements were included in several
diagonals. The discrete damper is designed to convert axiaW forces in the diag-
onal to shearing forces in a viscoelastic material. Figure 1 is a sketch of the
discrete damper configuration used for this demonstration truss.

1/49 PLEXIGLAS ROD

CYLINDRICAL ROD 1.

CYLINDRICAL SHEAR CONFIGURATION a

Figure I Schematic of Discrete Dampers Used In the

Demonstration Truss
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A truss was fabricated and tested with the discrete dampers in the bottom
bay only. Table 1 shows the excellent agreement between predicted and measured
results. The predictions include energy dissipation in the Plexiglas as well as ,

the viscoelastic. To reduce the freqjency ,)f the first mode, an eight pound
weight was added to the tip of the truss. Becauz, of this large weight (the
truss structure itself weighed only 1.8 lbs),large tip deflections occurred
during the tests, possibly resulting in some non-linear behavior in the truss.

Table I
Predicted and Keasured FreqoUenoie and Damping
for the First Mode or the D1monstration Truss . .

No Additional 8.0 Lb. WeightWeig~ht Added Added at Tip .,.,. ,

FrtquwncY Structural rrequency StructuralN. 3Damping (Hz) Damping

Analysis 14t.6 11.2 $[ 3.2 6.4 . ,..

Experiment 15.5 11.5 $ 3.1 4.9 .

4.0 DESIGN OF THE FULL SCALE GENERIC SPACE TRUSS

r4.1 Modal Characteristics of the Undamped Truss

Initial goals for the full scale generic space truss were that the frequen- ..::::
cy of the first mode be in the range of 1.0 to 1.5 Hz, that the structure be

fairly economical to build of readily obtainable materials, and that the truss
should be capable of being deflected 6 inches at the tip with no member buck-
ling. A number of truss designS were investigated in determining an overaV. " -

., ,.,:
size and configuration that would meet the requirements. Stability played .f...
major role in this selection process. .

The configuration selected was a cantilever truss 728 inches high with a
nquare base plan of 40 inches. The truss was partitioned into three equal se- , .;'

tions with four bays per section. Horizontal members were attached at each
joint. All joints, including the base joints, were assumed to be clamped, as
opposed to pinned. (When the trusses were constructed, all joints were either ,.
welded, cemented, or double bolted.) The vertical members and the horizontal
members at the ends of each section are square 1.5 inch aluminum tubes with a
wall thickness of 0.125 inches. The horizontal and diagonal members are Plex!-
glas 1.5 inch diameter tube with a wall thickness of 0.125 inches.

A finite element model of the truss is shown in Figure 2. A normal modes f.

analysis of this undamped design predicted the first two bending modes of the
truss at 1.64 and 1.71 Hz and the first torsional mode at 2.69 Hz. Due to the
configuration of the diagonals in the truss, the first two mode shapes involve
bending in vertical planes lying at 45 degrees to the truss sides. Therefore, .
the strain energy is the same in each of the four diagonal members of a bay. -
This same condition holds true for the horizontal members. The analysis pre-
dicted 34.5 percent (19.2 % in the lower section, 12.6 % in the middle section, U" ,1
and 2.7 % in the upper section) of the strain energy in the Plexiglas diagonals
and 60.8 percent in the aluminum. The strain energy distribution for the first
bending mode is shown in Table 2.
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SECTION 310

SECTION 2 6

SECTION I
2

Figure 2 Finite Element Model of the Undomped Truss
t'A

Table 2
Strain Energy Distribution (Percent) -4

for Mode I of the Undamped Truss

Bay No. Diagonals Verticals Hor(Al) Hor(Plex) Total

I (Root) 4.431 18.733 0.000 0.870 24.034

2 5.285 14.498 0.000 0.923 20.706

3 5.068 10.941 0. 00 0.343 16852

4 .422 8.009 0.3111 0.000 12.-(42

Section 1 19.206 52.181 0.311 2.636 74.334 1 '.

5 3.565 3.608 0.000 0.612 7.785

6 3.468 2.178 0.000 0.579 6.225

7 3.103 1.190 0.000 0.466 4.779

8 2.482 0.373 0.123 0.000 2.978115

Section 2 12.6"k 7.349 0.123 1.677 21.767

Section 3 2.718 0.725 0.098 0.358 3.899

TOTAL 34.542 60.255 0.532 4.671 100.000
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4.2 Design of the Viscoelastic Discrete Dampers *i% =

Since the viscoelastic dampers installed on the diagonals performed well in
the demonstration truss, the same concept was used in the damped design of the
full scale truss. The calculated strain energy distribution without dampers j

showed that two-thirds of the strain energy in the Plexiglas diagonals was in N

tht diagoals of the lower five bays. Dmpers were designed for these five *..

bays, but the dampers were incorporated in only two opposite sides of the truss.
The design concept was that one bending mode would be damped primarily using
only the Plexiglas material disping and the other would be damped using both ma-
terial damping and the viscoelastic dampers. The strain energy distribution for
the first bending mode of the undamped truss showed that 11.4 percent of the %
strain energy was in the ten diagonal members selected for replacement by the '

viscoelastic dampers. For the second mode, this percentage was 12.2 percent.
However, as shown below, these fractions Of strain energy can be changed greatly
by varying the stiffness of the damped diagonals.

Figure 3 is a sketch of the discrete damper configuration. The design of
the discrete damper follows that of the damping elements in the demonstration
truss. Iis configuration converts the longitudinal motion of the diagonal
daupera into shear strain in the viscoelastic material (VE). Plexiglas tube of
the same dimensions as the undamped diagonals was used for the connecting elo-
ments. Therefore, the purpose of the design analysis was to determine the opti-
mum stiffness of the viscoelastic elements such that 1) the amount of strain
energy in the viscoelastic materials was maximized, and 2) stability and other
requirements were satisfied. The design of thi viscoelastic dampers then re-
duced to determining the viscoelastic material and its geometric configuration
(i.e. R,, R 2 and W).

Two approaches will be discussed for the design of the discrete damping
elements. The first approach uses the stiffness of the complete damped diagonal
as a design parameter. The second approach models the viscoelastic material and
uses the geometric and material properties of the VEN as the design parameters.
For the design analysis, a value of 540,000 psi was used for the modulus of
elasticity of Plexiglas.

Plexigl Tub ' Plexiglas Tube

r~~eX~gk 
, Vue* R-

BondledJoint_ _r

Viscoelastic Material

Figure 3 Schematic of Discrete Damper
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4.2.1 Damper Diagonal Stiffness as a Design Parameter

Since the dampir elements are only loaded axially, equations can be derived
which relate the stiffness of the damper diagonals to the material and geometric
properties of the damper. Also, an expression can be derived which relates the
damper loss factor to the material loss factors and stiffnesses. Therefore, the
truss loss factor can be determined once the strain energy distribution is
known. Given these expressions, the properties of the VEM can be specified once
the optimum stiffness of the damper diagonal is determined by the finite element
analysis.

The stiffness of the damper shown in Figure 3 can be written (disregarding
the compliance of the thick VEM housing) as

L 'sl.. -

Kd KK / (K + K) (2) ,

where

K = Stiffness of VEM
44 V ,,k , ' .

K = Longitudinal stiffness of the Plexiglas tube
(ApE ELI + L2)) where L1 and L are

shown in Figure 3)

Once the desired stiffness of the damper diagonal is determined, the VEM
properties can be determined by rewriting Eq. (2) as

Kv  = GvA v / t v  = KdKp / (Kp - Kd) (3)

where

Gv, AV , tv  = Shear modulus, cross sectional area, and
thickness of VEM in damper design

Ep, Ap = Modulus of elasticity and cross sectional
area of Plexiglas tube

Following the definition of loss factor given by Eq. (1), the damper loss

factor (Td) is the sum of the Plexiglas loss factor (TIp) times its fraction of
component strain energy and the VEM loss factor (r)v) times its fraction of com-
ponent strain energy. This can be written as

14IId = SEp / SEd + IvSEv / SEd (4)

where SEj represents the summation of strain energy in all of the i'th type
components (e.g., SE is strain energy in the Plexiglas components).
Expressing strain energY in terms of the axial load and using Eq. (2), Eq. (4)
for the loss factor of the damper can be expressed in terms of the stiffnesses
as

d IKv / (Kv + Kp) + TvK / (Ky + Kp) (5)

HA-7
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Function of DamPer Diagonal Stiffness *a

It is evident from Eq. (5) that it is highly desirable to make the structural l

/link in series with the YEN as stiff as possible, i.e., d approaches T v as Kp4::__
becomes very large. -

The truss loss factor is the sum of the products of the fraction of the
strain energy in each material or component times the corresponding loss factors v
for the material or component. Thus, the Plexiglas truss loss factor is -.

rlTruss : ld(SEd)/SE + np(SEp)/SE + flal(SEal)/SE (6) "-

where h al is the loss factor of aluminum, and SE is the total strain energy in

*the truss.

Finite element analyses were performed with the stiffness of the ten damper,
diagonal members varied between 500 and 6,000 lbf/in. Figure 1 presents the

variFation of the frequency and strain energy distribution in the members as a
function of damper diagonal stiffness. These curves show that the design with
the maximum strain energy in the damper elements would be a design with a very

low stiffness. However, as in the case with many designs of damping treatments,
other factors influenced the final design. One design criterion stated that no
member buckling should occur when the tip was deflected 6 inches. A staoility

analysis predicted the maximum allowable load in the aluminum vertical members
as 12,33 ibf, and 2148 bf allowable in the Plexiglas diagonals. Analyses were

run for a 6 inch tip deflection with various damper diagonal stiffnesses. A
value of 1,775 Ibf per inch produced 218 ibf axial force in the diagonal dampers
and 2,667 ibf in the aluminum verticals. Therefore, the stability of the
diagonals governed the design. The selected damper stiffness produced 6.5
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percent of the strain energy in the aluminum, 40.0 percent in the damper diago- .- .

nals, and 13.5 percent in the other Plexiglas elements.

With the stiffness of the damper diagonal and the corresponding strain en-
ergy distribution known, the viscoelastic damper can be designed. From Figure 3
and the dimensions of the truss, the stiffness of the Plexiglas portion of the .-'-04
damper diagonal, Kp, can then be determined as 4,556 lbf/in. Substituting ,.m
K = 1,775 lbf and K = 4,556 lbf/in into Eq. (3) yields GvAv/tv = 2,908 lbf/in. " _

WfLs is the value ofthe design parameter for the viscoelastic damping element.
The next step is the selection of a VEK that has a high loss factor in the tem- Ae
perature and frequency range of interest and has a shear modulus that will pro--
duce the desired design parameter value with reasonable dimensions. The
selection of the actual VEM used will be discussed in a later section. Once the
VEM is selected, the loss factor of the damper diagonal and the truss can be *'...

found by using the strain energy distribution and Eqs. (5) and (6).

4.2.2 VEM Properties as a Design Parameter ---

The previous section discussed the design analysis of a structure when a
simple relationship can be found between the stiffness and loss factor of the
damping elements, and the geometric and material properties of the elements.
This was possible for the simple damper link of the truss, but the configuration o. .4
of many structures and their damping design is usually too complex to find the
required relationships. In those more typical cases, the finite element model . ,

must include elements representing not only the structure but also the vioco-
elastic material. This section will discuss the design of the damped truss by
using the viscoelastic material properties directly as the design parameter.

A finite element model of the ten viscoelastic dampers shown in Figure 3

was created and joined with the model of the remaining truss. The viscoelastic
material is represented by solid elements. The design variable ±- then

G A It A number of analyses were performed varying this parameter and calcu-
latYngv the strain energy distributions. This was accomplished by choosing a
reasonable Av and tv, and varying the shear modulus.

Figure 5 presents the variation of strain energies in the aluminum, Plexig-

las, and viscoelastic materials as a function of viscoelastic stiffness. The
maximum strain energy fraction in the viscoelastic occurs at a visCoelastie
stiffness of 2,100 lbf/in. However, stability considerations again govern the

final design. By simulating a tip deflection of 6 inches for various viscoelas-
tic stiffnesses, a value of GvAvtv = 2,990 lbf/in produced 248 lbf in the diag-
onal Plexiglas elements.

From Figure 5, for this value of viscoelastic stiffness, 115.5 percent of %.,j
the strain energy is in the aluminum, 24.0 percent in the VEM, and 30.5 percent
in the Plexiglas elements. The predicted frecuency is 1.49 Hz.

The next step would be the selection of a VEM that has a shear modulus
which, when using realistic geometric properties (Av, tv), would yield
G A It 2,990 lbf/in. The loss factor for the selected VEM should be high
for a frequency of 1.419 Hz and for the temperature of interest. Once the VEM is
selected, application of Eq. (1) yields the loss factor of the truss. The

actual selection of the VEM will be discussed in a later section.
.. 3-
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Figure 5 Strain Energy Distribution of the Plexiglas Truss
as a Function of Viscoelastic Stiffness

4.3 Performance Predictions for the Truss

The primary operating temperature of the trusses will be in the range of 60

to 80 degrees F. The maximum operating temperature was selected as 100 degrees
F. Recalling that the VEM design parameter was determ'ined from stability condi-
tions, the VEM design value must be evaluated at this maximum temperature.
Therefore, the selected viscoelastic material should have a shear modulus that
would yield OvA /tv = 2,990 lbf/in at 100 degrees F and 1.49 Hz. The loss fac-
tor should be high in the temperature range of 60 to 80 degrees F.

A suitable viscoelastic material for this application is 3M Y-4205 Acrylic
Core Foam. Measured properties of this material are presented in Figure 6. The

shear modulus evaluated at 100 degrees F and 1.49 Hz is 70 psi. This material
was applied to the damper elements shown in Figure 3 in two 1 inch wide strips

1.5 inches apart. Two strips were used to give more resistance to bending. The
thickness of the viscoelastic (tv) was 0.240 inches. Using the geometric

properties of the damper, the area (A ) is found to be 10.136 square inches.
Therefore, vA /t. 2,956 lbf/in. Although this material satisfied the stiff-
ness conditions, Yt was probably not optimum for this application. It's loss
factor peaks at a value of 1.3 at 25 degrees F for the frequency of 1.5 Hz. At
55 degrees F, the loss factor has decreased to 0.70 with 0v :158 psi.
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Figure 6 3M Y-4205 Acrylic Core Foam Material Data

Properties of the Plexiglas were determined in the frequency range of 1.0 "
to 2.0 Hz by hysteresis testing. With the Plexiglas and viscoelastic properties
known as functions of temperature and frequency, finite element aralyses were
performed to predict the performance characteristics of the truss. These anal-
yses were performed with the material properties evaluated at temperatures
between 50 and 100 degrees F. Strain energies in each element were calculated, %
and these strain energies were then added for each material. Applying Eq. (1),
the modal damping for the truss was calculated. Results are shown in Figure 7.
The predicted modal damping for the "damped" mode (the mode where the visco-
elastic dampers are worked the most) increases by a factor of 2.8 when the tem-

perature changes from 50 degrees to 100 degrees F. At 100 degrees F, the
bending planes of the normal modes are almost perpendicular to the sides of the
truss. At 50 degrees F, these planes are 29.6 degrees off the sides of the
truss. When the stiffness of the damper diagonals equals the stiffness of the
other Plexiglas diagonals, the angles are 45 degrees.
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Figure 7 Modal Damping and Frequency of Plexilas
Truss as a Function of Temperature
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5.0 MODAL TESTING."...

Two trusses were constructed, one as described above and the other using 1..-..

Lexan in place of Plexiglas. Both trusses used the discrete damper discussed ;.W.
above with Plexiglas connecting elements. Figure 8 shows the Plexiglas and
Lexan trusses with the discrete dampers installed. The dampers are on the sides
of the trusses perpendicular to the plane of the photograph. Further descrip-
tions of the trusses are contained in Rer. (3].

A modal test was performed on the plexiglas truss for the purpose of veri-
fying the finite element analysis. In particular, it was necessary to determine
with high accuracy the modal loss factor of the fundamental bending mode in the
damped direction. Additionally, the shape of the damped mode was measured to a
level of detail that would allow diagnosis of any error in the analytical damp-ing predictio.-13.:.

JJ ,

%,.

Figure 8 Photograph of Trusses "'
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The test situation differed from a typical modal survey in several ways.

Interest was concentrated on a single mode whose frequency and shape were essen-
tially known In advance. Modes other than the first two bending modes were not

important. The modal density wan low and damping of the most important mode was
relatively high. The measurement frequency range was extremely low and damping
measurements of high confidence were required. Temperature of' the test article,
particularly the dampers, had a strong effect on its modal properties and had to
be measured and controlled. These factors governed the planning and execution
of the test.

jK

5.1 Test Setup and Procedure '-e _-
Li i

The test was performed using conventional frequency response methods. FRF
measurements were made using single point, stationary random exeitation. Two
shaker locations were used sequentially. Both were at the junction of the mid-
dle and upper truss sections, 40 feet above the base. Input forcing was applied
parallel to the truss sides, first in the well damped direction and then in the .

lightly damped direction. .-

FRF's were measured over the range of 0-8.0 Hz with a resolution of 0.02 Hz
for excitation in the well damped direction. A total of 241 response degrees-
of-freedom (DOF's) were used. These were: triaxial accelerations at each truss
joint, triaxial accelerations on each damper, and relative axial displacements
across the VEK for several circumferential locations on each damper. The latter
was sensed by an LVDT mounted on the damper as shown in Figure 9.

Motions measured at the truss jointa were used to determine the shape of
the well damped mode. The accelerometer grid matches the finite element grid __

shown in Figure 2. Measurements of relative (shearing) displacements across the
VEM were obtained because of their direct bearing on the modal loss factor.
Redundant shearing measurements and triaxial motion of the dampers were obtained
in order to detect any bending of the damping links due to initial misalignment.
It was determined that while clearly visible, bending of the links was not suf-
ficient to have a significant effect on damping.

Selected FRVI measurements were made with excitation in the lightly damped
direction. A frequency resolution of 0.0049 11z was used. These were sufficient
to determine the modal loss factor though not the shape of the lightly damped
mode.

A single-function, multi-DOF curve fitting routine was used to determine

modal loss factors for the first well damped and first lightly damped modes. A
group of 17 FRF measurements was used, primarily from DOF's corresponding to mo-
tions on the upper 1/3 of the truss. Frequency and damping estimates from these
functions were averaged to obtain final results. Single DOF (circle fitting)
was used to obtain the shape of the well damped mode. -

Temperatures of the damping elements were monitored and controlled during
the test. Each discrete damper had a thermocouple embedded in the VEM and was
wrapped in an electric heating pad. Voltage to the heaters was individually
regulated to produce the desired temperature. The FRF's used to determine damp-
ing were taken during a time period when the temperature profile was particular-
ly stable. Temperature of the Plexiglas was monitored via thermocouples at five
points but was not controlled. ;
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Figure 9 LVDT and Bracket Installed on a Damer .,,-

14%

5.2 Test Results
A typical measured FRF and its fitted curve are shown in Figure 10. Force

input was in the well damped direction and the response acceleration was meas-
ured in the well damped direction near the top of the truss. Figure 10 is typi-

cal of the measurements used to estimate damping. The function is quite simple
in form which made the curve fitting straightforward. The well damped mode at
1.63 Hz is dominant. A small contribution from the lightly damped mode is visi- '

ble at 1.73 Hz as well as the second well damped bending mode at 5.7 Hz.

Figure 11 shows the measured shape of the well damped mode. It is essen- :"'
tially the first bending mode of a cantilever beam. There is no rotation about - ..

the beam axis but, due to asymmetry of the truss diagonals, the bending deforma- :
tion is slightly out of the plane of the paper. A closer examination reveals L
the influence of the damping links. The upper seven bays of the truss deflect i'
essentially as a classical Cler beam with the cross members remaining perpen-
dicular to the stringers. Shearing behavior is clearly visible in the bottom [
five bays containing the damping links. It is greatest in the bottom bay where
the upper cross member remains essentially horizontal. The transition from
bending-shecaring to pure bending is clearly visible between the fifth and sixth [
bays.

The mean of the measured modal loss factor and frequency of the first well "
~damped mode were 0.0972 and 1.63 Hz, respectively. This mean was obtained from
~~17 FRF's and the standard deviation of the damping estimates was 2.6% of the

, mean. The average temperature of the dampers was 71.47 degrees F. More de- ',,
tailed results and comparisons with analytical predictions are given in the fol- ,
lowing ection..'.
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6.0 ANALYSIS/TEST CORRELATION

Three tests were chosen for comparison to the predicted results, as listed
in Table 3. The truss was excited in the "damped" direction for Test No. 15-12
and 15-16, and in the "undamped" direction for Test No. 19-16.

The VEN and Plexiglas properties for the temperatures measured during each
test were input to the finite element model. Loss factors of 0.015 for Plexi-
glas and 0.005 for aluminum were used for all analyses. An average temperature
of 72 degrees F was used to determine the loss factor of the VEH. From Figure
6, the loss factor of the visCoelastiC material was found to be 0.66 foi'
1.60 Hz, 0.68 for 1.73 Hz, and 0.98 for 6.2 Hz.

'1.

Using the material properties for the temperatures of Test No. 15-12, the
finite element analysis predicted 13.3 percent of the strain energy in the VEM,
33.5 percent in the Plexiglas, and 53.2 percent in the aluminum for the "damped"
mode. The truss loss factor can then be found by the application of Eq. (I) as
the product of the strain energies and the loss factors for each material. It
is 1r - (.133)X(0.66) + (.335)X(0.045) + (.532)X(0.005) = 0.1055. Similar
calculafons can be performed for the other test cases.

Comparisons of the predicted and measured damping and frequencies were made
for the four cases shown In Table 3. For the "damped" first bending mode, the .4.

finite element model underpredicts the frequency by 2.2 percent, and overpre-
diets the structural damping by 4.0 percent. For the "undamped" mode, the fin-
ite element analysis accurately predicts the frequency, but underpredicts the
damping by 16.2 percent. Apparently, the actual structure is working the dis-
crete dampers more than the model predicts for this "undamped" mode. This may

be due to random deviations from symmetry in the actual truss that are not re-
flected in the model. For the second bending mode, the predicted frequency is
11.11 percent low, while the predicted structural damping is only 1.7 percent
high.

Table 3
Comparison of Experimental Results and Analytical

Predictions for the Plexiglas Truss

Teat Measured Predicted Measured Predicted
Number Frequency Frequency Structural Structural

(Hiz) 01iz) Damping, %Damping,%

"Damped" First Bending Mode

15-12 1.628 1.592 10. 14 10.55

15-16 1.632 1.600 9.98 10.03

"Undamped" First Bending Mode

19-16 1.727 1.726 3.46 2.90

"Damped" Second Bending Podq

15-16 6.235 5.522 17.25 17.54_
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7.0 C'~iCLUSInv1S

It has been deionstrated that current passive damping design technology can

oe applied successfully to produce a large structure with significant damping
when operated in its design environment. The analysis techniques presented here ,._,
accurately piedicted the structural damping of the truss. It is felt that this01..-060
technique car be s,'.cessfully used to design damping treatments for large space
structures. ,

The analysis has shown that the truss would have been more highly damped in

the "damped" direction if discrete dampers had been used in all planes. The
most efficient series installation of VEM dampers is obtained when very stiff
structural elements are used to connect the VEM to the remaining structure.
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THE DESIGN OF VISCOELASTIC PASSIVE DAMPING TREATMENTS

FOR SATELLITE EQUIPMENT SUPPORT STRUCTURES

by* -

Dr. Roy Ikegami,...,
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Boeing Ae-rospace Company ..'
P.O. Box 3999...."'

Seattle. WA -98124

Abstract g'_

This paper presents results of the Boeing Aerospace Company Reliability for Satellite . .
Equipment in Environmental Vibration (RELSAT) program. A review of the program",.r"
objectives, performance goals, and current status, is given. The design and analysis of NI-'
viscoelastic passive damping treatments that will be applied to the Inertial Upper Stage
Dynamic Test Vehicle (DTV) is described. These damping treatments %ill be used to damp "L,..
the vibroacoustic response of avionics equipment mounted in the Equipment Support Section -.-

~~~to the Space Shuttle launch environment. The design of the damping treatments was basedt."':
~~on the results of a finite element and Modal Strain Energy method analysis of several
: damping concepts on a representative component test structure. The results of acoustic

testing of the passive damping concepts applied to the component test structure are shown ,.€
~and compared with goals established from early tests on the DTf. The comparison was used

- ~to validate the effectiveness of the damping designs for subsequent use on the DTV. A :. ,
..,. ~~damping design procedure base!d on the use of finite element analysis and component ,2:. a

developmental testing is discussed.
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Introduction

Expanding requirements for military surveillance and scientific observations in space have
pl.ced new and .ncrcz.,,rjy stringent design requirements on satellite systems. In general,
the electronic equipment of these satellite systems must endure the harsh vibroacoustic
environment of launch and then operate precisely in the relatively benign environment of

space. In many cases, sophisticated electronic equipment has not survived the high
acoustically Induced vibration levels experienced during launch and, oftentimes, standard
aerospace vehicle design practices do not identify these vibration problems until late in the
design process. The objecdve of the RELlability for SATellite Equipment in Environmental
Vibration (RELSAT) program is to develbp and validate the application of passive damping
technology for vibrationcontrol to increase satellite equipment reliability.

The application of viscoelastic passive damping techniques has the potential to provide a
cost effective minimum weight solutions to vibration problems. Modern analysis techniques
utilizing finite ele"ient modeling ard the Modal Strain Energy (MSE) method now allow a 0A
wide variety of df'.,rent damping concepts to be analyzed on complex structures. The MSE
method was first suggested by Johnson, Kienholz, and Rogers!, and is becoming widely
accepted as a valuable design too!.

The RELSAT program is a five year research and development program to demonstrate
that early incorporation of viscoelastic passive dampina technology Into standard 1arQce ,
vehicle design practice can reduce vibration levels and increase equipment reliability without
significantly affecting the vehicle weight or program cost and schedules. The program is
approximately 50 percent complete with much of the damping concept development done
and many of the viscoelastic materials to be used are characterized. This paper will present
the approach being used to design and analyze passive damping treatments for the Inertial
Uper Stage (IUS) baseline example system and show several damping treatments that were
dtsigned and tested on a representative test structure.

Baseline Sate" - m

The IUS was , ; the baseline satellite system for this program for the following
reasons:

1) The basic cot, au.:ion and weight to surface area rado of the IUS is similar to other

satellite systems. ,t.. V
2) The low weight to surface area ratio makes the IUS very susceptible to high

vibroacoustic environments.
3) The IUS is designed to operate in the Space Shuttle and Titan launch vehicles in

which the vibration levels are of the magnitude that degrade the reliability of avionics
equipment.

4) There exists more than 500 IUS vibration and acoustic measurements which define
equipment vibration environments for a variety of structural configurations.

- 5) The IUS dynamic test vehicle (DTV) is availabl. for use in this study.

A sketch of the IUS Cs shown in Fig. 1. The IUS is basically a two stage vehicle consisting
of two solid rocket motors, a cylindrical interstage, the spacecraft interface, and the
equipment support section (ESS). The interstage and ESS are significant structural
components because the large surface area of the interstage picks up acoustic radiation which
in turn is transferred to avionics equipment through the ESS. The weight to surface area ratio .
of the IUS is approximately 0.008 pounds per square inch, similar to other satellites such as
the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite, the Defense Support Program Satellite, and the
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Defense System Communication Satellite.
The DTV was fabricated during the development phase of the IUS program to serve as a %

static and dynzmic test article for development of the production vehicle. A picture of the
DTV assembled for an acoustic noise test is shown in Fig. 2. The configuration and major
structural components of the DTV are similar to the US flight vehicles. The equipment
vibration design and test requirements for the IUS were obtained from acoustic tests on the
DTV.

An Important reason for choosing the IUS as a baseline was the large amount of available
vibroacoustic data. Mori than 500 vibration and acoustic measurements were made to define
the equipment vibration environments. hese measurements were made during a series of

five acoustic and modal survey tests performed on the DTV. The five tests are summarized in .-
Table 1. More th.n one* test was conducted because the magnitude of the noise induced"' .
vibration created avionics equipment design problems. During the tests, modifications were
made to the DTV structure in an effort to reduce the vibration response and to understand
the interaction between the structural response and the applied noise excitation. Viscoelastic ' .
damping material was applied during Test 3 and was found to reduce the vibration response. , :1

A modal survey was also conducted as part of Test 3 to examine significant vibration modes
in the 50 to 300 Hz frequency range. Test 4 was conducted to determine whether the DTV
vibration response was affected by the acoustic test facility characteristics. Test result-,
showed that the vibration respon.se was independent of the test facility. Test S was conducted .4-,.00!
as part of a study to design an IUS simulator for use in satellite equipment acoustic tests. The 1
test consisted of measuring the vibration response with and without the interstage installed.
The results indicated that the interstage was a significant contributor to the IUS ESS vibration Zy.
environment.

The 145 dB noise level applied during the DTV acoustic tests was the design level for
payloads carried in the Space Shuttle and the Titan launch vehicles. This acoustic noise level ,
occurs during launch vehicle liftoff and flight. The IUS vibration response to this noise
environment was the highest encountered during the IUS mission and thus defined the
avionics equipment design vibration levels. Launch induced vibration levels of the magnitude
experienced by the IUS can degrade equipment performance and reliability.

Goals and Requirements

Testing conducted on the IUS DTV indicated that viscoelastic damping treatments can be
effective in reducing vibration. For this program it was desired to reduce the levels even
further, so a set of performance goals were established for subsequent damping treatments to
be designed for the DTV. These goals include the following:

1) Reduce overall vibration levels (20 to 2000 Hz) at IUS equipment location to 6 G rms
or less. .- %

2) Limit acceleration power spectral density levels in the 100 to 300 Hz frequency range '-,

to 0.1 ge/Hz. ,, '

Figure 3 compares these goals with measured vibration spectra from the DTV. The
spectra were measured at avionics support points during a 145 dB acoustic noise test.

These performance goals were chosen because the vibration reduction should be large -

enough to increase avionics reliability. Also, the 6 G iTns level corresponds to the minimum -
- .7

vibration design level specified in MIL-STD-1540A. Reducing satellite vibration to this level
would make it possible to incorporate MIL-STD-1S40A qualified equipment into a new
satellite system with no additional qualification testing. This could gready reduce the cost of
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future aerospace programs.
The 0.i le/Hz limit over the 100 to 300 Hz irequency range was chosen because of

avionics equipment vibration characteristics. Avionics chassis and Internal circuit boards
characteristically have first mode resonant frequencies in this range2. Figure 3 shows that In
the 100 to 300 Hz range the IUS DTV vibration input to avionics is high. Therefore, V
reducing these levels will significantly increase avionics reliability. These goals will require
spectral peak reductions on the order of 10 dB.

Many different damping configurations can be used to meet these goals and reduce "N
vibration levels, but they may be offset by degradation of performance and reliability in
another part of the system. System requirements which are likely to impose constraints on
the damping designs are contamination (outgassing), thermal and electrical conductivity,
hardening (electromagnetic compatibility and electromagnetic interference), structural
strength, structural deflection, and weight.

Design Procedure

Two basic design tools were chosen for damping treatment design In this program. They
are closed form analytical solutions and finite element analysis with the Modal Strain Energy
(MSE) method.

Closed form solutions are available for simple structures such as simple beams, flat plates,
and cylindrical rings. The advantage of closed form solutions Is that they can easily be Rl
programmed into the computer and a large number of design iterations can be performed at
a relatively low cost. The disadvantage to closed form solutions is that they are useful only in,."""

analyzing simple structures.
Finite element analysis with the Modal Strain Energy method is the most useful tool for -

designing damping treatments for complex structures. In the MSE method, the complex
eigenvectors which would normally be associated with analyzing a structure with damping, are 4
approximated by real eigenvectors and the structural loss factor is then found from the , .
equation

I n ) () n jS

SE(r)

where Ii
n(l) = structural loss factor for rth mode

'11 = material loss factor for the jth material .

N = number of different materials in structure
SET = total strain energy in jth material for rth mode
SEWO = total strain energy in structure for rth mode

Since the eigenvectors are computed from an elastic finite element analysis, considerable
computer time is saved as compared to a complex normal modes analysis. The advantage of
the MSE method is that it can be used to analyze a wide variety of complex structures. The
disadvantage is that the finite element models can be quite large and detailed and thus
require a large amount of time and money to develop.

The most cost effective design procedure was to try to reduce the structure of interest into
smaller components while still maintaining a representation of the original structure, and then
design the damping treatments on the smaller structure. If it was at all possible it was
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attempted to reduce the structure to the point where analytical solutions could be used. After ,. 4
the damping treatment is fully developed on the smaller structure, it could then be analyzed
on the full size structure to determine the expected damping and to check for any
undesirable interactions with other damping treatments. A design methodology based on this
procedure is shown In Fig. 4.

Component Test Structure

From the previous vibroacoustic testing performed on the DTV, it was known that
acoustically induced vibration was transmitted from the Interstage through the ESS and to the
avionics equipment. A component test stiucture, wtich was felt to be representative of the
ESS, was designed and fabricated. Shown in Fig. 5. the component test structure isolates a
34 degree segment of the second stage structure between two of the spacecraft support
longerons. It includes part of the ESS frame, the spacecraft interface, and the second stage
motor support cone. A picture of the test structure with a simulated 3 lb electronic
component mounted on the equipment deck is shown in Fig. 6. The structure is, basically, of
aluminum skin and stringer construction with all rivets replaced by bolts to facilitate removal
of portions of the structure to add damping treatments.

To assure that the test structure was, indeed, representative of the DlV, an acoustic test
was performed to compare the response of the test structure to that of the DTV. Figure 7
shows the results of acoustic tests performed on the test structure and the DTV. A
comparison Indicates that the test structure Is representative of the DTV in both shape of the
power spectral density curve and the overall rms value. This information lends confidence
that damping treatments developed on the test structure will provide similar results on the :'--

Since the choice of damping treatments is dependent on the shape and frequency of the , . -

mode to be damped, a finite element model of the undamped structure was created and a I'

normal modes analysis was perfoimed. Two modes of interest are shown In Fig. 8. Both of
these modes occur in the 200 Hz frequency range. The dynamic properties of 3M Y-966,
shown in Fig. 9. indict'- *'at it is effective for the 200 Hz and 70 degrees F range and was
found to satisfy the outgassing requirements of the IUS baseline system 3. Therefore, to
simplify the damping treatment design, the viscoelastic material 3M Y-966 was selected for
all damping treatments.

Damping Concepts

Several damping concepts have been developed for the component test structure and
evaluated through acoustic testing. Add-on panel constrained layer damping treatments, .
web-type frame dampers, and integral sandwich panels were designed and evaluated in
previous tests3, and demonstrated that the response could be reduced very close to the

established goals. The sandwich panels in which the original all-aluminum panels were '
replaced with a sandwich of a viscoelastic core with two aluminum face sheets proved to
provide a large amount of damping with a minimal weight penalty. The damping concepts
that will be explored in this paper include sandwich panels, constraining rib type frame
dampers, and interface damping.

Sandwich panels were designed with a combination of closed form solutions and finite
element analysis with the MSE method. A 10 inch square sandwich panel was analyzed with
the closed form solutions by Abdulhad 4 for varying thickness of 3M Y-966 viscoelastic core
material with 0.016 inch aluminunm face sheets. These results are shown in Fig. 10 with the
results of a MSE analysis performed on the upper panel skin and stringer section isolated
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away from the rest of the model. A limitatlon was Imposed on the thickness of the
viscoelastic materiai (VEM) by the reduced structural stiffness of the panels. A maximum
VE.M thickness of 0.006 Inches was chosen for use on the test structure with reduced
buckling allowables of approximately 50 percent. The resulting sandwich panel damping
treatment consisted of replacing the original 0.032 inch aluminum panels with a sandwich of
a 0.006 Inch 3M Y-966 core with two 0.016 Inch aluminum face sheets.

The constraining rib frame dampers consist of one Inch square aluminum tubing (18 inch
wall thickness) attached to the sides of the frame members beneath the simulated avionics
box with 0.010 inch 3M Y-966. The frame dampers as they were applied to the component
test structure are shown In Fig. 11. The frame dampers were designed using finite element
analysis and the MSE method by isolating the ESS framework out of the undamped structure
finite element model and Iterating on several constraining rib and viscoelastic thickness
combinations. It was known that for configurations where the viscoelastic does not lie in the
neutral bending plane, the Ideal constraining layer (or rib) should be as stiff as possible such
that all relative motion between the frame member and the rib will be imparted into the
viscoelastic. To determine the thickness of the viscoelastic, the constraining rib was

S considered to be a rigid body while Iterating on the material thickness. Figure 12 shows the
percent strain energy in the viscoelastic relative to the isolated ESS structure as a function of
viscoelastic thickness for the two modes of Intercst. A VEM thickness of 0.010 inches was
chosen from these results to be effecd..¢e on both modes. In Table 2 the percent strain energy

'9is shown as a function of the rib -ross section while using a constant 0.010 Inch VEM
thickness.

In designing the interface damping treatments, separate studies were done% on free-free
sandwich beams to determine the effects of various bolted beam parameters such as bolt

A torque and density on the damping. The idea of interface damping involves placing a thin
layer of VEM between the mating surfaces of bolted or riveted Joints, as shown in Fig. 13, In
an effort to convert any slip in the joint into shear and thus damping In the viscoelastic. The
most significant result of this study is that the same methods used for analyzing and designing
unbolted sandwich beams can be used for bolted beams. Figure 14 compares the results of
sixth order beam theory4 and test results for a series of bolted and unbolted sandwich beams.
The general shape of the curves indicates that the thickness and modulus of the VEM can be
designed in the same manner as unbolted beams except that a reduction in the total
structural loss factor can be expected. The damping treatment for the test structure was
designed by isolating a lower panel stringer and the adjacent section of panel and analyzing it
as a sandwich beam. The results indicated that the best damping occurred with 0.002 inch of
the 3M Y-966. Subsequently, 0.002 inch of the VEM was used for all bolted joints.

Acoustic Testing

The acoustic testing was performed in a 16 ft x 24 It x 20 ft reverberation room. The
purpose of the testing was to evaluate the effects of the viscoelastic damping treatments on
the response of the component test structure. The test structure was mounted in a bookend
type vibration fixture and placed in the acoustic chamber. The Space Shuttle payload bay
acoustic noise spectrum (145 dB overall) was then applied and acceleration responses were
measured at the top and mounting points of the simulated avionics component. Acceleration
power spectral densities were then calculated and compared to goals.

Four configurations of the test structure were tested in which various combinations of the
damping treatments were used. The four configurations consist of the following:
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1) Sandwich panels only.
2) Interface damping only.
3) Sandwich panels and frame dampers.

4) Sandwich panelsa frame dampers, and Interface damping.

Envelope power spectral dionsity (PSD) levels for the first two configurations are shown in
Figures 15 and 16. The envelopes consist of the maximum PSD levels versus frequency for
all 12 of the accelerometers mounted on the test structure. Figure 15 shows that the
sandwich panels were very effective in reducing response at the higher frequency levels which
typically correspond to panel modes. They were not as effective, however, at the lower
frequencies which correspond to vibration of the simulated avionics component. The
response with the Interface damping, sh~own in Figure 16, exhibits a general smoothing across .

the entire frequency spectrum which indicates a decoupling or isolation of the panel modes
from the avionics component modes.

Combinations of the damping treatments were used to utilize the effectiveness of each
damping treatment in its own frequency range. The sandwich panels were combined with tle w

frame dampers to further reduce the response at the lower frequency levels. The response
from this configuration, shown in Figure 17, it uproaching our 6 Grms goal. The addition
of the Interface damping reduced the response, which is shown in Fig. 18, even further to be
within 26 percent of the goal.

Summary

In summary, a procedure has been developed where, through the use of analytical tools,
'* damping can be designed into a structure to provide reduced response to high lavel acoustic .-

environments. By isolating the critical components of a structure down to a manageable size,
both closed form solutions and the MSE method can be used to design damping treatments
for use on the full scale structure. Finite element analysis with the Modal Strain energy . .
method l's proven to be an invaluable design tool in evaluating these damping treatments on
complex structures.

The results of this study add to the catalog of damping concepts which will later be used
on the DTV to damp the vibration response to the Space Shuttle acoustic noise environment.
Integral damping tr.atments again show significant vibration reduction with little system level
impact. Areas which still need to be addressed are to determine the impact of tnese damping
treatments on structural strength, stiffness, and weight and to develop additional damping .Q %,
concepts which are agreeable to system designers. If the design of viscoelastic passive
damping treatments can be incorporated early into the standard vehicle design cycle, the
potential exists to increase system reliability, lower qualification test time and costs, and
reduce overall equipment costs.
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Cross Section Wail Thickness VEM Strain VEM Strain
Energy Mode 8 Energy Mode 10 W

18 0.100 0.0319 0.0125

0.100 0.0548 0.0162

U 1 0.100 0.06S2 0.0181

I 0.100 0.0865 0.0175

b 0.125 0.0946 0.0192

I" 0.100 0.1133 0.0182
.S5 .

-b 0.250 0.1245 0.0242

'a'

Table 2. Strain Energy for Several Constraining Rib Cross Sections
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ow

a'..
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Figure 13. Interface Damping Treatment.
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SHOCK AND VIBRATION ATTENUATION
IN VISCOELASTIC DAMPED STRUCTURE

,-i

Clark J. Beck, Jr.

Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, Washington

ABSTRACT -"

This paper presents the results of acoustic noise tests and pyrotechnic shock tests on
space vehicle structure with and without viscoelastic damping. Vibration and shock
spectra from the tests are compared to show attenuation provided by viscoelastic
damping. Vibration levels were reduced by a factor of 2 or more. The shock was
attenuated significantly. The damping treatments increased the weight between
0.5% and 5%.
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents test data showing the attenuation of acoustic noise induced
vibration in an aluminum structure treated with viscoelastic damping materials. Tests
were also conducted to evaluate pyrotechnic shock attenuation in the damped
structure. The test structure is representative of space vehicle aluminum structure.
The structure was subjected to a 145 dB acoustic noise environment to provide
vibration levels representative of current space vehicles. Pyrotechnic shock was
simulated by dropping a steel ball onto the structure. Tests were conducted with and
without damping treatment. N

The shock and vibration response was measured with accelerometers placed at
several locations on the structure. The accelerometer outputs were converted to
acceleration power s pectra and acceleration shock spectra. Comparison of the
acceleration spectra from structure with and without damping treatment shows the %
effectiveness of the damping treatment over a broad frequency range.

This work was conducted as part of the RELSAT Program (RELiability of SATellite S.-

Equipment in Environmental Vibration). A description of tFe Boeing RELSAT
Program is presented in the proceedings of the 1984 Vibration Damping Workshopl.
The work was funded by the Air ForceWright Aeronautical Laboratories, Flight
Dynamics Laboratory. Dr. Lynn Rogers and Mr. Robert Gordon are responsible for
direction of the RELSAT Program.

TEST ARTICLE

The test article is an aluminum structure referred to as the RELSAT component test
structure. A detailed description of the test structure is provided in Figure 1.
Figure 2 is a closeup photograph of the test article. The RELSAT test structure
represents a 34 degree segment of the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) equipment support
section (ESS) shown in Figure 3. The test article serves as a pilot model to
demonstrate the effectiveness of various viscoelastic damping treatments in typical
dynamic environments. The most promising treatments will be applied to the full IUS
equipment support structure during the course of the RELSAT Program.

1. Application of Damping to Improve Reliability of IUS-Type Satellite Equipment-
RELSAT Program, Proceedings of the 1984 Damping Workshop, (AFWAL-TR-84-
3064), November 1984.
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TEST CONFIGURATIONS

Four configurations of the RELSAT structure were tested. The configurations are
referred to as DN, D1, D2 and D3. A description of each configuration follows.

DN - Nominal Damping
Configuration DN is the RELSAT structure as built without viscoelastic damping
treatment. The damping is representative of a semi-monocoque riveted
structure.
D1 - Add on Damper No. 1
Configuration D1 is the RELSAT structure with damping added to the lower
panel and deck assembly, see Figure 4.
D2 -Add on Dami;,rNo.2 -

Configuration D2 is the RELSAT structure with damping added to the upper _. .;

panel, lower panel and deck assembly as shown in Figure 5.
D3 -Integral/Add on Damper
Configuration D3 is the RELSAT structure with integral damped panels and
damping added to the deck assembly, Figure 6.

TEST DESCRIPTION
The test configurations were subjected to acoustic noise tests and pyrotechnic shock Z. N
tests. The test setups and test instrumentation are described in the following
paragraphs.
Acoustic Test Setup
The RELSAT test structure was installed in a massive steel test fixture. The structure
and fixture were placed in a 16 ft. by 24 ft. by 20 ft. high reverberant acoustic test
chamber. k%%'
AcousticNibration Instrumentation
Accelerometers were attached to the test article at 4 locations. Three
accelerometers were placed at each location (12 total) to sense acceleration in the
axial, radial and tangential directions. Five (5) microphones were located around
the test specimen to record the acoustic noise environment. The instrumentation %
locations are shown in Figure 7.

Shock Test Setup
The RELSAT test structure was installed in a massive steel test fixture. The
pyrotechnic shock was simulated by dropping a 4 pound weight onto the longeron
from a height of 24 inches.
Shock Instrumentation

Accelerometers were attached to the test article at 4 locations. Three
accelerometers were placed at each location (12 total) to sense acceleration in three
directions; axial, radial and tangential. The location schematic is shown in Figure 8. %3

%!~%
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TEST PROCEDURE
Acoustic Test Procedure

Three (3) test configurations (DN, D2 and D3) were subjected to a 145 db overall
sound pressure level acoustic noise environment. Figure 9 shows the average 1/3
octave band sound pressure level spectrum for each test configuration. The spectra
were obtained by averaging the output from five microphones. Each acoustic test
was run for about 1 minute. The accelerometer and microphone outputs were
recorded on magnetic tape throughout each test. All the bolts in the test structure
were torqued prior to each acoustic test.
Shock Test Procedure
Three (3) test configurations were subjected to shock testing; DN, D1 and D2. At -'
least 3 shocks were applied to each test configuration. Each shock was applied by
dropping the 4 pound weight onto the Iongeron at the location shown in Figure 8.
The accelerometer responses were recorded on magnetic tape. All the bolts in the
test structure were torqued prior to application of the shocks on a new
configuration.

DATA ANALYSIS

Sound Pressure Level
A one-third octave band sound pressure level spectrum was obtained from each
microphone. Figure 9 shows the average spectrum for each test.
Acceleration Power Spectral Density
An acceleration power spectral density analysis was obtained from each
accelerometer output for each test configuration. The analyses were performed on
a Hewlitt Packard HP5451C analyzer using the following analysis parameters.

Frequency range 20 Hz to 2000 Hz 4
Bandwidth 10 Hz
Record Length 30 seconds
Spectral averages 64

Vibration Attenuation
The vibration attenuation due to the damping treatment was determined by p.

calculating the square root of the ratio of the viscoelastic damped structure PSD to
the PSD of the structure without viscoelastic damping.

Time Histories
The acceierometer outputs for each shock event were displayed as acceleration time
histories.
Shock Spectra
A shock spectrum analysis was obtained for each of the shock events. The analyses
were performed on an HP 5451C analyzer using the following analysis parameters.

Analyzer bandwidth 1/6 octave
Capture window 2 seconds
Maximum frequency 10,000 Hz
Damping 5% (Q =10)
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Shock Attenuation
"4 The shock attenuation due to the damping treatment was calculated using the

following relationship. *,.,. ,

Attenuation (db) = 20 log ADN/ADA

ADA = Acceleration response to shock for add on damper
ADN = Acceleration response to shock for nominal damping

TEST RESULTS
Acoustic Test ,-

Both damping treatments significantly reduced the vibration level as evidenced by a
comparison of Figures 10, 11 and 12. The overall acceleration levels were reduced
by a factor of 2 for both the add-on-damper and the integral damper. The overall
level is generally less than 6 grms for both dampers. The reduction of the overall
level to 6 grms or less is one of th9 performance goals.

The add-on-damper was most effective at frequencies below 300 Hz while the
integral damper was most effective above 300 Hz. Figures 13 and 14 show the
damping trends for the add-on-damper and the integral damper at the
component/deck interface.
The damping was accomplished with a weight increase of 2.3 pounds for the add on N
damper configuration, D2, and 0.2 pounds or the integral damping configuration,
D3.
Shock Test
The test method produced consistent shock spectra as evidenced by the data shown
in Figure 15. Note how the shock spectra from 3 different drop tests are almost
identical.
Figure 16 contains a comparison of the RELSAT longeron response to shock versus
the IUS longeron response to stage separation pyrotechnic shock. This comparison
shows that the shock generated by dropping the weight on structure causes the
same order-of-magnitude acceleration as stage separation shock.
The add-on-damping treatments provided significant shock attenuation in the axial
and tangential directions at the equipment deck/component interface as shown in
Figures 17 and 18. The attenuation varied with frequency and in some frequency
ranges the additive damping caused a negative attenuation or increase in shock
response relative to the undamped configuration. Add-on-damper number 1 (D1)
was most effective at low frequencies (below 1000 Hz) while add-on-damper
number 2 (D2) was more effective above 1000 Hz. Neither add-on-damper
improved shock attenuation in the radial direction, Figure 19.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Both damping treatments evaluated during these tests reduced the noise

induced vibration level by a factor of 2. The add-on-damper is most effective at
frequencies below 300 Hz. The integral damper is most effective at frequencies
above 300 Hz.

2. Both damping treatments reduce the mean overall grms vibration at the
component/deck interface to a level which meets the RELSAT performance goal
of 6 grms. Vibration spectra peaks for the damped structures do not fall withinthe RELSAT performance goal over the test frequency range, but the peaks are
significantly lower than the undamped structure. 4*.

3. Structural response to pyrotechnic induced shock can be reduced by the use of
viscoelastic add-on-dampers. Attenuation in the order of 6 dB relative to
nominally damped structure was achieved during these tests. The attenuation
varied as a function of frequency and direction of structural response.
Unfortunately the addition of the damping material magnified the structural
response in some frequency bands.

4. The add-on-damping treatment increased the structure weight by 2.3 pounds for
a 5% weight increase relative to the test article weight. The integral damping
treatment increased the structure weight by 0.2 pounds or a 0.5% weight
increase relative to the test article weight. pouds.
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VIBROACOUSTIC AND SHOCK PERFORMANCE OF
DAMPED SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT PANELS*

by

C. V. Stahle, J. A. Staley, and J. C. Strain

General Electric Space Systems Division

ABSTRACT

This paper presents performance results for viscoelastically damped satellite
equipment panel designs. Results show that launch vibroacoustic response
acceleration power spectral densities at component mounting locations are
reduced by up to 20 dB by damped panel designs. Corresponding derived
component random vibration test specification PSDs are reduced by about 13 dB
by damped panel designs. Component RHS response levels for the specifications
for damped panels are predicted to be reduced by over 50 percent compared to
baseline undamped panel designs based on a random response spectrum prediction
method. Damped panel designs showed low hysteresis under application and
removal of static loads. Test data show that viscoelastic material which had
been in space for about four years maintained good damping and stiffness
properties compared to materials which had not been in space. Viscoelastic
damping treatments appear applicable to alignment critical structures because
of low hysteresis under load application and removal and good property
stability under long term space vacuum exposure. Results shown demonstrate the
validity of methods used to design and fabricate viscoelastically damped
satellite equipment panels.

*This work was performed for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory under the
RELSAT (Reliability for Satellite Equipment in Environmental Vibration)
Contract.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 shows a summary of the General Electric RELSAT program objective,
approach and expected payoffs. The RELSAT program is aimed at improving
satellite reliability by reducing satellite equipment failures due to effects
of the launch vibroacoustic environment. The specific objective is to Z
demonstrate the use of passive damping to control vibration of panel mounted
equipment during launch. The approach is to design, fabricate, and test damped
panels corresponding to Bay 3 of the DSCS (Defense Satellite Communication
System) III Transponder Panel. This effort involved three major tasks: 1)
evaluation of candidate damping material characteristics; 2) development and
Implementation of design concepts based on selected viscoulastic materials
(VEMS); and 3) performing vibration, acoustic, static, and shock tests to
evaluate the performance of damped equipment panel design concepts. This paper
presents some of the performance results from the third task. Results from the
first two tasks are reported in two other papers.1 y2 The payoffs which are
expected to result from development of damped panel designs for satellite
equipment panels include: 1) improved stability and pointing accuracy for
alignment critical items which might be sensitive to effects of onboard
disturbances and maneuvers; 2) a 20 percent increase in the satellite
reliability on orbit as a result of a 50 percent reduction in the component
vibroacoustic environment during launch; 3) a reduction in the potentially
large number of ground test failures by 50 percent; and 4) a reduction of the
spacecraft system t' .%lopmont and operating cost by an estimated $40 million
for a system consisting of a total of 14 DSCS III type satellites with a
constellation of four satellites on orbit at any given time.

Figure 2 shows several key points relative to the RELSAT program. The DSCS III
spacecraft shown is the system selected as the basis for the demonstration
program. It is an Air Force communication satellite. Four are in
geosynchronous orbit at any given time to give global communication coverage.
The specific test article selected for study was Bay 3 of the DSCS III
Transponder (North) panel. This bay has three 10 watt Traveling Wave Tube
Amplifiers (TWTAs) and several smaller components mounted on it. Bay 3 is
about 2 ft by 2 ft square and weighs about 50 lb including components and
structure. The baseline panel structure consists of a magnesium base plate
with two stiffeners. The design requirements for the panel include
interdisciplinary constraints such as the need to radiate waste heat from the
TWTAs through the base panel to space. Optical Solar Reflectors (OSRs) are
mounted on the space side of the panel for solar radiation reflection and
survivability. The panel must also have the structural integrity to withstand
the steady state and low frequency acceleratinns during the launch phase. The
center of Figure 2 shows a typical reduced temperature nomogram 3 for a VEX
which might be considered for design of a damped equipment panel for the
baseline DSCS III. The nomogram shows VEX shear modulus and damping properties
as a function of frequency and temperature. An important requirement for VEHS
for satellite applications, is that they be space compatible, i.e., have low
outgassing characteristics.4 Figure 2 also indicates that the ultimate
objective of the demonstration program is to develop damped stable platforms
for satellite equipment and to develop damped stable platforms for satellite
equipment and to demonstrate the technology for design and manufacture
(fabrication) of such platforms.

11D- 2



4.0 DAMPING PAYOFFS

The interest in providing damping in satellite equipment panels has resulted I
from a history of failures after launch of a satellite and during ground
development and production testing of a satellite, its subsystems, and its
components. A significant number of spacecraft anomalies have been related to
the launch vibration environment.5  Figure 3 shows flight failures or
malfunctions vs days after launch. Figure 3 also shows that about 40 percent
of these are related to vibration. A reduction of these failures from 40 to
about 20 percent and a corresponding reduction in ground test failures is
expected to result in a total savings of about $40 million for a complement of %
14 DSCS III type satellites. Vibration is also a major cause of failures
occurring during ground environmental tests of spacecraft, its subsystems, and
its components. Figure 4 shows tha during design qualification, 64 percent of
failures were related to vibration. Following qualification of the satellite
design, 30 percent of failures in production acceptance tests were vibration
related. With damped equipment panel designs similar to those developed under
the GE RELSAT program, a 50 percent reduction in vibration/acoustic related % ;
ground test failures is expected.

A cost/reliability model which can be used to determine payoffs from equipment
panel damping is available in a computer program known as OCTAVE (Optimized
Cost of Testing for Acoustic and Vibration Environments.7'8  This computer
program showed that a significant increase in reliability and decrease in
satellite system cost could be obtained if the vibroacoustic responses during
launch could be reduced by 50 percent. The cost and reliability improvements
were based on a statistical decision theory model which in turn used a data
base of cost/failure rate information for satellite components. A model of the
spacecraft system was first developed which consisted of three major elements:
1) satellite housekeeping components; 2) the satellite structure; and 3) the
payload (i.e., the communication system components). Various types of cost
elements were incorporated in the model including direct and probablistic cost
types. Ground test options were considered which would assure that the %

satellite had a high reliability on orbit at optimum cost. The value of 50 :
percent reduction in the launch vibroacoustic environment for components was
assumed due to equipment panel damping. The results showed a 20 percent
improvement in reliability on orbit and a $40 million savings for a 14
spacecraft production (DSCS III type system).

The history of increasing severity of vibration environments over the past
decade for spacecraft components shows a smaller portion of spacecraft
components passing vibration tests. This trend of increasing vibration
environment is related to the increased acoustic sound pressure levels at
launch and the need for increased vibroacoustic reliability. In particular,
the Space Transportation System (STS) (or Space Shuttle) exhibits an increase
in sound pressure levels in the low frequency range (below 300 Hz) compared to
earlier expendable launch vehicles. Vibration requirements for new spacecraft
currently being developed are higher than for previous spacecraft. Figure 5
shows: 1) a component random vibration test specification for a large diameter
spacecraft being developed for launch on the Shuttle; 2) a corresponding
specification for a small diameter (9 ft or less) spacecraft which was
developed for launch on an expendable launch vehicle; and 3) the specification
for the large diameter payload reduced by a factor of two on an RMS basis (by a
factor of four or 6 dB on a PSD basis). Figure 5 shows that damping could
reduce component random vibration levels for large diameter Shuttle payloads to
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levels for smaller payloads developed for flight on expendable launch vehicles.
Figure 5 also shows that the most significant random vibration environment is
currently in the low frequency range (below 300 Hz) for shuttle launched
payloads.

3. TEST PANELS

Damping materials were evaluated, damping materials were selected, damped panel
design concepts were developed and evaluated, and baseline and damped panels
corresponding to Bay 3 of the DSCS III transponder panel were designed and
fabricated. Figure 6 shows a baseline panel consisting of a base plate with
two stiffeners. Three mass simulated TWTAs are mounted directly to the base
pael. Figure 7 shows a corresponding damped panel. This damped panel has
damped honeycomb sandwich sLiffeners. An aluminum core/aluminum face sandwich
is bonded to the base plate to provide inherent stiffness of tle panel
independent of the damping treatment. The VEM is bonded to this honeycomb
sandwich stiffener. An aluminum core/graphite-epoxy face sandwich is then
bonded to the VEM to provide a constraining sandwich for the VE. Damped
panels were also made with hat stiffeners riveted to the base plate and with a
VEM layer with a graphite-epoxy constraining layer bonded to the hat stiffener.
Various tests were conducted on the baseline and damped panels. These included
acoustic, sine vibration, static, creep, and pyro shock tests. Pyro shock test
results are described briefly below. Results of acoustic tests are then
discussed in some detail. Component random vibration test requirements are
derived from the vibroacoustic tests for the baseline and damped panels. Th.,
implication for component random vibration test requirements ate considered to
be the primary result of the RELSAT satellite equipment panel damping

-} demonstration effort.

4. PYRO SHOCK TESTS

Pyro shock tests were performed on the baseline and a damped panel. In

separate tests, these panels were mounted in one bay of a dual bay simulator
which is normally used to perform spacecraft separation shock tests for
components mounted on the DSCS III transponder panel. The shock was produced
by firing an explosive separation nut. In these tests, the separation nut was
activated by a high pressure gas supply connected to the nut. This separation
nut is used to separate the DSCS III from the IUS and from a second DSCS III
spacecraft. Separation nuts are on bolts at either ends of the two longerons
which form two ends of the DSCS III transponder panel. Three separation nut
firings were made each for the baseline and a damped panel. Triaxial
accelerometers were mounted at the shock source and two accelerometers were
attached near the mounting locations of each of the TWTA masses on each of the A
panels tested. One of these two accelerometers was oriented normal to the test
panel and the other was oriented in the in-plane direction of the panel in the
direction of separation nut firing (in the direction of the longeron).

Figure 8 shows comparisons of damped and baseline shock spectra for the two
accelerometers mounted near TWTA number 2 which was mounted in the middle of
each panel. Results shown are envelopes for three firings, although results.B".
from the three firings for each panel showed little variation in the shock
spectra. Figure 8 shows results for the out-of-plane and in-plane
accelerometers. The figure shows that the shock spectra peak near 2200 lz with
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maximum levels on the order of 1000 g. This is above the frequency where
a significant damping occurs. Damping treatments were designed primarily to

reduce vibroacoustic response in the out-of-plane direction in the 50 to 500 Hz
range. Damping reduced the peak shock in the out-of-plane shock spectra by
about 30 percent. The out-of-plane direction is the direction in which damping
was intended to be provided by the damped panel design. Figure 8 shows that
the peak in the shock spectra for the in-plane direction was increased by about -"
30 percent for the damped panel relative to the baseline. This may be due to
the addition of stiffeners for the damped panel configuration which connect the
longerons to the TWTA's. %

5. VIBROACOUSTIC TESTS

Acoustic tests were conducted on the baseline and seven damped panel
configurations. Panels with both hat and sandwich damped stiffeners were
tested. The configurations included four different viscoelastic materials.
Tests were conducted at temperatures ranging from 60 to 78 degrees F. Two

tests were conducted with four panels suspended in the GE acoustic test
facility for each test. Tests were conducted at 139.3 and 143.8 dB overall.
Instrumentation on each panel consisted of 12 out-of-plane accelerometers and
two in-plane accelerometers attached at component mounting locations. "-".'
Thermocouples were used to monitor temperatures of viscoelastic materials.
Four microphones were used to measure and control the acoustic test .',"

environment. Figure 9 shows one-third octave band qualification sound pressure
levels for small diameter and large diameter shuttle payloads.9 10 The acoustic
environment used for acoustic tests corresponded to the shape of the 9 ft
payload sound pressure level curve. Test vibroacoustic levels were scaled to
correspond to acoustic levels shown in Figure 9. The 9 ft diameter levels 'k .
correspond to a DSCS III qualification test level. SO

Figure 10 shows four of the damped panels suspended in the GE acoustic test
facility. Each panel was mounted to a heavy aluminum frame which was supported
by a low frequency suspension system. Figure 10 shows the location of four
out-of-plane accelerometers at the mounting locations for each TWTA mass. Each ',.. \"

panel had two in-plane accelerometers. In-plane vibroacoustic responses were
small compared to out-of-plane responses. For each of the panels tested, the
12 out-of-plane accelerometers were analyzed statistically to obtain a 95." percentile level. The spectral content of the data were then scaled to .,

acoustic levels shown in Figure 9 for the 9 and 15 ft diameter shuttle payload
qualification acoustic test levels. Figure 11 shows results for the 9 ft
diameter payload for test data for 72 degrees F. Results are shown for the
baseline and a damped panel. Results for all damped panels were very similar.
Results shown in Figure 11 are for the damped panel which gave the best results
for all panels tested. Other damped panel designs had similar vibroacoustic
responses but were slightly higher above 500 Hz. Figure'll shows that damping
reduces response by up to 20 dB. The largest peaks for the baseline panel were -
reduced the most and these peaks were in the low frequency range. Damping V.'
reduced responses significantly for frequencies up to about 400 Hz. Figure 12

. shows results scaled for the 15 ft diameter shuttle payload acoustic
environment at l"unch. These results indicate that damping can provide very
significant benefits for large diameter shuttle payloads.

a.'.
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6. RANDOM VIBRATION SPECIFICATIONS

The Random Response Spectrum (RRS) method l was used to determine component ,- -
random vibration test requirements corresponding to the 95th percentile
out-of-plane random vibration levels determined from the acoustic tests for the S,. ?,.
baseline and best damped panels. The RRS method is similar to the shock
spectrum concept. The RRS is the RMS response of a single-degree-of-freedom %
oscillator to a random vibration input spectrum vs the oscillator resonant
frequency. A 0 of ten was assumed for the component. The objective was to
generate a random vibration test spectrum which had an RRS similar to the RRS
for the actual component random vibration environment, i.e., for the 95th
percentile out-of-plane random vibration spectrum. Random vibration
specificatons were generated in this manner for the baseline and damped panel
component random vibration environments. Figure 13 shows the out-of-plane
random vibration spectrum and rorrL~ponding test spectrum for the 9 ft diameter
payload (DSCS) baseline panel qualification level. The RRS for this
specification level and the the 95 percentile out-of-plane data are also shown
in Figure 13. The RRS for the specification is seen to envelope that for the
actual baseline panel test data. The peak value of about 30 GRMS occurs for a - O
component natural frequency just above 100 Hz. Note that the largest
magnitudes of the test data, the specification, and the RRS are in the low
frequency region (below 300 Hz). Corresponding results for the damped panel
are shown in Figure 14. Damping significantly reduces the low frequency test
and specification random vibration spectrum levels. The largest RRS level now
occurs at about 2000 lz for both the damped panel test data and specification.
The peak GRMS at this frequency, however is now only about 13 g. Figure 15 .
compares the specifications for the damped and baseline panels shown previously ' .' "
in Figures 13 and 14. The maximum specification PSD has been reduced 13 dB
using damping. The maximum GRMS has been reduced by 64 percent for the damped
panel. Corresponding results for the 15 ft diameter shuttle payload are shown ..
in Figure 16. Here the damped panel PSD is seen to be reduced by 14 dB-
relative to the baseline panel and the peak GRMS is reduced by 53 percent due 4
to damping. This figure shows that major benefits from damping can be expected
for large diameter payloads on the shuttle. Component random vibration test
responses might be reduced from about 40 to about 20 GRMS by the addition of
damping to equipment panels.

7. DAMPED PANEL HYSTERESIS AND LONG TERM VEM STABILITY

A static load test was conducted on a panel with damped hat stiffeners. A load
was applied to each TWTA normal to the plane of the panel. The panel was
loaded statically to an 11 g (550 lb) load in increments of approximately 1 g.
The load was then removed in approximately 1 g increments. Deflections of the
panel and strains in hat stiffeners were measured. Figure 17 shows a plot of
strain in a hat stiffener vs total panel load for both the loading and
unloading cycle. Figure 17 shows that very low hysteresis occurred. This
result indicates that for the damped panel designs developed under RELSAT,
viscoelastic treatments may be feasible for application to platforms requiring
high alignment and pointing stability without introducing hysteresis during
loading and unloading events such as launch, orbit transfer, deployments, and
separations.
In April 1984, The Modular Attitude Control System (MACS) module was retrieved.%

form the Solar Max Mission (SMM) spacecraft on a Shuttle repair mission. The
* SHM spacecraft was launced in January of 1980. The Attitude Control

Electronics (ACE) component on the MACS module used viscoelastic materials N4.- "I
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extensively for damping treatments. A piece of this material which had been in
orbit for over four years was tested to determine its material properties after .

four years exposure to space environment. Figure 18 shows the measured loss
factor and shear modulus (discrete data points) compared to properties of
similar non-flight material (curves). The material retrieved from space is
seen to have excellent damping properties (circles) which are nearly identical
to the non-flight material. The shear modulus (squares) for the material which
was in orbit is slightly stiffer than the similar material which was not flo-on.
These results indicate that damping materials of the type used in the GE RELSAT
damped panel designs will retain their viscoelastic characteristics for long
periods of time when in orbit and could be quite useful for orbital damping
applications.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of the GE RELSAT program was to develop and demonstrate
damped panel designs which would reduce the vibroacoustic response. An initial
goal was to reduce the RMS response by 50 percent (6 dB). A reduction of this
magnitude was estimated to result in a cost savings of $14 million for 14
spacecraft system (DSCS type). The most significant Shuttle vibroacoustic
environments are in the low frequency range. The largest deflections and
stresses of components are expected here. Pyro shock tests shoved attenuation
of out-of-plane shock spectra due to damping but an increase was seen in the
in-plane shock spectra for damped panels. Vibroacoustic resposer were readced
up to 20 dB for power spectral densities in the 50 to 300 Hz range.
Corresponding component random vibration specificaiton levels were reduced
about 13 dB. The expected component RMS acceleration responses to derived
component random vibration specifications were reduced by 50 to 60 percent by
damped panel designs. Low hysteresis in static load deflection tests indicates ,.
that damping may be applicable to alignment critical structures. Data recently
obtained on viscoelastic material which had been in space for four years showed
that long term space exposure had little or no effect on the material damping
and stiffness properties. Materials of this type appear applicable to orbital %
damped panel designs for alignment critical structures.
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(RELIABILITY FOR SATELLITE EQUIPMENT IN ENVIRONMENTAL VIBRATION)

OBJECTIVE
, GENERICALLY DEMONSTRATE PASSIVE DAMPING CONTROL OF PANEL

MOUNTED COMPONENT VIBRATION

APPROACH
0 DESIGN, FABRICATE AND TEST DAMPED DSCS-III TRANSPONDER PANEL

- VdALUATE MATERIAL PROPERTIES
- DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT DESIGN CONCEPTS
- PERFORM VIBRATION, ACOUSTIC, SHOCK AND STATIC TESTS

PAYOFFS
* STABLE PLATFORM WITH HIGH POINTING ACCURACY FOR MANEUVERS

AND ON-BOARD DISTURBANCES
* 20 PERCENT INCREASE IN RELIABILITY THROUGH 50 PERCENT

REDUCTION IN VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT

* REDUCE LARGE NUMBER OF TEST FAILURES BY 50 PERCENT
* REDUCE SPACE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT/OPERATING COST BY $40M

Figure 1. RELSAT Program
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FIGURE 2. RELSAT DSCS III Baseline System
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Figure 11. Out-of-Plane Vibroacoustic Response
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Figure 13. DSCS III Baseline Panel Random ,9Vibration Specification
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DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF DAMPED SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT PANELS*

C. V. STAHLE
J. A. STALEY

and
J. C. STRAIN

GENERAL ELECTRIC SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
VALLEY FORGE SPACE CENTER

P.O. BOX 8555, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19101

ABSTRACT

The design, analysis and modal tests of viscoelastically damped spacecraft
equipment panel structures are presented. The work was performed as part of
the AF AL RELSAT program and uses the DSCS III transponder panel to demonstrate
the generic control of equipment vibration with passive damping. Highly effec-
tive integrally damped panel designs are achieved with small increase in struc-
tural weight. A damped stiffener approach is used that satisfies interdisci-
plinary constraints such as heat dissipation. Strength and deflection crizer-
ia are used that account for the load red.ction and stiffness of the damped de-
sign. Two lightweight configurations are described: one using unidirectional
graphite epoxy (G/E) constraining layers and the other using G/E honeycomb con- %
straining layers with an aluminum honeycomb stiffener. Loss factors greater
than 0.2 are obtained for low frequency modes using GE SHRD 100 damping ma-
terials. Damping is more than doubled in all modes below 500 Hz. The analysis -
uses NASTRAN finite element .odels with modal strain energy and can be applied
to any complex design. Initial beam element tests compart 4nalytical predic-
tions with test results for the G/E constraining layer and ,.tneycomb configur-
ations using material properties from two different laboratories. Subsequent
panel tests indicate damped panel analyses predict low mode 'resonant frequen-
cies within 10 percent, damping loss factors within 30 percent and the temper- P(v
ature of maximum damping within 10 degrees F. The major source of prediction _-
error appears to be material properties caused by measurement error, the tem-
erature shift relation and the reference temperature. More accurate material

property definitio-n is recommended. The 20 dB attenuation of the vibroacou-
stic response, the material selection and panel fabrication are discussed in
two other papers included in the proceedings.

*The work reported herein was performed for the Air Force Wright Aeronautical
Laboratory, Contract No. F33615-82-C-3223, "Reliability for Satellite Equip-
ment in Environmental Vibration," under the technical direction of James
Eichenlaub and Lynn Rogers.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the design, analysis, and modal tests of viscoelastically
damped spacecraft equipment panels. Examination of early spacecraft flight
anomalies has indicated a large number are caused by the vibroacoustic launch
vibration. As a result, vibration requirements have been increased which has
led to a large number of ground test failures during component, subassembly
and spacecraft random vibration and acoustic tests. Even after qualification
tests of a spacecraft design have been successfully completed, subsequent
acceptance tests of production units exhibit a large number of failures indica-
ting a susceptability of the final designs to the vibroacoustic environment. .
Although damping has been used effectively within electronic packages to im-
prove vibroacoustic reliability, its use to control equipment panel vibration
has been limited and generally applied to existing designs. Because studies
have shown that significant cost reductions can be obtained and that the vibro-
acoustic reliability can be significantly improved by reducing the random vi-
bratlon environment, the RELSAT program (Reliability for Satellite Equipment In
Environmental Vibration) has been initiated by AFIAL to generically demonstrate P
the passive damping control of panel mounted component vibration. Parallel
RELSAT programs are being performed by Boeing and General Electeic. .-.

The approach used in the GE-RELSAT program is to design, fabricate and test a VVO
damped DSCS III transponder panel. The DSCS III (Defense Satellite Communica-
tion System) spacecraft vas selected because the design is mature and enables
interdisciplinary constraints to be readily defined. The goal is to achieve a
reduction of 6 dB in the random vibration environment. As shown in Figure 1,
large diameter shuttle spacecraft random vibration requirements exhibit high
spectral amplitudes in the frequency range below 200 1Iz where major equipment
resonances occur. By obtaining a 6 dB reduczion, the spectrum levels are re-
duced to those of current small diameter spacecraft. For any size spacecraft,
the vibroacoustic reliability is significantly enhanced.

Three workshop papers are included in the proceedings covering different as-
pects of the GE-RELSAT program. This paper discusses the design and analysis
of the panel and describes modal tests performed to verify the resonant fre-
quency and modal damping predictions. The quantification of the cost reduction
and reliability improvement, as well as the experimental results from acoustic
and shock tests are presented in a second paper. The third paper discussed
the selection of the viscoelastic material and describes the methods used in
fabricating the damped panel.

The following sections discuss the panel design and analysis, the correlation
of beam element tests with analytic predictions, comparison of panel modal
test results with analytical results, and finally the conclusions reachcd in
this portion of the RELSAT program.

2.0 TRANSPONDER PANEL DESIGN

The test article chosen for ,iscoelastic damping treatment was the North Panel
Bay 3 of the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) III, Figure 2.
This equipment panel is approximately 27 inches square, constricted of magne-
sium thorium .18 inches thick and contains two integrally milled/riveted stif-
feners. Three 10 watt traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA's) are mounted on
it along with associated wave guides and electronics. These T TA's place a
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severe design constraint on the panel since the thermal requirement to dissi- ..
pate their 30 uitts of power makes the use of a lightweight honeycomb sandwich
for the base panel impractical. Hence, the thick .18 plate which is required

for thermal, not structural reasons.

The test articles for the RELSAT prc-ram utilize a .125 inch thick aluminum
plate to simulate the stiffness of the actual .18 inch thick magnesium-thorium
panel. The TUTA simulators are made of an aluminum block mounted to a steel
plate. They provide the weight and center of gravity of the actual WTA's and
other components necessary to make the total panel weigh't equal to that of the
actual flight hardware.

2.1 BASELINE UNDAMPED PANEL 6."

This panel was designed to closely simulate the "as is" undamped North Panel -.
Bay 3. It consists of the aluminum base plate and three TVTA simulators plus
two aluminum hat section stiffeners in lieu of the integrally milled/riveted
stiffeners on the flight hardware. These stiffeners were sized to provide a
fundamental frequency near that of the actual DSCS panel. Figure 3 is a photo- "
graph of this test article, the NASTRAN model for which is shown in Figure 4.
This model which contained 412 GRIDS and 259 ASET degrees of freedom (DOF) was
constructed entirely of CQUAD4 elements with the exception of the TVTA's which
were single 6 DOF nodes attached to the panel with rigid elements.

A modal test was performed on the baseline panel to provide a reference for %
damped panel measurements, and to verify analysi3 methods without the added
complexity of modeling viscoelastic properties. Inaccuracies in the undamped
panel model will be propagated in the viscoelastic properties used for damped
panel analysis since these are very frequency dependent. These inaccuracies
may result from both lack of. detail in modelling, and from the unknown boundary
condition.

2.2 DAMPED PANEL DESIGN

Two daeiped stiffener concepts were used in the designs. These were a honey-
comb sandwich stiffener with a honeycomb sandwich constraining layer, and an
aluminum h.t section stiffener with a graphite constraining layer. Both of
these concepts are illustrated in Figure 5. As in the baseline design, the
aluminum hat section stiffener simulates the integral]y milled/riveted stiffen-
er on the actual DSCS III spacecraft equipment panel. The honeycomb sandwich
stiffener is designed for lighter veight, and maximizes the strain energy in
the viscoclastic material through a larger separation of the constraining layer
neutral. axis from the viscoelastic layer. One example, using each of these two
concepts will be discussed in this section: a panel with honeycomb stiffeners
and SMRD 1OOP90B damping material, and a panel with alubilnum hat section stif-
feners and SMRD 1OOB5OA damping material.

A total of seven damped panels were designed for the RELSAT program. The scope
of this papee is to describe the analysis used to design the panel damping
treatments, and the correlation of the analysis to data from the modal test
performed on one of the darped test articles.
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2.2.1 DAMPED DESIGN CRITERIA

A primary objective of this effort is to demonstrate a 50% reduction of vibro-
acoustic response by developing damped panel designs. A preliminary damping
criteria which is expected to accomplish this is:

1) a minimum loss factor of 0.30 in the fundamental
equipment panel mode, and

2) a minimum loss factor of 0.10 for all other major panel
modes up to 500 Hz.

In addition to the damping criteria, structural design criteria must also be
established.

A set of structural design criteria have been established for developing damped
panel designs, These criteria are based on varying degrees of conservatism in
the assumptions regarding: 1) the degree to which the vibroacoustic loads have
been reduced, 2) limits on expected deflections, and 3) the degree to which the
viscoelastic damping treatment is assumed to share in design loads for the pan-
el structure.

Equivalent steady load factors are often used for satellite structure design.

These load factors are usually composed of two parts: 1) a low frequency or
quasi-steady part which consists of the nearly steady acceleration at liftoff
plus a low frequency (typically of the order of two to fifty 11z) transient dur-
ing liftoff; and 2) a higher frequency vibroacoustic portion induced by acous-
tic pressures caused by the propulsion system during launch. The sum of these
two effects results in an equivalent design load factor which is used for de- 4
sign of secondary structures and components. The primary structure is gener- P0
ally designed by the quasi-steady portion only.

Three structural design criteria for the damped DTA designs are considered as '
shown in Table 1.
Criterion I - Baseline: Designs using this criterion represent "add-on" damp-
ing configurations. These designs consider neither the reduced dynamic loads
due to damping nor the load carrying capacity of the damping treatment. For
the DSCS III transponder panel the baseline structural design criterion con-
sists of a 60 Hz minimum frequency requirement and a 35 G total load factor.
The 35 G load is the sumt of an 11.5 G quasi-static and a 23.5 G vibruacoustic
load.

,, Criterion II - Conservative Integrally Damped: This criterion considers the
reduction in dynamic loads due to damping, but does not allow for the load car-
rying capability of the damping treatment. The structural integrity of the
panel is maintained by the undamped structure which is designed to a load fac-
tor which has now been significantly reduced by damping. The goal of the GE
RELSAT program was to reduce the vibroacoustic portion of the dyaamic loading
by 50 percent. The total load factor for the criterion II design is therefore
the sum of an 11.5 G quasi-steady load and a vibroacoustic load reduced to
11.8 G, or 23.3 G as compared to 35 G for the criterion I design. The stiff-
ness of the undamped panel designed to this lower load factor will be less than
that of the baseline panel, but it's deflection under the combined quasi-steady
and vibroacoustic load of 23.3 G will be kept the same as that of the baseline
panel under 35 G's.
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Criterion III - Advanced Integrally Damped: This design criterion considers
not only the reduction in vibroacoustic load due to damping, but also allows
for the damping treatment's load carrying capability. This will provide the
lightest weight damped design. The total design load factor remains at 23.3 G
as in criterion IT?, but allowing the damping treatment to carry part of the
structural loads will result in a lover weight design. For this criterion, thestiffness of the undamped panel may be further reduced using the requirement

that the deflection under 23.3 G of the damped criterion III design does notexceed that of the undamped criterion II design under the same load.

Table 2 and Figure 6 illustrate the structural weight obtainable with the three
criteria. This table compares preliminary design results using all three cri-
zcerla to the und ied A l.. -h Li &y Iut.drp1 dinsutlzd
aluminum hat section stiffener, with a graphite constraining layer, while the
last used a honeycomb sandwich stiffener and constraining layer. The criterion ?e

II design with hat stiffeners is seen to provide a 2X structural weight reduc-
tion from the add-on, and the criteria III design with hat stiffeners provides ,V
an additional 2% reduction. Using honeycomb sandwich stiffeners in place of
the aluminum hats, reduces the weight by another 8% so that it is comparable in
in weight to the original undamped structure.

Final designs of the RELSAT test articles were all performed using criterionIII.

2.2.2 DESIGN ANALYSIS METHODS *,"

Design of the damped panels was performed primarily with MSC NASTRAN modal
strain energy (MSE) calculations . The strain energy option in NASTRAN outputs
tables of strain energy in each element of the NASTRAN finite element model,
for each mode shape calculated. The viscoelastic material is modeled with
solid brick elements having a shear modulus which is selected for a temperature
and frequency. The ratio of the HSE in the viscoelastic elements, to the total
HSE in the mode shape, multiplied by a material loss factor gives the composite
loss factor. Since the resulting loss factor is correct only for the selected
temperature and frequency several runs must be made using differend VEX shear

moduli to get results for all modes of interest. A NASTRAN direct frequency
response analysis will produce sinusoidal transfer, functions which account for "a
the frequency dependence of the shear modulus andloss factor in a single run.
Rowever, if the structure being analyzed does not have modes which are well
enough separated to be considered as single-degree-of-freedom responses, the
equivalent normal modal characteristics cannot be readily obtained.

Of all the variables in the finite element model, the shear modulus of the VEM,
which is both frequency and temperature dependent, is the most difficult
to quantify. The shear modulus was obtained from VEX test data which is reduced
by a least squares fit to equations for shear modulus and loss factor as a w

function of frequency and reduced frequency. The reduced frequency is the
frequency ,multiplied by a shift parameter which is a function of temperaturesrelative to a reference temperature, To. Experience has shown that this refer-

ence temperature is difficult to choose properly and that the size of typical '.}
discrepancies which often occur can produce significant differences in material
properties using test data from different sources. An accurate and consistent
method for choosing To has been determined to be a much needed development to
increase the reliability of finite element damping calculations.

11E-5
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Another, much simpler but often useful analysis method is that described by it', '- %
Abdulhadi 8. This is a "general analysis... for three layer plates consisting .
of two distinct plate type facings and a core that carries shear stresses
only." A sixth order equation is solved to obtain composite frequency and loss
factor for various boundary conditions. Abdulhadi's method is a useful method
for optimization of damping treatments for uniform beams and plates. This
anlaysis method was used to size sub-panel dampers. These graphite epoxy con-
straining layer damper strips were added to reduce the acoustic response J the
sub-panels, which had frequencies calculated to be between 300 and 500 Hlz.

2.2.3 SHIiD 100F90B DAMPED, HONEYCOMB STIFFENED PANEL . -

This panel uses the aluminum baseplate and three TUTA simulators previously
described, as do all of the test articles. It incorporates four honeycomb
sandwich stiffeners in a "criss-cross" pattern. These are made from .4 inch 4-1 -
Uick iiexcel 1/8-5052-.002 aluminum honeycomb with a 5 mil aluminum lower facesheet and 30 mil aluminum upper face sheet. The damping is provided by .25

inch thick General Electric SHRD 10OF9OB viscoelastic damping material between .-
the stiffeners and a honeycomb sandwich constraining layer. The constraining
layer consists of .4 inch thick Iexcel 1/8-5052-.002 aluminum honeycomb with a
lower face sheet of 5 mil uniaxial IIHS/CE339 graphite epoxy and upper face
sheet of 80 mils uniaxial IIHS/CE339. A sketch of this stiffener/constraining
layer is shown in Figure 5. 9V

,X .
The .5 inch width of the stiffeners was chosen as a result of previous para- -
metric analysis on a stiffened end supported plate which showed this width to --
provide optimur, damping for the lowest weight, and the desire to use as little
of the panel area as possible since most satellite equipm,:nt panels are very .

densely filled with components.

The panel stiffener height and face sheet are designed to provide a minimum
frequency to satisfy the static deflection requirements of criterion III. The
constraining sandwich layer is designed to provide adequate stiffness under the
transient and vibroacoustic loads of criterion III and, along with the visco-
elastic material, to provide a minimum loss factor of .3 in the fundamental
mode, and .1 for all important modes below 500 Hz. Figure 7 is a photograph of
this panel. The NASTRAN model used for correlation with the modal test data is *. -
shown in Figure 8. This model contained 674 GRIDs and 294 ASET DOF. A more
coarse model with 303 GRIDs and 78 ASET DOF was used in performing the para-
metric analyzes.

NIASTRAI Hodal Strain Energy (HSE) analyses were run to determine the first
mode loss factors for the various parametric configurations, and to give a
conservative estimate of the loss factors for the higher modes. Figure 9 shows
the NASTRAN MSE in the VEM plotted vs. VEX thickness, with the chosen design
point circled. NASTRAN MSE calculations were made for a wide range of VEX shear
modulus to give the loss factors for all modes up to 500 Hlz. The calculated
compositc loss factors are plotted vs. frequency in Figure 10 for a temperature .M ,,t ..r'-%
range of 60' F to 700 F, the temperature range during launch.

r4. '., •a
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2.2.4 SMRD 0OB!-)A DAMPEDj HAT SECTION STIFFFNED PANEL "

This design employs four alurnlinm hat u ,ction stiffeners in the same pattern L
as the stiffeners of the honeyr-omh stifl.,,uer panel. These are .5 inches high,
.5 inches wide, and bent up Lion 1/32 inch aluminum. The damping is provided
by .10 inch thick SMRD 1IOB50A viscoelastic damping material and a constraining
layer of .25 inch thick tiniaxial IIHS/CE339 graphite epoxy. A photograph of
this poel is presented in Figure 11 and the NASTRAN model containing 367 GRIDsand 78 ASET DOF is shown in Figure 5 along with a sketch depicting the stiffen-

er/constraining layer configuration.

NASTRAN MSE analyc. were run to determine the first node loss factors for the
various parametric configurations, and to give a conservative estimate of the
loss factors for the higher modes. Figure 12 shows the NASTRAN calculated
strain energy in the VIX vs. VEN thickness. Constroining layer thickness and -4
test article total weight as calculated by NASTRAN are cross plotted. The W_
point chosen for the design is circled. The hat section was designed to meet
the static deflection req~iirements ,of criterion III and the final choice of
stiffener, VEM, and contrainiqg layer was checked to ensure the satisfaction
of the total deflection requirementn. The calculated loss factors are plotted
vs. frequency for nodes up to 500 D1z. in Figure 13. Results for a temper-
ture range of 60* F to 700 F are presented. Values for each temperature were
determined from a single NASTRAN run using the shear modulus at the fundamental
frequency and are therefore conservatively low In both frequency and loss fac-
tor for the higher modes. A more detailed model than the coarse one shown in
Figure 5 would be required to accurately calculate loss factors for the higher
modes, but since it was decided that the honeycomb stiffener panel would be
used for the modal test and the analysis correlation tasks, a larger model was
not justified. The more co,rse model is adequate for determining the loss fac- -
tar of the lower rodes and performing the parametric analyses to determine thedesign point. ,

g3.0 BEA ELEMENT FABRICATION AND EXPERIMITAL EVALUATION dtrieh

Several bean elements of candidate stiffener designs were fabricated and tested N
to. (1) verify fabrication methods planned for panels and (2) verify analy-
tieal predictions of performance. ISD112 and several GE-SHRD VEN's were used
in a honeycomb sandwich configuration and in several hat stiffened configura-
tions with unidirectional graphite-epoxy constraining layers. Results indicated
ISD112 was not suitable for the stiffener configuration because of low bond -
strength. The SMRD materials were found to provide maximum performance close
to room temperature but were slightly off on either the high or low side. Test
results agreed reasonably aell with analytical predictions using NASTRAN modal
strain energy methods. Material properties appeared to be a major source of
analysis error. Temperature was highlighted as the key variable effecting
damping performance. These beam elcinent tests are discussed 4n this section.

3.1 CAN"rILEVER BEAH ELEMENTS
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3.1.1 TEST CONFIGURATIONS

A cantilever beam specimen was designed and fahricated to provide an early
evaluation of candidate configurations, a preliminary correlation of analysis
predictions with measured damping performance and identify unanticipated fab-
rication problems. The beam test article is shown in figure 14. The honeycomb
sandwich configuration was the lightest weight design using graphite epoxy
(G/E) face sheets with thicknesses selected to provide inherent structural
stiffness corresponding to criterion III. Honeycomb face sheet thicknesses
were selected to maximize damping as discussed previously. Steel bars bonded <.

to the bottom surface of the beam provided transverse stiffness and increased
the weight so that the resonant frequencies would be in the range of panel ,
designs. SMRD 10OF90 material of 1/4 inch thickness was found to approximate
the desired damping and is of the thickness used in other spacecraft applica-
tions. The beam width was abritrary. The aluminum thickness simulates the
stiffness of the DSCS III magnesium panel.

The initial viscoelastic material selected for the honeycomb sandwich was

XSD112 with a 10 mil thickness. This material uses a pressure sensitive adhe-
sive and was found to come loose as a result of surface irregularities in the
honeycomb pieces. This problem combined with concerns as to the bond strength
in this stiffener application resulted in a change to SHRD 10OF90. The
The SMRD 100F90 uses a structural adhesive (HYSOL EA9309.3) known to exceed the
VEX shear strength.

3.1.2 ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS ___-

A NASTRAN model of the Honeycomb cantilever beam configuration was used to
estimate the damping and fundamental resonant frequency using the Modal Strain
Energy method (MSE). The model was relatively coarse as shown In the SUPERTAB
plots of Figure 15. The beam was divided into 10 spanwise segments and 7,W
crosswise segments using a single row of eleme:ts to represent the stiffeners
and has 219 nodes. CQUAD4 elements were used fot the aluminum baseplate and
the honeycomb face sheets. The VEM and honeycomb core were modeled using
CHEXA elements. Offsets were used in the CQUAD4 elements adjacent to tie
CHEXA elements so that common nodes could be used between the elements while
simulating the neutral &xis position. The steel bars were modeled using CBAR
elements with offsets. All nodes at the cantilevered end were fixed which rep- A

resented the interface with the test fixture, i.e. all DOF's at the end nodes
of the plate, stiffener, VEH, and constraining layer. The model was reduced to
52 ASET DOF's of which approximately two-thirds were in the out-of-plane direc-
tion. The full mass matrix was calculated by NASTRAN using material densities -
for the various elements. A model check was made for the fundamental mode by
increasing the number of nodes and dynamic DOF's by approximately 4; however,
the much finer model results did not differ significantly from the coarse mod-
el. The Young's modulus for the G/E elements was 30E6 psi based on a 60 per-
cent fiber volume fraction. The shear moduli for the honeycomb core were 135
Ksi and 54 Ksi representing the nominal value for 1/8-5052-.002 core material
provided by lexcel. The shear modulus of the viscoelastic material was varied
over a range of values to determine the fundamental mode resonant frequency and '0_
loss factor as a function of temperature.
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The analytical prediction of the fundamental resonant frequency and loss fac-
tor as a function of temperature were determined by combining NASTRAN results
with the SMRD 10OF90 properties displayed as a function of reduced frequency. __

The procedure is shown graphically in Figure 16. The VEN shear modulus, G, was
varied in the NASTRAN analysis and th fundamental resonant frequency deter- '
mined and plotted. The percent of modal strain energy in the VEX was also
determined and plotted in the Figure. A resonant frequency was selected and
the value of G determined from the NASTRAN results as indicated by Step 1.
Using these values for F and G, ti~e corresponding temperature is uniquely de-
termined as shown. This also determines the VEM loss factor as indicated in
the figure. The VEM loss factor and the NASTRAN modal strain energy are then
combined as described previously to determine the composite loss factor. This ,...-
procedure is repeated for various frequencies providing the analytical predic-
tion of resonant frequency and composite loss factor as a function of tempera-
ture. The analytical results for the cantilever beam are shown in Figure 17. *.*.'.

The analytical results were determined using two different sets of material
properties. The properties of SKRD10O90A have been determined by three dif-,
ferent laboratories. Although the approaches used by each were similar,
differences exist in the final properties. Two Reduced Temperature Nomographs
are shown in Figure 18. The basic nomograms differ in shift parameters preclu-
ding direct comparison. The shear modulus and loss factor data from these two
nomograms were used to define the properties at a temperature of 65° F and
plotted vs. frequency in Figure 19. Also included is a third set of data mela-
sured from the same batch of VEX that was used for the Lab B measurements. The
Lab A and Lab B measurements were both performed with sandwich beams and the
data reduced with different aT relations and different To constants. The Lab
C measurements were obtained from a modified Oberst beam and reduced with the
same U' relation zhat was used for the Lab B data reduction, but with a dif-
ferent To.

It is apparent from the three curves of Figure 19 that more research should be
be performed on VEX measurement and data reduction methods. There is consid- ...
erable scatter in the raw data through which these curves were faired, and the
choice of constant To in the temperature shift relation UT is of great Impor-
tance. Analyses were performed using the two reduced temperature nomograms and
results were compared with test results.

The accuracy of these analytical predictions depends on the accurate modeling
of the overall structure as well as the accurate representation of the VEM
properties. Inherent in the procedure is the assumption that the model without
the VEX accurately predicts the structural behavior. If the model of the non
VEX structure is too stiff, then the analytical predictions will require a
lower VEX shear modulus to match the measured resonant frequency. This will
ultimately result in an apparent shift in the analytic results to a highertemperature. Similarly, higher strain energy in the non VEX structure will

cause the analytical composite loss factor to be low. On the other hand,inaccuracies in the VEM properties could cause the analytical predictions to [ :'

vary in either direction. When correlating analytical and experimental re-
sults, structural model error sources should be kept in mind and the overall
difference should not be attributed solely to the VEM nodeling.
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3.1.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The cantilever beam was tested using base excitation and circle fit techni-
ques to accurately determine the resonant frequency and damping. The beam was
clamped over a two inch span at the root and bolted to a Team Hydrostatic
Table which was driven with an MB C-150 shaker. Three accelerometers were V'-
mounted to the tip of the beam to determine the phase and amplitude of the
beam response. A single reference accelerometer was mounted to the vibration.WI

table to measure the input. The beam was excited sinusoidally. The acceler-
ometers were recorded on magnetic tape and processed through the HP5423A
Dynamic Analyzer. The analyzer determined the resonant frequency and damping of
the beams at the fundamental resonance using a circle fit to the response with N
the input acceleration used as a reference. Because the fundamental mode wasv.

well separated from other resonances, this technique provided an accurate esti-
mate of the loss factor and resonant frequency. The measurements were repeat-
able within approximately 1% and are not subject to inaccuracies associated
with bandwidth measurements. Initial tests at input levels varying from 1/2 to
2 g's indicated that non-linear effects were small compared to temperature ef- '
fects. Tests were subsequently performed with a single input level.

A crude method was used in these initial tests to vary temperature. The ori-
ginal intent was to test the beams only at room temperature. However, as the
tests progressed, it was evident that the temperature should be varied to pro-
vide adequate data to evaluate the damping performance. This was accomplished
by varying the room air conditioner setting to obtain low temperatures and
using heat lamps to obtain higher temperatures. A thermocouple was taped to
the VEM portion of the beam to determine the test temperature. Using these
techniques, the temperature varied from approximately 550 to 1000 F. The test
results are shown in Figure 17. -,

3.1.4 COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results for the honeycomb sandwich beam cover a relatively
wide temperature range and indicate reasonable agreement with analytical pre-
dictions but with an apparent temperature shift. The measured fundamental
resonant frequency varied from 204 to 124 Hz which compares favorably with
analytical variations from 209 to 118 Hz. There appears to be a 4 to 8 degree
F shift in the resonant frequency curve but this could be caused by under-
estimating the cantilever beam stiffness (e.g. the analytical shear stiffness
of the honeycomb was lower than actual). This tends to be substantiated by the
asymptotic values. A similar shift in the temperature of maximum damping is
also evident. The maximum measured loss factor is within 1 to 17 percent ofpredicted. The difference in the VEM properties obviously has a major effect on

the accuracy of the analytical predictions.

The results of these initial tests indicated the need to obtain more detailed
test data to evaluate performance and to consider other damping materials.
The temperature was identified as a key parameter to correlate test and analy- :,
tical results. A wide, well controlled temperature variation is needed to
provide data on the analytical adequacy by checking both glassy and rubbery
asymptotes, with more accurate measurements in the transition region. A test .

of the basic undamped structure would be helpful to verify analytical model
accuracy. The observed peak damping was above the temperature range of inter-
est indicating peak performance would require a different VEM material. Some
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of the differences between test and analysis can be attributed to the uneven
temperature distribution in the test article caused by the heat lamps.

3.2 END SUPPORTED BEAM ELEMENTS

Following the tests of the cantilever beam specimen, two end supported beams
were fabricated and tested. The objective of these tests was to obtain better
analytical correlation by using end supported test articles and by using a
thermal chamber over the shaker so that the temperature could be controlled
more accurately. In addition, one beam used SMRD 100B50 which has a lower tran-
sition temperature than SMRD 100F90.

3.2.1 TEST CONFIGURATIONS

The end supported beam test configurations are shown in Figure 20. The beams
consisted of a 10 inch wide by 17 inch long 1/8 inch aluminum plate. Five
steel bars were bolted and bonded to the plate to provide chordwise stiffness
and beam resonance in the frequency range of interest. A single half inch wide
hat section was riveted to the center of the beam simulating a criteria III
stiffener. The viscoelastic material was bonded to the stiffener and a con-
straining layer of G/E with uniaxial fibers was bonded to the VEM. The VEM
layers were 1/4 inch thick SMRD 100F90A and 0.10 inch thick SMRD IOOB50C. The
beam vas bolted with washer stand-offs to aluminum bars which were attached to
the 30 inch diameter head of an MB C-220 shaker. The end supported configura-
tion was felt to be more readily analyzed than the cantilever arrangement used
in the initial tests. The entire shaker head was enclosed in a small thermal
chamber which contained a heater, a blower and a thermostatic control. Liquid
CO2 was vented into the chamber to cool the test article below ambient tempera-
tures. Thermocouples sandwiched within a block of SMRD and attached to the
outside of the block were used to determine when the temperature of the test
article had stabilized.

3.2.2 ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS

The analyses of the end supported beams were performed using NASTRAN and the
MSE method described for the cantilever beam. The SUPERTAB plot of the FEM is
shown in Figure 21. The model was finer than that used for the cantilever spe-
cimens having 18 elements in the spanwise direction and 9 elements chordwise.
The model used CQUAD4 elements with offsets for all but the steel bars and VEM.
The steel bars were modeled using CBAR elements with offsets. The VEM was
modeled using CHEXA elements as in. the cantilever model. The modulus of the
VEM was varied in the NASTRAN analysis and the final results presented as a
function of temperature using material property curves as described previously.
An additional analysis was performed for the bare beam without the VEM to
correlate with test results.

The analytical predictions for the hat stiffened beam are shown in Figure 22. ' 1
The resonant frequencies of the first three modes are shown for both simply
supported and clamped boundary conditions. Because of the dependance of the
VEM model on that of the model for the basic stiffened beam, analysis and
testing of this configuration was performed. The analytical results for the V
two damped beam configurations are shown in Figures 23 and 24 for the 1/4 inch
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SMRD 10OF90 and for the 0.10 inch SMRD 100B50 respectively. For the SMRD

10OF90, analytical results are presented for both Lab A and Lab B material pro-

perty data. For the SMRD100B5O, only one set of material property data was
available.

3.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are shown in Figures 22 to 24 for the various test
conditions. The tests were performed in the same manner as the cantilever tests
except that the MB C-220 shaker was selected because of its larger head dia-
meter. The major change in the procedure was the use of the thermal chamber
over the test article which improved the accuracy and range of test tempera-
tures. The instrumentation consisted of three response accelerometers: two
at midspan at the center and edge and one at quarter span in the center. The
input was measured at one end of the beam. The response at the center mid-span
was circle fit to measure the fundamental resonant frequency and damping. The
other midspan accelerometer was checked for torsion which was found to be neg-
ligible at the fundamental resonance.

3.2.4 COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first step in correlating the analysis and test results was to compare
the resonant frequencies of the basic undamped beam, Figure 22. This was done
by p) '4ng the ratio of the analysis to the test frequency for the first three
bend ,des. This comparison showed that there is excellent agreement in the
fund. 1 resonant frequency when the analysis considers the beam to be
clampt at the bolt attachments. There are, however, significant differences
in the second and third resonant frequencies which were closer for pin con-
straints at the bolt attachments. In the interest of expediency, the results
were considered satisfctory for analytical predictions of fundamental mode res-
onant frequency and damping. The decision was made to proceed but to limit
comparisons to the fundamental mode only.

The analytical results for the beam with the 1/4 inch SMRD 100F90, Figure 23
agree reasonably well with test results for resonant frequency and temperature
of maximum damping when Lab A material properties are used. Using Lab A mater-
ial properties, the calculated temperature of maximum damping, 770 F, agreed
with the test within measurement accuracy with less than 5 percent difference
in the corresponding resonant frequency. The maximum damping, however, was 34
percent higher than measured. This agreement was considered to be partially
the result of the accuracy of the beam-stiffener model which agreed within 2
percent of the measured resonant frequency. Using the Lab B material proper-
ties, the calculated temperature of maximum damping was approximately 770 F
which was the same as predicted using Lab A properties. The analytical reso-
nant frequency also agreed reasonably well. However, the maximum calculated
damping was 21 percent higher than measured.

For the beam using the SMRD 10OB50B, the analysis results agreed fairly well
with measured values although only one estimate of material properties was
available, Figure 24. The resonant frequency closely follows the measured
values but shows a higher calculated asymptotic value at high temperature; this
indicates a higher analytical stiffness of the basic beam than actual. The
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temperature of maximum damping was 6 F lower than measured with the maximum
calculated damping about 30 percent higher than measured. The resonant fre-
quency of maximum damping agreed closely.

The summary of the beam test data is given in Table 3 and Figure 25 comparing
the maximum loss factor and the corresponding temperature and resonant fre-
quency. The maximum loss factor appears to be the most error prone with 30
percent variations between analysis and test. Calculated resonant frequencies
and temperatures at the maximum damping point are generally within 15 percent
and 3* F, respectively. The table indicates a high sensitivity of results to
material properties. It will be noted that modeling errors of the basic
stiffened beam are included in the calculations and the variations should not
be considered to be solely VEM associated.

4.0 PANEL MODAL TESTS

j1.

4.1 TEST DESCRIPTION

The general arrangement of the modal tests is shown in Figure 26. The two

test panels were the undamped baseline panel and the lightweight honeycomb con-
figuration with a quarter inch layer of SMRD 100F90B between the inner aluminum
honeycomb stiffener and the outer graphite epoxy honeycomb constraining layer.
Each test panel had the simulated TWT'S installed and was bolted to a test
frame along its four sides. The frame, in turn, was bolted to a massive rigid
base. The frame had numerous openings machined around it to permit air to flow
into the opening between the panel and the base fixture. (Initial tests indi-
cated that the air trapped between the panel and the mounting base stiffened
the test panel. After the openings were machined into the frame the fundamen-
tal panel mode was found to drop to nearly half the original test frequency.)
A single Unholtz Dickie 50 pound permanent magnet shaker was attached to one of
the TWT's through a flexible stinger which contained a piezoelectric force
transducer and accelerometer at the TWT attachment end. The shaker was attach-
ed at the outer edge of one TWT for tests of both the baseline undamped panel
and the damped panel. For the damped panel, a second shaker attachment at the
center of the middle TWT was also used. Analytical predictions prior to per-
forming the test indicated that these locations would effectively excite the
modes of the panel below 300 Hertz. The shaker was suspended from a bungee
sling attached to an overhead crane that could readily be positioned to align
the shaker with the panel.

The instrumentation for the undamped baseline panel was limited to three accel-
erometers while 14 accelerometers were used for the damped panel. All of the
accelerometers measured vibration normal to the panel except for two accelero-
meters mounted to the top of the center TWT on the damped panel. While a sin-
gle accelerometer at the top center of each TWT measured the undamped panel re-
sponses, four accelerometers mounted at the bottom corners of the TWT's were
used to measure the out of plane TWT response on the damped panel. The temper-
ature of the damped panel was measured with a thermocouple attached directly to
the viscoelastic material.
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A portable air conditioning unit was used to control the temperature by dire2-
ting a flow of cooling air over the test panel. Data were obtained at 70° F.
Endevco 2213 accelerometers and a Krystal force transducer were used to mea-
sure the response and excitation. Previous tests have shown negligible phase
shifts between the transducers at frequencies above 5 Hz.

A pure random shaker excitation was applied over the frequency range from 20 to
500 Hertz. The force Power Spectral Density had a 6 dB/octave roll-up to im-
prove the response signals in the higher modes. The transducer signals were
analog recorded using a Spectral Dynamics multiplex system and played back for
subsequent modal data processing. A shaker force of 8 pounds RMS was used to
excite both the undamped and damped panel. The force amplitudes were arbitrar-
ily selected to provide adequate response measurements.

The data were reduced using an HP5451B Fourier Analyzer with a University of
Cincinnati (UCMIE) software package. The analog data were digitized and trans-
fer functions generated using the Analyzer. The coherence was checked to
assure accurate transfer function definition with zoom analysis performed to
improve accuracy where needed. A typical transfer function is shown in Figure
27 and indicates the coherence was very close to unity in :hze resonant fre-
quency range. Adequate frequency resolution was provided for both the undamped
and damped panels. The UCHIE software option used for extracting modal para-
meters was the Least Squares Multi-Mode curve fit routine. This was necessary
because of the large amount of modal overlap in the heavily damped modes as
well as those panel modes which had closely spaced resonant frequencies. The
mode shapes determined from the transfer functions were transferred by digital
tape to the large mainframe computer for comparison with analytical predic-
tions. Because of the limited number of measurements, the dot product between
the test and analysis modes was used for comparison.

4.2 ANALYSIS TEST CORRELATION

The first seven out-of-plane analytical modes of the undamped panel with fixed
edges are compared with the test results in Table 4. The modal dot products
were calculated using only the Z motions normal to the panel for both the test
and analysis modes. The dot products show good agreement between analysis and
test mode shapes with those modes dominated by Z motion having values greater
than 0.9. As would be expected, the agreement is not as good for modes having
a large amount of rocking or X and Y motion. The resonant frequencies agree

with test values to within approximately 10 percent. The test panel was
bolted directly to the base plate at all locations which should have given it a
nearly fixed boundary condition. The test loss factors were on the order of
0.03 or less showing the baseline structure to have relatively little damping.

The analytical predictions for the damped honeycomb panel are compared with the
test results in Table 5 for a temperature of 70°F. The analysis is based on
fixed boundary conditions along the four panel edges. As indicated in the
Table and shown graphically in Figure 28, the resonant frequencies of the first
four out-of-plane modes agree with test values within approximately 10% while
larger errors are apparent in the higher modes. The coarseness of the NASTRAN
model is believed to contribute to this error; however, it is apparent that the
error in the resonant frequencies of the two highest modes are significantly
greater than the error in undamped panel analysis. The modal dot products are
compared in Figure 29 and show good agreement with only two of the damped panel
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modes shoving values lover than those of the undamped panel. The ratio of the
measured to calculated loss factors is shown graphically in Figure 30. The
comparison indicates that the calculated values tend to be less than the mea-
sured values but that the measured values are generally greater than two-thirds
of the calculated values. The earlier element test results gave similar re-
sults with the agreement between calculated and measured loss factors being
closer when maximum values were used. Subsequent panel tests using the base
excitation method were performed over a wider temperature range to better cor-
relate the analysis and test results.

The damped panel was excited sinusoidally by exciting it through its base using
the MB C-220 shaker. The temperature was varied from approxmately 608 F to
90" F using the portable thermal chamber. The measured response was analyzed

digitally using an HP5423A Fourier 'Analyzer to provide circle fits to the
measured response. The input acceleration was used as the reference. Because
of the overlap of the modal responses, circle fit results were only obtained
for the fundamental mode. The results shown in Figure 31 agree with the pre-
vious test results and indicate that a maximum loss factor of 0.27 occurs at
approximately 77' F. This is in closer agreement with the analytical predicted
value of 0.35 but is shifted to a higher temperature.

The results of the modal test verify that a large amount of damping can be
introduced into the panel with the damped honeycomb stiffeners. Although the
maximun. measured loss factors are less than the predicted values, the values
agree within approximately 30 percent. The test results indicate that another
viscoelastic material having a lower transition temperature would be more
effective in damping the panel.

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Damped DSCS III Transponder equipment panel designs were developed using con-
strained layer viscoelastic materials (VEM's) on the panel stiffeners. Al-
though preliminary studies indicated integrally damped honeycomb panels would
be lighter and more effective, the damped stiffener design was selected because
of thermal constraints caused by the high heat dissipating TWTA's. By usingdesign criteria that accounted for the load reduction achieved by the damping,
the weight impact was limited to 2 to 10 percent of the structural weight for
the highly damped panel final designs. NASTRAN finite element analyses using
Modal Strain Energy were used to systematically examine structural and VEM
parameters to optimize the design. The VEM properties were represented with
reduced frequency nomographs.

Reasonable agreement was obtained between analytical predictions and experimen-
tal results. Frequency and temperature were shown to govern the damping and
resonant frequencies of VEM panel designs both analytically and experimentally.
Analytical and measured modes shape agreement for the damped panel was nearly
comparable to that of the undamped panel based on the dot product comparisons.
There appeared to be shifts in the predicted temperature of maximum damping on
the order of 3 to 10 degrees F. The resonant frequencies of the first seven
panel modes agreed with analysis prediction within about 12 percent which was
comparable to the agreement for the undamped panel. The maximum measured loss
factor was within approximately 30 percent of analytical predictions with some
values showing negligible variation. At specific temperatures, the measured
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loss factors were on the order of one half to two thirds of analytical predic-

tions for the final panel design. Material property variations were shown to
have a major effect on analytical predictions and could account for most of the
differences between analysis and test results. Boundary conditicns and inac-
curacies in the finite element model of the basic structure also contribute to
the test/analysis difference.

Large reductions in resonant magnifications were achieved with the damped stif-
fener designs. The first mode magnification measured on the undamped baseline
panel was 26. The constrained layer damper design of the damped modal test
panel reduced this Q of 26 to only 4.3 at the temperature of the modal test,
(70' F) and to 3.7 at the temperature at which the peak loss factor was found
during subsequent temperature sweep testing. These valuus compare to the Q of
3.0 which was calculated using NASTRAN MSE with VEM properties determined from
a reduced temperature nomogram.

Subsequent acoustic test results showed that the damped panels were highly
effective in reducing the random vibration environment. The initial goal of
6 dB reduction in the PSD was exceeded in the low frequency range by a large
amount.

The results of this study demonstrate the effective application of visco-
elastic material technology to the design of equipment panel structure.
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Table 1. Panel Design Criteria

A. LOAD FACTQO$r ... ... LOA FCTQR (6)

STEADY TRNSIE VIBRO-
CRITERION (ZERO FREQ) (2 Hz) ACOUSTIC TOTAL DEFLECTION

I. ADD-ON DAMPI.G 3.0 8.5 23.5 35.0 ABOUT 0.10 INCH
- BASIC PANEL DESIGN- ,-.'

ED ASSUMING LOW
DAMPING

II. INTEGRAL DAMPING 3.0 8.5 11.8 23.3 ABOUT 0.10 INCH
- 50% REDUCTION IN

VIBROACOUSTIC LOAD
- NO LOAD CARRYING ..

CAPABILITY OF
DAMPING TREATMENT A'
ASSUMED

111. INTEGAL DAMPING 3.0 8.5 11.8 23.3 ABOUT 0.10 INCH
- r1% REDUCTION IN

VIBROACOUSTIC LOAD
- OAPING TREATMENT

CARRIES TRANSIENT
AND VIBROACOUSTIC
LOADS

*t B. DAMPING .
- FUNDAMENTAL PANEL NODE LOSS FACTOR AT LEAST 0.3 .
- LOSS FACTOR FOR OTHER MODES UP TO 500 Hz AT LEAST 0.1

Table 2. Preliminary Design Weight Summary 'a...

TOTAL STRUCTURE
PANEL DESIGN STIFFENER/AMPER B DAMER TOTAL PANEL

LB % LB %LB%
BASELINE-UNDAMPED 0.86 100 8.48 100 47.5 10o0
DAMPED STIFFENER*
CRITERIA 1 1.75 203 9.37 110 48.4 102

CRITERIA II 1.55 180 9.17 108 48.2 101

CRITERIA 11 1.33 155 8.95 106 48.0 101
(HAT STIFFENER)

CRITERIA 111 0.72 84 8.34 98.3 47.3 99.7
.(HONEYCOMB

STIFFENER) j

*DAMPED STIFFENER DESIGNS USE P100 GRAPHITE (E*60E6. UNIAXIAL)

Table 3. Summary of Beam Test Results S

TEST BEAM IAX LOSS FACTOR ('i) RESONANT FREQ TEMPERATURE
DESCRIPTION TEST ANAL DIFF VIBROACOUSTIC

TEST ANAL %OIFF TEST(HZ) ANAL(HZ) %DIFF (F) (F) (F) MATERIAL
CANTILEVERED 0.46 0.465/ +1.1/ 137 138/ +0.7/ 100 88/ 12/ 1/4 INCH SMRD 10OF90A
H/C SANDWICH 0.38 -17.4 149 +8.8 95 5

END SUPPORTED 0.29 0.39/ +34.5/ 82 86/ +4.9/ 77 76/ 1/ 1/4 INCH SMRO 10OF90A
HAT-1/4 IN. 0.35 +20.7 94 +14.6 76 1
VEN

END SUPPORTED 0.36 0.47 +30.6 90 91 1.1 37 33 6 0.10 INCH SMRD IOOBSOC
HAT - 0.10 IN.

NOTES: 1) ANALYSIS VALUES SHOWN FOR LAB A AND LAB B lOOF 90 MATERIAL PROPERTIES.

2) FUNDAIFNTAL MODES ONLY. V
3) VALUES OF PARAMETERS ESTIMATED FOR MAXIMUM LOSS FACTOR POINT.

4) CANTILEVER BEAN TEST TEMPERATURE NOT ACCURATELY CONTROLLED.
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Table 4. Undamped Panel Modal Test Comparison :- %*

moot FIXED TEST FIXED MODAL TEST HOot E:
NLYSIS FREQ PREQ DOT LOSS DESCRtIPoN

FREQ (Hz) ERROR PAOD'jCT FACTOR
(Hz) FIXED (0) _ _ _

1 55.4 49.7 11.5 1.000 .038 Z

2 117.4 106.1 10.7 .892 .016 Y - z

3 123.4 110.3 11.9 .947 .022 Z - X

4 147.3 135.2 9.1 .946 .014 Z - X

5 210.6 213.5 - 1.4 .604 .020 X - Z

6 247.9 251.5 - 1.4 .975 .030 Y

7 279.8 270.3 3.5 .804 .027 X - Z -

8 286.5 280.4 2.1 .810 .022 X - Z

NOTE: MODAL DOT PRODUCTS INCLUDE ONLY Z NOTIONS

Table 5. 'lodal Test Comparison for Damped Honeycomb Panel

70" F

MODE RESONANT FREQ PERCENT MODAL LOSS FACTOR(I ) LOSS WEAS

(HZ) FREQ VECTOR FACTOR
ERROR DOT PDT RATIO

FIXED TEST FIXED FIXED FIXED TEST FIXED
ANAL. ANAL. ANAL. ANAL. ANAL.

1 60.7 62.1 - 2.3 .991 .348 .231 1.51 .66

2 90.8 87.9 + 3.3 .720 .261 .191 1.37 .73

3 127.4 140.1 -9.1 .921 .117 .081 1.47 .68

4 157.0 157.2 - .1 .937 .290 .176 1.50 .67

5 192.6 218.9 -12.0 .300 .121 .036 2.69 .37

6 216.5 195.8 +10.6 .775 .216 .184 1.02 .98

7 266.9 210.1 +27.0 .895 .068 .054 1.02 .98

8 298.6 248.5 +20.2 .978 .136 .091 1.14 .88
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*Figure 2. DSCS-III North Equipment Panel
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TOTAL STRUCTURE TOTAL
PANEL DESIGN STIFFENER/DAMPER AND DAMPER ?ANEL

S BASELINE UNDAMPED =100%M M100 00

DAMPED STIFFENER

CRITERION I

CRITERION 
III

HAT AND /E 
CRITERION III

HONEYCOMB

CRITERION III PANEL WITH HONEYCOMB SANDWICH . -
STIFFENERS WEIGHS APPROXIMATELY THE SAME

AS BASELINE
a, ' °. *:

Figure 6. Preliminary Design Weight Summary

Figure 7. SlMRDIF90B Damped Honeycomb Stiffener Panel
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STIFFEN ER/DAMPER

HONEYCOMB SANDWICH WITH$2JGRAPHITE FACE SHEETS '

}SMVRD VISCO ELASTIC MATERIAL

HONEYCOMB SANDWICH WITH
ALUMINUM FACE SHEETS '

~ ALUMINUM BASE PLATE

674 GRIDS
294 DYNAMIC DOF
512 CQUAD4 ."
168 CHEXA

Figure 8. Nastran Model -Damped Modal Test Panel

t t

LOSS FACTOR VS. FREOUENCY%6
PANEL 2
0.25" SMRD 1DOF908
HONEYCOMtB SANDWICH STIFFENER AND

~~ ~CONSTRAININGO LAYER06F

00. TEMPERATURES BIETWEEN

'A 2 1TMODE60OF &70OF

0. 0.3 r
0

SMRD 100F9= 0Q65OF tj
S0.2 - 0.4- THICK HONEYCOMB STIFFENER & 0.-

CONSTRAINING LAYER 02

9 .1 020.3 04 . 0 0
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Figure 9. Damped Modal Test Panel- Figure 10. Damped Modal Test Panel -

*Nastran Model Strain Energy vs Preliminary Design Loss
VEM Thickness Factors
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Figure 11. SMRD100B5OA Damped Hat Section Stiffened Panel
With 3 Subpanel Dampers

DESIGN GOAL: qc > .3 1St MODE
.1 HIGHER PANEL MODES

1st MODE FIRST 9 MODES
STRAIN LOSS
ENERGY FACTOR( DESIGN POINT

0 659F

*.4 BARSI SKOW RUMGE
3 TcI' ) FOR TEMPERATURE

UETWIEN a"
:26 fANO 70OF.20 .3

.10
.2 WT (lb.) 48.4 48.6 48.8 43.0 49.2 .2 -

1f

.1 .2 .3 .4 100 200 300 400

VEM THICKNESS (in.) FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 12. VEM Strain Energy Figure 13. Loss Factor vs Frequency
vs. SMRD Thickness
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Figure 14. Cantilever Beam Test Figure 15. Nastran Modei Honeycomb
Element Stiffened Panel
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140 .TE 410

0Z 101 100
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Figure 16. Methodology for Analysis/Test Comparison
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Figure 22. Analysis/Test Comparison for Undamped Beam
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Figure 23. Test/Analysis Comparison for 1/4 Inch
SMRD100F9OA Hat Stiffened Beam
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Figure 25. Summary of Elements -Analysis vs Test
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FABRICATION OF DAMPED SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT PANELS*

K. SCHMIDT, F. CURTIS, E. MUZIANI, L. AMORE

GENERAL ELECTRIC SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
VALLEY FORGE SPACE CENTER

P.O. BOX 8555, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19101

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the material considerations and fabrication methods used
in the GE RELSAT program and describes the technology needed to produce ,'
viscoelastically damped spacecraft equipment panels. Tests of the panels
presented elsewhere in these proceedings indicate the damping is predictable
and highly effective in reducing the vibroacoustic environment of electronic
packages. The materials technology described herein builds on more than 15
years of GE experience in damping spacecraft electronic packages and other ;. ,
devices using a SMRD 100 viscoelastic epoxy. Material requirements are driven
by prelaunch thermal vacuum testing, launch temperature of 60 to 72 degrees F,
launch vibration frequency of 50 to 500 Hertz, and the need to survive 10 years
in orbit without contaminating the spacecraft. GE SMRD 100 materials were
selected that satisfied these requirements and were known to maintain their -•

excellent damping properties after 4 years in orbit. Modulus and loss factor
of candidate materials are compared at the temperature of interest for
frequencies from 10 to 10,000 Hertz. Standard panel fabrication methods are
used except for viscoelastic material (VEM) machining which uses diamond
tooling. Quality control methods needed to assure panel structural integrity
and damping performance rely on X-ray and and ultrasonic techniques to evaluate
bonding and resonant beam measurements to determine material properties. t

Alternatc fabrication methods that eliminate some bonding operations are
presented. Because current measurements of VEM properties have a large
variation, it is recommended that improved methods be investigated. Improved
property measurement should address experimental errors, relations used to
derive properties from test measurement, derivation of the reference
temperature used in the shift relation, and VEM formulation controls that
assure uniform properties.

*This work was performed for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory under the
RELSAT (Reliability £,or Satellite Equipment in Environmental Vibration)
Contract.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the material considerations, basic fabrication techniques
q and quality control measures critical to the fabrication of damped spacecraft

equipment panels. In conjunction with this paper, two others have been
written, which address the design and testing of Dynamic Test Article (DTA)
Panels.1,2 The purpose of this effort, is to demonstrate the use of viscoelastic
damping to reduce vibroacoustic environments for satellite equipment mounting
structures in a launch environment. Research, testing and subsequent
evaluation have shown that the technology and material resources are available
to fabricate and implement constrained layer damping on spacecraft structures.

BACKGROUND

The formulation and application of viscoelastic materials in spacecraft has
been under development at GE-SSD for over 15 years. SMRD (Spacecraft Materials
Research and Development), a highly efficient damping compound developed by GE,
was first flown on Landsat I Earth Observation Satellite where avionics
reliability was enhanced by limiting relay panel vibrations. 3 Subsequent
applications include Viking Lander, Acoustic Cannisters, Gimbals, and Camera
Mounts. In addition, it is used extensively on printed circuit boards, Ile%
providing efficient damping and additional stiffening of the boards and/or %
components. Figure 1 shows a typical constrained layer damping strip
installation. The board has a center strip extending from the edge to the
connector and an additional strip bonded to the connector. A minimum amount of ..;
space is occupied by the strips which use unidirectional graphite epoxy
constraining layers.

The constrained layer fabrication is shown in Figure 2. The constraining
layers are bonded to the viscoelastic material (VEM). They are then machined
to the final dimensions. Typical damping strips using SHRD 100FO90 with
unidirectional graphite epoxy constraining layers are shown in Figure 3 and can
be made in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Sizes range from a few inches
to a few feet in length. The DSCS III spacecraft uses approximately 2000
damper strips. Most use unidirectional graphite epoxy constraining layers. ., ..S
The keel member shown in Figure 4 employs the use of a large damper strip to
limit vibration levels so that vibration of adjacent packages stays within
specified limits. This keel damper was added after acoustic tests indicated
package qualification random vibration levels were being exceeded.

Currently, the concept of viscoelastic damping is being evaluated in relation
to reducing vibroacoustic environments for satellite equipment mounting
structures during launch. To date, testing has been conducted which has shown
the damping to be highly effective in attenuating vibroacoustic response. In
addition, the structural integrity of damped panels under static load,
sinusoidal load and creep effects under steady state load were measured. The
iisults of acoustic and shock tests, and the design, analysis and m$dal tests
are presented In two other papers included in the proceedings. This paper
discusses the viscoelastic material requirements and properties, material
selection, fabrication methods and quality control procedures.

"W,
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RELSAT PANEL DESIGN APPROACH

The approach used in the design of the damped panel configuration is shown in
Figure 5. The original panel design provided integrally machined stiffeners
with riveted flange sections to support the panel components. The damped panel
design uses a similar concept with a constrained layer damper added to the
flange section. Although the figure indicates the same size stiffener, the
damped panel designs actually used smaller stiffeners using the VEM and %
constraining layers to provide added stiffness. With this concept, the thermal
design of the panel is unaffected. Heat is conducted through the panel
structures and the VEM effect is negligable.

MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Requirements

Key requirements to be considered when selecting damping materials for
spacecraft applications include space compatibility, weight, strength,
stiffness and high damping in the frequency and temperature range of interest.
These requirements are summarized in Table 1 for the various flight phases.
Prior to launch, the material is subjected to thermal cycling for an extended
period of time during subassembly and spacecraft tests. In addition, a storage
capability of 2 years is also required. The launch conditions are critical for
the damping performance of the material which requires high damping from 60 to
72 degrees F in the 50 to 500 Hertz frequency range. High shear strength is
required so that structural integrity is assured. A wide range of stiffness
values are acceptable although they influence the thickness of the damping
layer. During orbital flight, the VEM must not contaminate the spacecraft
during its 10 year lVfe. This is reflected in the outgassing requirements of
ASTM E-595 which requires less than 1 percent mass loss and less than 0.1
percent collectable Volatile Condensible Materials under elevated temperature
and vacuum conditions. By selecting the dampened panel stiffener approach,
thermal conduction requirements are precluded.
Candidate Materials p A

The properties of candidate materials are compared in Table 2. The material -'-
density varies from .028 to .066 pounds per cubic inch which affects the weight
but is not critical because of the small amount of material used. The
outgassing results, however, do eliminate the AF32 (SMRD 100F90A is an
acceptable material although it slightly exceeds the outgassing values).

AigEffects

It is imperative that materials used on the spacecraft withstand the thermal
vacuum conditions imposed without changing stiffness and damping properties,
i.e. stability of the viscoelastic material properties is essential. In
addressing this requirement, SMRD panels are post cured under vacuum for 96
hours as a stabilization process. To verify the stability of GE developed .

SMRD, recent events have enabled an evaluation of SMRD following four years in I
space. The Solar Max Attitude Control Module launched in February of 1980 and
retrieved from space in April of 1984, used SMRD in its interior structure. A
sample recovered from the Attitude Control Electronics (A2E) package was tested A'A

.-.- R.
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and found to have reiain(,J high damping properties after four years in space.
Figure 6 co.'.res SWRD 1OOF90 retrieved from space to standard SIRD 10OF90
data. 'ihe indivi data points shown for the SHM material were obtain-.d from
modifi;.d Olerst beamn tests. The curves correspond to the original material
beforc extended sp3.:e exposure. The comparison indicates that the properties
have rot changed sigiificantly. A maximum loss factor of approximately 1.0 was
m- -utred for the StM material. This value is in close agreement with the
max.mum value fcr the corresponding curve. The data verify the stability of
the SXRD materi.d. Similar data are not available for the other materials In
Table 2.

Damping and Stiffness Properties

This section addresses material characterization of VEM damping and stiffness.
This information can be readily displayed on Reduced Temperature Nomograms
(ETNs). Past research has shown that there is a definite correlation between
many rheological materials in regard to behavioral similarities at different
temperatures and frequencies. Measurements of the stiffness, E or G, and loss
factor, 7L , as a function of frequency for various temperatures can be
obtained. Using a shift parameter, OT j and the data derived above, stiffness
and loss factor information at various temperatures can be collapsed into a
single curve. As a result, modulus and loss actor can then be plotted as two
curves on a Reduced Temperature Nomogram. This is illustrated in Figure 7.
Ultimately, this nomogram can be used to determine material properties for the
temperature and frequency of interest in a particular application. Figure 7 ,-"
illustraies modulus and loss factor data at an average temperature of 65
degrees F, the temperature of interest, for various frequencies. Because the
RTN includes the shift parameter which is material dependent, material
comparisons and selections must be made using the material property curve shown
on the right of Figure 7 which is independent of the temperature shift
relation.

The accuracy of the material property measurements are also indicated by the
individual data points in Figure 7. The temperature shift relations can be
used to translate the properties from the RTN to the material properties at a
specific temperature, including the curves and the original data points. The
scatter in the data points provide an indication of the accuracy of the
property measurements. Although the scatter appears small on the three cycle
log scale, the scatter is relatively large with factors of two or more for many
points. The scatter is particularly large for the loss factor.

In essence, tie goal in searching for a good damping material is to find one
whose high damping, properties coincide with the temperature and frequency
ranges of interest. In the specific case of DSCS III launch environment, the
temperature and frn.quency ranges of prime importance for the North Panel.;*
Structure are 60 to 72 degrees F and 50 to 500 Hertz, respectively. Xn an .N
attempt to attain the required stiffness and damping under these conditions,
material formula vaziations were researched and tested. One way to evaluate
the difference in damping properties between the material candidates is to
compare them in relation to glass transition temperature. Modifications were
made to the standard material in an attempt to shift the transition
temperature, so that peak damping would occur in the desired temperature and
frequency range. Figure 8 shows that SHRD material properties can be altered
to meet specific requirements. Of the three materials shown in this graph,
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SMRD 1OOF9OC performed ideally for the RELSAT application. Peak damping
occurred for about 50 to 500 Hertz at 65 degrees F.

In addition to the GE-SSD material formulations, commercial damping materials
were investigated. Two materials selected for initial evaluation were DYAD 601
and 3M ISD112. Both materials satisfy the outgassing requirements, however, at
65 degrees F the peak damping for DYAD 601 was at a frequency above the range .4
of interest for the DSCS III panel. Measured material properties frog; beam
tests are shown in Figure 9. In addition, ISD112 properties were also
measured, Figure 10. It appeared to be too soft, and required very thin layers
to be effective. It did not have the required bond strength for the stiffener
aplication. UDRI 3 was also considered, but was rejected because its tackyconsistency posed fabrication problems and could cause contamination of the

spacecraft. The final selection of candidate materials for panel fabrication
and tests were four SHRD100 materials. The material properties are compared in
Figure 11. The four prime material candidates are described below:

SHRD 10OF90B is a modified 10OF90 formulation which
ai"i significantly better outgassing characteristics

and a temperature of peak damping closer to the
ranges of interest than the original formulation.
It is relatively stiff with a low density, and hasbeen used by GE-SSD for electronic packages.

SMRD 10OF90C is a further modification of 10OF90,
formulated in an attempt to reduce the transitiion
temperature so that peak damping would occur in the
temperature and frequency ranges of interest.

SMRD 10OB5OA has the damping properties which appear
a'e'lly suited for DSCS III transponder panel
application. The material loss factor is high over
a relatively broad frequency range and is nearly
unity over the frequency range of interest. It has
the same base resin system as 10OF90, however it is
modified by the addition of a conductive filler.
The temperature of maximum damping at 100 Hertz is
63 degrees F and lies within the desired temperature
range.

SMRD 1OOBSOB - This is a modification of the
previous material which is stiffer. At 65 degrees
F, the frequency for peak damping is shifted to
about 200 Hz, and has high damping over the
frequency range of interest.

The decision to use the SMRD 100 muterials was based on the fact that these
materials satisfy the outgassing, strength, stiffness and damping requirements
established. Refer to Table 3 for material selector parameters. In addition
past experience in viscoelastic damping facilitates the application of varinus
techniques used in damped printed wire boards to those for the damped
spacecraft equipment panels. r
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DAMPED EQUIPMENT PANEBL FABRICATION

VEM Fibrication Process

Both SMRD 100F90 and 100B50 are cast and cured in teflon coated aluminum molds
in thicknesses ranging from 0.1" to 0,25". The sheets are stabilized and
outgassed under vacuum at 135 degrees C for 96 hours; see Figures 12 and 13.
The SMRD can be used as fabricated or milled to the desired dimensions. In the
past, an aluminum oxide cup wheel was used to mill the SMRD. Due to obvious
surface imperfections, diamond tooling replaced the former tool. Figure 14 is
a photograph of a diamond compax end mill used primarily for milling smaller
sections of VEM. The diamond flycutter shown in Figure 15 mills approximately
a two inch wide strip per pass as compared to 1/2 inch strip produced with the
end mill. This tool is used in larger applications.

Surface Preparation

Once the materials are machined to size, the SMRD can be bonded to constraining
layers such as aluminum and graphite/epoxy laminates. To obtain optimum bond
strength, an effective method of surface preparation is employed. The SMRD and
constraining layers are abraded using 100 grit Aluminum Oxide paper. All
surfaces are thoroughly cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and allowed to air dry.

Adhesive Selection/Bonding

Proper adhesive selection is essential in terms of space application. Once
again, outgassing requirements, in addition to strength under rigorous
environmental condition- are critical factors which must be considered. SMRD
10OF90 and 10OB5O 'ionded '.o both graphite/epoxy laminates and aluminum
using epoxy adhesivL amine or polyamine cured epoxy resin. The
adhesive selected ft t ,s application was Hysol EA9309.3 commercial grade
aerospace adhesive. I :n rial offered adequate strength and rigidity in
addition to being comp, " with the materials under consideration.

Finally, the actual bonding of the SMRD to the constraining layers is a simple ., .
procedure. A thin film of adhesive is applied using a fingerprint roller. The
materials are mated in such a manner as to preclude excessive air entrapment.
The bonded sections are then cured under pressure.

Two damped panel configurations were designed and tested, one incorporated r
aluminum honeycomb stiffeners and the other aluminum hat section stiffeners.
Figure 16 is representative of the honeycomb stiffener panel prior to
completion. Aluminum honeycomb stiffeners are bonded to SMRD which will
subsequently be bonded to a graphite/epoxy honeycomb constraining layer.
Traveling wave tube amplifier (TVTA) mass simulators are bolted to the aluminum
panel. Figure 17 shows a completed honeycomb panel prior to test. The
aluminum hat section stiffener panel shown in Figures 18 and 19 consists of
aluminum hat sections riveted to the aluminum base plate. A viscoelastic L
damping layer is bonded directly to the hat, followed by a graphite epoxy
constraining layer. TVTA mass simulators are then added for dynamic testing.

The method of damping used on these panels simulates the predicted effect of
constrained layer damping on the transponder panel of the DSCS III spacecraft.
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FUTURE DAHPED PANEL FAEPJICATION

Looking into the future of constrzined laye viscoelastic damping, a technique
has recently been developed to eliminate the bond between the voscoelastic
material, in this case SHRD, and the gxaphite epoxy laminate. Figure 20
compares the interfacial bond, between the VEH and laminate for adhesive and
direct bond methods.

The new procedure incorporates the bonding process into the layup of the .-.
graphite epoxy laminate. An in the current process, the SHRD must be abrdded
and thoroughly cleaned. The graphite/epoxy prepreg is then layed up diectly
onto the surface of the SHED sheet and cured under vacuum. The dampec strip ,
assemblies can then be machined to required dimensions. The benefits of this
new procedure include improved bond strength, elimination of the bonding -tap
and surface preparation of the graphite/epoxy laminate and most importantly, it
virtually eliminates the possioility of interfacial voids because of high resin
flov from the .raphite/epoxy prepreg and the high pressure under which the
composite is cured.

QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

VEM Properties Confirmation

To validate the material properties of the SHED, several tests were conducted.
Hardness, using a Shore A durometer measured the materials resistance to

indentation. It is a simple and effective means of monitoring changes in
material stiffness. Density was determined through weight and dimensional
measurement. Finally, to determine the damping properties of thq viscoelastic
material, the modified Oberst beam method of test was employed.0 Specifically,
the beams consisted of an aluminum layer sandwiched between two pieces of
viscoelastic material. A series of beams were then mounted to a shaker and
excited using base excitation. Damping properties of the materials under
consideration, were determined over a wide range of frequencies and
temperatures.

Structural Assessment

In addition to material property confirmation, non-destructive testing to Sk
determine structural integrity is critical. Delamination between the
constraining layers or panel and the damping medium could cause a significant
reduction in damping efficiency. As a result, it is important that

non-destructive inspection techniques be employed to insure structural
integrity. Three methods of test suggested are Ultrasonic Pulsed Echo
techniques, Ultrasonic Impedance tiane Analysis and Real Time Radiographic
Examination.

Ultrasonic and Contact Pulse Echo operates on the principle of pulsed
ultrasonic waves. The waves are monitored as they interact with the material
being inspected. A pulse ultrasonic beam is introduced into the part and the
returning echos are monitored. This test method gives informiation regarding
the type, size, location and depth of the defect. Figure 21 illustrates the
difference between a bonded area and one with a known void. The large peak
present on the photograph on the left is the back reflection of the aluminum
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hat section. This peak diminishes when a voided area is contacted. Since this
signal will not transmit through air, the last material the signal detects is I!'
the adhesive coated SMID, sinifying a void or debond as indicated in the
photograph on the right.

Ultrasonic Impedance Plane Analysis using a Bonda Scope, is an alternate method

of Non-Destructve Evaluation. The acoustical impedance plane method uses a
small probe to generate a standing wave across the material thickness. The
test frequency is selected to vibrate the laminate in such a fashion that the
response to bondline and anomaly size is enhanced. The standing wave, which
contains acoustical material information, affects the impedance value at the
material surface. This value is then transformed through the probe's acoustic . s
impedance into its electrical impedence. It is this electrical impedence which
is subsequently processed for display on the acoustic impedance plane. Figure
22 illustrates a typical setup, where'd bonded area appears as a dot located at
the center of the grid and a non-bonded area shows up as a dot in one of the
four quadrants depending upon depth and location of the anomaly.

Radiographic Examination or X-Ray, is another technique used to evaluate
structural integrity. X-Rays are directed through the part being inspected and
monitored with a screen or film sensitive to X-rays. Figure 23 shows an X-ray
evaluation of a debonded area. Since a void will absorb fewer X-rays than a
non-voided area, a dark spot will appear. Radiography can be performed through
the thickness to detect anomalies or tangentially to detect delaminations.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this research and development effort, the following conclusions
are made:

* The necessary technology is available to fabricate
damped panel structures.

0 Performance can be enhanced by altering material
formulation to conform to application
requirements.

0 Key outgassing requirements can be satisfied.

4 SMM damping material retains high damping *"

properties after four years in space, verifying
material stability.

0 Standard fabrication methods can be used for all
operations except VEM machining.

9 Quality Control Methods are available to assure
properties of the panel.

0 The variation in measured VEH properties should be
reduced.

6 The VEM test method should be revised to reduce

experimental errors.

HF*8
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9 The VEH temperature shift relations should be

improved.

a Material uniformity should be maintained within

close tolerances.
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:J ~Table 1. VEM Requirements for DSCS III North Panel ,:;
a,, #'. ,-_,

-"' cj *j •

* COMPONENT/SUASSEMSLY THERMAL * SPACECRAFT THERMAL CYCLING

CYCLING
TEMPERATURE. -34 TO 71C TEMPERATURI. -17 TO 60VC
VACUUM, 10 TOM VACUUMU 10-v TORR
TIhMj 10 DAYS TIME. 25 DAYS % . % 4

" STORAOE-COMPONXNTS AS PART OF THE SATELLITE FOR 2 YEARS -*,

LAUNCH
* TEMPERATURE ISHUTIU[ BAY)i SO TO 72F,
* FREOUENCY CF HIGH DAMPINO. SO TO 500 Ht
* SHEAR.1 STIFFNESS. 100 TC 1000 PI1 ,
* SHEAR STRENGTH& 100 TO 10000 PSI AT 100 HI

ORSIT
o SURVIVE ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT FOR 10 YEARS WITHOUT LOSS OF

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OR CONTAMINATING THE SPACECRAFT .

o OUTGASSING PER ASTM E-53, %
- TOTAL MATERIAL LOSSt 4"%
. COILECTISLE VOLATILE CONOENSIMLE MATRIALS, O.X 40.1

* 0 HEAT CONOUCTIONs NOT A CONCERN BECAUSE OF DESIGN APPROACH ,--,

Table 2. Candidate Materials

OUTGASSING PROPERTIES AT PEAK DAMPING

, DENSTY ,,eM TH LOSS TEMP ('F)

* MATERIAL (LB/IN3 ) x _ G (PSI) FACTOR * 250 Hz

ISD 112 .034 .02 .68 140 1.2 89 e
DYAD 801 .04 .01 .37 2.3K 1.0 35 , -

* .1 ,%AF 32 .0382 .46 1.97 76K .9 84

UDRI 3 .034 .03 0.58 8K 1.0 62

SMRD IOOF9OA .0285 .11 1.10 4.6K 1.0 98 .- .. ,

SMRD IOOF9OD .0296 .08 .81 2.7K 1.0 86

SMRD 10OF90C .0295 .05 .83 3.7K 1.0 71

SMRD 100550A .0613 .08 .57 4.1K 1.1 63 'a"

SMRD 100BSOB .0635 .10 1.17 4.21C 1.2 70

SMRD 10OBSOC .00 62 .05 .47 3.8K 1.0 74,,

a a

Table 3. Material Selection
ISO 112 ,.. %"

" LOW BOND STRENGTH
" FABRICATION DIFFICULTY -

-YAD 601 RAGENO MTCE
* TEMPVRATURE/FREQUENCY RANGE NOT MATCHED

AF 32
* EXCESSIVE OUTGASSING a

UDRI 3
0 FABRICATION DIFFICULTY (TACKY) a,, •
* CONTAMINATION

SMRD 100 , .;.,
0 PROPFR rIES CAN BE ALTERED TO MATCH APPLICATION w,,.
* FAMIUAR WITH FABRICATION METHODS
e HIGH BOND STRENGTH
* GOOD OUTGASSING REQUIREMENTS
* STABLE AFTER INITIAL VACUUM "BAKE OUT" %4

SMRD MATERIALS USE GE-SSD'TECHNOLOGY BASE
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Figure 5. RELSAT Damped Panel Design Approach ,
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REDUCED TEMPERATURE NOMOGRAM MATERIAL COMPARISON 41.,
OF SMRD1OFOF9 TEMPERATURE =65OF ew,-Loss SHEA a.-

FACTOR W, OOUS
REDUCEDTEMPERATURE OOGA MATRIA COMPARISO

TSZRE Is 174. "1PRT~hTg. P(Z
03 001$0 120 60 40 0 to.3

10 10 ".. 0.

1 4 '/'VV 104 1.00"
10 103 A 102 ____0._0

aa 'aa.

,oo ,o ,O- i ..
l-t to o0o

,0o" ,o....=, .'..LUU :L.LI..W......* L../.L ,o"
10 1 10 103 103 1 1 0

4  
00

10
"  

10 10 FREOU 0CI (HKa
% %

o 10 2 10 
4  

10 a 10 
8  

100 10 ,

REOUCID DrR[oUENCT Ill HZ,

MATERIAL SELECTION MUST BE MADE USING
PROPERTIES AT TEMPERATURE OF INTEREST

Figure 7. Material Characterization

10 5  a
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10OF90C..?

104  G
_ a.

PSI n'

S..-

10OF90A 10OF90C
10F90B

102 I I I ill 0.1
10 102 10 3  10 4

FREQUENCY (Hz)

GE MATERIAL PROPERTIES CAN BE ALTERED TO MEET SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS. SMRD10OF90C IS IDEAL FOR RELSAT.

Figure 8. Effect of SMRD 10OF90 Formulation Changes
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10' (T 65"F) _*9I t105 =

DYAD 01.,

10 9. *

PSi - to

102 ' '"' 0... "' ." ,
10 102 103 10

4

FREQUENCY (Hz-.)

THE PEAK DAMPING FOR DYAD 601 IS ABOVE THE FREQUENCY RANGE .. '.'

OF INTEREST. SMRD100F90C COMES CLOSER TO DESIRED RANGE.

Figure 9. Comparison of SMRD 10OF90 and DYAD 601 .,

(T = 65F)
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3  
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*

1210 102 103 10A
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ID12HAS A LOW MODULUS AND, CONFORMS TO RELSAT.9TEMPERATURE/FREQUENCY RANGE

Figure 10. Comparison of SMRD 10OF90 and ISD 112

(T = 65F)
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4 SMRD MATERIALS WERE SELECTED FOR PANEL FABRICATION & TEST

Figure 11. Properties of Selected Materials at 65 Deg F
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" CAST AND CURED IN FLAT SHEETS .. .,

" STABILIZED AND OUTGASSED UNDER
VACUUM AT 1350 C FOR 96 HOURS

" BONDED TO CONSTRAINING LAYER

* MACHINED TO FINAL DIMENSIONS

" BONDED TO STRUCTURE

Figure 12. VEM Damper Strip Fabrication Process .

TEFLON COATED ALUMINUM MOLD
PRIOR TO CASTING CURED MATERIAL

. %.-

'4 j% .N;,

m "~

Figure 13. SMRD Fabrication

Figue 1

.1 * J

Diamond Compax End Mill With a Diamond Fly Cutter ":;
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MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE WILLIAMS INTERNATIONAL
DENVER DIVISON P.O. BOX 200. M/S 4-5
PO BOX 179 M/S M0486 2230 WEST MAPLE RD.
DENVER, CO. WALLED LAKE, MI. 9'.*%-
80201 48088
303-977-8719 , .

HARRIS, CHARLES E. HARRISON, RICHARD W.
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS CENTER
AEROSPACE ENGRG. DEPT.
MAIL CODE 3141 10901 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE.
COLLEGE STATION, TX. SILVER SPRINGS, MD.

77843 20903-5000
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HASSELMAN. DR. T.K. HEDGEPETH. DR. JOHN M.
ENGINEERING MECHANICS ASSOCIATES ASTZP AEROSPACE CORP.
SUITE 318
3820 DEL AMO BLVD. 6384 VIA REAL
TORRANCE, CA. CARPINTERIA CA.
90503 93013-2993
213-370-2551

HELLER, PROF. ROBERT A. HENDERSON, DR. JOHN P.
VIRGINIA TECH. AFWAL
ESM DEPT. MLLN

BLACKSBURG, VA.. WFAFB, OH.
24061 45433
703-961-7483 513-255-2689

HIGHSMITH, ALTON L. HOLMAN, DR. ROBERT E. tNTEXAS A&M UNIV. HUGHES AIRCRAFT

AEROSPACE ENGRG. DEPT. ELECTRO OPTICAL DATA SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 902, Ell/VIlD

COLLEGE STATION, TX. EL SEGUNDO, CA.
77843 90245

HOLMER, CURTIS I. HOSOMURA, TATEO
NKF ENGINEERING, INC. NISSAN MOTOR CO. LTD.

12200 SUNRISE VALLEY DR. 3-5-1, MOMO.
RESTON, VA. SUGINAMI-KU, TOKYO
22091 JAPAN 167

HUGHES, PROF. PETER C. HUGHES, 0. RICHARD
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO CELANESE RESEARCH CO.

INSTITUTE FOR AEROSPACE STUDIES
4925 DUFFERIN STREET 86 MORRIS AVE.
TORONTO, CANADA SUMMIT, N.J.
M3H 5T6 07901
416-667-7719

IBRAHIM, RAOUF A. IBRAHIM, PROF. SAMIR R,
TEXAS TECH UNIV. OLD DOMINION UNIV.
DEPT. OF MECH. ENGRG. DEPT. OF MECH. ENGRG.

MAIL CODE I-MEOO P'
LUBBOCK, TX. NORFOLK, VA.
79409 23508
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IKEGAMI, DR. ROY JACKSON. PETER A.D.

BOEING AEROSPACE CO. ANTIPHON, INC.

MS 82-97 PO BOX 3999 62 OMEGA DR.
SEATTLE, WA. NEWARK, DE.

98124 19713
206-773-95$3 302-b54-7666

JAVID, AHMAD E. JEWELL, RONALD E.

IBM CORP. NASA
HDA DEVELOPMENT - DEPT G39/BLDG. 703 MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

5600 COTTLE RD. ED-21
SAN JOSE, CA. HUNTSVILLE, AL.
95193 35812
408-284-0605

JOHNSON, DR. CONOR D. JOHNSON, DERRICK W.3CSA ENGINEERING, INC. BOEING AEROSPACE CO.
SUITE 101 P.O BOX 3999
560 SAN ANTONIO RD. MAIL CODE 82-97
PALO ALTO, CA. SEATTLE* WA.
94306-4682 98124
415-494-7351

JONES. DR. DAVID KALNIN. ILMAR L.
AlFWAL CELANESE RESEARCH CO.
MLLN

86 MORRIS AVE.
WPAFB, OH SUMMIT, N.J.
45433 07901
255-2689

KALYANASUNDARAM. SHANKAR KERWIN, JR., DR. EDWARD M.
TEXAS A&M UNIV. BBN LABORATORIES
DEPT. OF AEROSPACE ENGRG. ' A

TANU 10 MOULTON ST.
COLLEGE STATION, TX. CAMBRIDGE, MA.
77840 02238

617-4191-1850

KIENHOLZ. DR. DAVID A. KILCULLEN, DR. ARTHUR F. E
CSA ENGINEERING. INC. DAVID TAYLOR NSRDC
SUITE 101 CODE 1962
560 SAN ANTONIO RD.
PALO ALTO, CA. BETHESDA, MD.
94306 2o084-5ooo O

415-494-7351 202-227-1520

R- 8
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I
KINRA. VIKRAM K. KLUESENER, MATTHEW F.

TEXAS AM UNIV. UNIV. OF DAYTON
DEPT. OF AEROSPACE ENORG. RESEARCH INSTITUTE

300 COLLEGE PARK/JPC-356

COLLEGE STATION. TX. DAYTON. OH.
9 77840 45069-0001

513-229-2644

LAMBFRSON, CAPT. STEVEN X. LARSON, CHARLE1S R.
U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL I
OFEM MAIL CODE AA57

12214 LAKEWOOD BLVD.
U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY. CO. DOWNEY. CA.
80840 90241

LAUGHLIN. MICHAEL J. LAYTON. JEFFREY B.

UNITED TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH CENTER PURDUE UNIV.
OATL
PO DRAWER 4181 254 HAWKINS GRAD. HOUSE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL WEST LAFAYETTE, IN.

33402 47906
305-863-4077 317-743-0224

LESIEUTRE. GEORGE A. LEWIS, THOMAS M.
SPARTA ANATROL CORP.

23293 S. POINTE DR. 10895 INDECO DR.
LAGUNA HILLS, CA. CINCINNATI. OH.
92653 45241.

LORCH. DAN R. LU, DR. Y,P.
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT DAVID TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP R&D CTR.
202-15 MACHINERY DYNAMICS DIV.
7821 CONNIE DR. CODE 2742
LONG BEACH, CA. ANNAPOLIS, MD.
90846 21 02 ,..,

301-267-2851 ..

LYNCH, P.J. MADIGOSKY, DR. WALTER M.
AFWAL NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS CTR.
FIGC WHITE OAK LABORATORY MAIL R 31

10901 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE.
WPAFB. OH. SILVER SPRING, MD.
45433 20903-5000

202-394-2464, 301-394-2464, AV 290-34

R-9



MANSFIELD, WILLIAM 9. MASRI. PROF SAMI F.

BARRY CONTROLS UNIV. OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING. VHE h06

700 PLEASANT ST.

WATERTOWN. MA. LOS ANGELES, CA.

02172 90089-0242

213-7413-291

MATLA, MICHAEL 3. MCKAY, EUGENE L.

EASTMAN KODAK MARTIN MARIETTA
DENVER AEROSPACE

901 ELM RD. P.O. BOX 179 M/S D174
ROCHESTER. N.Y. DENVER. CO.
14650 80201

MELDRUM, DEIRDRE R. MILES, RON N.

JET PROPULSION LAB. UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

MAIL CODE 198-330 DEPT. OF MECH. ENGRG.
4800 OAK GROVE DR. MAIL CODE FU-10 -

PASADENA, CA. SEATTLE, WA.

91109 98195

MILLER, A. KEITH MILLER, DAVID W.
SANDIA NATIONAL LABS. MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
DIVSION 1524 ROOM 37-327

P.O. Box 5800 77 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. CAMBRIDGE. MA.
87185 02139

MISRA, DR. MOHAN S. MOBREM. MEHRAN
MARTIN MARIETTA DENVER AEROSPACE ASTRO AEROSPACE CORP.
NEW TECH. MATERIALS ENGRG
PO BOX 179 K/S M0487 6384 VIA REAL

DENVER. CO. CARPINTERIA, CA.
80201 93013-2993
303-977-3000

MOELLER, MARK J. MOENING, CHARLES 3.
GENERAL DYNAMICS THE AEROSPACE CORPORATION
ELECTRIC BOAT VEHICLE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS DIV.
1 COURTLAND ST. P.O. BOX 92957, M4/910
PAWCATUCK, CT. LOS ANGELES, CA.
06379 90009

213-648-7202
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MOROENTHALER, DANIEL R. MORRA. ROBERT 0.
MARTIN MARIETTA MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
DENVER AEROSPACE MP 313
P.O. BOX 179 M/S M0486 6801 ROCKLEDGE DR.
DENVER, CO. BETHESDA, MD.
80201 20817

NAMIRI, MANUCHER K. NASHIF, AHID D.
JET PROPULSION LAB. ANATROL CORP.
M/S 198-326
4800 OAK GROVE DR. 10895 INDECO DR,
PASADENA, CA. CINCINNATI. OH.
91109 45241

513-793-8844

NELSON, PROF. FREDERICK C. NICHOLSON, DAVID W.
TUFTS UNIV. STEVENS INST. OF TECH.
DEAN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING DEPT. MECH. ENGRG.
105 ANDERSON HALL

MEDFORD, MA. HOBOKEN, N.J.
02155 07030

NXSHIMOTO, DR. TED S. NOKES, DR. DAVID S.
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL SSD C.S. DRAPER LAB., INC.
P.O. BOX 3644 1/S 27
MAIL CODE SL26 555 TECHNOLOGY SQUARE
SEAL BEACH, CA. CAMBRIDGE. MA.
90740-7644 02139

NOTTORF, ERIC W. OLKCMSKI, DAVID J.
TEXAS A&M UNIV. AF ROCKET PROPULSION LAB
AEROSPACE ENGRG. DEPT. DYS

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE -STOP 24

COLLEGE STATION, TX. EDWARDS AIR FCRCE BASE, CA.
77843 93523

PARIN, MIKE PASTERNAK, JOHN W.
ANATROL CORP. LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LAB.

P.O. BOX 808
10895 INDECO DR. MAIL CODE L-194
CINCINNATI, OH. LIVERMORE, CA.

45241 9*550
513-793-8844

R-11
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PEEBLES, JAMES H. PERSH. JEROME
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS OUSDRE (R&AT/MST)
MAIL CODE A3-267-13-3 ROOM 3D0089
5301 BOLSA AVENUE PENTAGON
HUNTINGTON BDFACH, CA. WASHINGTON, D.C.
926k7 20301-3080
71b-896-3640

PETERSEN, DONALD H. PETERSON, SCOTT W.
LTV LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO.
MISSILES & ADV. PROGRAMS DIV. MAIL CODE 0/59-30, DLDG. 578
P.O. BOX 650003 M/S TH-85 1111 LOCKHEED WAY
DALLAS, TX. SUNNYVALE, CA.
75265-0003 94089

PILGRIM, STEVEN M. PINSON. DR. LARRY D.
PENN STATE UNIV. NASA-LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
MATERIALS RESEARCH LAB. STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS DIV.
MAIL CODE 294 MRL MAIL CODE 244
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA. HAMPTON, VA.
16802 23665

804-865-3121. FTS 928-3121

PINSON. EARL D. PORTER. DAVIS L.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO. SPERRY
P.O. BOX BOX 3504 DVI-K
MAIL CODE B/104, 0/62-18 21111 N. 19TH
SUNNYVALE, CA. PHOENZX. AZ.
94088-3504 85036-1111

STEVENS INST. OF TECH. VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INST. & STATE UN

215 RANDOLPH HALL
HOBOKEN, N.J. BLACKSBURG, VA.
07030 2061

PROFFITT. DR. SHELBA 3. PRUCZ. PROF. JACKY
DASD-H-L WEST VIRGINIA UNIV.

MECH. & AEROSPACE ENGRG. DEPT.
910 SOMMERSET RD. Po BOX 6101
HUNTSVILLE. AL. MORGANTOWN. W.V. .r

35803 26506-6010
304-293-3111

R-12
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PUSEY. HENRY C. RAO. DR. DANTAM K.
AFWAL
MLLN - MATERIALS LAD. LU

h193 SUDLEY RD.
HAYMARKET, VA. WPAFB* OH.
22069 45433
703-75U-2234 513-255-2689

RAO, MOHAN D. RAY, ASOK K. 9.,.

AUBURN UNIV. TEXAS A&M UNIV. .
DEPT. OF MECH. ENGRG. - WILMORE LABS OLD ENGRG. BLDG. t k"

AUBURN, AL. COLLLGE STATION. TX.
36849 77843

RAZAVI, HAMID C. REINHALL, PER 0.
SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS, INC. UNIV. OF WASHINGTON
ONE ALEWIFE PLACE DEPT. OF MECH. ENGRG.
35 CAMBRIDGE PARK DRIVE MAIL CODE FU-10
CAMBRIDGE, MA. SEATTLE, WA.
O2140 98195

* . -

REISERT, T. DON REMINGTON, PAUL J.
MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE BBN LABORATORIES
BUSINESS DEVELOP. TECH. OPERATIONS PHYSICAL SCIENCES DIV,
PO BOX 179 M/S 1130 10 MOULTON ST.
DENVER. CO. CAMBRIDGE. MA. .'

80201 02238
303-977-4757

RZCHARDS, JR., KENNETH E. RIEGER, DR, NEVILLE F.
MARTIN MARIETTA STRESS TECHNOLOGY. INC.
DENVER AEROSPACE
P.O. BOX 179 M/S MOi86 1800 BRIGHTON-HENRIETTA TI. RD.
DENVER, CO. ROCHESTER, NY \'9.
80201 14623

RILEY, WILLIAM C. ROBLEE, JEFFREY W.
ROI LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LAB.

P.O. BOX 808 .'

2225 E. 28TH ST. BLDG 511 L-792
LONG BEACH, CA. LIVERMORE, CA.
90806 94550

R-13
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ROGERS. DR. LYNN ROW, EUN
AFWAL IBM CORP.

FIBAA MAIL CODE E3!1/142
AREA B BLDG. 45, ROOM 257 5600 COTTLE ROAD

WPAFB, OH, SAN JOSE. CA.45433-6553 95193

513-255-5664

SACKMAN, PROF. JEROME L. SAFARI, AHMAD
UNIV. OF CALIF. BERKELEY PENN STATE UNIV.

DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGRG. MATERIALS RESEARCH LAB.

BERKELEY, CA. UNIVERSITY PARK PA.
94720 16802
415-642-2950

SATTINGER, STANLEY S. SCHAMEL, I, GEORGE C.
WESTINGHOUSE R&D CENTER DEI - TECH, INC.
BUILDING 401/.OOM 2XPC SUITE 500
1310 BEULAH RD. 11838 BUNKER BLVD.
PITTSBURG, PA. NEWPORT NEWS, VA.
15235 23606
412-256-1327

SCHARNHORST, KURT P. SCHMIDT, KATHRYN A.
NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS CENTER GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
WHITE OAK - MAIL CODE R31 SPACE DIV.
10901 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE. GODDARD BLVD. RM. U4201
SILVER SPRINGS, MD. KING OF PRUSSIA, PA.

20903-5000 19406

SCHOPPEE, HEREDITY M. SELL, WILLIAM
ALBANY INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CO. 3M COMPANY

3M CENTER BUILDING 230-IF-02
1000 PROVIDENCE HIGHWAY 457 HOLLY AVE., S.
DEDHAM, MA. ST. PAUL, MN.
02056 55144-1000

612-733-6413

SELMER, LAWRENCE E. SESAK DR. JOHN R.
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE
RB06 ORG. 53-03, BLDG. 580

2250 MARIPOSA 1111 LOCKHEED WAY
EL SEGUNDO, CA. SUNNYVALE, CA.
90245 9043

R1.4
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SHIM, PROF. YOUNG S. SINGH, RAMEN P.
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL DYNACS
DEPT. OF MECK. ENGRG.
MAIL CODE 69 SO 2280 U.S. 19 NORTH #162B
MONTEREY, CA. CLEARWATER, FL.
93943-5100 33575

SKELTON, JOHM SLIVINSKY, LAWRENCE
ALBANY INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CO. RCA

ASTRO-ELECTRONICS
1000 PROVIDENCE HIGHWAY P.O. BOX 800 MAIL STOP I10-2-A36
DEDHAM, MA. PRINCETON, N.J.02026 08540

SOOVERE, DR. JAAK SPANOS, JOHN T.
LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA JET PROPULSION LAB.
FLUTTER AND DYNAMICS - PO BOX 551 M/S 198-326
DEPT 76-12 PLANT A-I BLDG 6aO 4800 OAK GROVE DR.
BURBANK, CA. PASADENA, CA.
91520-7612 91109
818-8~7-,225 (W), 213-363-0292 (H)

STAHLE, CLYDE V. STALEY, JAMES A.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SPACE DIVISION VALLEY FORGE SPACE SYSTEMS
PO BOX 8555 M018 BLDG. 100 ROOM M4018/100 Po BOX 8555
PHILADELPHIA, PA. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
19101 19101
215-962-5838 215-354-3442

STRAIN, JAMES C. SUN, PROF. C.T.
" GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. UNIV. OF FLORIDA

SPACE DIVISION DEPT. OF ENGRG. SCIENCES
P.O. BOX 8555 MI018 231 AEROSPACE ENGRG. BLDG.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. GAINESVILLE, FL.

• 19101 32611

TONGUE. BENSON H. TRAVASSOS, RICHARD H.
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH. SYSTOLIC SYSTEMS

1065 EAST BROKAW RD.
ATLANTA. GA. SAN JOSE, CA.
30332 95131
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TUCKER, TENNA E. UNGAR, DR. ERIC E.

THE AEROSPACE CORP. 9BN LABORATORIES, INC.

MAIL CODE N4/915
2350 EAST EL SEGUNDO BLVD. 10 MOULTON ST.

EL SEGUNDO, CA. CAMBRIDGE, NA.

90245 02238
617-497-3261

VAICAITIS, PROF. RIMAS VAN VOOREN, ROBERT H.

COLUMBIA UNIV. TRW
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGRG. R4/1098
610 S.W. MUDD ONE SPACE PARK
NEW YORK, N.Y. REDONDO BEACH, CA.
10027 90278

VENNERI, SAMUEL L. VOLIN, RUDOLPH H.

NASA HEADQUARTERS NAVAL RESEARCH LAD.
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES SHOCK & VIB. INFO. CENTER

CODE RN MAIL CODE 5804

WASHINGTON, D C. WASHINGTON, D.C.
205&6 20375-5000

202-767-3306, X2220, AV 297-3306

VOSS, l.M. WADA, DR. BEN K.
BOEING AEROSPACE CO. JET PROPULSION LAB.

STRUCTURES TECH. 157-507
P.O. BOX 3999, M/S 82-96 4800 OAK GROVE DR.
SEATTLE, WA. PASADENA, CA.

98124 91109
818-354-3600

WEBB, BRADLEY A. WEIMER, RAYMOND J.
DWA COMPOSITE SPECIALITIES, INC. CORDEC CORP.

2119 SUPERIOR ST. 8270-B CINDER BED RD.
CHATSWORTH, CA. LORTON, VA.
91311-4393 22079

WENDLER, BRUCE H. WENTZ. KENNETH R.
TRW AFWAL
ELECTRONICS & DEFENSE FIBG
ONE SPACE PARK BLDG. MI/1226
REDONDO BEACH, CA. WPAFB, OH.
90278 45433
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WHEELER, PROF. ROBERT WHITE, CHARLES W.
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE MARTIN MARIETTA

DEPT. OF MATHEMATICS DENVER AEROSPACE
P-. BOX 179 M/S MO486

BLACKSBURG, VA. DENVER, CO.
24061 80201
703-961-5500

WHITE, PROF. R.G. WILSON, ELLICK R.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON NAVAL AIRCRAFT REWORK FACILITY
INST. OF SOUND & VIBRATION RES. CHERRY POINT NAVAL AIR STATION
S09 5NH BLDG. 4033, CODE 315
SOUTHAMPTON, ENGLAND MCAS CHERRY POINT, NC.

28533-5030

WILSON, JAMES F. WINTERHALTER, DAVID M.
SPERRY CORP. MARTIN MARIETTA

AEROSPACE & MARINE DIV. DENVER AEROSPACE
P.O. BOX 21111, MIS N3OD3 P.O. BOX 179 M/S 0250
PHOENIX, AZ. DENVER, CO.
85036 80201

WOLFE, HOWARD F. WOLFENDEN, ALAN

AFWAL TEXAS A&M UNIV.
SF3GD - ACOUSTICS & SONIC FATIGUE GRO MECH. ENGRG. DEPT.

WPAFB, OCOLLEGE STATION, TX.

45433 77843
255-5229, 255-5573

WONG, CATHERINE R. WOO, RAYMOND
DAVID TAYLOR NSRDC JET PROPULSION LAB.
ANNAPOLIS LAB. MAIL CODE 198-330
CODE 2812 480o OAK GROVE DR.
ANNAPOLIS MD. PASADENA, CA.
21402-5067 91109 A

301-267-3128. X2842. AV 281-3128

WREN, GRAEME G. YEDAVALLI, RAMA K.
TEXAS A&M UNIV. OF TOLEDO

DEPT. OF ELEC. ENGRG.
P.O. BOX 1953

COLLEGE STATION, TX. TOLEDO, OH.
77841 43606
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ZVOLANEK. IVO
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CO.

P.O. BOX 516
D335/B33/N/hL25
ST. LOUIS. MO.
63166
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